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As have millions of individuals who count on Bank of America when the time
comes to purchase their home, educate their children, or start their business.
I can assure you that Bar&America has brought unparalleled commitment to the
communities we serve. The new Bar&America will continue in this manner, but on a
much larger scale than ever before - in fact - it will be positioned to create economic
opportunity nationwide.
Long ago, Bank of America sought to empower people by opening bank branches
in hundreds of communities throughout California. Today, we’re bringing a wide array
of financial services even closer to home, and making them available to customers 24
hours a day.
And we are not turning our back on the communities that need financial services
the most. In South Central Los Angeles, for example, we have more branches than all
other banks combined.
We have played a principal role in capitalizing one of Los Angeles’ three Atiican
American-owned financial institutions, Founders National Bank. Just last month the
CEO of that bank, Carlton Jenkins, said this in a letter to the Federal Reserve Bank in
Richmond, Virginia:
“Bar&America has been an extremely significant participant in the growth and
maturation of Founders National Bank. This, in spite of the fact that in several of our
branch locations, we are clearly a competitive institution to them.”
The BankAmerica Board of Directors has established as a goal that its major
operating units receive “Outstanding” ratings for their CRA activities. We are living up
to that standard.
Bar&America Corporation has five bank subsidiaries, and all five currently hold
“Outstanding” Community Reinvestment Act ratings. two of those have been earned
under the new CRA regulations.
Our flagship institution, Bank of America National Trust & Savings Association,
has received four consecutive “Outstanding” ratings. Our Federal Savings Bank is rated
outstanding by the Office of Thrift Supervision. Our Community Development Bank is
rated outstanding by the FDIC. Bank of America Texas and our Credit Card Bank in
Phoenix are rated outstanding by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
We believe that allocating the resources and performing at a level to achieve these
outstanding ratings is important. We believe it is equally important to reward outstanding
banks by placing value on their outstanding ratings at times like this.
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mortgage loans were made to minorities
borrowers.

and low-and-moderate-income

We have just introduced a new zero-downpayment
mortgage program for lowand-moderate-income
borrowers, which has had stunning results in our
demonstration markets. In fact, we accepted nearly $300 million in
applications in just three months.
In 1992, we introduced Advantage Business Credit, a lending initiative that
has taken much of the paperwork out of small business loan applications for
$100,000 or less. In fact, the application for this product is just one page
During the last six years, our ABC program has generated loans of
$4.1 billion.
And we have trained more than 15,000 of our employees in diversity
programs so that they can respect and cherish the differences that make our
company and our communities unique. We believe that changing
demographics represent new markets and opportunities for us to serve people.
Or as my predecessor, Dick Rosenberg, said so often: “service to low-income
communities is the right thing to do, and the smart thing to do.”
We’re also helping to meet the financial needs of a changing population by
delivering ATM service in three languages and staffing many branches with
employees who speak Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Chinese and Tagalog.
And, since 1991, we have helped to strengthen local education, economic
development and environmental quality with $206 million in contributions
non-profit organizations across the western United States.

to

We were a leading advocate for the revised CRA regulations, encouraging
banks, regulators and politicians to give the regulations a chance. We recently
commented positively to the Federal Reserve on Regulation B, which calls for
the voluntary collection of race and gender data on small businesses. We have
spoken out and taken leadership positions on child care, Proposition 13, urban
sprawl, water, Hispanic higher education and other issues important to all of
our communities.
.

We’ve established ourselves as good corporate citizens through an
environmental program that has resulted in, among other things, debt-fornature swaps to preserve Latin American rain forests. We were the first major
financial institution to sign the CERES Principles, which hold signatories to a
strict environmental code of conduct.

Throughout

the nation, Bank of America’s record is one of commitment

-.
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BANK OF AMERICA’S

NEWS
For release:

COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT
In 1906,following the earthquake that destroyed much of San Francisco, Bank of America
founder A.P. Giamrini set up shop on a street comer and began lending money to help
local residents rebuild. It was an early example of what is now called community
development lending. While his competitors were catering to the wealthy, Giannini
pioneered a system of branch banking that helped millions of people, including farmers,
immigrants and wage-earners, to buy homes, build businesses and save for the future.
Today, Bank of America continues to demonstrate that community development lending is
good business. Indeed, between 1992 and the end of 1996, Bank of America made
$1 S.9 billion in community reinvestment loans. Last year, the bank announced a IO-year
pledge of $140 billion for small business, affordable housing, lower-income mortgage
lending and consumer loans. And recently, for the fourth consecutive time, federal
regulators gave Bank of America their highest rating -- an “Outstanding” -- for meeting
the credit needs of communities and lower-income borrowers,
The San Francisco-based Greenlining Institute goes even farther. In an October 1997
letter to then-Comptroller of the Currency Eugene Ludwig, the institute’s executive
director and general counsel wrote that the “so-called ‘Outstanding’ rating given to almost
half of all very large financial institutions is inadequate regarding Bank of America. As we
previously discussed, Bank of America is the overall CRA leader. We believe the rating
for Bank of America should be “Outstanding Plus.”
SUPPORTINGSMALL BUSINESS
Making Loans nndLines - Between 1992 and 1997, the bank made $3 billion in
conventional small business loans and lines of credit for less than $50,000. In 1997, we
made $1.1 billion in loans and lines for $100,000 or less.
Clcting Red Tape- The bank offers conventional small business loans through
Advantage Business Credit, a program that streamlines the application process and
shortens turnaround times for loans and lines of credit as high as $100,000. The
application for this product is just one page and no supporting financial documents are
required for most requests of $50,000 or less.
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Offering Unsecured Credit for Working Capital - Our ABC Express Line features
unsecured revolving lines of credit of up to $10,000 for short-term working capital. The
program also provides an optional overdraft protection service for checking account
customers, In addition, Bank of America’s Business Card offers small business credit lines
of %25,000 or less.
Helping Firms That Don’t Qualify for Conventional Loans - Through its Community
Development Bank subsidiary and the community development division of its Federal
Savings Bank, Bank of America has booked nearly $1.5 billion in government-related
small business loans and $2 billion in credit for multi-family affordable housing, including
more than $600 million in the first half of 1998. BofA’s Community Development
Banking Group...
l

l

l

l

l

Has Preferred Lending Status in all of the SBA districts where we operate;
Was the first bank to book loans under the SBA’s FA$TRAK program aimed
at widening credit access;
Made more government-guaranteed
loans in the SBA’s four-state western
region than any other lender last year;
Earned the SBA’s recognition
women and minorities.

for its record of lending to firms owned by

Received Certified Lender status in all of the U.S. Department
districts in which we operate.

of Agriculture

PROMOTING HOME OWNERSHIP
Lending to Lower-Income Borrowers - Between 1992 and 1997, Bank of America
booked $12.8 billion in home loans to lower-income borrowers and those in lower-income
census tracts.
Creating Mortgage Program That Are FIevible and Affordable - In 1990, Bank of
America introduced its Neighborhood Advantage, which combines special underwriting
criteria with low downpayment options to make home mortgages more easily available to
lower-income borrowers and census tracts. In addition to offering down payments as low
as 5 percent, this initiative also considers the employment and credit histories of loan
applicants.
Introducing a Zero-Downpayment Option - This year, we announced the creation of a
$500 million zero-downpayment
program for creditworthy borrowers in 23 states and the
District of Columbia.
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FINANCINGAFFORDABLEHOUSINGCONSTRLICTION
Providing Clean, Safe and Affordable Places to Live - Bank of America Community
Development Bank is the nation’s largest source of multi-family affordable housing
construction finance. During the last five years, the Community Development Bank and
the community development division of our Federal Savings Bank have booked more than
%1.7 billion of affordable housing loans,
Investing in LowZncome Housing Tax Credits - BofA has invested $667 million in
federal tax credits aimed at expanding the availability of low-income housing throughout
the United States.
Introducing Fired-Rate, Low-Cost Construction Financing - In 1997, we perfected the
utilization of affordable housing bonds to incorporate both construction and term
financing for affordable housing projects.
MAKING CONTRIBUTIONSAND~NVESTMENTS
Helping to Build Strong Communities - Bank of America and the BankAmerica
Foundation together this year will contribute $40 million to non-profit agencies across the
nation. Since 1991, we have helped to strengthen local education, economic development
and environmental quality with $206 million in contributions to non-profit organizations
across the western United States.
Battling Poverty in the Southwest - Joining the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the
Ford Foundation, Bank of America has invested $500,000 in a community development
initiative for small towns along the U.S.-Mexico border.
Forming Economic Development ANiances - We were the founder of the California
Community Reinvestment Committee, which provides permanent financing for multifamily affordable housing and serves as the model in the western United States for other
bank consortiums. We have invested in dozens of other similar multi-bank organizations.
Supporting Minority Capital Formation - To help create jobs and stimulate economic
growth in minority communities we have invested more than $32 million in minority
venture capital fimds.
Encouraging Community Leadership - In 1996, we joined the Development Training
Institute and the Local Initiatives Support Corporation and to create the BankAmerica
Leadership Academy, an intensive training program for non profit management. Our $2.8
million investment in this initiative includes $1.1 million for start-up hmding and $1.7
million for community development grants.
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Helping to Shape Sound Policies - We were a leading advocate for the revised CPA
regulations, encouraging banks, regulators and politicians to give the new rules a chance.
We also supported voluntary disclosure of small business lending data and the permanence
of a federal tax-credit program that offers incentives for the development of low-income
housing. We have spoken out and taken leadership positions on many issues important to
our communities -- issues like education, child care, urban sprawl and water.
Preserving Environmental Quality - In addition to organizing debt-for-nature swaps
aimed at preserving Latin American rain forests, Bank of America was the first major
financial institution to pledge adherence to the so-called CERES Principles, which hold

signatoriesto a strict environmentalcode of conduct.
TAILORINGINITIATIVESTo MEET LOCAL NEEDS
Encouraging Rural Development - In 1997, Bank of America became the first major
financial institution to launch a widespread rural initiative, which includes $500 million for
community development lending in rural areas across the United States.
Promoting Neighborhood Revitalization - Working with several community-based
organizations, Bank of America has undertaken a pilot program called BONUS -- Building
on Neighborhood Unifying Strategies -- that directs lending and other resources to six
communities in three states.
Helping to Rebuild Inner-CiQ Conmumities - An example of Bank of America’s
innovation can be found in Los Angeles, where we set aside $25 million to help 500
businesses that had been damaged or destroyed in the civil unrest of 1992. These loans
required no payments on principal or interest for three years. They provided “patient”
capital that enabled inner-city entrepreneurs to get back on their feet.
Reflecting the Diversity of Our Customers - Bank of America is helping to meet the
financial needs of the country’s changing population. Many Bank of America branches are
staffed by employees who speak Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Chinese and Tagalog. We
also deliver ATh4 service in three languages -- English, Spanish and Chinese. And our
community reinvestment initiatives support the growing demand for affordable housing,
small business lending and consumer finance.
###
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Thank you, David.
This meeting is about the effects bank mergers have on communities.
Tb@ is a subject that is close to my heart - as all of you know, my
company has been through many mergers over the past 20 years.
In each, our intention has been to employ more people, lend more
money, do more business with minority vendors, be more active in the
community and generally make a bigger difference than our
predecessor institutions.
In fact. in reviewing the effects of these mergers on our communities,
we have found - almost universally -that
employment, lending,
community development efforts and charitable contributions actually
increase.
That has been our vision, and it will continue to be so with this merger
-in
San Francisco, in Charlotte and throughout our coast-to-coast
franchise.
Our goal is for the new Bar&America Corporation
community development bank in this country.

to be the best

So, I welcome the opportunity to share with you the values. efforts and
achievements that make NationsBank a positive force in all the
communities where we do business.
As you know, NationsBank has a strong record of community
investment. We have achieved and maintained “Outstanding” CRA
ratings. We have been a leader in our local markets. And we have
consistently sought out local community-based
partners to help us
achieve our community development goals.
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Our partners include national organizations as well as hundreds of
local community-based organizations in cities, towns and
neighborhoods where we do business.
These alliances represent a fundamental way we do business. We seek
partnerships for the betterment of neighborhoods. Our purpose in
these partnerships is not to compete against community-based
organizations but, rather, to work with them to improve
neighborhoods
Our decentralized management philosophy means that we understand
one size does not fit alI for communities in need. In other words,
associates across the country a0 not get community development
instructions
horn Charlotte, North Carolina. They get the resources
they need, and they get a corporate culture that backs them up when
they decide what needs to be done.
Our commitment to accountability is self-evident. Since 1992, we have
provided detailed reportiug at the local, state and national level on all
our results.
This process ensures that we car&rue to meet the evolving needs of
our communities. Equally important. it provides further opportunities
to gain feedback from community groups, civic leaders and the public.

Let me be perfectly clear about one thing our goal has never been
simply to meet the requirements of the Community Reinvestment Act.
We strive to lead in everything we do, and that includes building
strong communities.
Our commitment to our communities extends throughout the company
. . to every business line and to every assotite tbroughout the
franchise.
Beyond our core business activity, which fuels the economy, supports
the tax base and provides employment, there are five areas in which
NationsBank and its associates are active in supporting our
communities. They sre: (1) community leadership and associate
volunteerism: (2) individual and corporate philanthropy; (3)
commitment to diversity; (4) minority
business development; and (5)
progressive marketing programs and business policies.
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I’ll touch on each of these areas briefly.
Community leadership and associate volunteerism are important parts
of the NationsBank culture. At the corporate level, we provide
leadership to our communities by putting our financial muscle behind
important community projects _._by advocating for a stronger CRA and
a permanent Low Income Housing Tax Credit .._ and by working with
local governments and community organizations to achieve shared
goals.
We also have a strong culture of associate volunteerism. Associate
volunteers receive two hours of paid time off every week to work in the
schools... local counr5ls wbb.in the bank identify volunteer
opportunities for associates ._. and our newest program, NationsBank
NFIGHBORS, offers cash grants in an associate’s name to
organizations at which associates volunteer.
The next area I mentioned is philanthropy.
Simply put, NationsBank is the most generous &mncial institution in
the country, and the new Be&America
will be so by a long shot. Our
combined budget this vear will exceed $100 million. No one else even
comes close.
One of the most important aspects of our de&ion-making
process is
that we put control over charitable dollars in the hands of local
executives who know best how to seive their communities. This policy
has resulted in not just increased giving, but more effective giving,
with dollars going where they are needed most throughout the
franchise.

The third area in which we work very hard to strengthen communities
is building diversity among our own associates. Our company will
stretch 6-om coast to coast and will include the entie sunbelt, the
Pacific Northwest. the Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic. While we are
unalterably opposed to auotas of any type, we @.lJ continue to support
aErmative action, and we a
have one of the most diverse workforces
of any large corporation in the country.
And, it is our intention that our board of directors will be one of the
most diverse corporate boards in the country - not at some time in the
distant future -but
on dav one.
One of our most important areas of focus in building strong
communities is minority business development.
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NationsBank has been a pioneer and a national leader in creating and
sustaining a strong minority business development program.
NationsBank was the &st financial institution to be recognized by the
Minority Supplier Development Coundl as the Corporation of the Year
- and the tist to receive this recognition two years in a row.
In 1990, NationsBank set a goal of 10 percent for directing
discretionary spending to women- and minority-oamed businesses.
Since then, we have averaged more than 15 percent, amounting to
more than $470 million spent with women- and minority-owned
businesses. Once again, our self-imposed goal turned out to be a floor.
not a ceiling. And in typical NationsBank fashion, we blew it away.
Finally, we are supporting our communities
marketing programs and business policies.

through progressive

For example, we have had a formal Hispanic Marketing Program for
more than five years in an effort to reach out to this growing segment
of our population.
We’ve installed bi-lingual ATM’s, hired bi-lingual tellers and
telemarketers and formed partnerships with the National Council of
La Rsza, the Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility and
SER-Jobs for Progress Inc.
Through these partnerships, we have begun to develop programs and
products that will make banking with us easier and more accessible for
all members of the Hispanic community.
What we want to establish with our customers - all our customers,
regardless of race, ethnicity or economic means - are strong
relationships. That’s why we implemented a relationship approach to
fees and pricing that minimizes fee increases for as many of our
individual deposit account customers as possible.
This Spring NationsBank broke from the pack to offer pricing benefits
to a vast number of customers. We eliminated check card fees for all
customers, and fees for a broad array of services associated with our
accounts were eliminated or frozen through the year
two most popular
2000.
1

l

l
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Now, we’ve heard David Coulter talk about his company’s commitment
to builcling strong communities across the Western half of the United
States. And you’ve heard me talk about my company’s commitment to
doing the same across the NationsBank franchise.
In fulfilling these commitments. both our companies have a strong
record of accessibility and proactive partnership with local community
groups. In fact, since our merger announcement, we’ve met with
hundreds of community organizations to talk about ways we can best
work together to improve our neighborhoods and communities.
Bringing our companies together will only enhance our ability to
dehver on all ourcommitments.
The compziny we will create will be the leading American bank of the
Zlst century, and we’ll be this country’s premiere community
development bank as well. This will benefit sll our constituents.
First .__our customers will see a new standard for choice,
convenience, value and market presence.
Second ._. our associates will realize more opportunities from
working at a larger, stronger company.
Third .__by investing in our communities .. . by providing good jobs
and creating new ones _.. and by helping to improve the quality of
Life for customers and associates alike ._. we wiLl be the model for
corporate citienship.
We will build on the best initiatives horn both banks, retaining the
Bank of America Community Development Bank and the NationsBank
Community Development Corporation. These vehicles, as well as new
initiatives to promote rural development and Indian Country lending
and investment, will be used to rebuild neighborhoods. create jobs and
provide access to the Enaxial system as never before.
We will keep decision-making in the hands of local bankers
managers, who know best how to serve their communities.

and

We will continue to lead, locally and nationally - and we will deliver
on our commitments, whatever and wherever they may be.

Recently we announced a 10-year, $350 billion commitment to
community development lending and investing. The commitment
targets $180 biRion for small business lending. $115 billion for
affordable housing, $25 billion for economic development and $30
billion for consumer lending.
Let me underscore, this is a floor and not a ceiling. Furthermore,
fubilbng this commitment will not be easy. It will be a stretch. This
commitment will push our new company - and each of us individually
- to be even more proactive, more innovative and more creative than
we have ever been. We view this as a challenge - and. as with all
challenges, we are ready and eager to take it on.
Bq&h banks have a demonstrated record of working with community
partners. Yet, there are those who oppose this merger because we have
not signed”CRA
agreements,” and because we have not itemized the
commitment by market or product.
I understand the passion these organizations have for their specilic
communities. As I’ve said, we share common goals. However, their
desire to receive the greatest financial support possible for their
individual causes should not overshadow the fact that our pledge the largest of its kind ever -is
designed to benefit all our
communities.
When we created this commitment, we decided to not itemize the
commitment by market or by product. There is a good reason for this.
Because community needs and ticumstances
are always changing, we
believe the best approach is a flexible commitment that establishes
goals on a nationwide basis, and relies on capacity and demand within
each market to determine how goals are met.
Our outstanding record of achievement, accountability and public
reporting of results demonstrates that CRA agreements and itemized
commitments are unnecessary for our company.
They are unwarranted. They are burdensome to manage. They divert
resources from the areas most in need. They prevent us and our
partners from meeting the changing needs of our communities.
In short, they are not in the best interests of underserved
neighborhoods.
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For our part, NationsBank is-and
the new BankAmerica will be devoted to building strong, growing, vigorous communities everywhere
we do business.
Community development has been a part of both our cultures, and it
will be an .jntegral part of our new culture.
It’s a fundamental part of the way we do business. It’s essential to the
future health of our company. And, perhaps most important, it’s aimply
the right thing to do.
This is what we have always believed. It’s what we believe today. And.
I assure you. it’s not going to change.

Thnk

you.

**
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FOR IMMEDIATE
Contacts:

RELEASE

Scott Scredon, NationsBank,
Cat-y Walker, Bat&America,

(404) 607-5225
(213) 228-2558

July 9, 1998 - The chief executive officers of NationsBank and BankAmerica today
outlined their combined company’s goals for community investment, corporate
philanthropy and diversity at a public meeting held as part of their proposed merger.
April 13, NationsBank and Bat&America signed a definitive agreement to merge.

On

“Our goal is for the new BankAmerica Corporation to be the best community
development bank in this country,” said Hugh L. McCall, Jr., chief executive officer of
NationsBank.
“I can assure you that Bat&America has brought unparalleled commitment to the
communities we serve,” said David A. Coulter, chief executive officer of Bar&America.
“The new BankAmerica will continue in this manner, but on a much larger scale than
ever before. In fact, it w-ill be positioned to create economic opportunity nationwide.”
In prepared remarks made in San Francisco at a meeting called by the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors, McCall also said:
-- The new company’s board of directors “will be one of the most diverse
corporate board of directors in the country - not at some time in the distant future-but
on day one” of the merger. He added that the new Bat&America “will have the most
diverse workforce of any large corporation in the country.”
-- The new BankAmerica Corporation will be the most generous financial
institution in the United States “by a long shot.” The philanthropic budget for the
combined companies in 1997 will exceed $100 million. “No one else even comes close.”
“My company has been through many mergers over the past 20 years,” McCall said. “In
reviewing the effects of these mergers on our communities
we have found - almost
universally - that employment, lending. community development efforts and charitable
contributions actually increase.
--This has been our vision , and it will continue to be so with this merger - in San
Francisco, in Charlotte and throughout our coast-to-coast franchise.”
McCall also said that the new combined company will continue to operate the Bank of
America Community Development Bank once the merger is completed. In the past five
years, this unit has booked nearly $1.5 billion in government-related
small business loans
and $2 billion in credit for multi-family affording housing. the number-one source for
these loans in the United States.

BankAmerica has long sought to empower people by opening bank branches in hundreds
of communities throughout California,” Coulter said. “We are not turning our back on
the communities that need financial services the most. We have more branches in south
central Los Angeles than all other banks combined.”
Each company currently holds an “Outstanding” rating from the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, which is the highest rating given to a bank for its
compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act.
Both chief executives provided details of their companies’ community development
accomplishments
at the meeting. Coulter pointed out the following results at
Bat&America:
-- The company has expanded home ownership among low-income and minority
borrowers through the Neighborhood Advantage Program, which has generated more
than $15 billion in ,loans. In 1997, nearly one-fourth of the bank’s mortgage loans were
made to minorities and low- and moderate-income
borrowers.
-- BankAmerica recently introduced a new zero downpayment loan program for
low-income borrowers that has generated nearly $300 million in home mortgage loan
applications in just three months in demonstration markets.
-- In 1992, the bank introduced Advantage Business Credit, a lending initiative
that has taken much of the paperwork out of small business loan applications for
$100,000 or less. During the last six years, the program has generated $4. I billion in
small business loans.
-- Last year, BankAmerica became the first major bank to launch an initiative
tailored specifically around the banking needs of rural America-a
$500 million
community development lending and philanthropy program called Rural 2000.
McCall pointed out the following results at NationsBank:
-- In 1997 alone, the company made more than $2.7 billion in mortgage loans to
minority borrowers and more than $2.5 billion in mortgage loans in low-income
neighborhoods;
-- NationsBank is the leading small business lender in the United States. It made
more than $11 billion in 1997, including $2.3 billion in low-income areas. The company
is the number one lender among banks of loans guaranteed by the U.S. Small Business
Administration;

-- The NationsBank Community Development Corporation (CDC) has developed
or renovated more than 14,000 affordable housing units by investing more than $300
million. The CDC is the only bank-owned CDC that serves as both a developer and
investor to develop affordable housing.
-- The company’s commitment to supporting minority-owned
financial
institutions and community development financial institutions has resulted in investments
of more than $50 million.
NationsBank Corporation, with $3 15 billion in total assets, is the third largest U.S. bank
with full-service operations in 16 states and the District of Columbia.
BankAmerica, with $260 billion in total assets, delivers financial services to more than 11
million households and nearly 1 million businesses in the western United States and
around the world.

uulv.nationsbank.com

www.bankamerica.com
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Board Mectlng on the Merger of the

BankAmerlca wltb Nations Bank

San Fmncisco, Julv 9.1998

Prestding OffPcer Smith and Other Panelists:
Thank you for providing this opportunity to me and to my representative, Ma.

Rchrta BMO~S, to addrese the issue of the merger of the BankAmerica with
Nations Bank. I very much regret not being here pemumlly to talk to you but I nnly
leaqed about thlt tnr+ng aakkntally and could not rearrange my tie&h.

The flmt

Iswe I will rake in the regulatory role of the Federal Resemc Board

relative to the ability or these two banks to merge. Congreaa, thmugh the 1956 Bank
Holdhg Company Act, gave the Federal Reserve Sy~&.mthe responsibility to rcvicw
mcb mergera and to spesitlcally consider the likely efEcts oP the acquisition on
competition, and the convwhnce and needs- of the community to be served. Due to
the inc-

g number of mergh

in the 1950’S, Congrrs reinforced the 1956 act by

passing the Bank Merger Act in 1960.
The Bank Merger &t Strengthened

responsibity.

the language

of the Federal Resave Board’s

II et&tedthat the Federal Reserve may not approve any merger tint

amld subetantlally redace cqpelition.

It aleo was concerned

that

a merger not

create a monopoly lmlesr It flu& that the antIcompetitIve effects of the transaction
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outwe4ghed by ;thetramactIon’s prubablq beneficial sftecb relplrding the
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TheneoctLssueIwlshtoeddressisthat~the$eoleoithebanksthatars~.
The plnmled merger of -cn

with

NotionsBank

would

make

It the

second

bugeat bank in the U.S., with assets of $580 bllllon, Tbla merpor must be placed in
the~context not

ofa slng;le event, but aa the fhat

of a serlea uf announo& planned

mergers: CIticorpPa$72 bINon merger with Travelor~ Corp., and First Chicago
Carp’s !Wt bin
@t&once

deal with Bane One Corp. Another merger wtth Mar

to Callfornln ad Bankiimericn,

that OFCalifornia Wells Fargo with

Norwest Corp. The con&idaUon of Wells P
the seve~~th
hqpt

with Norwest Carp will makeit

&of$l!MbJnkm.

bank tn the natton, with

This lerlds me to my third point. Given the F gulatory responsihLUtie~of the Federal
i

aeeerveSystemandfhegizeoPtheb~rmderconslderation,Iwoulderpect,as
many of my constituents and eolfeagues on the House Bank$tg Co&ttee

do, that

the Federal Reserve would consider this merger with appropriata gravity. One
mm

of the eeriousuess of the l%deral Reserve would be Its willlngne~n to listen

and the respect it @I give to the testimony from people who would be affe&d by
mlchsmexger.

*

1lvraetherefore~rfelngtoleernthatonlgrmaeenaion~tobeheld,oaasingie
day, in all of Californta. You have undo&t&y

tival

a great volume of mail on

thclnrbjcct of your wWngnesa to listen. I understand that aa a consequence of the
extent

of the mail, we the public, now have tie days instead of the ortghd dngle

day. I run the risk of statlugtb obvious thai a two-day heartng in one part of
California on the loss of the largest

bank iu California ia totally inadequate and, at

the rtsk of being rude by being clear, unacceptable b&&or
agencY*
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My colleagues on the House Banking Gxnmlttee, Cungresmomen Ludlle RoybalAllard, and Maxine Waters, representing constliuents ln Southern Calllomia, share

my concern with the negligible time that is being &en by the Federal Reserve to the
public and to elected representatives to hold the appropriate discourse on this
merger. Although 1 am pleased that my representative did not hnve to travel to IXIR
Angeles to voice our concerns, I am dkxnayed that 80 serious a matter should be
@en so little attention. This Is a merger that affects the entlm natlon, just as
M.icrosoIt’s practices affect tbe entire nation. I strongly recommend that the
Federal Reserve hold
NationsBank hold assets of $1 klon

which either BankAmerica or
or mo

I ask that a letter signed by myself, Represen
Hugh McCall,

tlve Roybal-AUard and Waters, to
and David Coulter, Chairman

and CEO of Bank of America be accepted as art 01 my testimony.
We need heariogm in which to consider the almost countless number of anticipated
problems that will arise from consolidation of these two banldng giants. Among the
anticipated pmhlems are these:

LOSSol service. There Is great anxiety expressed by my constituents over the steady
decline, in the Lasttwenty years or so, of banking servlccs and the accompanying
tare

for even the simplestservhs, such aa using the ATM. The pattern of less

service and more cost Is so dear as to make this proposed merger a crisis polnt. By
delegation from Congress, the Federal Reserve System has the respomlbility for
responding to their concerns. How are you executing this responsibUlty?

Loss of jobs. How many jobs will bc lost wh& BankAmerica moves from the Bay
Area to North Carolina? Job holders, famlllea, the public must bc told.

R-96%

4,

0
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Community Development, and Reinvestment BankAmerica’s raeord of eommunlty
Lnveatmeutis better than Nations. But BaukAmeriea is leavhlg cldiforrda. What
will the more dominaut NationsBank do for their Cdifomia depositors?

Corporate b~vestments in the African American aud the Latiuo eomnumiUest The
most reliable Agures that we can get are dhmaL African Amerhxms are 12 perceut
of the population. ‘Majority~wned banks lend to Black-owned businesses at a ram
that is one-half
Amerii

ofqne

perceut (05) of theii total business loans. The Latino

anumuuity receives about one tenth of one percent (.Ol) of the loam by

majority banks.

IIImnclusion, I want to express my most profound concern that the Federal Reserve
System, at thin time, respond appropriately to the public’s need for full, open
hearings and discussion of this merger as the fhwt, of a series of expected met-gets.

We Americans are quick to criticize Lbebanking methods uf Japan, China,
Indonesia, and rightly so. Each one of these countries has powerful banks that
practice in the dark, under the cover of a powerfnl combination of government and
business. I fear that more Americans are realizing that although we may have the
Pormsof democracy, we have ltttle access to our country’s power+ The figures are
stark It is hard to ignore

the fact that

the top one percent of this country owns 40%

of the wealth or, put another way, the top 20% of the country owns 80% of the
wealth. The leverage of accessibility is obviously on the side of those with
overwhelming wealth.

I trust that the Federal Roseme remembers its birth in this republic and that its true
loyaltiea will be with the people.
Thank you.
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Commnntty Devxlopmen~ and ReInvestment BankAmerica’s record of cummunlty
investment is better than Nations. But BankAmarica is leaving CaBfonda. What
will the more dominant NationsBank do for their CMfornb~ depositors?

Corporate investments in the African American and the Latino commnniUex The
most reliable fignrw that we can get are dismal African Americaas ma I2 perceat
OPthe populntlon. ‘Mnjoritp.wncd banks lend to Black-owned busincssaP at a rate
that is onehalf of qne percent (0.5) of theii total business loans. The Latin0
American aunmunity receives about one tenth of one percent (.Ol) of the loam by
majority banks.

In mnclusion, I want to express my most profound concern that the Federal Reserve
System, at this time, respond apprupriately to the poblic’s need for full, open
hearingt and discussion of this merger as the East, of a series of expected mergers.
We American8 are quick to criticize
the banking methoda or Japan, China,
Indonesia, and rightly so. Each one of these countries has powerful hanks thal
practice in the dark, nnder the cover of a powerful combination of government and
business. I fear that more Americans are realizing that although we may have the
Pormsof democracy, we have little access to our country’s power. The figures are
stxk_ It i-shard to ignore the fact that the top one

percent

of this country owm 40%

of the wealth or, put another way, the top 20% of the country owns 80% ofthe
wealth. The leverage of accessibility is obvioixsly on the side of those with
overwhelming wealth.
I trust that the Federal IRwrve remembers its birth in this republic and that its true
loyaltie will be with the people.
Thank you.
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LUCILLE ROYRAL-ALLARD
33RD
DISTRICT.
CALIFORNIA
July 7. 1998

I

Hugh McCall

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
NationsBank
901 West Trade Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 26202

/

Dear Mr. McCall:
As a member of the Banking Committee and Chair of the California Democratic

Congressional Delegation, I am writing to express my concern with the proposed
merger of Bank of America and NationsBank. I am especially concerned about its
impact on lending, investing, employment and other financial services for low-income
and minority Californians.
This merger will no doubt have a greater impact on California than any other state in the
country. The relocation of the headquarters of California’s largest financial institution to
North Carolina particularly concerns me and the merger activity that has occurred in
California to date reinforces this concern.
In California alone, more than 60 banks and thrifts have been acquired by other
institutions since 1996. In 1992, when Bank of America purchased Security Pacific
Bank. they closed over 400 branches. In 1996, Wells Fargo closed hundreds of
branches throughout the state after purchasing First Interstate Bank. While we cannot
fully anticipate the long-term effects of these and future mergers, the obvious and
immediate impact has been fewer branches and escalating bank fees.
I commend Bank of America for its prior and current community reinvestment
commitments to our California communities. Bank of America’s pledge of $140 billion
over the next 10 years should be applauded, as well as NationsBank and Bank of
America’s recent announcement of an unprecedented $350 billion commitment to lowincome communities.
However, I would appreciate receiving details on how this pledge will benefit California’s
consumers and communities. In requesting this information, I would respectfully point
out that these specific requests are not unprecedented. and reflect commitments that
other California institutions have made in the past. Therefore, I am confident that
NationsBank and Bank of America will continue their good faith efforts to meet the
needs of our California communities,
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would appreciate your response to the following questions:

1) Does the bank intend to earmark a portion of the 8350 billion to California?
Given Bank of America’s dominance in California, it is critical that the community
reinvestment commitment be California-specific and commensurate with the
proportion of the Bank’s deposits and activities originating in the state.
2) How will the institution fulfill regional commitments within California given the
geographical, social and ethnic diversity or our communities? What culturallyappropriate products and services will be available to consumers, considering the
various credit, investment and economic development needs of our state’s
communities?
3) How will the new bank maintain and expand Bank of America’s present programs
and commitments in California, such as the Community Development Bank, Rural
2000 Initiative. Economic Development Initiative, the BankAmerica Foundation, and
affordable housing activities? It is vital that these programs be distinct entities within
the merged bank and continue to be based in California, given the tremendous need
in our state and the collective expertise Bank of America has acquired in serving our
communities.
4) What will be the bank’s specific goals on the type and amount of loans for
minority or women-owned small businesses and home loans?
5) How will the new bank minimize branch closings and increase branch openings
in regions and communities that are presently underserved by traditional banking
institutions?
6) Does the new bank intend to lower or stabilize ATM and bank fees? I am very
concerned about rising bank fees, and their adverse impact on financially
underserved. low-income communities.
A dedicated commitment to California is
banks. This merger has the potential to
consumers and banks given California’s
communities, expanding small-business

an exciting and challenging opportunity for
create mutually beneficial outcomes for both
ever-growing, entrepreneurial immigrant
market, and booming economy.

I look forward to working with you to meet these above-mentioned
your prompt reply.
Sincerely,

Member of Congress

goals and anticipate
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ROYBAL-ALLARD

33RD DISTRICT.

CALIFORNIA

July 7. 1998
David Coulter
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Bank of America
555 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
Dear Mr. Coulter:

-

As a member of the Banking Committee and Chair of the California Democratic
Congressional Delegation, I am writing to express my concern with the proposed
merger of Bank of America and NationsBank.
I am especially concerned about its
impact on lending, investing, employment and other financial services for low-income
and minority Californians
This merger will no doubt have a greater impact on California than any other state in the
country. The relocation of the headquarters of California’s largest financial institution to
North Carolina particularly concerns me and the merger activity that has occurred in
California to date reinforces this concern.
In California alone, more than 80 banks and thrifts have been acquired by other
institutions since 1996. In 1992, when Bank of America purchased Security Pacific
Bank, they closed over 400 branches. In 1996, Wells Fargo closed hundreds of
branches throughout the state after purchasing First Interstate Bank. While we cannot
fully anticipate the long-term effects of these and future mergers, the obvious and
immediate impact has been fewer branches and escalating bank fees.
I commend Bank of America for its prior and current community reinvestment
commitments to our California communities.
Bank of America’s pledge of $140 billion
over the next 10 years should be applauded, as well as NationsBank and Bank of
America’s recent announcement of an unprecedented $350 billion commitment to lowincome communities,

However, I would appreciate receiving details on how this pledge will benefit California’s
consumers and communities.
In requesting this information, I would respectfully point
out that these specific requests are not unprecedented, and reflect commitments that
other California institutions have made in the past. Therefore, I am confident that
NationsBank and Bank of America will continue their good faith efforts to meet the
needs of our California communities.
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Specifically.

I

would appreciate

your response to the following questions:

1) Does the bank intend to earmark a portion of the $350 billion to California7
Given Bank of Americas dominance in California, it is critical that the community
reinvestment commitment be California-specific and commensurate with the
proportion of the Bank’s deposits and activities originating in the state.
2) How will the institution fulfill regional commitments within Califomia~given the
geographical, social and ethnic diversity or our communities? What culturallyappropriate products and services will be available to consumers, considering the
various credit. investment and economic development needs of our state’s
communities?
3) How will the new bank maintain and expand Bank of America’s present programs
and commitments in California, such as the Community Development Bank, Rural
2000 Initiative. Economic Development Initiative. the BankAmerica Foundation, and
affordable housing activities? It is vital that these programs be distinct entities within
the merged bank and continue to be based in California, given the tremendous need
in our state and the collective expertise Bank of America has acquired in serving our
communities.
4) What will be the.bank’s specific goals on the type and amount of loans for
minority or women-owned small businesses and home loans?
5) How will the new bank minimize branch closings and increase branch openings
in regions and communities that are presently underserved by traditional banking
institutions7
6) Does the new bank intend to lower or stabilize ATM and bank fees? I am very
concerned about rising bank fees, and their adverse impact on financially
underserved. low-income communities.
A dedicated commitment to California is
banks. This merger has the potential to
consumers and banks given California’s
communities, expanding small-business

an exciting and challenging opportunity for
create mutually beneficial outcomes for both
ever-growing, entrepreneurial immigrant
market, and booming economy.

look forward to working with you to meet these above-mentioned
your prompt reply.
I

Sincerely,

Member af-Congress

goals and anticipate
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Ms. Jennifer Johnson
Secy. of the Board
Federal Reserve Board
20”’ & Constitution Ave, NW
Washington D.C., 2055 I
Dear Ms. Johnson:
We are writing to express to the Federal Reserve Board (Board) concems of the City and
County of San Francisco (City) regarding the merger of BankAmerica Corporation
(Bank) with NationsBank. The Bank has become paIt of the fabric that makes up the
greater San Francisco Bay Area (Bay Area), and is involved in virtually every aspect of
the City’s banking activities on behalf of our citizens.
The City’s relationship with the Bank has evolved over the years into one in which the
Bank is essential to the financial well-being of the City, as well as our reputation as one
of the nation’s premier financial cente1.s. Not only is this relationship cmcial in terms of
lending programs, bond sales, housin g and community development, but the Bank
contributes to the vibrancy of out. local economy. In 1937, the Bank purchased goods and
sewices from local vendors totaling 0~51’$340 million. The importance of the Bank to the
City cannot be overstated. For example, the City maintains significant deposits and a
wide an-ay of selyices \vith the Bank including bimonthly payroll deposits approximating
S30 million. In fact, the City of San Francisco is the Bank’s largest customer in Northern
California.

is quite natual, then, that we, alou, 17\vith 0111.fello\\; elected City’s ofiicials, would be
concerned about any changes to the Bank’s structure or its ability to respond to the
banking needs of tile City. Here aw tile hey ar’eas that \ve feel w-ill b: adversely impactei!

It

SRIALL BUSINESS LENDING:
A2uch of tile Bay Area’s success in the ne\v global
economy has been tlri\,en by small businesses \vhich have created o\‘er a third of the
ne\\,_jobs in the Cit), o\‘el. the last )‘ea~~. hslany of these businesses h:.\.-: been
established Lvith loans from the Bank, which has been the leading lender to
small businesses 111OUI.I-egioli 011a dollar basis. A larger number- of these
enterprises we minorit) or \\olnen-owlled.
As )‘ou are probably aware, luger,

merged banks tend to provide fewer loans to small businesses. In 1996, the Bank
made ovei‘ 2,600 small business loans in the City, totaling almost S150 million.
CHARITABLE
GIVING: The Bank has been a vital player in supporting the
City’s nonprofit community, which selves the needs of poor, immigl-ant and
homeless San Franciscans, in addition to other worthy philanthropic endeavors.
Last year, the Bank and its Foundatioll gave over $35 million to Bay Area nonprofits, conununity groups and cultural institutions. Without the Bank’s presence,
we are concenled that no other. colyorate partner would have the capacity to
assume the role of the Bank in this arena.
JOBS: According to the Bank’s own documents, the Bank employs 9,855 fulltinle and part-time staff in the City. We a1.e already workin closely with state and
federal officials to meet the requirements of \velfare to work la\vs in order to train
and hire Lvorkers for an increasingly limited pool ofjobs. Any significant effort by
the Bank or the !!ew entity to do\vnsize 01. reduce workforce in the Bay Area will
have an adverse Impact on the Bay Area’s economy, particularly in the new
welfare to \vor!i eiivil-aliment.
HOUSING: OUI, K*layor’sOffice of Housirl 2 has developed a ~10s: relationships
\vitll the Bank, and their joint activities ha\,e helped to put San F~ncisco in the
forefront of national efforts to pl.o\,ide lo\v and middle-income Ilousing in an
inci-easirigly restl.ictive housing niai.!iet.
r\ecognizing tile need to add!-ess tile financing needs of affordable housing
developments in “high costs” colnmunities like the San Francisco Bay Area, the
Bank created tile BanhAmc~ica Coq)oratiou Communi~ Development Bank
(B.4CDB), a sepamtc clral.telrd bank and a11affiliate of the Bank In the San
Francisco Ha>, At.en, BACDB leas loaned S39 million; this a~noun: ll?s been
levelasett \\.itl> local and private f(indin, (1 sources to build oi l~enovate 930
affo~~dnble housing units. 13.4C‘DB I~as also bee11 a Icatlu in de\.?lopirlS other
iciipoi~tai~laffo~~dnhle housing pu3$l-anis tlli~ou~h the use of \‘ai’iOllj financing
nlscha~~isn~s
It is impeluti\e that tile B.4CDB remain 11)Sal> Frz!>cijco to
111:11111:l111
11s i,lCCCSS.

only in capital market access for the City, but also in lower interest rates for our
taxpayers.
As a consequence of these concerns, we strongly urge that the Board proceed with
the utmost caution in its evaluation of the proposed merger. Therefore, we
recommend that the Board require, at a minimum, that the new entity do the
following:
l

l

l

Make specific written financial and other r-esource commitments (not goals) for
affordable housing lending and equity in\.estmetrts, small business support and
lending, and
Maintain BACDB as the lead community lending unit for the community
grants programs
Retain employees in San Francisco who make decisions impacting charitable
giving and community-based programs.

The’se requirements will help detail for the Board and the public the stated
commitment of the Bank and NationsBank to providing S350 billion in community
:’
reinvestment lending.
If you have any questions regarding our concerns, please feel free to contact us

cc:

Senator. Dianne Feinstein
Senator Barba1.a Boxet.
ConaJess\\~olnan Nanc) Pelosi
Alan Gt-eenspatl
Joy l-loffman
Califonria Rein\,ensttnent Cotnmittee
Greenlinin~ Institute
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July 8, 1998

Ms. Jennifer Johnson
Secy. of the Board
Federal Reserve Board
20”’ & Constihitioil Ave, NW
Washington D.C., 2055 I
Dear h4s. Johnson:
We are writing to express to the Federal Reserve Board (Board) concerns of the City and
County of San Francisco (City) regarding the merger of BankAmerica Corporation
(Bank) with NationsBank. The Bank has become part of the fabric that makes up the
greater San Francisco Bay Area (Bay Area), and is involved in virtually every aspect of
the City’s banking activities 011behalf of our citizens.
The City’s relationship with the Bank has evolved over the years into one in which the
Bank is essential to the financial \vell-being of the City, as well as our reputation as one
of the natioil’s premier financial centers. Not only is this relationship cnlcial in terms of
lending programs, bond sales, housin g and comn~u~~ity development, but the Bank
contributes to the vibrancy of our local economy. In 1997, the Bark purchased goods and
services from local vendor-s totaling o\‘er $340 million The importance of the Bank to the
City cannot be o\,et.stated. For example, the City maintains significant deposits and a
wide an-ay of selyices \vith the Bank includin g bimonthly payroll deposits approximating
S30 million. In fact, the City of San Francisco is the Bank’s lal-gest customer in Northern
Califoiuia.
It is quite natural, then, that \ve, along \\:ith our’fello\y elected Civ’s officials, would be
concerned about any changes to tile Bank’s structure or its ability to respond to the
banking needs of tile City,. Here a,~? the key ar’eas that xv2 feel \vill be adversely impacted
SMALL BUSINESS LENDING:
I\luch of the Bay Area’s SLICC~SSin the new global
economy has been driven by small businesses \\hich have created 01.21 a third of the
ne\vJobs in the Cit), o\.er the last )‘eal.. klan!, of these businesses hn\.e been
established \\:ith loans from the Banh, \vhicll has been the leading lender to
small businesses ilr OIII.l.egion on a dollar basis. A larger number of these
enterprises are minol~ity or \volnen-o\vned.
As you are probably aware, larger,

merged banks tend to provide fewer loans to small businesses. In 1996, the Bank
made over 2,600 small business loans in the City, totaling almost $150 million.
The Bank has been a vital player in supporting the
City’s nonprofit community, which selves the needs of poor, immigrant and
homeless San Franciscans, in addition to other worthy philanthropic endeavors.
Last year, the Bank and its Foundation gave over $3.5 million to Bay Area nonprofits, community groups and cultural institutiolls. Without the Balk’s presence,
we a1.e concerned that no other colporate pal-tner would have the capacity to
assume the role of the Bank in this arena.

CHARITABLE

GIVING:

JOBS: Accol-ding to the Bank’s o\vn documents, the Bank employs 9,855 fulltime and part-time staff iii the City We are aheady working clojtlj’ with state and
federal officials to meet tile requirements of welfare to work la\vs in order to tTain
and hire workers for an incl.easingly limited pool ofjobs. Any significant effort by
the Bank or the new entity to douxsize or reduce workforce in the Bay Area will
hayean adverse‘impact on the Bay Area’s economy, particularly in the new
\velfare to wok en\,ironmeilt.
HOUSING:

Our Mayo?s Office of Nousin 2 has developed a close relationships

\vith the Bank, and their joint activities have helped to put San Francisco in the
forefront of national efforts to p~.ovids lo\\, and middle-income housirlg in an
incl-easingly

restl.ictive

housing

iiiaket.

housing
developments in “higl> costs” communities like the San Francisco Bay Area, the
Bank cl,eated the BanhAlnel.ica Coq)oration Community Developrn:nt Bank
(B.qCDB), a sepamtc cl~a~~tc~~etl
bank alltl au affiliate of the Bank. In the San
Francisco Bay Al.ea. R!\CDR l~ns lon~~ecl$39 million; this amount I1l.sbeen
Is\,er~aged \vith local nlld pGvate fundin, 17SOIIK~Sto build 01.reno\‘at: 930
affol.dable housi~ls ullits. B.q\CDB has also beei> a leader in de\,eloping other
impol~tnnt affordable housing programs through the Use of Yai’iOUjfixmcing
mechanisms
It is impemti\,e that the BACDB remail1 in San Franciic0 to
Ill~llllliilll Its SIICCC’SS.

Recognizing

the need to addt~ess tile finaucins

needs of affordable

only in capital market access for the City, but also in lower interest rates for our
taxpayers.
As a consequence of these conceals, we strongly urge that the Board proceed with
the utmost caution in its evaluation of the proposed merger. Therefore, we
recommend that the Board require, at a minimum, that the new entity do the
following:
Make specific written financial and other resource commitments (not goals) for
affordable housing lending and equity iriveshnents, small business support and
lending, and
Maintain BACDB as the lead community lending unit for the community
grants programs
Retain employees in San Francisco \vho make decisions impacting charitable
giving and community-based programs.

l

l

l

The3e requirements will help detail for the Board and the public the stated
commitment of the Bank and NationsBank to providing $350 billion in community
:reinvestment lending.
If you Ilave any questions regal.dill g our concenis, please feel free to contact us.

Senator Dianne Feinstein
Senator Bal.1~11.aBezel,
Co~lg~~ess\\-oma~~
Naq
l’rlos~
Alan Greenspan
Joy Hofflnan
Calit’olllia Reinvenstment Comnlittee
Greenlinin~ Institute

cc:

STATEMENT OF STELLA J. ADAMS
REGARDING THE MERGER
OF
NATIONSBANK
AND
BANK OF .AMERICA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mr. Chairman, and members

of the Federal Reserve Board, My name is STELLA J.

10

ADAMS, and I am the Executive Director of the North Carolina Fair Housing Center and Secretary

11

of the Community

12
13

Reinvestment

Association

of North Carolina.

I bring you greetings on behalf of the people from the woods and the ‘hoods of North
Carolina. Our State motto i_

14

“To Be Rather Than To Seem”.

I am here because the people who have asked me to come and speak on their behalf want

15

“to be”. They want to be homeowners,

16

want to be residents in safe and healthy communities,

17

economically

18

communities.

19

diverse neighborhoods,

By contrast, NationsBank

they want to be entrepreneurs

and business owners,, they

they want to be residents in racially and

they want to be catalysts for positive change in their

“seems to be.” Nations seems to be a leader in providing mortgage

20

loans to low wealth and minority customers. Nations seems to be a leader in lending to small

21

businesses,

22

entrepreneurs,

23

Nations seems to be a leader in making loans to African American and Female
Nations seems to be a leader in Community

But I can honestly say to you that NationsBank
NationsBank

Reinvestment.

expansion west has reduced its commitment

24

at home.

was the Number 1 bank in North Carolina when it merged with C&S/Sovmn

25

i&ii&?.

26

any native tarheel who had that slogan and they will readily answer NCNB.

27

on being the best bank in the world. Our neighborhoods

28

worried about our future with this bank.

It is now the number 5 bank. It used to be “the best bank in the neighborhood”.

You ask

Now that it has a focus

in NC have become insignificant.
e

We are

1
.

2

I\

3

v.

4

are not a competitor?

5

shared our concerns about their commitment

6

the biggest bank in the state” attitude.

7

missing the mark they have a “what can we do together to improve this attitude”

in a state in which you

Nations certainly shows no interest in obtaining greater marketshare.

Nationsbank’s

8
9

How long will it be “profitable” to remain headquartered

commitment

we were met with a sorta “what do you expect we’re not

Well when I share with their competitors where they are

to community

reinvestment

is all smoke and mirrors.

have done enough? Who then can say that you’ve accomplished

11

the record a community

12

and decide if a demand driven approach will address this need.

anything longstanding?

I enter into

needs assessment for the state of North Carolina. I expect you to do your job

I understand that Hugh McCall is a great military strategist, and he has certainly carried out

13
14

his campaign to become the first coast to coast bank with the determination

15

or is it more like Sherman’s march to the Sea.

and brilliance of Patton

He has developed a clear vision and a strategic plan of action for every stage of this merger

16
17

except one... and that is the Community

18

targeting to get the biggest bang for the buck and to provide lasting improvements.

19

a scattershot

20

impact.

21

Investment

program. Instead of precision planning and

approach. Where you are sure to hit something

He has opted for

but you are not necessarily

We want a strategic plan of action, we want quantifiable

having an

goals and objectives to meet the

Credit needs of our communities.
Here’s to the land of the long leaf pine, the summer land where the sun doeth shine, where the
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This is

easy to do when one has no set target and no set goals. Who then can question whether or not you

10
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When we

weak grow strong, and the strong grow great, heres to down home the old North State.
The people of North Carolina helped its financial institutions grow Great through our
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deposits,

our loyalty and our visionary banking laws. NationsBank

21

of North Carolina and the other underserved communities

28

Unprofitable customers, we ask only for access to capital and the

is honorbound

to serve the people

throughout the franchise. We are not
opportunity

to

prosper

and to grow strong.

June 11, 1998
Mr. Linn Gill
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
P.O. Box 27622
Richmond, Virginia 23261

Subject: Comments on NationsBanWBank

of America

Merger Application

Dear Mr. Gill:
Consuqers Union, the nonprofit publisher of Consumer Reports magazine, is submitting these
comments on the proposed merger ofBank ofAmerica and NationsBank and to raise concerns
about the merger’s impact on consumers. The Federal Reserve Board has authority under the Bank
Holding Company Act to address public interest concerns. The Board should require conditions
prior to approval so that the concerns and needs of the communities in which the merged bank
operates are met, including adopting consumer protections and ensuring that basic banking services
for low and moderate income consumers are promoted, not harmed, by the merger.
A.

Essential

conditions

of any approval

In evaluating the impact of the proposed merger on the convenience and needs of the public, we
urge the Federal Reserve Board and System to consider the potential for harm to consumers from
the use of cookie-cutter products, higher fees, loss of consumer privacy, expanded cross-selling, and
an approach to community reinvestment which must focus on local needs or community
strengthening.
If this proposed merger is approved, we believe that the merged bank should be
required to make the following commitments as conditions of approval:
1.
Commit to not increase current fee levels and minimum balance
requirements, or to introduce new fees on existing products or services for a
reasonable period of time, which will benefit, in particular, consumers who
have limited banking choices because of resource constraints or geography.
We know from the experience of customers in California aRer previous mergers of Bank of
America/Security
Pacific and Wells Fargo/First Interstate, that in the short term, consumers
face confusion, changes in accounts, and loss of convenience while systems are being
integrated. Moreover, while banks tell consumers that “bigger is better,” studies by the
Board and others show that large banks charge higher fees for many types of accounts than
smaller banks, and that multi-state banks charge higher fees than single-state banks.
2.
Dedicate a significant portion of the projected benefits in cost
from each merger for the first five years after the merger to increase
to banking services and credit for low income consumers. A set-aside
unbanked and other low income consumers of some of the promised cost savings
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proposed merger would help to ensure that even more consumers are not excluded from the
banking system as a consequence of the merger.
Commit to reach an agreement with community groups and Community
3.
Reinvestment Act coalitions in every affected state on future CFW
commitments before regulatory approval. These agreements should describe
specific programs and specific dollar goals for CRA activity in each area. This
guarantee would help focus the attention of the new nationwide bank on local needs. The
large dollar goals announced by NationsBank for the merged bank are unlikely to result in
real progress unless they are a first, not a last, step in a process to build programs that serve
local needs which are not already served by the banking system.
NationsBank must commit to comply with all state consumer laws,
4.
rules, and regulations in every state where it operates. This wnl:ld ensure that
consumem get fhe benefit of their own state’s consumer protection laws even when the bank
is headquartered in North Carolina.
Adopt strong consumer safeguards on retail sales activities and agree
5
t, be responsible for losses arising from violations of these safeguards.
Safeguards are needed to protect consumers from being coerced into buying products they
don’t need to get the products they want, fiorn the loss of financial privacy, from being
deceived about whether a product is federally insured, and from being sold products not
suitable to a particular consumer’s financial needs. Further, a redress mechanism is needed
for consumers to be able to recover losses from the bank when they violate the rules. Until
the FFIEC puts strong regulatory safeguards in place, merger approval should be
conditioned upon an agreement to comply with protections against deceptive and misleading
practices. The nearly $7 million in penalties paid to three regulatory entities in May 1998 by
NationsBank illustrates the need for these protections.
B.

Community

reinvestment:

NationsBank’s

merger application

The impact of this merger on the convenience and needs of the communities where the bank will
operate will be highly affected by the components and structure of its CRA program. The details of
the proposed CRA program should be provided in additional filings in the merger approval process
and discussed in public hearings held in major market areas throughout the country. While the
merger application discusses current and past CRA activities in great detail, it does not reveal which
of those programs will be retained in the merged bank. The merger application states that these
decisions have not yet been made.
The portion of the application referring to past CRA performance reveals many similar programs,
but also very significant differences in the types of programs currently offered by the two banks.
These differences include the level of their commitment to important area-z such as affordable
housing lending, consumer lending, loans to the disabled, and penetration by LMI applicants or
geographies in their relative applicant pools for home mortgages and small-business loans.
The comparison
chart below is drawn from information contained in the merger application which
illustrates some of the differences between the two banks. For example, NationsBank and Bank of
America have very different percentages of applicants for home mortgage and home improvement

loans who are of low or moderate income, as shown in the lines of their charts titled “LMI
applicants” in NationsBank’s Annex B and the Bank of America table which follows it in the CRA
appendix to the merger application. According to these documents, 11.4% of NationsBank’s
applicants for home mortgage and home improvement loans were of low and moderate income,
while 20.2% of Bank of America’s applicants for the same types of loans were of low and moderate
income.~
Similarly, Bank of America received a higher percentage of its small business applications from
LMI geographies, according to the 1997 numbers filed with the merger application. The Bank of
America table reveals that 27.1% of its small-business applicants were from LMI geographies,
while for NationsBank the figure was 21.5%. Bank of America also shows a somewhat higher
penetration of branches in LMI geographies - 25% vs. 22%. To the degree that these differences
suggest that the two banks have different target markets, differences in effectiveness of outreach or
in the desirability of their products to lower income applicants and geographies, these differences
should be thoroughly explored by the regulators and public before the merger is considered for
approval.
Comparison
of Selected
Community
Reinvestment
Act (CRA)
and Community Outreach Programs’
TYPE
1997 percent ofLMI

(mortgage and home

improvement) applicants as a percentage
of such applicants
I997 percent of small business applicants

Irom LMI geographies

Percent
of banking centers/branches
LMI geographies

Percent

of ATMs in LMI geographies

1x1~ cost

Number

in

checking

of languages

available at ATMs

NATIONSBANI~

,BAN~C~FAMERICA~,

11.4%
(34,803 of 305,931)
(Source: Annex B)

20.2%
(28,800 of 142,500)
(Source: Bank Table)

21.5%
(13,130of61,149)
(Annex B)

27.1%
(18,055, Bank Table gives % but
not base)
(Bank Table)

22% of banking centers
(Applicationp. 9)

25% of branches
(Applicationp. 14)

22% of banking centers
(Applicationp. 9)

application silent

yes, fee not listed
(Appllcalionp. 9)

application silent

I

2
(Applicationp. 9)

4
(Applicationpi 14)

z\s described in mecger application. Unless otherwise noted, all page citations are to the appendix to the application
titled: Performance of NationsBank and Ba& of America Under the Community Reinvestment Act of 1997.
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application

silent

yes, selected branches offer
Chinese, Korean, Spanish and
Vietnamese
(Application p. 14)

application

silent

Yes
(Application p. I I)

Secured credit card with automatic
graduation
feature

application

silent

Yes
(Application p. I I)

Programs
customers

application

silent

yes, community access initiative
(six locations)
(Application p. 20)

application

silent

Yes
(Application p. 15)

[n-branch customer
multiple languages

Loan program

service phones with

for the disabled

to expand access of LMI
ta computers

Disaster

r&et

Affordable

program

housing

lending

Tax credit investments

Bond financing

Fannie
Lender

for affordable

Mae Special Affordable
status (for multi-family

Border town “colonias”
program

housing

Housing
lending)

development

Community Development
Lending Unit has made $350
million in loans to benefit
consumers at 80% or less of
median income (includes
commercial and retail space).
(Application p. 6)

$1.7 billion in past five years in
affordable housing loans.
Sponsored more than 100
successl?~l AHP applications.
(Application p. 13)

Has made nxxe than $340 in
investments or commitments
plus some fund investments.
(Application p. 16)

Has invested more than $590
million in the past five years.
(Applicationp. 13)

application

silent

yes, integrates conshuction
and
30.year fixed-rate financing
(Application p. 19)

application

silent

yes, fust in the U.S.
(Application p. 20)

application

silent

yes, initial investment
$500,000
(Application p. 20)

is only

Snancing

for child care centers

yes, for-profit centers
(Applicafion p. 5)

Yes, focus on low and moderate
income communities;
childcare
facilities in affordable housing
developments financed in Los
Angeles; working on bond
fmance program
(Application p. 19)

expedited

small business

yes, 2 state pilot, average loan
size $100,000
(Application p. 5)

Yes, ABC and MWBE, $2,500
to $100,000 loan size range
(Application p. 12)

Yes
(Application p. 5)

yes, average loan size $20,000
(Application p. 13)

Yes
(Application p. 6)

application

application

silent

Yes
(Applicafio” p. I I)

Special underwriting
for low and
moderate income consumer loans

application

silent

yes, BASIC
(Application p. IO)

Minority-owned

Yes
(Application p. I(r)

application

silent

yes
(Appllcaiion p. 15)

applica6on

silent

Yes
(Application p. 5)

Yes
(Application p. 18)

application silent, but May 1998
pledge says BofA’s rural
initiative will be “leverage[d]”

Yes
(Application p. 18)

application

Yes
(Application p. 20)

SBA FASTRAK

Fair lending

status

customer

ad&ate

Spanish loan by phone
rlocumentation

Below market
loans

program

and Spanish

loan

bank investments

rate tinancing

Zero down payment
program

Rural

loan approval

for home

home-buyer

initiative

Environmental
unit

policies

and principles

silent

silent

At least in California, the Bank of America has taken the view that CM is more than a numbers
game. It has created an institutional culture in which credit
and to a lesser extent services-to

lower income consumers and to the nonprofit community
into the business plans of the operating units.

that serves the poor are fully integrated

Bank ofAmerica’s record in California suggests that it has learned to ask itself internally the
important question that community groups often are asking l?om the outside: What is being done to
build the necessary in&structure
to bring lower income people more fully into our economy? How
can the bank contribute to the health, stability and development of low income communities and
neighborhoods?
What are the future challenges facing these communities, and what products
should the bank be developing now to meet those challenges? If the merged entity does not have a
process, an institutional structure, and a determination to ask and address these questions, then the
merger will be a great loss for low income consumers in California and perhaps throughout the
country.
C.

NationsBank’slBank

of America’s

Cf?A announcement

:

Because the merger application discusses only the past CRA record of the two banks, and not their
plans for the future, the May 20,1998 CRA announcement by NationsBank is of crucial importance
to communities throughout the U.S. This CRA dollar goal announcement should be the beginning,
not the end, of a national discussion about the merged bank’s CRA plans. CRA dollar goals are
useful only if they are part of a process to institutionalize a goal to integrate credit and services for
the underserved into every part of the bank. To be meaningful for low income consumers and
communities, CRA dollar goals must:
1. be tied to specific programs;
2. target underserved

groups;

3. be accompanied by detailed business plans to reach underserved communities
products that are designed to meet the needs of those communities;

with

4. be sufficiently detailed and specific so that they can’t be satisfied just by continuing
programs for credit already being extended by the bank; and
5. provide measurable subtargets by topic and region so that both the bank and
communities can measure progress.
A general large dollar goal which is not backed with a business plan to extend credit and services to
the underserved can be misleading and can create unfulfilled expectations in underserved
communities,
Consumers Union is a member of the California Reinvestment Committee (CRC).
We attend community meetings hosted by the CRC in different parts of urban California. One of
the most common messages we hear at those meetings is that low income communities are not
seeing additional credit on the street, even several years into large, multi-year dollar goals by
several California banks.
In the past few years, a number of financial institutions have announced large dollar goals which
can be met in large part by “business as usual” - more careful counting of lending that is already
occurring. Unless it is supplemented with local and regional CR4 agreements and more specific
targeting, this could be a primary effect of the recent announced goal.
6

items that are missing from the NationsBanWBank

of America CfXA announcement

One could legitimately ask: What could be wrong with a $350 billion promise? The announcement
could serve as a first step toward a meaningful CRA program, but only if much more work is done
targeting state and regional goals, and other additions are made. Here are some of the items that are
missing corn the pledge:
1.

The $350 billion pledge is not enforceable

The announced commitment is not enforceable in its present form. Neither the merger
application nor the commitment states that the commitment will be made part of the merger
application or that it is offered as a condition of merger approval. The regulators must make
CRA and related commitments a condition of approval. The OCC and .Federal Reserve staff
have stated at various times that they lack the authority to enforce promises made by banks
to community groups under the CRA. It is likely that the CRA announcement will be
considered by the Board as evidence on the issue of whether the merger meets the
convenience and needs of the community. If the announcement is considered by the Board,
then its provisions must be made enforceable by making compliance with it a condition of
any approval.
2.

No promises on access to deposit services and to branches

The announcement is silent on critical questions such as the means that will be used to
promote access to services for consumers who are presently unbanked and overcharged in
the so-called “alternative” financial services sector. Providing access to deposit services is
essential to good CP.A performance. In this age of welfare to work, there can be no dispute
that bringing lower income consumers more fully into the financial services mainstream is
fundamental to the convenience and needs of the communities where those consumers live.
The announcement also does not discuss branch location, future branch closure plans (either
as a result of general cost-cutting in a post-merger environment or in states with overlap
such as Texas), future plans for offering a low-cost checking account, or the development of
an account to serve the unbanked. Studies suggest that one of the deterrents to use of the
traditional banking system by low income consumers is the design of traditional checking
accounts. In particular, a bounced check fee can significantly drive up the cost of an account
held by one who is not sophisticated in account management. NationsBank’s $25 bounced
check fee from its Texas fee schedule certainly presents this potential.
3.

Absence of specific state and local goals

The announcement lacks state-specific goals. It lacks any information about the dollars that
will be allocated to Texas, to California, or to any of the other 20 states where the merged
bank will do business. Moreover, the announcement fails to address how the merged bank
will meet the credit needs of specific regions within large states, such as Texas and
California. Added specificity is needed. Every state which is considering the impact of this
merger deserves to know what the corporate commitment LSto its own region.

:,

Community groups nationwide have struggled for many years to turn the Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) into a viable tool for revitalizing their communities.
Consumers
Union is an active member of both the California Reinvestment Coalition and the Texas
Community Reinvestment Coalition. These CRA groups were formed during tumultuous
periods in our financial industry to ensure that the credit needs of their states’ local
communities were not ignored. This work has led to meaningful commitments between
banks and community groups and a heightened awareness of inequities in the financial
industry. It is important that the broad pledge for the merged bank not be a substitute for
existing and future efforts at the local and state levels. Further, it is critical to the financial
health of our underserved communities that the banks enter into negotiations with local
groups to form useful, sustained agreements before any approval cf this merger.
The California Reinvestment Committee
NationsBank on issues including:

is actively seeking a written commitment

by

..~

1. California-specific

commitments;

2. intrastate regional commitments
3. preservation

to the widely varying regions of California;

of the Bank of America Community

Development

Bank;

4. charitable giving goals with set-asides for economic development
housing;

and affordable

5. a set-aside ofpart of the merger’s cost savings for the unbanked either in cash or
in stock options to be exercised by a community foundation;
6. targeting of the affordable housing goal credit to support units serving very low
income consumers;
7. support for technical assistance to pre-bankable small businesses;
8. targeting of the small business loan goal credit to serve businesses seeking loans
of $25,000 or less;
9. a fee freeze:
10. an EFT 99 product;
11. a commitment
and

not to close branches in minority and low income communities;

:

12. a target to lend to the low income population to match their percentage of the
state’s population; and to do so through the bank, not through subprime affiliates.
NationsBank and Bank of America have met twice with CRC on these issues since the
merger was announced, and it appears likely that a written commitment may be made on
some, but not all, of these issues.
In addition to the issues discussed above, the Texas Community Reinvestment Coalition
seeks commitments which support the following needs of low income and minority Texans:

.

providing down-payment assistance to loan applicants in underserved
high minority concentration or high low income populations;

l

establishing
of Texas;

.

incorporating a “second-review” program with members from community groups
and housing advocacy organizations into its mortgage decision process to ensure that
loans in underserved areas have been fairly reviewed;

.

making available to community groups reporting of small business and consumer
loans by census tract in addition to HMDA reporting; and

.

establishing monitoring meetings on a periodic basis with neighborhood groups in
underserved census tracts statewide to ensure all affected communities are served.

economic development

tracts with

and affordable howsing go& in cnloniar

regions

.

4.

The current level of performance in community lending casts doubt on
the value of the $350 billion pledge.

In the banks’ CRA announcement, several assertions are made regarding the leading role the
merged bank will take in community lending and investment. Currently, NationsBank’s and
Bank of America’s level of performance in some minority and low and moderate income
communities raises concerns about the merged bank’s ability to meet this ambitious pledge.
In Texas, NationsBank loaned more than $455 million dollars in 1996 for single-family
housing to white, black, and Hispanic borrowers. Yet, white borrowers disproportionately
received 86% of the total amount loaned. (See table below). Regulators must address these
gross disparities in lending, particularly in states like Texas where affordable housing stock
exists in low income, high-minority and inner-city areas.

NationsBank

$ Amount Loaned for Owner-Occupied
Percentage

White

$ Amount
Loaned
$391,176,000

86%

Hispanic

$ 45,582,OOO

10%

Black

$ 17,986,OOO

4%

$454,744,000

100%

Race

Total

Housing-1996

The announced commitment also suggests that future investment in minority and low and
moderate income communities will grow as the financial resources of the merged bank
increases. Since NationsBank and Bank of America are presently two of the largest
‘financial institutions in the nation, their current level of performance in community lending
should serve as’s good indicator of the merged bank’s potential to meet the credit needs of
utiderserved communities. NationsBank is the largest bank by asset size in Texas ($60
billion). However, it is not the largest home mortgage lender among minority and low
income communities,
In addition, the most recent HMDA figures show Hispanic and
ACan
American applicants in Texas are two to three times as likely to be denied for a
home loan by NationsBank than a white applicant. In Texas, Bank of America primarily
targets low income and minority communities with manufactured housing loans, which are
substantially more expensive than conventional home loans. If the merged bank is to lead
the financial industry in community lending and investment as it asserts it will, current
lending patterns of the merging banks warrant close scrutiny. In Texas, these patterns do not
promote the revitalization of inner city communities.
5.

Absence of targets to serve low and very low income consumers

The NationsBank announcement lacks targeting to ensure that a significant portion of the
credit will serve low and very low income consumers. Instead, it generally lumps together
low and moderate consumers and communities. Very low income consumers are the group
that requires the most thought, outreach, and creativity to serve. A close reading of the
NationsBank announcement reveals that it could satisfy the announced goal for housing by
counting a variety of loans that won’t go to low income or very low income consumers.
The
announcement permits the merged bank to count all of the following toward its housing
goal:
1. all home loans to minority applicants in any neighborhood
level;

and of any income

2. all loans to buy or build properties in low and moderate income census tracts
(apparently including gentrification projects not designed to be affordable to
current neighborhood residents); and
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3. and all single-family dwelling lending for housing in low to moderate income
geographies regardless of the income of the borrower.
These are all appropriate and useful forms of credit. However, the $115 billion ten-year
housing goal could be fully satisfied with these types of loans, without extending any credit
to a low income single-family home buyer or to support the financing of multi-family units
affordable to low income and very low income people.
In the San Francisco MSA, the 100% of median target in the bank’s CRA pledge means that
goal credit could support lending in apartments to serve families earning $61,300 per year.
In Los Angeles the 100% of median standard means that the goal credit could be used to
support loans for homes and apartments targeted to families earning $46,900 a year.
Meanwhile, nonprofits producing affordable housing in California often are targeting people
earning just a fraction of the area median income.
.6.

The broad small business
a vague CRA goal

credit category illustrates the weaknesses

of

Dollar goals work for communities when they drive a financial institution to include in its
business plan new products and services reaching out to unserved and underserved persons
and communities,
Without additional targeting, the CRA announcement will not serve that
purpose, The small business loan category in the announcement illustrates the problem.
Over half of all the funds, $180 billion, are designated for small-business loans. The
announcement appears to leave to the merged bank broad discretion as to how the credit
counted against goal may fall among several categories. The announcement permits up to
half of the $180 billion to be made in loans Tom $100,000 to $1 million in size. These are
unlikely to be the small businesses most in need of additional sources of credit. For this
reason, the California Reinvestment Committee has suggested that the target loan size for
this program should be $25,000 and under.
If the $180 billion in loans were made in credit-scored loans to borrowers in amounts of
nearly $100,000, the pledge might not do much to increase the pool of credit available to
small businesses in this country. On the other hand, the goal could be very meaningful if it
were targeted for loans to pre-banked business, for loans to businesses graduating from
government guaranteed loans or micro-loans to traditional bank credit, or for loans to
businesses graduating into bank credit from the shoestring-plus-personal-credit
method of
finance used by many small businesses in their early years.
It has become common to count all small-business loans toward large CRA dollar goals
without distinguishing between two very different types of loans: first, loans to small
businesses that receive a widely available credit-scored product and second, loans to newer
small businesses, businesses located in low income communities that commit to hire local
residents, and businesses that have limited access to credit. In the home mortgage area,
banks and regulators have recognized the special value of extending credit to persons not
already served by the system. This has been manifested in the development of underwriting,
products, and outreach for first-time home buyers. It may be time for any small business
CRA commitment to begin to focus on “first-time business borrower” programs.

7.

No promises of charitable support for affordable
community economic development

housing and

The announcement is silent on any commitment for charitable giving. Other major
institutions operating in California have committed a percentage of net profit to charitable
contributions, and have specifically targeted a significant portion of those contributions for
affordable housing and economic development.
For example, Washington Mutual has
committed at least two percent of its pretax earnings to charitable giving, with a share for
California proportional to the size of its deposit base, assets, and number of employees and
branches in the state. Washington Mutual has promised that 70 percent of the California
share will go to underserved communities and three-quarters of that will be in the form of
cash or below market rate loans. One half of the California contribution is to be targeted for
activities that promote housing and economic development. (Letter of May 22, 1998 from
Kerry L. Killenger, Washington Mutual, to Alan Fisher, California Reinvestment
Committee.) Whether or not grant-making practices fall within the CRA, a bank that uses
grant programs to build a nonprofit inf?astructure can make a long-term difference in the
quality of life in low income communities.
An overall dollar goal for charitable
contributions and a set-aside for affordable housing and community development economic
development are an essential part of effective community building.
8.

The future of the Community

Development

Bank is not discussed

NationsBank’s CRA announcement does not reveal the fate of the Bank of America
Community Development Bank. The Community Development Bank has been important to
California’s low income community. It has developed new credit products needed by
nonprofits serving the community. It has supported and enhanced the nonprofit community.
It has used existing government guaranteed loan programs to expand the group of people
receiving credit. These philosophies work in the diverse California market. The
Community Development Bank works with and supports nonprofits as they design housing
and services for the low income public. The Community Development Bank has played an
important role not only in meeting existing demand for credit, but in working to develop
new products and bring along newer nonprofits -those that aren’t among the most
established and well-known in their markets. These philosophies must be retained.
D.

NationsBank’s and Bank of America’s CRA records in Texas illustrate the
need for detailed, specific, localized CRA commitments

NationsBank and Bank of America have been inconsistent in their CRA lending to low income and
minority communities in Texas. While NationsBanc Mortgage performed well in some lower
income and minority census tracts in Dallas, their market presence in underserved communities in
other Texas MSAs was weak. Although agreements between NationsBank and some community
groups exist, the bank has not lived up to the spirit of these agreements in some cases. In Austin,
for example, NationsBank entered into a local agreement to increase lending and investment in
traditionally African American neighborhoods.
While a few home loans have been made to
African American borrowers, most of these loans were not made in the inner city census tracts
where older, traditionally African American neighborhoods arc located. This lending pattern does
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not promote revitalization of older communities and leaves these communities
to rebuild and create a sound financial base for community development.

without the resources

While Bank of America’s CRA efforts in California have led to innovative lending and investment
products, that bank has failed to implement these products for underserved communities in Texas.
Instead, the most recent HMDA data shows Bank of America disproportionately targets Texas low
income and minority communities with manufactured housing loans. The lack of access to
conventional home loans harms low income and minority consumers by restricting their choices of
home loan products to fewer, more expensive options, such as manufactured housing, and curbs
their opportunity for homeownership and community development. In light of Bank of America’s
recent decision to sell its manufactured housing unit, we would urge the merged bank to offer and
market all products - including conventional home loans-that
promote homeownership and stable
banking relationships.
The unevenness of NationsBank’s and Bank of America’s lending performance in Texas
underscores the need for local commitments.
As each local economy transforms in response to
changes in the tiancial industry, the approaches of lenders to meet local credit needs must also
change. The merged bank must be structurally flexible yet philosophically consistent in addressing
these credit needs, or disparate lending patterns will continue.
1.

NationsBank’s
record of branch openings in Texas shows that special
care should be taken to ensure that branch closings do not harm low
income communities.

If the merged bank closes branches for any reason, low and moderate income areas in
particular should be protected from such closures.
Historical

Branch Openings and Closings

An examination of NationsBank’s record of branch openings and closings in detail in one
state, Texas, illustrates the need for the regulators to place conditions on any merger
approval that will protect low and moderate income communities from further branch
closures. NationsBank’s Texas record shows that it appears to target new branches in upper
income rather than in low or moderate income areas. In 1996, NationsBank opened nearly
as many branches in upper income areas in Texas as in middle, moderate, and low income
areas combined. NationsBank opened 28 branches in upper-income areas, 18 in middle
income areas, and eight and three in moderate and low income areas, respectively, as the
table below illustrates.
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NationsBank

Branch Openings - 1996

Despite more branch closings in upier income areas, the net branch openings in 1996 in
upper and middle income areas totaled 40, while net branch openings in low and moderate

2.

Low and Moderate income Communities
Bank Branches

Already Suffer From a Lack of

Texas was hit hard by the bank failures in the 1980s - 40 percent of all bank failures
nationwide during the 1980s occurred in Texas. (Kenneth J. Robinson, The Pe@mnance
Eleventh District Financial Institutions in the 1980’s: A Broader Perspective, Federal
Reserve Bank ofDallas Financial Industry Study, May 1990, pp. 13-24.) Low income
neighborhoods were disproportionately
affected by bank closures.

of

A study from Texas A&M on the availability of banking facilities between 1985 and 1993
found that low income areas, high poverty areas, and high minority areas all experienced a
decline in the availability of bank branches during this time span. Specifically, the study
revealed that the average number of branches for zip codes in the highest income quartile
stayed roughly the same while zip codes in the lowest income quartile experienced a decline
of 11 percent. For below poverty zip codes, this decline was an even more dramatic - 13
percent. In addition, while predominately white zip codes actually saw their number of
branches increase by four percent, minority zip codes saw theirs decline by ten percent,
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(Leonard Bierman, Donald R. Fraser, Javier Gimeno, and Lucia Fuentelsaz, Regulutoly
Change and the AvailabiUy of Banking Facilities in Low income Areas: A Texas Empirical
Study, SMU Law Review (Volume 49, No. 5, July-August 1996), pp. 1438-1439.)
As mainstream financial institutions such as banks have failed to fully serve low income
communities, higher-cost non-bank institutions have grown substantially. In Texas the
number of regulated lenders in Texas (non-bank lenders, largely finance companies)
increased 42 percent between 1992 and 1996. Along with this growth, the volume of loans the total dollar amount loaned in a calendar year- increased by almost 50 percent between
1992 and 1995. Pawn lenders also experienced substantial growth. (Office of Consumer
Credit Commission, Texas, RegulatedLoan Licenses and Pawnshop Licenses, March 12,
1997).
The growth in the high-priced, nnr-bank sector is a nationwide trend. A 1997 report by the
Consumer Federation of America found that there were 5,400 checking outlets-more
than
,double the 2,151 existing in 1986. Such businesses cash 150 million checks annually, with a
face value of $45 billion. These services can be an expensive way to conduct routine
fipancial services-Consumers
Union’s West Coast Regional OMice has estimated that
cashing paychecks and buying money orders for a family with $15,000 in annual income
would cost about $330 a year in California. A study by Consumers Union’s Southwest
Regional Office found a similar family could spend between $150 to $370 annually in Texas
just to cash their paychecks.
The development of high-priced, non-bank deposit services does not affect all groups in our
society equally. According to the Survey of Consumer Finances, more than half of families
without checking accounts are nonwhite or Hispanic, and 85 percent have less than $25,000
in annual income. The vitality of the “alternative” high-priced non-bank sector strongly
suggests that banks have done a poor job of serving the entire community. To begin to
reverse these trends, NationsBank and Bank of America should be required to keep branches
in low and moderate income areas open after the merger. Where divestiture is required, it
should not include the closure or sale of branches in low and moderate income areas.
Further, the merged bank should adopt a business plan to develop an account that effectively
competes with the check cashers for the business of lower income consumers.
The NationsBank merger application refers to a confidential exhibit B which apparently
contains a list of the branches that have been identified for closure as a result NationsBank’s
acquisition of Bamett. This list should be made public now, so that those communities
which will be affected by the most recent NationsBank merger may participate in the
comment process on this merger. Making this information public at this time also will
permit those communities likely to the affected by NationsBank’s future branch siting and
closure decisions to evaluate the likelihood of future harm in their communities i?om
NationsBank’s process for determining which branches to retain.
E.

Consumer

protection

Given consumer concerns about the impact mergers could have on fees, quality of service, and
market power, the Federal Reserve Board should take strong action to assure that the public interest
is served by the merger between Bank of America and NationsBank, and that the convenience and
IS

needs of consumers are met, as required under Section 3(c)(l)(B) Bank Holding Company Act.
Thus, in addition to meeting the needs of consumers and communities, as discussed elsewhere in
these comments, the Board should ensure that, in the consideration of the merger application, the
merged entity should provide affordable bank services to low and moderate income consumers
through low-cost basic banking, and that all consumers are protected from abusive and deceptive
sales practices. Specifically, the Board should ensure that the merged entity provides:
1.

Affordable

banking

services

The new entity should have targets to lower or freeze fees and should require the bank to
provide low-cost checking to all its customers throughout the country.
Millions of Americans, looking for a place to safely deposit their hard-earned dollars and a
means to pay their bills, get hit every month with checking account fees they cannot avoid.
Those fees are goingup e banks have increased checking account charges unless high
,minimum balances are met-balances
that are out of reach for many American familiis.
h$any consumers cannot sustain the high minimum deposits required to avoid monthly
charges. Low cost basic banking accounts, with reasonable service fees and low or no
minimum initial deposit or balance requirements, are needed to lessen the financial burden
on low and moderate income consumers. These accounts should be actively marketed.
Making a commitment to low-cost basic banking as part of a merger application is consistent
with the intent of Congress when it required the Board to consider the effect of a bank
merger on the public interest, and in meeting the needs and convenience of the communities
where the bank is located.
In addressing the merger, the Board should ensure that the new entity is committed to
meeting the needs of the lower and moderate income consumers by offering low-cost basic
banking. To the extent such accounts may be offered today, the Board should ensure that
the bank makes consumers aware of that option, and ensure that such low-cost accounts arc
preserved.
2.

Protections

against abusive and deceptive sales practices

To help ensure consumers derive some benefit from the merger other than simply the
convenience of having more branches for those who travel, the merged entity should be
required to comply with a package of consumer protections, including:
Measures to protect against confusion over products: The merged
entity should not be able to use taxpayer protections to mislead or confuse customers
about the products sold. This means clear disclosures about whether the products are
FDIC-insured or subject to risk of loss of the principal before any solicitations
involving non-insured products are made. It also means clear and separate
delineation of insured from non-insured activities, e.g., separate sales areas in any
.bank branch, prohibition against the use of names of subsidiaries that are
substantially similar to that of the bank, and compensation structures that limit the
potential for high-pressure sales tactics or unsuitable sales.
l
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. Privacy protections: Consumers should be given the option to consent in
writing before the new entity is permitted to share information about customers
internally or with affiliates.
l
Suitability
standards:
recommend products that do
unsuitable, often placing the
against this, sales of products

Studies and surveys indicate that some banks
not meet the consumer’s financial needs, or are
consumer at risk of losing their savings. To protect
should be subject to suitability standards.

. Protections
against
high pressure sales tactics: Consumers obtaining
loans should not be subject to unsolicited sales pitches for other products until after
the loan has been made.
“’
.

3.

. “Redress mechanism for people to recover losses: Most impotiantly,
new entity must agree, even if not mandated under current law, to compensate
consuniers for any losses that are due to violations of these protections.
l

Cost

savings

to be passed

the

on to consumers

There has been a lack of strong evidence to justify the escalating bank fees and increasing
number of charges for various services, particularly at a time when bank profits have
reached record levels. There has been much discussion about synergies and efficiencies that
will benefit consumers - we ask that the Board make sure that consumers actually benefit by
requiring that a share of the cost savings be passed on to consumers through lower fees or at
least a moratorium on increasing fees, and through programs to bring in the unbanked.
4.

Compliance

with laws

There is a growing trend, aided by bank regulators, to permit banks to ignore state consumer
laws in states other than their home state. States have traditionally had authority over
businesses that operate within their borders. The Board should make compliance with state
consumer law in all the states in which the merged bank does business a condition of the
merger.
5.

Compliance

with anti-trust

laws

The Board is obligated to carefully consider the anti-competitive affects of the merger.
Consumers may be substantially harmed by concentration of market power. It is vital that
consumers be protected, and these effects be fully considered.
Conclusion
This merger will have deep impacts on consumers and communities throughout the U.S. In order to
have a chance of meeting the convenience and needs of the whole community, this proposed merger
must be structured to benefit, not harm, consumers at every income level. Both banks should work
closely now, as well as in the future, with state and local CRA coalitions, community groups, and

.”

nonprofit service providers to build state and regional plans and programs that will make the merged
bank’s CRA program a strong tool to extend credit and deposit services beyond those now served
by the banking system. In addition, the applicants should put into place, or the regulators should
require that they do so, specific guarantees and commitments addressing issues including fees,
consumer protections, and dedication of part of the cost savings to bring the unbanked into the
banking system.
Sincerely,

A=
Gail Hillebrand
West Coast Regional

cc:

Office

Frank Tones
Washington Office

w
w
Angelyque Campbell
Southwest Regional Office

Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Antitrust Division, Department of Justice
Mr. Hugh McCall
Mr. David Coulter
Secretary to the Board/Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Mr. Mullane - NationsBank
Ms. Bessant - NationsBank
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BLACK CHAh4BE:R OF COMMERCE NOT CONVINCED ABOUT

NATIONS/BAl% OF AMERICA MERGER
African Americans, as well as all other minorities, have yet to attain their fair share of the
American economic enterprise. One thing is quite certain. Power will concede nothing
without a demand and we cannot expect Progress without certain standards and criteria
being established.
Nations Bank wants to throw out a big number with no mechanisms in place to set the
pace, monitor compliance and ascertain what is good performance and fine corporate
responsibility.
Thus, it is certain that the minority oommunities who are presently served
by Bank of America will digress in real community reinvestment.
Nations Bank should also answer for the serious amount of discrimination complaints
from its workforce. The lawsuit filed by Nations Bank against the Offtce of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs (Department of Labor) to prevent an audit to investigate
this mass ofdiscrimination
complaints is shocking. Attorney General Janet Rena has
also issued warnings to Nations about its performance in equal opportunity hiring.
Without proper “checks and balances” there is no assurance that the performance
previously displayed by Bank of America will endure and will most likely not improve.
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Comments of
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Executive Director
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NationsBanWBank of America Merger Hearing July 9, 1998
The Charlorre Observer, Charlotte, North Carolina, January 10, 1993 -- ” NationsBank Says It’ll
Try to Clear Up Any P,roblems” referring to consumer lawsuits pending against Chrysler First for
Community activists were concerned, protesting that the
predatory lending practices.
acquisition of Chrysler First by NationsBank would not necessarily stop the abusive loan
practices. But regulators approved the acquisition agreeing with NationsBank’s general counsel
that the Federal Reserve needed to consider the lending practices of NationsBank, not Chrysler
First. NationsBank stated it “will follow sound lending policies and practices in full compliance
with all applicable laws and regulations.. .”
Five years later, the continued questionable lending practices of Chrysler First-now
NationsCredit - and other NationsBank subsidiaries still haunt banking watch-dog groups and
hurt some of our nation’s most vulnerable neighborhoods.
I submit to you a letter from Carlene McNolty, Attorney for the North Carolina Justice and
Community Development Center, who has reviewed a 1996 loan by NationsCredit to Audrey
and Kenneth Snipes. She found several violations. NationsCredit failed to disclose loan terms,
including that it was an adjustable rate mortgage. It packed the loan with fees, including over
$5.000 in settlement fees for a $110.000 loan, and thus charged usury rates under North Carolina
law. NationsCredit then flipped the loan by increasing the adjustable rate by two points within
the first year and then offering the Snipes to refinance for a fixed rate. The Snipes were told that
if they refinanced with another lender they would face several thousand dollars in prepayment
penalties.
I introduce into the record the case of Beatrice M. Smith, who is currently in litigation with
NationsBank over predatory lending practices by NationsCredit.
Ms. Smith claims the loan
terms were not fully disclosed, the loan was packed with high fees including life credit
insurance, and that the loan was flipped six times in six years starting with Chrysler First and
ending with NationsCredit.
Ms. Smith is now fighting foreclosure by NationsCredit after
rejecting an offer to stop a media story on the issue in exchange for having her loans forgiven

I introduce into the record the concerns of a resident from Morrisville, North Carolina, who feels
that she has been taken advantage of by NationsCredit and that she is now being harassed so her
equity rich land might be taken,
In his protest of this merger, Matthew Lee of Inner City Press/Community
on the Move makes a
convincing analysis of HMDA data that Equicredit, a subprime lender recently obtained by
NationsBank through the Bamett Bank merger, has a disproportionate share of loans to African
Americans as compared to white borrowers. This market share to African Americans is in stark
contrast to the lending practices of NationsBank and Nations Mortgage, which is predominately
to whites. Mr. Lee raises the concern that Equicredit targets minorities for its higher interest
rate. higher fee loans. NationsBank is now responsible for Equicredit and we wonder how these
two markets will be served by these institutions.
These complaints look very much like the complaints filed against Chrysler First lending
practices. The Durham Affordable Housing Coalition believes those community activists were
right to be concerned regarding NationsBank’s acquisition of Chrysler First. The Federal
Reserve did little to address these concerns then. What will the federal regulators do to address
these lending practices now? We request that the Federal Reserve investigate NationsCredit
lendine practices and place conditions on the merger to insure that these practices are ended and
not expanded throughout the country.
NationsBank

is a big player in the sub-prime lending market

Chrysler First became NationsCredit. a new division of NationsBank.
It has grown
tremendously with the acquisition of Equicredit, a subsidiary of Bamett Bank, with assets of
more than $30 btlhon. In addition to being the owner of the largest sub-prime lenders in the
country. NationsBank also plays an important role in financing other parallel banking institutions
including check cashing companies and other finance corporations.
According to the Security Exchange Commission, NationsBank was a primary lender of
Southland Associate. Commercial Credit Loans, Morequity Inc., and American General Finance
among others.
NationsBank won the dubious honor of being in the Mother Jones Hall of Shame for
participating in setting up a $125 million line of credit for Cash America (July/August 1994
issue). Cash America is the nation’s largest pawn chain. Cash America charges an annual
interest rate that averages 200 percent and targets those without bank accounts.
The size of NationsBank before the merger makes it an important and dominant player in setting
industry practices for subprime lending and parallel banking institutions. The responsibility of
NationsBank to set a positive industry standard is large given its role in the market and the
claims of social responsibility made by its leaders.
L am not yet impressed by Ken Lewis’ pledge to run NationsCredit
right or not at all. Surely it
has not taken five years since acquiring Chrysler First to come to the conclusion that changes
need to be made. A similar promise was made in addressing Chrysler First’s lending practices.

What the bank proposes to do to become a progressive industry leader in this area is not
addressed by its community reinvestment pledge released in May 1998. It is completely silent
on the role that NationsCredit plays now and will play in the future. It is completely silent on its
role as a financier of other finance companies to influence their practices.
The Durham Affordable Housing Coalition appreciates NationsBank’s offer to include the
Community Reinvestment Association of North Carolina in discussions on how it will address
these subprime lenders’ practices in coming up with win/win solutions. Results, as well as
process, are important to address these concerns. We again ask the Federal Reserve to mace a
condition on the merger that provides an enforcement role in examining NationsCredit lending
practices.
The Durham Affordable Housing Coalition applauds the many fine things that NationsBank has
done in Durham and North Carolina. For example, the Coalition receives funding from
NationsBank for our counseling and homeownership marketing campaign. The testimony of
others and the record will show that NationsBank has done many good things. But as long as
NationsBank continues to operate NationsCredit in an unethical and illegal manner, charity on
one hand can not excuse these predatory lending practices on the other.
The Durham Affordable Housing Coalitions offers the following recommendations
improvements by NationsBank’s management of NationsCredit.

1)

2)

3)
4)
3
6)

7)

8)
9)
10)

for

Have NationsCredit offer A credit products as well as B and C products. Begin to see
NationsCredit as a tool for community development that provides a range of appropriate
_ not harmful -- loan products and financial services.
Change the pay and incentive plan of NationsCredit front line personnel so that fees and
commissions are not the primary incentive in delivering products. Limit the fees paid to
brokers for referrals.
Develop a standard pricing system for risk that provides a range of price over the
continuum of risk. Recognize the value of the real estate collateral of the loan in pricing.
Develop a loan review process to ensure that the loans are soundly, fairly and legally
underwritten.
Contract for self-testing for fair housing as well as consumer protection violations.
Require subprime companies that are financed by NationsBank to meet similar industry
Do not buy subprime loans that are predatory in nature as a secondary
standards.
market.
Provide leadership in calling for legislative and regulatory reforms that will provide
This is needed to create a level playing field for
greater protection to consumers.
NationsCredit in competing with other subprime lenders.
Have Hugh McCall demonstrate his commitment and leadership to cleaning up the
practices and image of NationsCredit.
Provide HMDA data for NationsCredit as a separate lender for the public to better
analyze its overall lending practices and address concerns of targeting minorities
Make a good faith effort to review loans and make whole those who have been harmed
by illegal loan practices.

Good afternoon,
My name is Rafael Sanchez and I am on the Board of Directors

of the

USHCC and a small business owner.
The United

States

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (USHCC) is the leading

Hispanic business association

in the U.S., advocating

million Hispanic owned businesses

the interest

of over one

and over 250 Hispanic chambers of

commerce.
We’have very serious concerns with the proposed

Bank of America/Nations

Bank merger and the impact it may have with our respective
communities.
businesses

Its

is our belief

and that

that

access to capital

any changes to its availability

businesses and

is the life-blood
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in 22 states,
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nation.

We are concerned
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ignoring the rapidly growing number of minority
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Presiding
presenting

officer, members of the panel, my name is Tammy Hawley, and I am

on behalf of the National Association

for the Advancement

(NAACP) and our national president and chief executive
Mfume.

The NAACP

record regarding
Corporation.

appreciates

the opportunity

the proposed acquisition

Our testimony

is primarily

of Colored People

officer, the honorable

Kweisi

to present here today for the public

of BankAmerica

Corporation

by NationsBank

as it relates to our existing relationship

with

NationsBank.
.

The NAACP,
history of focusing
sufficiency

remains congruent
years assumed

which was founded

on civil rights, economic

for African Americans

serving communities

community

an organization

in 1909, has a long-standing

and community

and other minority

development,

groups.

and self-

With over 1700 units

across this country and abroad, the present mission of the NAACP
with its founding principles;

a more proactive,

aggressive

however the organization
approach

to achieving

has in recent
individual

and

empowerment.

Many of the communities

the NAACP

serves face critical social and economic

problems arising in part from the lack of economic
other opportunities.

growth, and lack of employment

and

The evidence has been clear for years that credit is just not available

on an equal basis to all people in all communities

in America.

That means that the ability

to take part in the American

dream, to participate

in the economic

mainstream,

is not

open to all Americans.

The NAACP has worked to level the economic
economic

parity for minority group citizens.

playing field and to bring about

It has launched efforts like the Fair Share

Program, which reviews corporate opportunity

and investment activity, and the Economic

Reciprocity

Initiative, which leverages collective

economic clout.

established

Community

Centers (CDRC), which target specific

Development

Resource

focal areas and concerns in local communities.
Center operation

The Community

seeks to expand on building

and pooling capital for affordable
public and private partnerships

The NAACP

housing,

economic
consumer

Development

Development

Resource

capacity, leveraging

resources,

lending, economic

and business development

Community

The NAACP has also

Resource

development,

outreach.

Centers were established

1994, as a pilot project, through a par-tnership with NationsBank.

in

The purpose of these

centers is to help promote an effective delivery system of credit programs and services by
increasing

community

awareness

“grass roots” community
NationsBank,
performance,

needs assessment.

the NAACP

considered

products

and services

and undertaking

Before entering into such a partnership

factors including

Community

with

Reinvestment

Act

corporate programs and policies. as well as lending and outreach efforts.

Since 1994, NationsBank
promoting

of available

economic

revitalization

has made a tremendous
and community

commitment

development

and advanced

in

through investment

in
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the CDRC operation and its efforts.
more

than

$90

underserved
six

million

Through the NAACP partnership with NationsBank,

in loans

have

by financial institutions.

operating

counseling,

centers

primarily

economic

needs assessment,

closed

in communities

traditionally

Services now being provided through the existing

focus

development

been

on consumer

advocacy

product development,

and

and technical

marketing,

business

education

assistance

and

in the areas of

lending practices, strategic planning

and product and service delivery.

Regarding,the

proposed acquisition of Bat&America

Corporation by NationsBank

.

Corporation,

the NAACP is positioning

met and matters not overlooked,

itself as a resource to ensure that certain goals are

if a merger of the two institutions

very concerned about consumer protection, competition

Successful

development

an expected
represents

We are

and economic expansion.

and effective mergers are to lower costs, improve product quality or

otherwise achieve efficiencies.
community

goes forward.

enhanced
the largest

The proposed new bank’s commitment

lending and investment
delivery

of services

community

over the next ten years is indication

resulting

development

financial

institution.

fhis is an opportunity

challenge

this bank to bank and an opportunity

to $350 billion in

from the merger.

commitment
for organizations

of

$350 billion

ever announced

by a

like the NAACP

to

for the new bank to live up to a bank’s

chartered role as an economic leader in communities.
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The restoration
will require

and maintenance

coordinated

development

strategies,

increased access to equity investments
billion commitment,

with appropriate

It is our understanding
to be undertaken
communities

of underserved

intensive

supportive

and loans for development
follow-through,

communities
services,

activities.

and

The $350

promises to address these matters.

that the NAACP will continue to be a viable partner in the efforts

by the new bank. This will help to assure representative

the NAACP serves.

opportunity

of the economies

If a merger is successful,

benefit to the

the NAACP will realize an

for the CDRC operation to grow and expand into other markets as well. The

expansion of the .CDRC operation will allow for our one-stop approach to technical
.
assistance, real estate and business development services and consumer counseling to
reach additional
delivery

system

infrastructure

communities

across the country.

of NAACP

units

throughout

to ensure an ability for immediate

to begin to perform on the community

Furthermore,
the country

the already e.<isting
provide

reach into communities

a ready-made
for the new bank

development

lending and investment commitment

commitment

also designates

it has made.

The community

development

$350 billion for the purpose of small business lending.
that small business
development

development

programs.

markets.

incubator

The NAACP support the notion

is crucial to the success

of state or local economic

We are also looking for assurances that benefit will accrue tc’the

minority business community.
small business

$180 billion of the

One concept the NAACP is promoting

concepts,

A small business

which

incubator

\\-e have launched

is the expansion of

successfully

in sm:!ller

is a facility that offers small business

tenants
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affordable

rent, shared office services, and access to responsive

services.

Incubators

are based on a concept

small business development
a community’s

of economic

base.

The incubator

which targets

approach helps to avoid the common

pitfalls faced by emerging small businesses-namely

poor marketing,

poor management

The NAACP incubator projects will provide a more positive local

and lack of capital.

climate,

commercialization

development,

consulting

as the primary method of creating new jobs and diversifying

employment

entrepreneurial

management

neighborhood

revitalization,

technological

innovation,

and

of new projects and would help the new bank meet its small business

lending goals.
.

Also, the NAACP itself has been pursuing
Institution

(CDFI)

status for its CDRC

NAACP in this pursuit.
the NAACP
financial

operation.

Development

NationsBank

reach economic

development

Financial

has supported

Once CDFI status is approved by the Department

will become a more direct resource

institutions

Community

the

of Treasury,

in helping the new bank and other
goals through

the use of financial

intermediaries.

Finally

regarding

the new bank’s

internal

structure,

and the governing

is keenly

interested

in diversity goals regarding

directors.

If the mergers is approved and as the proposed new bank solidifies its diversity

goals, objectives

senior management

the NAACP

board of

and policies. the NAACP will continue to be a resource and to monitor

the financial institution’s

inter-nal structure evolvement.
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The NAACP believes that the proposed acquisition
benefit access to credit and capital.

Enhanced

NAACP, ACORN Housing Corporation,
League

and the National

communities

are concerned.

to ensure that resources

Council

partnerships

with organizations

the Enterprise Foundation,

of La Raza, more

readily

can

like the

the National Urban

assure success

where

If this merger does go forward, the NAACP will do its part
are channeled

partnership to the benefit of communities

appropriately

and to expand on our existing

nationwide.

Again, thank you for the opportunity
.

and merging of resources

to appear before you today.

July 9, 1998

Testimony of Johnny J. Mack, President and Chief Executive Officer of the
National Institute for Community Empower&
Inc.
to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
in favor of the proposed merger of
NationsBank Corporation, Charlotte, North Carolina and
BankAmerica Corporation, San Francisco, California

As president of the National Institute for Community

Empowerment,

pleased to testify today in favor of the proposal by NationsBank
Charlotte,

North Carolina, to merge with Bar&America

Francisco.

California.

Inc., I am

Corporation,

Corporation,

San

For over seven years, I have had the pleasure to work with NationsBank
in connection

with community development

activities.

My first occasion was as a

senior official of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Nonviolent
Inc. In 1990, The King Center established the Community
Initiative, a program to assist low wealth communities
assets, jobs and overall community wealth.
assisted communities
nonviolent

officials

Social Change,

Empowerment

in building social capital,

Over a six-year period this program

across the country using the philosophy

and principles of

social change as espoused by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Funding for the program was provided in large measure from Federal special
purpose grants and contracts administered
and Urban Development.

by the U.S. Department of Housing

In addition, several corporations

provided funding in

support of its programs; most significant among them is NationsBank.
its financial support, NationsBank
committee

composed

was represented

on a national advisory

of leaders from the community,

Further demonstrating

Along with

public and private sectors.

their commitment, the NationsBank

representative

was a

senior level official in the person of Ms. Cathy Bessant, President of NationsBank
Community

Investment

unit. Working with other national leaders, Ms. Bessant

gave valuable counsel and direction to the program.
through the end of the program, NationsBank
resources;

particularly

consistently

immediately

July 1997, The King Center launched the Community
program as a separate independent
Empowerment,

Chief Administrative

Inc. (N.I.C.E.).

Initiative

the National Institute

During this time, I served as the

Officer of The King Center and had the pleasure of working
senior vice president.

Ms. Tassan gave

attention as an advisory committee member, and through financial

support provided by NationsBank,
with the standard

in creating the new organization.

set by Ms. Bessant, under the Community

Initiative program, NationsBank

is taking the lead among corporate sponsors.

Consistent

Empowerment

is giving senior level participation

board of trustees as well as funding critical to its operations.
NationsBank

followed the first. In

Empowerment

nonprofit organization,

with Ms. Vickie Tassan, a NationsBank
considerable

provided these

during times when the need was most critical.

My second occasion to work with NationsBank

for Community

From its very beginning,

on the N.I.C.E.

And, once again,
Ms. Tassan now
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serves on the N.I.C.E. board of trustees

She not only gives valuable counsel,

she has recruited other national leaders to serve as well.

The importance
articulated

of the relationship N.I.C.E. and NationsBank

have established

is

in the following quote of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: “It evokes happy

memories to recall that our victories in the past decades were won with a broad
coalition of organizations

representing

a wide variety of interests.

deceive ourselves if we envision the same combination
changes in this society.
reassemble

But we

attacking structural

It did not come together for such a program and will not

for it.”

This quote is taken from Dr. King’s 1967 book, Where do we go from here:
Chaos or Community?

In contemplating

a general plan for the future, Dr. King

realized that a different coalition of organizations
the seemingly

and new strategies to overcome

intractable barriers of urban centers would be necessary.

He saw

that new coalitions and strategies must augment the alliances of the civil rights
movement.

Since his assassination,
organizations

new forms of community-based

have emerged.

and community-serving

Until recently, however, these organizations

have

either dabbled at the fringes or are completely unaware of the power that the
philosophy

and principles of nonviolent social change bring to the field of
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.

community

empowerment.

Yet, the gravity of its importance

has not escaped the

careful attention of NationsBank.

As the organization

established

by Mrs. Coretta Scott King, and launched by the

Martin Luther King Center for Nonviolent Social Change,
work of community
Empowerment,

empowerment,

Inc., to carry on the

the National Institute for Community

Inc. is pleased to share in an alliance with NationsBank

that

uniquely positions us to represent the coalition presaged in Dr. King’s quote.

Commenting

on the launch of N.I.C.E., Dexter Scott King, Chairman and CEO of

The King Center said, “Establishing

N.I.C.E. is the natural progression for a

program started more than six years ago under the leadership of my mother.
The spirit of its mission is kindred with our struggle for decades to bring about
nonviolent

social change.

nonprofit organization,

I am confident that as a separate and independent

N.I.C.E. will continue the good and important work begun

by The King Center to help create self-empowerment

and restore community

across the country.”

NationsBank
community

has demonstrated,
empowerment,

by example, their commitment

through public/private

partnerships,

King, and, now, their son Dexter, have dedicated their lives to.

to the work of
that Dr. King, Mrs.

I believe this proposed merger could only strengthen

continuing

community

and Bar&America

Corporation
development

empowerment.

have consistently

demonstrated

their commitment
activities.

of their $350 billion community

to community

This is demonstrated

investment

meet the needsof

Corporation,

development

have followed closely their

activities, and have been impressed

under-served

I believe NationsBank

I

by

investment

While I have not, yet, worked closely with community

officials of the Bar&America
community

Corporation

by their community reinvestment

the recent announcement
commitment.

NationsBank

the work of

by their efforts to

markets.

Corporation

and Bank/America Corporation

industry leaders in this field. Their complimentary

geographic

are the

service areas

provide a national scope and services in a manner that as a whole is greater than
the sum of its parts.

I conclude, therefore, that the two banks combined would

bring an exceptional

commitment to lending, investment and service and I urge

you to support the proposal.

Thank you.

Johnny J. Mack

Texas
Community
Reinvestment
Coalition
1300 Guadalupe. Se. 100 *Austin. TX 78701. 5121477-4431.

f: 5121477~8934.

email: campan@consumer.org
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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for the opportunity to appear today. I am Angelyque P. Campbell. I
am from Texas and I represent the Texas Community Reinvestment Coalition. I come
today on behalf of TCRC to discuss our concerns about the merger’s impact on low
income consumers and persons of color in Texas.
We believe our position in this merger is unique since NationsBank and Bank of
America are two of our state’s largest financial institutions-NationsBank
being the
largest bank in Texas. If the merger is approved, the new bank will control an even larger
share of the Texas market.
As the only statewide community reinvestment group in Texas, TCRC‘s interest
is ensuring
the credit needs of local communities
in Texas are not ignored.
Unfortunately, our most recent HMDA study, “Access to the Drenm: Home Mortgage
Lending in Texas,” shows NationsBank and Bank of America have problems lending to
low income consumers and persons of color in Texas, If the merged bank is to lead the
financial industry in community lending and investment as it asserts it will, then the
Board should delay this merger for two reasons:
.
.

to address unresolved questions about the banks’ current performance, and
to require conditions prior to approval to assure that all communities’ credit needs are
met.

The new mega-bank needs to make firm, geographic- and income-specific
commitments,
and the regulators need to monitor and enforce those commitments in the
following areas:
No Branch Closings in Low Income Communities

and Communities

of Color.

When Texas suffered from 40 percent of the nation’s bank failures in the 198Os, it
was our low income neighborhoods who were affected most by bank closures. As banks
moved out of the neighborhoods, higher-cost non-bank institutions moved in. It concerns
our coalition that of the total number of NationsBank branch openings and closings that
occurred in 1996, upper and middle income areas received 40 new branches, while low
and moderate income areas only received 10.
Improved Lending Performance to Persons of Color
In Texas, African-American and Latin0 borrowers are two to three times as likely
to be denied for a home loan by NationsBank than a White borrower. HMDA data also
shows NationsBank loaned 86% of their dollars for home loans to white borrowers.
In
some Texas cities, the disparity is worse:
In the Beaumont-Port
Arthur MSA-two
majority African-American
citiesNationsBank made only four loans to black families. and only one of them in a black
census tract. Yet, NationsBank holds 9 percent of the deposits in the Beaumont-Port
Arthur MSA.
In San Antonio, NationsBank holds 14.5 percent of all deposits in the city, while
Bank of America controls another 5.5 percent. Yet, NationsBank made only 1.7 percent
of San, Antonio’s home loans.
In the Fort Worth-Arlington MSA-another
majority African-American
cityNationsBank made only two loans in a black census tract area, yet its depository share in
the city is 15.1 percent.

Development

of Desirable, Affordable Housing Products

The most recent HMDA data shows Bank of America disproportionately targets
Texas low income consumers and persons of color with manufactured housing loans.
The interest rates on these home loans ranged from 11.25
13.25 percent, substantially
higher than the average 7 percent rate for 30-year conventional loans. Since Bank of
America’s recent decision to sell its manufactured housing unit to Greenpoint this spring,
Bank of America has not offered an alternative affordable housing plan which meets their
community reinvestment obligation..

.

We watch these changes in the banking industry with deep anxiety for the effects
the mergers will have on our communities.
Loss of competition, higher fees, and the
erosion of CRA come to mind. Regulators cannot remain passive observers as the
financial services landscape changes. The single most important step that must be taken
in the wake of bank mergers is to increase accountability of lenders to our communities’
unmet banking and credit needs. We trust the Board will do what is necessary to ensure
banks remain in compliance with our fair housing and lending laws and accountable to
our credit needs.

NationsBank’

The National Economic

Development

& Law Center

2201 BroadwaySuite 815 Oakland, California 94612-3024
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Fax: 510/251-0600

HandsNet: HN0186

Good Morning, my name is James W. Head, and I am President of the National
Economic

Development

national nonprofit, public interest community
assistance provider.
and communities

and economic development

technical

Our mission is to contribute to the abilities of low-income

to realize their fit11potentials.

acquiring the tools to build their economic

Chairman of the Economic Development

persons

We do this by assisting them in

self-sufficiency

-by accessing jobs, work

skills, and vital support services like child care and family support.

Committee,

The Center is a

and Law Center, based in Oakland California.

Sub-Committee

I am also the

of the California Reinvestment

and a’Board member of the California Economic Development

Lending

Initiative, as well as a former member and Chairman of the Consumer Advisory Council
of the Federal Reserve.

This week I received a call from a reporter with the American Banker newspaper in
Washington,
hearing.

DC.

He wanted to know why I was going to testify before you at this

I found his question a little odd and so informed him.

light of the fact that opportunities

He explained that in

to present written comments was available, and many

had done so, what was to be accomplished

by appearing and testifying in person.

I

responded to him that it is important for those making decisions in matters like these to
attach faces and descriptive

facts and antidotes to the issues to be decided.

context, and hopefully some grounding,
you to understand

to the issues to be decided.

This gives

It is important for

the unique issues facing California and other states that will be

impacted by this merger.

Your understanding

should be influenced and shaped by the
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information

you here from myself and others who are working in communities

be directly impacted, positively and negatively,

that can

by your decision regarding the merger.

My remarks will not focus on whether this merger should or shouldn’t be approved.

My

remarks will focus on some key issues you should consider in coming to a decision about
the merger.

Because my time is limited, let me make three quick points,

I.

There is a continuing

Loans to Minorities

perception that minorities, especially blacks, are not able to

get loans at banks in the same way as their white counterparts.
very difficult to verify or dismiss this perception,

While it has been

anecdotal and survey information

continue to support it. In a Wall Street Journal survey commissioned
ago, a public-opinion

about four years

poll of several hundred black business owners found that being

snubbed by banks is pretty much the norm

An overwhelming

92% of black business

owners said they had been turned down by banks while trying to finance their firms.
Lack of collateral, a paucity of black lenders and loan offricers, and a public perception
that blacks lack business acumen are among the major drags on capital flow to blackowned firms, according to the great majority of those surveyed.
however, banks are where 73% of black-owned

For all the complaints

firms ultimately obtain capital, according

to the survey.

When asked what would be their preferred source or sources of capital,

63% of the respondents

indicated Banks.

Does this mean that NationsBank

and Bank of America are not lending equitably to all?

While I cannot speak for NationsBank’s

record of lending to minorities, my experience

with Bank of America is that they have made great efforts, with success, to expand their
lending to minorities.

But if you here from others that this is an issue of concern, and

you accept the fact that the general perception

continues to exist, you should closely

examine the records ofthese two institutions

regarding minority lending, and should

.

determine whether merger increases their capacity to be responsive to minorities.

H.

In a presentation

Equity Capital For Start Up And Expansion Businesses

at a Community

Reinvestment

and Access to Credit meeting in

Los Angeles in January, 1998, Chairman Alan Greenspan suggested that additional
debt through loans might not be the most effective solution to meeting the needs of
communities

like South Central.

He suggested that equity investments might prove

more effective and key to immediate and long-term economic revival.

For a number

of years now, California advocates have been discussing and educating Bank of America
staff on the need for loan products that provide equity or patient capital for new and
expanding businesses.
developing
communities;

successful

This need can serve the emerging nonprofit organizations

that are

for-profit businesses to bring jobs and goods to low income

the emerging entrepreneurs,

like welfare recipients, youth, and skilled

unemployed

or underemployed

workers that are identifying

can help them become economically

self-sufficient;

small business niches that

and emerging and expanding small

businesses that are trying to continue the creation of employment
in low-income

communities.

strategies and mechanisms
of these constituents,

Our discussions
for developing

with Bank of America have been around

loan products that will address the credit needs

and will allow the Bank to make money.

question NationsBank

and economic stability

We hope that you will

and Bank of America on their willingness

continue to work towards addressing this critical need.

and commitment

to

At the very least, we believe that

the Ferged Bank should commit to being a leader in the development

of loan products

that provide the kind of patient capital needed, and that they will work with us and others
to experiment

and test these products in California and other states. This is cutting edge

work, and it should not be abandoned or delayed because of the application for merger.

IE

Community

Economic Development

During the first quarter of 1998, Community
Bank of America staff collaborated
development

philanthropic

promote economic
organizations.

readiness

Initiative

economic development leaders and

to develop an innovative community economic

initiative, titled “Readiness
for individuals,

Targeting community-based

for the 21” Century”, to

communities,
organizations

and community based
and groups in all of the states

where the Bank has a retail presence, this initiative was designed to help organizations
assist their constituents
billion community

in qualifying for the loans covered by the Bank’s 1997-98 $140

lending goals, and addressing ways to help those constituents

become
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profitable customers
many individuals
community

for the Bank.

and communities

This initiative was partly based on a realization that
are not yet in a position to access and benefit from the

lending goals set by Bank of America.

Providing needed technical

assistance, grant funding, and loan capital in the states and communities
Bank through a philanthropic
greater access.
of Community

markets.

initiative was seen as an effective way to move toward

Doing so would also reinforce the Bank’s position as a leader in the area
Development

Recently, NationsBank
commitment

served by the

and enhance its image in the communities

and Bank of America announced

to community

development

it serves.

a new $350 billion, 10 year

lending and investment

in rural and urban

The question you should ask is should the new merged Bank honor the

commitment

of Bank of America to this initiative as a way to insure full access to this

new commitment.

If the answer is yes, you should strongly recommend,

the merged Bank to commit to implementation
development

if not require,

of this previously agreed upon economic

initiative, as well as BofA’s Rural 2000 initiative, and in a manner and

amount of funding equal to the new strength of the Bank and its new $350 billion
community

development

commitment.

As I conclude, let me return to where I began regarding the question of the American
Banker reporter.

I am convinced that it is important to communicate

these issues of importance as you review what is before you.
an impact.
remembered

in person to you

Some feel it will not have

Others feel it is risky because I may offend the Banks and that may be
later.

In business, as in life, you gain more by direct dialogue and debate

than by indirect prose and avoidance.

Imagine if we only had Dr. King’s “I have a
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in Washington,

or if President Kennedy’s promise of a man on the moon had been only

an editorial in the Washington Post, rather than the inspired delivery we all have seen.
Lastly, even in the face of advancing technology
more comfortable

making our points in a face to face discussion with those responsible

for making the final decision.

That is why I am here today to speak to you, and why I

hope you will create opportunities
NationsBank

like the intemet, some of us are still

for us to have continued face to face discussions

with

and Bank of America.

Thank you for this opportunity
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TESTIMONY OF
CARLOS RICHARDSON
NEIGHBORHOODS FIRST ALLIANCE (SAN ANTONIO, TX)
at
PUBLIC MEETING ON NATIONSBANK AND BANKAMERICA
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO
JULY 9, 1998

1)

Written testimony

2)

Analysis of NationsBank

3)

Map of redlined census tracts

4)

Letter of support from Mario Marcel Salas, San Antonio City Council, District 2

HMDA for 1997

Based on the 1997 HMDA data it is reflected that has redlined the eastern San Antonio
community. There were three loans made in our neighborhood.
One loan was made to
Hispanic ror $14,000, another Lo an African American ror $21,000 and an undisclosed~
ethnic group for 626,000.
NationsBank began negotiations with Neighborhoods First Alliance with the statement “we
do not sign agrccmcnts with neighborhood groups.” This is a clear demonstration of its lack
of will in making a commitment.
NationsBank also refused toi agree to any measurable goals or time tables to rectify the
problems, thus refusing to be held accountable for ita performance.
Due to such it~&tu~onal policies as redhning, the eastern sector is economically depraved.
The neighborhood is populated by the elderly and working poor and has not been a
participant, in the economical growth of the SMSA. The area is be,aieged by warehouse
encroachment, tank farms, and hazardous waste.
The lacli of mortgage lending is destroying the residential nature of the neighborhood and
encourages the type of investment that destroys the living environment and ultimately the
neighborhood itself
After Neighborhoods First Alliance requested Nationsbank’s HYMD,Adata, an executive of
the bank discovered one of the organizations was funded by the United Way.
The executive called United way and the leader invoked was immediately put on job
probation. This attempt to cripple our neighborhood leadership demonstrates this
corporation’s arrogance and willingness to use its power to step on poor communities.
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COUNCILMAN
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July 7, 1998
Ms. Jcnnifcr Johnson
Secretary, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
2O”Street and Constitution Ave., N..W.
Dear Members of the Board of Governors:

‘1

As the Councilperson representing San Antonio’s District 2, I submit this letter to
protest the application filed by NationsBank Corporation of Charlotte, North Carolina to merge
with the Bank of America of San Francisco, Caliiomia. District 2 is located in East San Antonio
and is home for much of San Antonio’s African American community.
According to a community group in my District, the Neighborhoods First Alliance, the
1997 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data for NationsBank’s operations in San Antonio shows a
ve’y poor record of meeting the credit needs of San Antonio’s minority and low-income
communities. In all of Bexar County, NationsBank made a total of only three loans for the
purchase of an owner-occupied home to African Americans. To put it bluntly. NationsBank’s
lending record in San Antonio‘s African American community is shameful.
NationsBank’s claim that they are serving the communities in which they are chartered to
do business is clearly false. Allowing the proposed merger with Bank of America will make an
already bad situation worse by shifting decision making authority and financial resotirces farther
away from the people al&ted.
This concerns me because access to credit is crucial to restoring the integrity of District
2’s neighborhoods. Without credit, homeownership decliies. And without homeowners with a stake
in its well being, a community suffers encroachment by industries looking for areas lacking the
political will to keep them out. For too long my district has been singled out as a toxic dumping
ground, a Mecca for environmental outlaws such as Aztec Ceramics. This terrible legacy is but one
of the consequences of NationsBank’s redlining. East San Antonio cannot heal itself without
support for the community-based strategies advocated by groups such as the Neighborhoods First
Alliance.
Given their lack of responsiveness and their history of redlining and discrimination, I ask
the Board of Governors to deny NationsBank and Bank of America’s application to merge, or at
least remove the application from expedited processing so the Board may more fully investigate
NationsBank’s compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act.

Mario Marcel Salas
San Antonio City Council, District 2

MAILING:
PO. BOX 639966
SAN ANTONIO.
TEXAS

78263-3966

CITY OF SAN ANTONIO.
TEXAS
CITY HALL (210) 207-7040
FAX (210) 207.7027

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT OF LEO AVILA
(AMERICAN G.I. FORUM)

.

The American G.I. Forum is our nation’s most prominent
veteran’s organization.

and largest Hispanic

We oppose any merger that fails to ensure that the Latin0 community, a
community that put America first in every war, fully and specifically benefits
from this merger. We want home loans. We want business loans. And we want
the banks to move their charitable dollars from the ballet to the barrio.
Until there are specific commitments, we say to Chairmen Coulter, McCall and
Greenspanf“No Merger”. Remember the Latin0 community is the future for
California and any bank that operates here.

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT OF STEVE SOT0
(PRESIDENT AND CEO, THE MEXICAN AMERICAN GROCERS
ASSOCIATION)

Our association’s success (over 7,000 members) is a harbinger of the future of
this state. We can once again be a Golden State if banks tap all of California’s
minority resources, much as Wells Fargo is attempting to do.
The BofA/Nations pledge fails to tap this potential. The result is likely to be a
lack of lending and economic development funds. We urge you and the banks to
develop specific minority lending and contract goals. Until that is done, our
support can not be secured and the new bank will not achieve its profit goals.
Our association also protests the lack of hearings in Southern California.

July 7, 1998

STATEMENT OF CEO AND PRESIDENT
(GEORGE DEAN)

OF PHOENIX

URBAN LEAGUE

The Phoenix Urban League has had a very good relationship with the BofA.
However, we must, no matter what the risk, set forth our cbncems.
First, NationsBank

may not be as sensitive to the unique minority cultures in Arizona;

Second, all the major banks in the West have recognized the multi-billion dollar
potential of minority markets and set specific goals. Nations refuses to do so. We
ask why?
Third, although community groups appreciate grants, it should be noted that as a
percentage of profits, the record of the new banks is only half that of its competitors,
such as Well Fargo.
Fourth, this merger should be modified to require specific minority lending and
contract goals and a substantial charitable commitment to underserved communities.

STATEMENT
(EXECUTIVE
CHURCH)

OF MARK WHITLOCK
DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

FIRST AME

.

As the Executive Director of a major inner city African-American churchoperated economics development program with 16,000 family constituents, I
have grave misgivings about absentee landlords. Our community has suffered
from generations of absentee landlord neglect.
Second, when all of a bank’s competitors make specific minority pledges, one
has to wonder as to the motives of the one who refuses.
Third, many members of our church would like to testify but can not when
hearings are held only in San Francisco. Please put on an L.A. hearing as we
previously requested.
Fourth, the African American market nationwide
Those who ignore us do so at their peril.

is over $600 billion dollars.

We come to the table not with a beg, but with a desire to create a civil and
prosperous society.

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT OF WILLIS WHITE
(CALIFORNIA BLACK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE)

I join with the National Black Chamber, the Black Business Association and the
National Black Business Council in criticizing a merger that abandons the
African American community.
We have never shared in either bank’s loan pool or contract program, nor in
Golden Parachutes for senior, white males worth over $200 million dollars. Nor
have we equitably shared in their economic development projects. Consider
this: BofA alone lent more to South Korea ($3.1 billion dollars) than the total it
has lent to African American-owned businesses over the last 50 years. And
remember, BofA has lost $3.1 billion in Korea and nothing in the inner city.
Until they “show us the money” and “walk the talk” we will criticize this
merger.

July 7, 1998

STATEMENT OF MATE0 CAMARILLO
(VICE CHAIR, CHICANO FEDERATION

OF SAN DIEGO)

No bank mega-mergers should occur without specific minority and geographical
pledges. In San Diego, over 40 percent of our county are minorities and the majority of
potential homeowners and small business entrepreneurs !+re persons of color.
We in San Diego urge CEO McCall to visit us and pledge that the new bank will set
specific minority lending and business goals just like WAMU, Well Fargo and Union
Bank ~ &2/i_cOrn?~.
7
Unless this is done, competition may decide the financial fate of this merger. Why
should 80 million minorities with a GNP of over one trillion dollars do business with a
bank that ignores us, when Wells and WAMU court us?

July 7, 1998

STATEMENT OF MAI CONG, CEO
(VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY OF ORANGE COUNTY,

INC.)

The Vietnamese American community has been inadequately served by BofA’s small
business lending and fears that an absentee landlord with little knowledge of our
culture will do even worse. Frankly, only targeted minority marketing and goals, as
recently set by BofA’s competitors such as Union Bank, can correct this lack of capital
to an emerging U.S. market far greater than many overseas markets.
On behalf of Orange County’s 160,000 Vietnamese-Americans,
I wish to deliver a
personal message to Chairman Greenspan with whom I recently met. Don’t forsake us;
compel NationsBank to set specific minority goals for small business lending and
continuity and to promote people from our community into senior management.

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT
(EXECUTIVE

OF BERT CORONA
DIRECTOR, HERMANDAD

MEXICANA NACIONAL)

I offer thistestimony on behalf of the nation’s largest immigrant service center
and advocacy institution, We have offices in Washington, D.C., New York and
Illinois, as well as in California. I have been an active advocate for minority
empowerment and economic justice and development since FDR was first
elected President.
This merger could be harmful to all communities.
It is particularly so for lowOver the last six decades, we
income, immigrant and minority communities,
have witnessed the dangers of absentee landlords and those that view the poor
from afar.
I refuse to testify so that my personal absence is evidence against Chairman
Greenspan’s decision to prevent low-income persons from voicing their
concerns, unless they live in the San Francisco area or have a “rich uncle” bank
to fund their trip.
In summary, we oppose the merger unless the new bank sets specific community
and minority lending goals and commits to a low-income philanthropic
investment program that rivals that of Wells Fargo or Union Bank. It is not
enough for top executives to draw eight figure salaries while doling out crumbs
to the community.
I also question the safety and soundness of a bank which lacks the confidence of
persons of color. We constitute two-thirds of Los Angeles County’s population,
a population greater than that of North Carolina.

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT
(EXECUTIVE

OF BERT CORONA
DIRECTOR, HERMANDAD

MEXICANA

NACIONAL)

I offer thistestimony
on behalf of the nation’s largest immigrant service center
and advocacy institution. We have offices in Washington, DC., New York and
Illinois, as well as in California. I have been an active advocate for minority
empowerment and economic justice and development since FDR was first
elected President.
This merger could be harmful to all communities.
It is particularly so for lowincome, immigrant and minority communities.
Over the last six decades, we
have witnessed the dangers of absentee landlords and those that view the poor
from afar.
I refuse to testify so that my personal absence is evidence against Chairman
Greenspan’s decision to prevent low-income persons from voicing their
concerns, unless they live in the San Francisco area or have a “rich uncle” bank
to fund their trip.
In summary, we oppose the merger unless the new bank sets specific community
and minority lending goals and commits to a low-income philanthropic
investment program that rivals that of Wells Fargo or Union Bank. It is not
enough for top executives to draw eight figure salaries while doling out crumbs
to the community.
I also question the safety and soundness of a bank which lacks the confidence of
persons of color. We constitute two-thirds of Los Angeles County’s population,
a population greater than that of North Carolina.

July 8, 1998

STATEMENT
(EXECUTIVE

OF BERT CORONA
DIRECTOR, HERMANDAD

MEXICANA

NACIONAL)

I offer thistestimony on behalf of the nation’s largest immigrant service center
and advocacy institution. We have offices in Washington, D.C., New York and
Illinois, as well as in California. I have been an active advocate for minority
empowerment and economic justice and development since FDR was first
elected President.
This merger could be harmful to all communities.
It is particularly so for lowincome, immigrant and minority communities.
Over the last six decades, we
have witnessed the dangers of absentee landlords and those that view the poor
from afar.
I refuse to testify so that my personal absence is evidence against Chairman
Greenspan’s decision to prevent low-income persons from voicing their
concerns, unless they live in the San Francisco area or have a “rich uncle” bank
to fund their trip.
In summary, we oppose the merger unless the new bank sets specific community
and minority lending goals and commits to a low-income philanthropic
investment program that rivals that of Wells Fargo or Union Bank. It is not
enough for top executives to draw eight figure salaries while doling out crumbs
to the community.
I also question the safety and soundness of a bank which lacks the confidence of
persons of color. We constitute two-thirds of Los Angeles County’s population,
a population greater than that of North Carolina.
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The East F&on Street Grow

July 6,1998

STATEMENT
OF Zlbt CXNTURY PARTNERSHIP
(Rev. James H. Daniel, Jr. Chairman /CEO)
The 21st Century Partnership is a non-profit community
develoymenl corpuration concerned with many issues pertaining to
community development here on the east Coast. Among them is
the changing face of the financial services industry.
We as
ministers
and servank to the community believe that mega-mergers
must create concrete resuits for the traditionally underserved.
NationsBank’s CRA record is of concern. Ik lack of specific
commitmenk to those who led the struggle for economic justice,as
represented by Martin L&hut Kin&Jr, is appalling.
We, as African American ministers, call on Hugh McCall to
heed a higher call that is consistent with corporate growth: “Let they
among you that would be great first be a servant to them all” .

And,we, serving in the interest and voicing the concerns of
millions of African Americans, decry the Federal Reserve’s Board of
Governors refusal to grant us a hearing in each state in which
NationsBank and BOFA. have failed to render adequate financial
xx-vices to the un and undexbanked aurung us.
has prevented us from personally testifying.
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STA'IEMEN'T

OF

CENTURY PARTNERSHIP
2ltst

(Rev. James H. Daniel, Jr. Chairman /CEO)
The 21st Century Partnership is a non-profit community
developmenl corpuration concerned with many issues pertaining to
community development here on the east Coast. Among them is
We as
the changing face of the financial services industry.
ministers
and servants to the community believe that mega-mergers
must create concrete results for the traditionally underserved.
NationsBank’s CRA record is of concern. Its lack of specific
commitments to those who led the struggle for economic justice,as
reptinted
by Martin Lutbur Kin&Jr, is appalling.
We, an A)riran American ministers, call on Hugh McCall to
heed a higher call that is consistent with corporate growth: “Let they
among you that would be great first be a servant to them all”.
And,we, serving in the interest and voicing the concerns of
millions of African Americans, decry the Federal Reserve’s Roard of
Governors refusal to grant us a hearing in each state in which
NationsBank and BOFA. have failed to render adequate financial
services to the ran and underbanked among us.
f funds has prevented us from personally testifying.
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STATEMENT OF 2ltd CENTURY PARTNERSHIP
(Rev. James H. Daniel, Jr. Chairman /CEO)
The 21st Century Partnership is a non-profit community
development corpuratiun concerned with many issues pertaining to
community development here on the east Coast. Among them is
We as
the changing face of the finanfial services industry.
ministers
and servants to the community believe that mega-mergers
must create concrete results for the traditionally underserved.
NationsBank’s CRA record is of concern. Its lack of specific
commitments to those who led the struggle for economic justice,as
repn?sented by Marlin Luthur King,Jr, is appalling.
We, an Afriran American ministers, call on Hugh McCall to
heed a higher ,call that is consistent with corporate growth: “Let they
among you that would be great first be a servant to them all”.
And,we, serving in the interest and voicing the concerns of
millions of African Americans, decry the Federal Reserve’s Board of
Governors refusal to grant us a hearing in each state in which
NationsBank and BOFA,have failed to render adequate financial
services to the un and underbardced among us.

I-/P@=%, f funds has prevented us from personally

testifying.

‘NACfi:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday,?uly-9~1;199~~,
,
CONTACT:’ BRUCE MYKSI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
JQ_H_bLBEi’,lETEW MEDIA DIRECTOR:
Pager (617) 835-4477
Phone: 617-250-6222
NACA, NATIONAL NON PROFIT ACTIVIST GROUP, TESTIFIES IN SUPPORT
THE NATIONSBANK MERGER WITH BANK OF AMERICA
The Neighborhood Assistance Corporation of America
services and advocacy organization that has lead high
discriminatory and unfair lending and mortgage scams
the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco in support
and the Bank of America.

OF

(“NACA”) a national housing
profile fights against
will be testifying today before
of the merger of NationsBank

[Attached is the letter of support from NACA Executive Director Bruce Marks.] “The
$350 Billion community reinvestment program put forward by NationsBank/Bank
of
America”, states Bruce Marks, “is unprecedented
and will insure that individuals and
communities that have been denied access to credit will now have access to funds on
terms they can afford. NationsBank/ Bank of America will in fact become the nation’s
largest private sector affordable housing developer and primary lender to low and
moderate income people and communities.”
Accompanying Marks are homeowners who have benefited from the variety of housing
services and programs provided by NACA, and funded by NationsBank. These
homeowners are traveling to San Francisco to show the tremendous impact of
NationsBank’s community investment program.
l

l
l

First-time homebuyers: Carolyn and Freddie Hawkins, Charlotte NC and
Naomi Martin of Washington DC.
Purchase-rehab homebuyer: Mayo Funderburg of Atlanta, Georgia.
Refinance from predatory loan: Genie McNab of Decatur, Georgia.

NACA began in 1988 in Boston and has expanded nationwide providing the best
mortgage program for working people: no downpayment, no closing costs, no fees
and free comprehensive housing services. NACA was in the forefront of the
campaign against Fleet Finance’s predatory lending.
After a 41/2 year war and
extensive exposure in national media, Fleet committed over $8.5 Billion to low and
moderate income people and communities. NACA is currently leading a high-profile
campaign against lending abuses by Ford Motor Company and its lending subsidiary,
Associates Financial, the country’s largest home equity lender. NACA’s research and
reports have been featured on all three major networks.

Headquarters (Boston): 3607 Washington St, Jamaica Plain MA 02120
Phone: 617-250-NACA
(6222) . Fax: 617-250-6262
Unfair Lending : I-BM)-W-SHARK
l Housing Services
: I-888~3M-NACA

BluCC Marks

ChierExecu,iveO~cer
Mr. A. Linwood Gill, Ill
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond

Rev. Gravlm

ScanHaeler 70,

E.

Byrd

Tuesday,

June 30,1998

Street

Richmonb VA 23219

Dear Mr. Gill,
Please consider this letter in support of the merger of NationsBank and Bank of
America particularly as it relates to the principles of the Community Reinvestment
As you know, the Community Reinvestment Act was designed to insure that all
communities and individuals have access to credit.

Act.

With that in,mind, one can only commend the commitment extended to low and
While both
moderate income communities by NationsBank and Bank of America.
institutions have had strong track records in the area of community reinvestment their
most recent proposal is extraordinary.
This institution
This $350 Billion community reinvestment program is unprecedented.
will in fact become the nation’s largest private sector developer of affordable housing
and the primary lender to low and moderate income people and communities. While
this proposal may sound too good to be true on paper, NationsBank’s track record of
follow-through and speedy completion of their previous substantial commitments
demonstrates that such proposals are backed with action.
This current commitment encompasses the full range of financing that is necessary for
Thus there are considerable funds for
neighborhood and community stabilization.
affordable housing development, support for mortgage financing, as well as monies for
It is truly a program offering access to credit for people
small business development.
For as we
and communities that have historically been denied such opportunity.
know, the life-blood to any community’s fiscal and economic health is access to credit.
In any initiative the devil is often in the details. Looking at some of the details,
however, we see an initiative that will provide billions of dollars for people who have
been victimized by predatory lenders. Homeowners will be able to refinance a high
rate or predatory loan at an interest rate of less than 7% with no points, fees or other
costs. As you know, the rate for non-conforming loans is between 12% and 16%,
with four to eight points; and other fees packed in (there are many examples of much
higher rates, points, and fees). It is only a matter of time before many of these
victimized homeowners face loss of their homes.
In addition to refinancing homeowners, the NationsBankIBank
of America
reinvestment program will provide unbelievable home ownership opportunities

Headquarters (Boston): 3807 Washington St., Jamaica Plain MA Ml30
Phone: 617~ZS&NACA(6222)
. Fax: 617~250-SE.2
Unfair Lending : l-800-S&SHARK
* Housing Sewlces : ,-E&3%?-NACA

for low

and moderate income people and communities nationwide.
The ability to purchase a
home with no down payment, no closing costs, no application fee, no perfect credit, at
less than 7% interest is incredible.
This initiative will revolutionize mortgage lending
throughout the country.
It is virtually impossible to put this $350 Billion dollar initiative in context unless it is
compared to programs of similar scope. The most obvious are the programs either
sponsored or funded by the Federal Government.
HUD has scaled down its
commitment in this area and as our organization and others have pointed out, HUD is
allowing mortgage brokers even greater regulatory freedom to exploit homeowners by
failing to put regulatory teeth in its enforcement acts. Fannie Mae’s guidelines, on the
other hand, are so restrictive that low and moderate-income homebuyers, and buyers
with untraditional credit are often excluded. The other regulatory agencies, particularly
the Federal Reserve, have continued to show very little initiative in strictly enforcing
the Community Reinvestment Act.
The reality is that NationsBank/Bank of America have begun to fill this void. They are
doing far more for low and moderate-income people and communities then the
Federal Government or any other lenders.
They need to be applauded and supported.
The regulators need to approve the
application immediately and get back into the business of regulating the many
discriminatory and predatory financial institutions that prey on working people.
The proof is often in the results. Ask the tens of thousands of low and moderate
income people who are already benefiting from what NationsBank is doing. They
meet every Saturday around the country to begin the process of purchasing or saving
their home. They gather in homebuyer workshops in Atlanta, Charlotte, Columbia,
Jacksonville, Washington, Memphis, Baltimore and other cities.
You need to listen to these low and moderate income people who understand
firsthand the incredible opportunities provided by NationsBank and the combined
NationsBanklBank
of America.
Please contact me should you have any questions.

Thank you for your gonsideration.

p&igji
Bruce Mar s
Executive Director

THEWALL
STREET
JOURNAL.

Terms of new NACA loan program unbelievably good

JOHN ADAMS

n

:lass and obtain one.on-one counseling
about the responsibilities
or homeownwhip.
In addition, if you fall behind in
your payments, NACA representatives
will meet with you and try lo get you
back on track. Such post-purchase
counseling has proven effective
berore
in Atlanta. but rnos~ lenders aren’r set
up to react quickty to late paymems
rrom borrowers
As a result. it ma): be
six months before a tender actuall)
talks with a delinquent
homeowner.
By
[hen, the financial hole may already be
to0 deep.
As with mosl targeted tending prop
grams, there are strings attached,
These loans al-c intended primarily
rur
firs!-time
home bl~yers. atthou@~ refix
nanc~n~c ror debl :onsolid,llion
and
home improvemcnl
are allowed. You
may not own other property.
and you
musI live in the home you finance as
long as you own it
Nso. you must make enough to qu;,tify ror the loan you seek, hui houcchol:
mcome is tnmrcd depending on the
number or people living wi:h you.
Smgle.apphcanl
income cannot exceel
S?O,lOO, while n fnmily oisi?: can ear-~
utl I0 S-18.250 tlu;iei~
if your twmL
falls within the “priori~)’ area.” no
household incume hmils apply. Some
of the targeted areas are parts of Fulto” County south or Ponce de Leon
Avenue; rn0s1 or DeKalb County south
or College Avenue and inside 1.285;
Forest Park, Easr Point: and Hapeville
Maps of target and sewice areas are
available rrom NACA~
/ohn Adorrjs IS 0 broker. investor and

Barriers

to ownership

We kno\v that there is a direct relationship between homeownership
and
wealih accumulation
ill this conntry
Yet one in three Americans cominues
to live in a home that the head of
household does nor own. The ws, of us
live in owned homes. We call that percentage the homeownership
rate. and
it has hovered around 66 percent for
sevetxl years The principal
factor

nrreclillg the rare in the pasr has been
iufercsl raies~ Wherl rates drop, ownw
ship nres. but only slightly.
SIudies have shown thar the No. 1
barrie: in homeownership
among
Americaiis or low to moderate income
is lack 0: funds for a down paymenr.
Anothr: ma,or barrier is lack or infor.
n;ation abou: the home buying process
This loan program addresses these bar.
riers head-on and seeks 10 make it eas.

ier ror anyx~? lo own his own honk
ad&lion. the loans are being oriered

In

21
or below current market inwresr rates.
One interesting feature of this program is Lhat NACA controls the entire
home buying process. It provides buyer
education and individual
counseling.
and even orrers a buyer brokerage ser.
vice t0 help purchasers find a home
and ne~ot~ale a good deal. In addition,
NACA offers rehab management
services and pos~owwrship
assistance ir
a borrower falls behind in mongage
paymenis,
Pro.gams such as this one have been
tried I” the past, but never on such a
scale KationrBank
has agreed 10 orrcr
$500 mittion in home loans nationwide.
11YOU thmh YOU can take advamage
or
IhiS inilialivc.
call NACA in Arlanra a[
401.37;-4545~
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NationsBank-NACA program
helps poor home buyers get loans
NationsBank Corp. and a Boston-based
housing
group announced yesterday they will provide %500 million in unusually
flexible
and inexpensive mortgages ror home buyers in low
income urban areas. including
Washington.
The agreement between the nation’s fourth-largest bank and the
National
Assistance
Corp. of
America (NACA) is believed to be
the largest commitment
yet for
such mortgages.The loans feature
no down payments. no closing
costs. no application fees and “liberal underwriting
Bt a market
rate.”
“This is the best mortgage produc, in the country tha,, meets the
needs or working people,” said
Bruce Marks; executive director
of the housing group.
NationsBank said that p&haps
~O.OOII ramilies will get flexible
toans to buy a home, refinance a
mortgage or pay ror home improvements.Theprograminitially
will be orrcrcd in \\‘x.hi~~gton. A,tanta, ljaltimore
and Charlotte.
N.C., where NationsBank is based.
and will be expanded later.
Catherine I? Bessant. NationsBank’s top community investment
executive. said the program will
help the bank lend more to innercity residents.

“We’re really excited and have a
lot of optimism that we’ll be able
toexpnnd the markets in which we
do business,” she said.
Orher banks have made larger
r0r community
commitments
lending. such as an $18 billion initiative Clwmical Banking Corp.
and Chase Manhattan Corp. an.
nounced alter
they disclosed
merger
plans. But the NationsBank and NACAagreement
is signiricant
because its unusually
flexible termsaredesigned
ror the
working poor, said John Taylor, executive director or the National
Communily Reinvestment Conlition.
“Itisoneorthemost
majorcommitmentseverintermsorwhothis
money will be available for;’ Mr
‘I!~ylor said.
Separately. the Federal Reserve
yesterday
approved
NationsBank’s $1.8 billion acquisition .or
Atlanta-based Bank South Corp.
on R 6-O vote. The acquisition, expected to close next month, will
create the dominant bank in Gewgia.
In 1994. Mr. Marks’ group
reached an agreement with Fleet
Financial Group Inc. to market
$140 million 0r similar mortgages
8s part ora large community lending plan by the Providence. R.I..
based bank.
The agreement with Fleet came
alter an extended and bitter dispute over lending practices or

Fleet‘s rimmce company.unit
in
lower-income neigbborhuods. Mr.
Marks. a sell-described “banking
terrorist,” crashed Fleet’s nnnunl
meetings and bounded its chnirman at public speeches to push (or
more lending to locv.income people.
rlc had no similar dispute in the
Nationsnank case.
“\Ve Lvere not under anv sneciric
legal pressure to talk 16 l&we:
bliss I3essnnt said
The deal announced yesterday
WRS born Oc,. 2 when Mr. Marks
called NationsBank to reqoest a
meeting will, Miss Bessant and
Chairman
Hugh McCall. Later
that arternoon the wo executives
called back and agreed
to negotiale n deal.
According to documents pro.
vided lo the Associated Press. loan
applicants won’t be penalized ir
they’ve had numerous jobsaslong
as their income has remained
steady throughout the period.
In an unusual twist. the loans
nre not covered by private mortgage insurance. which protects
the lender ir the borrower doesn’t
rrp:~y tllc loan. llousing activists
have complained such insurance is
too expensive.
Under the NACA loans, the bar.
rower pays each month into a special loan rund called the Neighborhood Stabilization Fund. run by
NACA in conjunction with neighborhood
residents.
The rund

makes emergency loans to help
borrowers ir they encounter emergencies such as temporary jub
loss.
NACA provides extensive counseling to ensure the applicants
understand theobligationsofbuying a home. It also monitors home
repairs to ensure the work is done
correctly and wifhin budget.
Mr. Marks said be’s been run.
ning n similar lonn program since
IYBR.ond rhose loans”tmvenot had
one deroutt snd not one r0recio.
sure.”
Miss Bessant wouldn’t discuss
her analysis or the existing NACA
loons, other than to say, “We satislied ourselves that the perrormante is predictable and can be underwritten successfully:’
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June 25, 1998
TO:

Ms. Joy Hoffman-Molloy
Community Affairs Offtcer
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
Mail Stop 620
101 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94105

FROM:

Mr. Kermitt Waddell
President/CEO
Economic Development Center of the Carolinas
800 Clanton Rd., Suite U
Charlotte, North Carolina 28217

RE:

Testifying in favor of the proposal by NationsBank Corporation,
Charlotte, North Carolina, to acquire BankAmerica Corporation,
San Francisco, California.

This letter is submitted in support of the merger between NationsBank and
BankAmerica. My affiliation with NationsBank began in 1992 as a result ofthe
partnership forged between the bank and the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP). This was but one of the partnerships NationsBank
entered into to help reach their goal of loaning one billion dollars over a ten year period
to low to moderate income persons and small businesses. The goal was actually
achieved within three years.
Under that partnership, I headed up the North Carolina NAACP Community
Development Resource Center (CDRC) which opened in Charlotte in April 1992. In
the following months other centers were opened in Richmond, Va., Columbia S. C.,
Atlanta, Ga., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Austin, Tex. and Baltimore, Md. From 1992
thorough December 1996, the CDRC’s facilitated over one hundred million
(%lOO,OOO,OOO.OO)
in loans through NationsBank. I am proud to say that the North
Carolina center was responsible for over sixty-five million dollars ($65,000,000.00) of
that total. I let? the NAACP CDRC in October 1997 to establish the Economic
Development Center of the Carolinas (EDCC), a non-profit NationsBank partner. Since
October 1997, the EDCC has over two and a half million dollars in loans closing to its
credit with several million dollars in the pipeline.
Tel: (704) 529.5515
Fz\: (704) 529.54 I5
I HOH-PnOIIr
Y.tion,bnLPamTHEn

The purpose of the EDCC is to promote economic development through community
development lending in partnership with NationsBank, community based organizations
and other institutions. Our target population and the major beneficiaries of our efforts
are those persons and communities which traditionally have been under served by the
major lending institutions. We provide consultation, advocacy, and home ownership
and small business education classes. Clients receive assistance in credit counseling,
budgeting, asset management, business plan preparation and technical assistance.
NationsBank provides the curriculum and classroom materials~for the education classes.
It is from such first hand experience that I can confidently advocate for the merger of
these banks. My staff and I have aggressively seized the opportunity offered by our
afftliation with NationsBank, first with the NAACP and currently as the EDCC.
Through our partnership, we have been able to assist clients who had never dreamed of
owning a home to become homeowners.
The bank has responded positively to many of
our suggestions on how to better serve the community and several innovative changes
have resulted that have proven of benefit to the community and to the bank.
The motto of the EDCC is taken from a Frederic Douglas quote, “The history of
civilization shows that no people can or will rise to a degree of mental, or even moral
excellence without wealthy A people uniformly poor and compelled to struggle for
barely physical existence will be dependent and despised by their neighbors and will
We appreciate the opportunity we have through
finally despise themselves.”
NationsBank to affect so many lives in such a positive manner. There is no question in
my mind that the merger between these two banks will only prove to be an even greater
benefit to the greater community.

Very truly yours,
/

--Y

Kemtitt N. Waddell
President/CEO

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

CENTER OF THE CAROLINAS

PROFILE AND HISTORY
“The history of civilization shows that no people can or will rise to degree of mental or even moral
excellence without wealth. A people uniformly poor and compelled to struggle for barely physical
existence will be dependent
and despised by their neighbors
and will finally
despise
themselves. “. . .
.. ..
. .,. Fredrick Douglas

The Economic Development Center of the Carolinas (EDCC) was incorporated March 24,
1997 in the state of North Carolina and was granted recognition as an exempt entity under
section 501 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code as an organization described in section 501 (c)(3).
With the support of its primary partner NationsBank, the organization serves as a community
outreach arm to assist the bank in accomplishing its goals under the Community Reinvestment
Act (CRA).
-The mission of the EDCC is to promote economic development among low to moderate
income groups in an effort to improve the quality of life for all people. Particular focus is
given to raising the consciousness level of our constituents to expect more of themselves and
others around them. The EDCC offers Money Management, First Time Home Buyer and
Business Success Education, Loan Facilitation, Technical Assistance, Individual Counseling
and Advocacy. The major beneficiaries are those persons and communities which traditionally
have been under served by the major lending institutions.
However, because of the quality of
service offered, our clientele includes persons from all social, economic and ethnic
backgrounds.
The EDCC staff, Kermitt N. Waddell, Rose Marie Cotton, Norman T. Little and Carolyn G.
Clyburn have had extensive experience working in the area of community and economic
development. From April 1992 through October 1997, Waddell and Cotton operated the North
Carolina NAACP Community Development Resource Center (CDRC) prior to starting the
EDCC. The North Carolina CDRC is one of seven centers operated under a partnership
between the NAACP and NationsBank.
By the period ending December 3 1, 1996, the
resource centers had facilitated over one hundred million dollars ($lOO,OOO,OOO.OO)in
economic development loans through NationsBank.
The North Carolina center alone was
responsible for over sixty-five million dollars (%65,000,000.00) of that total. Mr. Norman T.
Little came to the EDCC from the Sickle Cell Disease Association. He is a former auditor for
the State of North Carolina and has operated as a private accountant and business consultant.
He serves on the boards of several neighborhood organizations involved in the revitalization of
their communities. Ms. Clyburn is the former Administrative Secretary of the CDRC, with the
EDCC, she will be working in the First Time Homebuyer Program.
The staff is proficient in providing training and counseling to its client base of businesses
churches and consumers.
Consumer counseling includes:
credit, budgeting, mortgage
application, home selection, home improvement,
employment
and income, civic and
community involvement, and pride in self and family. We feel the in depth instruction and
counseling has produced a more credit worthy and informed buyer. Undoubtedly, this directly
accounts for the fact that our clients have experienced no defaults or foreclosures to date.

KERMITT

N. WADDELL

Kermitt N. Waddell is a native of Charlotte, North Carolina and a product of the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
school system. He graduated from North Carolina A&T State
University and North Carolina Central School of Law. His scholastic achievements
included being selected a Herbert Lehman Foundation Scholar, President of the Senior
Class (1970) North Carolina A&T State University and Whos Who in American Colleges
and Universities.
Sparked by his passion for community service and human rights, Mr.
Waddell has distinguished himself in various career and volunteer positions.
Mr. Waddell established the Economic
Development
Center of the Carolinas, Inc.
(EDCC), which was incorporated March 24, 1997 in the state of’North Carolina and was
granted recognition as an exempt entity under section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code as an organization described in section 501(c)(3).
He currently serves as the
President/CEO and with the support of its primary partner, NationsBank, EDCC serves as
a community outreach arm to assist the bank in accomplishing its goals under the
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA).
Previously, he served as the Director of Operations of the North Carolina NAACP
Community Development
Resource Center (CDRC).
The office was one of seven
established through a partnership with the NAACP and NationsBank.
The CDRC acted
as an effective delivery system for NationsBank’s
program and services to low to
moderate income consumers and small businesses. Mr. Waddell views this as one of the
most gratifying positions he has held, in that, results were tangible. Under his leadership,
the North Carolina center has facilitated approximately $60,000,000 in loans since 1992.
Mr. Waddell’s past position as Special Assistant to the Regional Director, NE Region, US
Bureau of Census during the 1990 census, led to his appointment to the National African
American Advisory Committee for the Year 2000 Census.
He currently serves as
Chairman of the committee. Additionally, he currently serves on the N C Health Planning
Commission Community Health District Advisory Committee, is Chairman, Board of
Trustees, Lautinburg Institute, member, Charlotte Black Political Caucus, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity and International Omega Housing Committee.
He was the first African
American department head in Mecklenburg County government - leading the Offtce of
Minority Affairs. His involvement with the NAACP has spanned fifteen years. In that
time, he has served in such capacities as State Vice President and Chair of the State Legal
Redress Committee. On a national level, he served as a member of the NAACP Economic
Development Department’s Fair Share Advisory Team.
Mr. Waddell is a member of St. Michael and All Angels Episcopal Church where he is a
past Junior Warden. He also served on the Statewide Racism Task Force of the Episcopal
Diocese of North Carolina.
His numerous honors and awards include:
the 1997
NationsBank President’s
Award and the NAACP’s Torch of Freedom Award.
His
hobbbies are public speaking, listening to music, reading, sports and sports cars.
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July 9, 1998

Members of the Hearings Board
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
10 1 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94105
Dear Board Members,
Thank you very much for allowing me to speak on behalf of the proposed
acquisition of BankAmerica Corporation of San Francisco, California, by
NationsBank Corporation of Charlotte, North Carolina.
My name is Edward Lujan. I am from Albuquerque and have been quite active in
community affairs for both Albuquerque and the State for over 30 years.
Presently I serve as the Chairman of the Economic Development Commission for
the State of New Mexico and as Chairman of the New Mexico Hispanic Cultural
Center Board.
Why do I support the acquisition of BankAmerica Corporation by NationsBank?
NationsBank has been in existence for 70 years, and as the bank grew it helped the
city and the state grow, both with employee activities and its resources. I am
delighted to say that NationsBank has continued the tradition of what was
originally Albuquerque National Bank.

New Mexico Hiianic

Cultural Center

Page 2
Time doesn’t permit me to go over all of the employees of NationsBank who are
active in the community but two come immediately to mind. David Baird, is
President of NationsBank, New Mexico, and belongs to the Albuquerque
Economic Forum, Albuquerque Economic Development Board and Leadership
New Mexico. Alex Romero is Executive Vice President and Consumer Banking
Executive. Alex belongs to the Hispanic Culture Foundation and also presently
serves as Chairman of the Board of the Albuquerque Hispano Chamber of
Commerce.
When it comes to economic development, NationsBank is right there helping with
both their employees and their resources.
I previously mentioned that I was Chairman of the Board of the New Mexico
Hispanic Cultural Center. A few of us started with the dream of building a
national cultural center to share and preserve a unique culture for the nation. Our
goal was to raise $45 million for this endeavor. We started working by going to
the State legislature and securing $16 million in funding and creating a division
within the Office of Cultural Affairs for the State of New Mexico. We went to the
City of Albuquerque and to the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. The
City gave us 16 acres in downtown Albuquerque, and the Conservancy District
gave us 14 acres of bosque (or riverside land) bordering the land from the City.
We went to see U.S. Senators Domenici and Bingaman and secured $18.9 million
in Federal funding for the performing arts theater.
Having secured the cooperation and funding from the City, the Conservancy
Distict, the State, and the Federal government, we then went to the private sector
for the additional $10 million that is needed to complete the Center. Without our
asking, NationsBank gave the Center the largest donation to get our private sector
fund raising campaign underway.
I have also worked with the management of Bank of America and have found
them to also be good corporate members of our community. Their history and
their commitment to both the cultural aspects and economic vitality of our great
state says to me that as one bank they will continue to be involved.

.
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I wish to wholeheartedly endorse the acquisition of Bar&America Corporation by
Nations Bank Corporation.

Edward L. Lujan,
NM HispanicCultural

Cenier Board

Testimony before the Federal Reserve in San Francisco,~ July 9th, 1998
My name is Brenda LaBlanc. I am here representing Citizens for Community Improvement of
Des Moines. CC1 is an organization that helps citizens work on any community improvement
issues. CC1 has been in Des Moines since 1977. Their Reinvestment Task Force was also
initiated in 1977 to work on the problem of getting home loans in areas that had been red-lined,
It’s been a long, hard road to travel but it has been worthwhile.
ARer twenty years we have developed working agreements for special CRA programs with ten
financial institutions. We work with each bank to help them improve their lending record, and we
also provide services such as a Home Buyers Club which helps prepare people, not yet ready to
buy. We also produce Credit & Home Buying seminars that provide a day long session of
information about the process of home buying and introduce the various bank programs More
than 300 people attended our last seminar.
But we have had some problems in the last several years with bank mergers.
Hawkeye Bank, a State-wide holding company was bought out by Mercantile, Hawkeye had a
branch in a low-mod neighborhood but when Mercantile took over they attempted to close it.
We fought this move and succeeded in keeping the branch open. But while we had had a good
relationship with Hawkeye, we find we do not now have the same kind of relationship with
Mercantile.
First Interstate Bank was another we had an agreement with since 1988. They were bought out
after five years by Boatmen’s Bank. A new president come to Des Moines from St.Louis and he
told our Task Force that we didn’t need an agreement with them because Boatmen’s had a great
record of CRA lending. They had done great things in St.Louis, he told us, therefore they knew
all about what needed to be done. We pointed out that Des Moines is not St.Louis, and what
works there may not necessarily work here. We pointed out that we had developed expertize in
our situation and our needs, and therefore they needed to work with us for a CRA program in Des
Moines to be successftd They eventually agreed, and after that we had a signed agreement with
Boatmen’s, Then Boatmen’s was bought out by Nation’sBank a year ago. And we started
through the whole familiar process again. Since last December we have been debating back and
forth about an agreement with no success,
In dealing with the local banks after they are bought out, we are, for the most part, dealing with
the same people locally we have dealt with all along. The problem is that they are now getting
directives from above, from people far away that we cannot talk to, and people who seem not to
care about whether CRA programs work or not,
When we learned at our national NPA conference that other cities were having the same kind of
problems with bank mergers, we agreed that the time had come to develop a national agreement
that would give official sanction to our locally developed programs.

NATIONS BANK OF DES MOINES DIFFERENCES WITH CC1 (CITIZENS
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT ) OVER LOCAL PROGRAM
July 1998
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Nation’s Bank has been ignoring our specific program and continually pushes their “standard
generic” program that they use nation wide for a CRA program.
Their national program is pretty much the same in most respects as our program except for one
very iml>orfnirf factor. This is that they target low/mod people (below 80% median income) and
not low/mod census tracts. This is the same bank (then First Interstate) that, when they first
signed an agreement with us in 1988, wanted to target by income rather than census tracts. We
agreed to their suggestion, thinking that many of these loans if not all of them, would be made in
the low/mod census tracts. But after a couple of years we found this was not so. They made
many loans under their program but very few of them went in our neighborhoods.
Now, in the beginning; the problem was REDLINING!.
We did not begin this project to help
low-income people. The law does not speak to lower income people. The CRA speaks to
“underserved neighborhoods”.
And this project was to help bring reinvestment back into our
neighborhoods.
So, after pointing this out, we asked First Interstate to target the low/mod
neighborhoods rather than low/mod people and they agreed to do so, as do all the banks now that
we have agreements with,
When the expanded HMDA came out, we discovered that there appears to be no problem lending
to people below 80% of median income. In general, about 30% of all loans in the Des Moines
MSA go to people below 80% of median income. But only 4 or 5 % go to low/mod
neighborhoods.
And yet, the low-mod census tracts contain 25% of the owner-occupied housing
in the Des Moines MSA. The banks with CRA programs targetted put more than 5% in our
neighborhoods, some of them 11 to 12%, but our aim is to get equal representation, a goal of
25%,
The local bank people understand this situation, and understand the purpose of our program.
And this bank knows - because they tried it - that targetting by income does not do the job of
getting home-ownership in our under-served neighbrhoods.
How do we get this across to the
people at the top at Nations who have designed this “cookie-cutter” program.
We have logic on
our side, and the intent of the CRA on our side, but we cannot deal with decision makers who are
miles away,

?
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Citizens for Community

improvement

of Des Moines:

History of Relationship Between
CC1 of Des Moines and NationsBank
1989

CC1 and First Interstate Bank sign fist community

1989 1991

First Interstate Bank works with the CC1 Reinvestment Task Force responsively, improving lending
RC0l-d.

1992

First Interstate Bank and Boatmen’s Bank merge.

1992

After severA months of initial distmst, Boatmen’s signs agreement with CCL

1992 1996

Boatmen’s Bank and CC1 Reinvestment Task Force develop good working relationship. Len&g
record continues to improve. Boatmen’s Bank becomes one of the original participants in CCI’s
Homebuyers Club, offeling educxion in home ownership and related isslles to low income home
buyers.

1996

reinvestment agreement.

Boatmen’s Bank proposes merger with NationsBank.
c

Boa: men’s Bank officers assure CC1 that local management
decisions ‘Ibout bank products.

c

Officers also assure CC1 that with more resources, NationsBank
community
needs better.

t

Natio,nsB.mk tells us its slogan is, “We treat every community
community we’re from, because it is.”

will continue

to make

will be able to serve
we’re in like it’s the

1996

Community groups file challenge agA.st merger. CC1 writes letter supporting Boatmen’s Bank,
outlining our positive relationship with the bank. Letter based on above a_ssur~~~es.

1996

Before the agreement with Boatmen’s expird
programs, which did not fit our agreement.

1997

NationGnk
opens a new branch in the heut of the inner city. CC1 views this as a good reinvestment
choice, a~td helps public& and market the opening, including participating in the press conference.

1997

New bra& is robbed. NationsBank affirms commitment to staying. CC1 orgxniz~s a press
conference of community leaders to support the bank in its decision.

1998

Local staff
expresses theirwillingness to sign an agreement, based on negotiations with Reinvestmenr
Task Force. After they send the agreement to their superiors, they say they Cannot sign one.

1998

The merF,er between NationsBx& and Bank of America is announced.

1998

Member of CC1 Reinvestment Task Force goes to St. Louis with other community leaders from
around tl :e country to meet with representatives from NationsBank and Bank of America about a
national ;lgreement. Community leaden are treated disrespectfully by Bank of America and
NationsB.mk staff, and told they are wasting their time.

1998

NationsKuA representatives in Des Moines seem eager to work with CCI, but their hands are tied by
superior;. It becomes clear that any further merger will only distance the bank from its accounrability
to the co~rununiry.

NationsBank sent a packet announdng

the new

PCRG Testimony before the San Francisco Federal Reserve Board:
NationsBank Corporation’s Proposal to acquire BankAmerica
Corporation
Greetings to the distinguished members of the Federal Reserve Board and
thank you for the opportunity to testify about the home mortgage lending
patterns and practices of NationsBank and BankAmerica in the City of
Pittsburgh, PA. I came to San Francisco to testify on behalf of the
Pittsburgh Community Reinvestment Group (PCRG) as the second
representative and thirteen community based organizations -all of which
have filed protests against the proposed acquisition because of the
abysmal records of lending to African Americans, African American
neighborhoods, low income neighborhoods, and low income families in
the City of Pittsburgh by both institutions.
PCRG is a non-profit consortium of twenty-nine community based
organizations representing sixty-five low/moderate income
neighborhoods in the City of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. PCRG works with
financial institutions to insure equal lending patterns and practices for all
Pittsburgh neighborhoods in accordance with Community Reinvestment
Act (CRA). Since 1988, PCRG has formed partnerships with thirteen
Pittsburgh lending institutions and developed reinvestment programs
targeted to Pittsburgh’s low and moderate income neighborhoods.
Through CRA, PCRG members meet with financial institution executives,
loan officers, and branch managers on a regular basis to discuss ways
financial institutions can meet community needs. Within this framework,
both PCRG members and Pittsburgh financial institutions are dedicated to
a comprehensive approach to community revitaIization and equal access
to capital for all neighborhoods.
PCRG has successfully negotiated
lending agreements with Pittsburgh financial institutions for over $2.7
billion in inner-city reinvestment.
PCRG analyzed the 1996 and 1997 Pittsburgh MSA Loan Application
Registers for NationsBank and BankAmerica and discovered lending
patterns indicating that neither bank is making many loans to the City of
Pittsburgh’s African American families, African American neighborhoods,
low income families, and low/moderate income neighborhoods.
NATIONSBANK
NationsBank, through its mortgage company subsidiary Nationsbanc
Mortgage Corporation, has a very small presence in western
Pennsylvania, and virtually no presence in the City of Pittsburgh.
Through their office in downtown Pittsburgh,

Nationsbanc Mortgage approved two loans out of four applications in
the City of Pittsburgh in 1996. All four of the applications were from
upper income neighborhoods.
. In 1997, Nationsbanc Mortgage took no applications from,the City of
Pittsburgh, but took twenty-eight from Pittsburgh’s affluent and
predominantly white suburbs.
l

BANKAMERICA
Bank of America, through its mortgage company subsidiary Bar&America
Mortgage Company has a much larger presence in the City of Pittsburgh.
BankAmerica Mortgage Company, originated forty-four loans from fiftyfour applications in 1996 and originated forty-three loans from seventyfive applications in 1997.
Lending to African Americans and African American Neighborhoods
l
BancAmerica Mortgage made only one loan per year in Pittsburgh’s
African American neighborhoods in 1996 and 1997 and received only one
application per year.
l
Only one application from an African American borrower was
received in 1996 and two were received in 1997, resulting in one loan
approved in each year.
Lending to Low/Moderate Income Neighborhoods
l
In 1996, Bank Of America originated five loans in low/moderate
income neighborhoods and Thirty-nine loans in upper income
neighborhoods.
l
In 1997, twelve loans were originated in low/moderate income
neighborhoods.
Thirty loans were originated upper income
neighborhoods.
l
In 1996, the origination rate for upper income neighborhoods was
thirty-five percent greater than the origination rate for low/mo&rate
income neighborhoods.
l
In 1997; the origination rate for upper income neighborhoods was
seventy percent greater than the origination rate for low/moderate
income neighborhoods.
Lending by Income
l
Eighty percent of all upper income applications were originated
compared to thirty-one percent of low income applications.
Conclusion
In May, PCRG, along with representatives from ten other communities
from around the country met with representatives from NationsBank and
Bank of America to address both local and national concerns about their

lending records and come to an agreement on a plan of action that would
address these concerns. Both institutions showed no willingness to listen
to our communities’ concerns and to work to address them. Their
unwillingness to work with our community to address our credit needs
and the indisputable evidence of redlining discovered in the analysis of
the loan application registers of both institutions places them in direct
noncompliance with the Community Reinvestment Act.
Since 1988, PCRG has formed partnerships with thirteen Pittsburgh
financial institutions to for over $2.7 billion in reinvestment in Pittsburgh
Neighborhoods.
This reinvestment is the product of a working
partnership between financial institutions and communities.
Communities identify their credit needs and work with lenders on an
ongoing basis to develop products and policies to insure that they are met.
l
PCRG members work with lenders and the public sector to develop
innovative mortgage products to meet community needs. For example,
the Housing Recovery Program provides public sector deferred second
mortgages paired with bank loans to help homebuyers purchase and
renovate blighted properties in city neighborhoods.
PCRG members
worked with member banks and Fannie Mae to develop a mortgage
product to enable more community mortgages to be sold on the secondary
market.
l
PCRG and its financial institution partners formed the Community
Lender Credit Program, a credit restoration and homebuyer education
organization, to develop home buyers from Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
l
All of ERG’s
partner banks have shown improvement in lending to
underserved communities as a result of our partnership. Lending to
low/moderate income neighborhoods increased twenty percent per year
and lending in African American neighborhoods increased twenty-two
percent per year between 1991 and 1996.
Based on our ten years of experience in community reinvestment, we
believe that the only way the new institution formed by BankAmerica and
NationsBank will improve their deplorable record of lending in Pittsburgh
and other cities is to form working partnerships with community
organizations. The $350 billion commitment that NationsBank and
Bar&America propose comes with no promises for Pittsburgh’s
neighborhoods and no effort to identify community needs which are not
being met as indicated by our analysis of the loan application registers.
PCRG is willing to work with NationsBank and Bar&America to bring
them into compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act in
Pittsburgh by forming a partnership to improve their lending to
Pittsburgh’s African American families, African American neighborhoods,
low income families, and low/moderate income neighborhoods.
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1998

J. Johnson
MS. Jennifer
Secretary
of the Board
Federal
Reserve
System
20th Street
and Constitution
20551
Washington,
D.C.
Dear

Ave. 0 Chicago,

Ms.

Av.,

N.W.

Johnson:

The National
Training
and Information
Center
is submitting
this
letter
to protest
the application
filed by NationsBank
Corporation
to acquire
BankAmerica
Corporation,
8an
North Carolina,
Charlotte,
California.
Francisco,
Backqround

on

NTIC

The National
Training
and Information
Center
(NTIC) was established
in 1972 as a resource
center
for grassroots
community
groups
across
For twenty-five
years,
NTIC has been serving
the needs
the nation.
of low and moderate
income
(LMI) neighborhoods
and their citizens.
advocates
on a national
level
for
NTIC
listens
to their
needs,
policy
and programmatic
changes
needed
to get the tools
that
the
people
can use to effect
positive
change
in their
neighborhoods,
and creates
public
and private
partnerships
to build these
tools.
and
provides
training
technical
then
NTIC
assistance
to
on how
to
effectively
use
these
tools
to
neighborhood
groups
improve
their
communities.
has
worked
on community
reinvestment
strategies
since
its
inception.
NTIC
started
to work
on the issue
in the early
1970's
when racially
changing
neighborhoods
were redlined
by banks and the
only
available
loans
for homes
were
COntraCt
sales
and
Federal
Housing
Administration
(FHA)
loans.
NTIC
has
advocated
for
the
tools
to combat
the
conventional
credit
neglect
and
resulting
These
tools
have included
the Home
abundance
of FHA foreclosure.
Reinvestment
Act, disclosure
Mortgage
Disclosure
Act, the Community
of FHA foreclosures
and relevant
information
on the responsible
the
partnerships
with
companies,
private
mortgage
mortgage
and the Federal
Housing
Enterprises
Financial
insurance
companies,
policy
advances
have resulted
in
Safety
and soundness
Act. These
the
across
country
winning
groups
community
billions
in
reinvestment
dollars
for their
communities.
NTIC has been
there
every step of the way to help neighborhood
groups
maintain
and use
these tools
in order to create
safe, sound,
and stable communities.

NTIC

NTIc’s

successful

C??? Aqreements

NTIC has forged
Successful
CRA agreements
with
In Chicago,
Bank
(1984,
1989,
1994),
Northern
Trust
Co.
(1984,
1989,
1998),
First
Chicago
Corp.
(1984,
1989,
1995,
Continental

Harris
1995),
Bank

(1986,
1991),
and
BankAmerica
Corp.
when
it acquired
Corp.
have been key to bringing
Continental
in 1994. These agreements
home and business
loans into Chicago's
low and moderate
income
Every five years each of these institutions
have met
neighborhoods.
their lending goals outlined
in the agreements
and, subsequently,
increased
their goals.
training
and technical
On a national
scale, NTIC has provided
assistance
on CRA and its application
to over 100 neighborhood
and technical assistance
groups across the country. These trainings
have led to groups
securing
over $10 billion
in home and small
business
lending agreements
from banks in their communities.
NTIC believes that the key to revitalizing
low and moderate income
neighborhoods
rests in the return of a healthy conventional
market.
The government-insured
FHA program has proven to be a destabilizing
substitute
for access to affordable
credit. Widespread
abuse of FHA
abandonment.
foreclosure
and
Under
the
leads' to
Community
Reinvestment
Act banks are required to serve the "convenience
and
communities
the
bank
is
chartered
to
needs"
of the
serve.
the most recent changes to CRA regulations
focused CRA
Furthermore,
evaluation
criteria toward direct lending and away from community
development
programs.
NationsBank

and

BankAmerica's

LMI Lending

Record

and
Bank
of America's
past
and
pledged
NationsBank
Despite
we find their direct lending practices
are
development
projects,
as reflected
in the institution's
HMDA
less than satisfactory,
data. In order for the convenience
and needs of a community
to be
a community
must have access to lending and services.
satisfied,
Board to focus its attention
on the
We urge the Federal Reserve
NationsBank
records
of
and
BankAmerica
as
a
lending
direct
predictor
of future lending practices
in low- and moderate-income
(LMI) neighborhoods
rather
than vague commitments
based on the
intentions.
banks' unaccountable
NationsBank

LMI

Lending

in Chicago

We submit to the Board an analysis of Home Mortgage Disclosure
Act
NationsBank
Corporation
for
and
its
data
(HMDA)
affiliate
operations
in the Chicago area for the calendar
year 1997.
This
data clearly confirms the fact that NationsBank
and its affiliates
have a very poor record of meeting the credit needs and convenience
of Chicago's minority and low-income
communities.
received
98.8%
of
Corporation
its housing
NationsBank
loans
applications
through
subsidiaries
not covered
by the Community
Reinvestment
Act while NationsBank
NA received
only 1.2% of the
corporation's
housing loan applications.
By channeling
almost all
of its lending
through
these subsidiaries--NationsBank
Mortgage
Corporation
and NationsCredit
Home Equity Services--NationsBank
is
effectively
is open to redlining lower income neighborhoods
without
consequence.

(1986,
1991),
and
BankAmerica
Corp.
when
it acquired
Corp.
have been key to bringing
Continental
in 1994. These agreements
home and business
loans into Chicago's
low and moderate
income
Every
five
years
each
of
these
institutions
have
met
neighborhoods.
their lending goals outlined
in the agreements
and, subsequently,
increased
their goals.
training
and technical
on a national
scale, NTIC has provided
assistance
on CRA and its application
to over 100 neighborhood
and technical assistance
groups across the country. These trainings
have led to groups
securing
over $10 billion
in home and small
business
lending agreements
from banks in their communities.
NTIc believes that the key to revitalizing
low and moderate income
neighborhoods
rests in the return of a healthy conventional
market.
The government-insured
FHA program has proven to be a destabilizing
substitute
for access to affordable
credit. Widespread abuse of FHA
and
abandonment.
Under
foreclosure
the
leads' to
Community
Reinvestment
Act banks are required
to serve the "convenience
and
the
bank
is chartered
communities
to serve.
needs"
of the
Furthermore,
the most recent changes to CRA regulations
focused CRA
evaluation
criteria toward direct lending and away from community
development
programs.
NationsBank

and

BankAmerica's

LMI Lendinq

Record

Bank
of America's
past
and
pledged
and
Despite
NationsBank
we find their direct lending practices
are
development
projects,
as reflected
in the institution's
HMDA
less than satisfactory,
and needs of a community
to be
data. In order for the convenience
a community
must have access to lending and services.
satisfied,
Board to focus its attention
on the
We urge the Federal Reserve
NationsBank
records
of
and
BankAmerica
as
a
lendinq
direct
predictor
of future lending practices
in low- and moderate-income
(LMI) neighborhoods
rather
than vague commitments
based on the
intentions.
banks' unaccountable
NationsBank

LMI

Lending

in Chicago

We submit to the Board an analysis of Home Mortgage Disclosure
Act
Corporation
NationsBank
and
its
data
for
affiliate
(HMDA)
operations
in the Chicago area for the calendar year 1997.
This
data clearly confirms the fact that NationsBank
and its affiliates
have a very poor record of meeting the credit needs and convenience
of Chicago's minority and low-income
communities.
received
98.8%
of
Corporation
its housing
NationsBank
loans
applications
through
subsidiaries
not covered
by the Community
Reinvestment
Act while NationsBank
NA received
only 1.2% of the
corporation's
housing loan applications.
By channeling
almost all
Mortgage
of its lending
through
these subsidiaries--NationsBank
Corporation
and NationsCredit
Home Equity Services--NationsBank
is
effectively
is open to redlining lower income neighborhoods
without
consequence.

199-l HMDA
data
for
NationsBank
Mortgage
Corp.
lending
in the
Chicago
metropolitan
Statistical
area
(MSA)
indicates
that
this
subsidiary
targets
loans
with
affordable
interest
rates
to highincome
applicants.
57.9% of NationsBank's
housing
loan applications
were
Specifically,
channelled
through
NationsBank
Mortgage
Corporation.
Of these loans
only
5.6% came
from applicants
in LMI Census
tracts.
However,
the
Chicago
MSA
that
this
data
applies
to is made
up of 37.3%
LMI
Corporation's
loan
census
tracts.
Conversely,
58% of the Mortgage
applications
came from upper-income
tracts
even though
such tracts
comprise
only 23.3%
of the MSA.
1997 HMDA data for NationsCredit,
this subsidiary
steers
low- and
its high-interest
loans.

on the other
moderate-income

hand, suggests
that
applicants
toward

Forty-one
percent
of NationsBank's
housing
loan
applications
in
the
institution's
submitted
to
sub-prime
were
1997
lending
NationsCredit
Home Equity
Services,
which
is notorious
subsidiary,
for pushing
loans
at very
high
interest
rates.
Nationscredit
is
targeting
LMI neighborhoods
with these
sub-prime
loans in place
of
affordable
loans.
The
1997
Chicago
HMDA
data
analyzed
above
was attained
directly
Reserve
Bank
Federal
after
Chicago
attempts
from
the
were
made
to
obtain
this
information
from
unsuccessfully
a
local
This
satellite
office
referred
us to the
NationsCredit
office.
IL, which
in-turn
referred
us to the
regional
office
in Burr Ridge,
None of these offices
responded
corporate
office
in Irving,
Texas.
to our request
for 1997 HMDA data.

Bank

of America

-- A Non-Bank

Bank

in Chicago

When Continental
Bank fell apart
in the early 1980's due to bad oil
Bank of America
took over the institution.
We lost the
investments,
full-service
institution
and
Bank
of America
Illinois
became
a
"non-bank
bank."
The institution
began
making
locally
controlled
loans
through
community
development
corporations
and other
nonbusiness
housing
and
loans
out
profits
to
into
the
get
neighborhoods.
agreement
to ensure
that Bank of
In June,
1994, NTIC made a 5-year
America
would
continue
to get loans out this way. However,
as soon
as
Intra/Interstate
Banking
passed,
Bank
of America
California
applied
to the Comptroller
of the Currency
to bring
BofA Chicago
under
the corporate
umbrella
as a subsidiary.
As a part of their
application
to move control
of the institution
BofA promised
to put branches
in the Jewel
food
out of Chicago,
Enclosed
are references
to the Jewel
stores
throughout
the City.
Branches
as part of the newly
established
network.
Specifically,
the
first
paragraph
states
that
they
will
retain
local
on page 4,
The
subsequent
letter
B.
states
that
they
will
sensitivity,

.

:

accomplish
this
by
maintaining
and
enhancing
mechanisms
and
In the Service
to Chicago
section,
they reference
their
processes.
Jewel-Osco
stores
as offering
retail
deposit
and loan products.
In
they
reference
fourteen
Financial
Service
Centers
that
addition,
were opened.
Soon after
the application
was approved,
the institution
sold off
Chicago
lost local control
of anther
these
branches.
As a result,
and lost its walk-in
loan services
bank,
lost its banking
services,
through
a series
of acquisitions.
Now NationsBank--which
has a terrible
record
of affordable
lending
in Chicago's
neighborhoods
and those
of other
cities
across
the
to acquire
Bank of America.
We cannot
expect
the
country --intends
record
in
low
lending
and
moderate
institution's
income
neighborhoods
to improve.
Nati'onsBank
is not serving
the convenience
and needs of Chicago
as
the Community
Reinvestment
Act.
We
required
by the federal
law,
urge the Board of Governors
to deny NationsBank
Corp./s
application
to acquire
BankAmerica
Corp.
Sincerely,

Gale Cincotta
Executive
Director
cc:

enc.

President
William
J. Clinton
Secretary
of the Treasury
Robert
Rubin,
Acting
Comptroller
of the Currency
Julie
Williams,
Federal
Chairwoman,
Deposit
Heifer,
Insurance
Ricki
Corporation
Chairman
of the
Board
of Governors
of the
Alan
Greenspan,
Federal
Reserve
Stephen
Ong, Asst. Vice
President,
Federal
Reserve
System
Community
Affiars
Manager,
Federal
Reserve
Ruth
Clevenger,
System
Federal
Reserve
Bank of San Francisco
Joy Hoffman-Molloy,
The Chicago
Federal
Reserve
Bank
Alicia
Williams,
Federal
Reserve
System,
Richmond,
VA
Gaile
Clark,
Federal
Reserve
Bank of San Francisco
Joy Hoffman-Molloy,
Hugh ~~~011,
Chairman,
NationsBank
Corp.
BankAmerica
Corp.
David
Coulter,
Senator
Carol Moseley-Braun,
Illinois
Senator
Richard
Durbin.
Illinois
Danny Davis,
Illinois
congressman
Luis Gutierrez,
Illinois
Congressman
Jesse Jackson,
Jr., Illinois
Congressman
Bobby Rush,
Illinois
Congressman

In recognition of the concern that interstate banks retain local sensitivity which is reflected in
the CRA examination provision of the Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching
?Sfficiency Act of 1994, BofA NT&ISA’s CRA plans include the following:

.

A.

Applying the BAC Board resoiution regarding the attainment of ratings of
Outstanding performance t-stings in regulatory examinations to state-level
ratings, i.e., BofA NT&SA has as its goal to achieve a rating of Outstandiig
in each of the states and multi-state MSA’s in which it has Assessment Areas,
including Illinois.

B.

Maintaining and enhancing mechanisms and processes, designed to maintain
and enhance local responsiveness and to support the goal of achieving an
Outstanding rating for each state in which BofA NT&A has an Assessment
Area, including Iltinois.

C.

Continue to set CRA lending goals at the state level, inciuding Illinois with
roll-up to the institution level.

D.

Continue to monitor CR4 performance
County, and at the state levels.

E.
: -‘2
--

by Assessment Areas, including Cook

Continue to apply the resources of allrelenn~~ffliatesto support the goal of
achieving a rating of Outstanding in each stare m which BOG NTSrSA has an
Assessment Area, including Illinois.

Bank of America NT&SA Assessment Areas as of Mereer Date. Listings and maps of BofA
NT&SA Assessment Areas as of merger date are included in Exhibit CRA-3. These areas
represent essentially no change from the existing delineated communities or assessment areas
in place prior to the merger.
F’re-existing CRA Commitments.
honored by BofA NT&SA.

All CRA-related

4

commitments

made by BAI will be
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NATIONSBANK

RELEASE

if the proposed NationsBanklSankAmerica

of the recent NationsBank

merger goes

IO-year commitment the National Training and

Center (NTIC) plans to release today.

As hundreds of consumer advocates go to Federal Reserve hearings over the next three days in San
Francisco, NTIC Executive Director Gale Cincotta plans to push two key findings of recent research by the
Chicago-based

non-profit:

Extrapolating

from 1996 figures, the proposed mcga-bank’s

result in $1.8 billion less for communities then NationsBank
Mortgage Disclosure

IO-year commitment to residential lending would
currently invests, according to 1996 Home

data;

A pattern of redlining-that

is, carving

out the vast majority of business in upper-income

munitics at the expense of less affluent, predominantly

minority areas--emerges

and whiter com-

from NTIC’s examination

1997 Home Mortgage Disclosure data for Atlanta. Chicago. Des Moines. San Antonio, St. Petersburg,

of

and

Wichita.
“We found what I call NationsBank’s
performance

Big Lie and their Ditty Little Secret when we analyzed their past

and estimated the strength of their proposed commitment to the titure,” Cincotta says. ‘The Big Lie

is that they are going to do all these great things for the neighborhoods

after they s~aliow up Bank of America.

The Dirty Little Secret is that they have been redlining for years.”
C&cotta and other neighborhood
reinvestment

leaders from around the country have sought a national community

agreement xvith the proposed NationsBanUBankAmcrica,

of all Americans‘ deposits. A national agreement would
investment

into low- and moderate-income

lock lending

neighborhoods.

lending over the next 20 years and a series of local meetings
national review board composed of top corporate
“We have never

asked for anything

~‘Bankcrs consistently

hoods,”

Cincotta

lcndmg,

except where communities

says.

decision

which would hold more than S percent
institutions

into long-term

commitments

for

They seek a percentage commitment to targeted
to establish
makers

agreements

locally

and neighborhood

in addition

to a

groups~

more nor less than to make the private market work in the neighborunderestimate

and local bankers

the soundness.

dollar

value,

have. been nblc to forge specific

MORE

and need for commonit)
pnrtncrships

with specific

goals.” Where this has occurred, she adds, banks have committed

1994; National CityAntegra Bank, Pittsburgh-31.4
that could become homeownership

opportunities

eno~ous

resources (1st Chicago/NBD--$I

billion,

billion, 1994). Where local control is lost, abandoned buildings
stand vacant, small businesses languish for lack of credit, and other

problems continue.
NationsBank

disproportionately

targets wealthy neighborhoods

at the neglect of poorer areas, Cincotta says.

They avoid lending in these areas because they either do not believe poor folks pay their debts or, out of greed, they
only want to make the big money off of loans to the rich.
Leaders of grassroots

neighborhood

groups will be joining Cincotta to testify in San Francisco from several

of the cities for which data was analyzed. They include: Brenda LaBlanc from Des Moines Citizens for Community
Improvement,

Margaret Webb from Wichita’s Sunflower

Community Action, and Carlos Richardson from

Neigborhoods

First Alliance, San Antonio. Leslie Reicher from Pittsburgh Community Reinvestment

Group till

also

join Cincotta to testify
“NationsBank

has been redlining, and if this merger

goes through the way it stands they obviously plan 10

continue to redlme,” Cincotta says. “We’re not trying to turn back the clock. but to move forward and find a way to
increase the commitment.”

Page ThreeJNTIC

NationsBank

Reinvestment

Record

ATLANTA
Low and moderate income (LMI) neighborhoods make up 33.4% of the Atlanta metropolitan
(MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

statistical area

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 13.3% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.
NationsBank NA originated 29.5% of its residential loans in LMI neighborhoods.
Upper-income

census tracts account for only 27.1% of the Atlanta MSA.

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 45.7% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.NationsBank
originated 24.8% of its housing loans in upper-income areas.
NATIONSBANK

MORTGAGE ATLANTA-1997

NATIONSBANK

NAATLANTA-1997
PERCENT

CATEGORY

LENDING

LENDING

OF

PERCENT

# OF

MSA

ORIGINATIONS

OF

ORIGINATIONS

DENIAL
RATE

LOW- & MODERATE
INCOME
CENSUS

MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
UPPER-INCOME
CENSUS

33.4%

523

29.5%

43.2%

39.3%

809

45.7%

43.3%

27.tvc

439

24.0%

35.6%

22.2%

53.4%

1 .6

60.0%

TRACTS

TRACTS

AFRICAN
AMERICANS

25.1%

394
I

I

HISPANICS

1.9

23

WHITES

71 .l%

1236

69.6%

MORE

33.5%

NA
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CHICAGO
Low and moderate income (LMl) neighborhoods make up 37.3% of the
cal area (MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

Chicago

metropolitan

statisti-

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 5.1% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods,
NationsCredit originated 38.3% of its residential loans in LMl neighborhoods. Note that NationsCredit is
NationsBank Corp.‘s sub-prime lender notorious for making high-interest loans based on the borrower’s
equity rather than income.
Upper-income

census tracts account for only 23.3% of the

Chicago

MSA

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 58.1% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.
originated 15.7% of
its housing jaons in
NATIONSBANK MORTGAGE CHICAGO-1997
LENDING
upper-income areas.

Nationscredit

.

NATIONSCREDIT

CHICAGO-1997

LENDING

-4
DENIAL
RATE

37.1%

MIDDLE-INCOME

42.6%

114

45.0%

38.6

23.3%

39

15.7%

37.1%

19%

83

33.5%

39.2%

HISPANICS

11 .I%

17

6.6%

39.0%

WHITES

66.3%

92

37.1%

CENSUS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
AFRICAN
AMERICANS

I

31.8%
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DES MOINES
Low and moderate income (LMI) neighborhoods make up 18.7% of the Des Moines metropolitan
area (MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

statistical

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 5.5% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.
NA originated 17.5% of its residential loans in LMI neighborhoods.

NationsBank

Upper-income

census tracts account for only 19.8% of the Des Moines MSA.

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 37.2% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.
NA originated 27.8% of its housing loans in upper-income areas.
DES MOINES-1997

NATIONSBANK

MORTGAGE

NATIONSBANK

NA DES MOINES-1997

LOW- & MODERATE

LENDING

LENDING

NationsBank
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SAN ANTONIO
Low and moderate income (LMI) neighborhoods make up 38.3% of the San Antonio metropolitan
area (MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

statistical

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 9.2% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.
NationsBank of Texas originated 24.6% of its residential loans in LMI neighborhoods.
Upper-income

census tracts account for only 27.4% of the San Antonio MSA.

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 87.3% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.NationsBank
Texas originated 41.8% of its housing loans in upper-income areas.
NATIONSBANK
.

CATEGORY

MORTGAGE

I

SAN ANTONIO-1997

PERCENT OF
MSA
I ORI:~IONS

LENDING

1 :::::;:;S

) D:e

LOW- 8. MODERATE
38.3%

21

9.2%

34.1%

34.3%

102

4.5%

28.4%

27.4%

200

87.3%

15.5%

6.5%

5

2.2%

41 .7%

HISPANICS

47.2%

44

19.2%

31.2

WHITES

44.8%

131

57.2%

16.2%

iNCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
AFRICAN
AMERICANS

NATIONSBANK

TEXAS SAN ANTONIO-1997

LENDING

1

of
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SAN ANTONIO
Low and moderate income (LMI) neighborhoods make up 38.3% of the San Antonio metropolitan
area (MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

statistical

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 9.2% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.
NationsBank of Texas originated 24.6% of its residential loans in LMI neighborhoods.
Upper-income

census tracts account for only 27.4% of the San Antonio MSA.

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 87.3% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.NationsBank
Texas originated 41.8% of its housing loans in upper-income areas.
NATIONSBANK

I

MORTGAGE

.

PERCENT

SAN ANTONIO-1997

LENDING

OF

MSA

CATEGORY

LOW- 8 MODERATE
30.3%

INCOME

21

9.2%

34.1%

CENSUSTRACTS
MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS

34.3%

102

I

I

UPPER-INCOME

4.5%

I

1

28.4%

27.4%

200

67.3%

15.5%

6.5%

5

2.2%

41.7%

HISPANICS

47.2%

44

19.2%

31.2

WHITES

44.8%

131

57.2%

16.2%

CENSUSTRACTS
AFRICAN
AMERICANS

NATIONSBANK
CATEGORY

TEXAS SAN ANTONIO-1997

I

PERCENT

OF

LENDING

# OF

MSA

PERCENT

ORIGINATIONS

OF

DENIAL

ORIGINATIONS

RATE

.OW- & MODERATE
INCOME

36.3%

205

24.6%

43.0%

34.3%

279

33.5%

34.3%

27.4%

346

41.8%

18.4%

6.5%

49

5.9%

29.4%

47.2%

258

31 .O%

41 .9%

CENSUSTRACTS
MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

AFRICAN
AMERICANS
HISPANICS
WHITES

I

44.8%

I

393

I

47.2%

I

22.1%

1

of
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ST. PETERSBURG
Low and moderate income RMI) neighborhoods make up 26.8% of the St. Petersburg metropolitan
cal area (MSA), which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

stat&i_

However, NationsBank Mortgage Corp. originated only 15.6% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.
NationsBank NA originated 25.5% of its residential loans in LMI neighborhoods.
Upper-income

census tracts account for only 25.3% of the St. Petersburg MSA.

But NationsBank Mortgage Corp. made 42.0% of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.
NA originated 27.1% of its housing loans in upper-income areas.

JATIONSBANK

MORTGAGE
PERCENT

ST. PETE-1997
#OF

OF

MSA

CATEGORY

LENDING
PERCENT

ORIGINATIONS

OF

ORIGINATIONS

LOW- & MODERATE
26.6%

INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

AFRICAN
AMERICANS
HISPANICS
WHITES

‘JATIONSBANK

I

47,7%

757

42.4%

25.3%

749

42.0%

0.7%

711

6.2%

6 6%

98

5.5%

83.3%

1402

I

NA ST. PETERSBURG-1997
PERCENT

CATEGORY

15.6%
I

MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUS

278

76.6%

I

LENDING

# OF

OF

MSA

PERCENT

ORIGINATIONS

OF

ORIGINATIONS

DENIAL
RATE

LOW- 8 MODERATE
INCOME
CENSUS

MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUS

26.8%

703

25.5%

40.1%

47.7%

1311

47.5%

35.7%

27.1%

30.7%

TRACTS

TRACTS

AFRICAN

746

25.3%
I

I

8.7%

129

4.7%

54.8%

HISPANICS

6.6%

177

6.4%

46.3%

WHITES

83.3%

2251

81.6%

32.7%

AMERICANS

NationsBank
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WICHITA
Low and moderate
~(MSA),

income (LMI)

neighborhoods

make up 29.7%

of the Wichita metropolitan

statistical

area

which includes the city and adjacent suburbs.

However,

NationsBank

NationsBank

NA

Upper-income

Mortgage

originated

Corp. originated

12.6%

only 7.4% of its housing loans in these neighborhoods.

of its residential

loans in LMI

neighborhoods.

census tracts account for only 16.1% of the Wtchita MSA.

of its loans in these wealthy neighborhoods.NationsBank
originated 20.4% of its housing loans in upper-income areas

But NationsBank

Mortgage

Corp. made 42.5%

NATIONSBANK

MORTGAGE

NATIONSBANK

NA WICHITA-1997

CATEGORY

WICHITA-1997

PERCENT OF
MSA

LENDING

LENDING
# OF
ORIGINATIONS

PERCENT OF
ORIGINATIONS

DENIAL
RATE

LOW- 8. MODERATE
29.7%

24

12.6%

53.2%

54.2%

128

67.0%

37.6%

16.1%

39

20.4%

16.5%

7.5%

4

2.1%

66.7%

HISPANICS

3.8%

5

2.6%

50.0%

WHITES

65.6%

140

73.3%

26.4%

INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
MIDDLE-INCOME
CENSUS

TRACTS

UPPER-INCOME
CENSUSTRACTS
AFRICAN
AMERICANS

NA

1996 Residential
NationsBank,

Bank of America

Lending
and their Subsidiaries
$ (000)

*

Loans originated in low and moderate income
neighborhoods:

3,113,729

59,039

Loans originated to minorities who do not live in
low and moderate income neighborhoods:

6,659,077

87,826

Loan originated to low and moderate income
people who are not minorities and do not
live in low and moderate income
neighborhoods:

1,907,063

51,068

Total of loans that would make up lending goal:

11,679,869

197,933

1996 loans times ten years of lending:

116,798,690

Published community

Community

#

lending commitment

over ten years:

gain from new lending commitment:

115,000,000

- 1,798,690

NOTES:
The numbers above do not include (dollar amounts in thousands):
1 - -7,395 loans to non-minority
applicants with minority co-applicants
totaIling
$814,151.
2--7,627
loans purchased by institutions in low/moderate income neighborhoods or
to minority or low/moderate income applicants outside of low/moderate income
neighborhoods totalling $582,482.
3--142,914
loans missing race, income and/or census tract information, which could
not be classified as minority or low/moderate income loans or as loans in
low/moderate income neighborhoods, totalling $7,807,720.

NTIC Analysis

of 1996 HMDA:

02-Jul-98

Loans

Orlgrnated

- -

1 YYfti

LowiModlncome Neighborhoodsl Middlelncame Nieghborhoods 1 UpperIncome Neighborhoods 1
%(000)/
#
.$ ,000) 1
# __~1~9(000)l
I
#
I
Minority

Borrowers
Income Level

E..

No,Low,Mod:
Nfi:
,___Low,Mod:

~~~~!ify_&rm~ersSmm
White

Race

1.049.913

12.265
9,660
10, __

2.222.230
427.989
39,009

22TGT~~~~~2.689.228

27.996
IO.588
335
_~ .~~_~38.919

2.763.167
16.130
97,617

20,264
2.216
rsi

2.876.914 -.__ -22.66'

$ (000)1

x

1

I

AllNeighborhoods

$ (000)j

#

1,092.935
--

26.240
--

1.164.420
6.700.344
664.226

26,863
60.646
22,464

1.092.935,

26,240

7.706.990

109.672

1.621.399
9,,063

14.295
2.691

Borrowers
Income Level

Unavailable

E -~-.
Income

~._E,

Race

714,947
328.620
6,346

Tract Income NO! Available

(Mail/Telephone

Application)

Level

Low,Mod:
LOW,MOd:

-16.409 88,515

1.568
673

480.778
49.454

6.640
1,439

952.106
15.200

6,067
3,s

--

_--

24,162

68

27,127

172

45.690

124

176,246

2.617

276.226

2.871

139.086

2.499

557.359

8,251

1.012.996

6.590

178.246

2.517

1.667,667

19.857

I

42

Unavailable
13

AllRace Unavailable:

All Lendinql

NTlC Analysis: 08-Jut-96

3.113.729

690
10.475

1,

376

3

--

--

89

36.027

99

--

--

27
56.428
1.591

230

100

231,675

160

137,575

116

,07.041

126

679,224

604

155

242,640

260

175.980

216

107,041

128

637,243

76,

59,039

,5,050,758

217.342

23.002.349

160.098

8,100,,95

166,432

49,26,,031

602,911

4
July

9, 1998

MS. Jennifer J. Johnson
secretary
of the Board
Federal Reserve System
20th Street and Constitution
20551
Washington,
D.C.
Dear

Av.,

N.W.

Ms. Johnson:

National Peoples Action (NPA) is submitting
this letter to protest
the application
filed by NationsBank
Corporation,Charlotte,
North
BankAmerica
to acquire
Corporation,
Carolina,
San
Francisco,
California.

NationsBank

National

LMI and

Minority

Lending

As stated in our initial protest
letter dated May 22, an analysis
NationsBank
for
the
HMDA
data
Corporation
1996
and
its
of
subsidiaries
reveals that together
these subsidiaries
denied nonwhite applicants
nearly twice as Often (40.3%) as white applicants
(21.31%).
These
subsidiaries
include
NationsBank,
NA
[South];
NationsBank,
NA; NationsBank
of Texas; NationsBank
of Kentucky, HA;
NA; NationsBank
Mortgage Corporations.
NationsBank
of Tennessee,
This trend of racial lending disparity mirrors NationsBank's
record
for lending
to underserved
census
tracts.
In low-income
census
Bank denied
35.76% of all applications
tracts
in 1996, Nations
The disparity
is all the more glaring when compared
nationally.
with the institution's
record of lending
in upper income census
NationsBank
found
a mere
17.41%
of high
income
tract
tracts.
applications
worthy of denial.
These institution's
lending record and overall lack of compliance
belies the bank's statements
that it is serving the communities
in
which they are chartered to do so. It is notable that the revised
specifically
are
intended
to evaluate
cRA regulations
actual
programs that do
lending performance,
not on special, pigeon-hole
not have a measurable
impact on underserved
populations
and areas,
as the data outlined above confirms.
the application
by NationsBank
Corp.
to acquire
Nevertheless,
BankAmerica
Corp. in effect asks the Board of Governors
to grant
the application
while overlooking
the bank's performance.

Illinois
60622-4103. (312)243-3038
810 N. MilwaukeeAve. l Chicago,

It is unreasonable
to assume, with the two or three fold growth in
size that will result from the merging of these institutions,
that
the situation will improve on its own. Our experience with mergers
on much smaller scales proves that as decision making and resources
move farther away from the communities
affected,
the lending and
services deteriorate
even further.
NationsBank

Unwillingness

to Work

with

Community

Leaders

from NationsBank
on Thursday,
May 21, we met with repreSentatiVeS
and BankAmerica
to try and come to an agreement
on a plan that
would address both national and local concerns.
NationsBank's
CRA official,
Catherine
Bessant,
showed a complete
lack of willingness
t0
liSten
t0
our
COmmUnitieS’
concerns and to
she stated that her bank would
work to address them. Specifically,
never make agreements with communities,
even though such agreements
have
been
our
only
assurance
banks
will
invest
in our
LMI
Adding insult to injury, Ms. Bessant stated that she
communities.
would never work with people like us.
in the meeting
told bank officials
When the 11 community
groups
letters
to the Federal
Reserve
that they would
be submitting
protesting
the acquisition,
Ms. Bessant responded,
"Bring it on, we
welcome
it." We believe this arrogance
is unacceptable.
the May 21 meeting was an attempt by the NationsBank
Clearly,
stall for almost a month any future action NPA would take that
delay the acquisition.
NationsBank's

Non-Compliance

with

HMDA

to
may

and CRA

that are part of the NPA coalition
Six of the community
groups
found it difficult
to get NationsBank
Corp. 's lending data which
the bank is required to make available
under HMDA and CRA.
Leaders and staff from the Cooperative
Resource Center in Atlanta,
in Cincinatt, Union Miles
NTIC in Chicago, Working in Neighborhoods
and
the
East
Cleveland
Organizing
Project
in
Development
Corp.
the
Neighborhoods
First
Alliance
in
San
Antonio,
and
Cleveland,
Sunflower Community Action in Wichita were either unable to obtain
this data directly from the bank and its subsidiaries
or within the
time-frame
required by federal law.
In the cases of Chicago and Wichita,
the groups were referred to
subsidiaries
out of state. The institutions
in Atlanta, Cincinatti,
and San Antonio
also did not have the information
Cleveland,
immediately
available and mailed the data at a later date. Mr. Guy
the president
of NationsBank
of Texas went so far as to
Bodine,
attempt to intimidate
the group in San Antonio. Mr. Bodine called
the director
of the United Way, which funds one of the groups
represented.
While no one knows
exactly
what was said in that

conversation,

the call resulted

in severe

probation

of the leader.

NationsBank
Takes away Local Control
UpOn Acquisition
from Des Moines, St. Petersburg,
and San Antonio

-- Stories

The successful
partnerships
between community
groups and the bank
have
proven
that
these
partnerships
acquired
being
can
be
Community
groups like those in the NPA coalition
have
profitable.
helped
banks
get
housing
and
small
business
loans
out
in
underserved
neighborhoods.
communities
across the country have experienced
growing
However,
pains as bank have gone from hometown
institutions
to regional
In the CRA experience
of the groups involved in the
corporations.
acquisitions
and mergers
threaten
standing
CRA
NPA coalition,
agreements.
on the other hand, has not understood
the need to
NationsBank,
In
Des
Moines,
honor* local
agreements.
NationsBank
corporate
officials
have refused to allow the local bank that was Boatmen's
to renew
an agreement
upon
acquisition.
Brenda
LaBlanc
from
Citizens for Community Improvement
of Des Moines will speak to that
in more detail at the public meeting.
When NationsBank
took over Barnett
in St. Petersburg,
the bank
critically
weakened
the agreement
a group had struck with Barnett
NationsBank
refused
to dedicate
the marketing
needed
to
Bank.
loan
products
in
bank's
the
the
advertise
underserved
They also refused to provide staff support for the
neighborhoods.
partner organization
so they could do their part in marketing
the
bank to its members
and other residents
in the community.
Abdul
United
for Community
Action
could
not
Aziz
from Congregations
testify
in person
at these hearings,
but has sent his written
comments
for submission
into the record (see attached).
Not intimidated
by Mr. Guy Bodine's apparent attempts to extinguish
criticism
of lending practices
in San Antonio, Neighborhoods
First
a
public
meeting
with
the
state
president.
Alliance
requested
Despite
data that clearly Confirms
that NationsBank
of Texas is
redlining
poor
and minority
neighborhoods
in San Antonio,
Mr.
Bodine and his representatives
refused to make any agreements
that
would commit the bank to increasing
their lending in the redlined
Richardson
will tell that story at today's
public
area. Carlos
meeting.
of these stories confirms our fears that NationsBank
is taking
away local control from its markets. Without being allowed to enter
are
into agreements
with community
groups, local bank presidents
not able to get the loans into the neighborhoods
and meet their CRA
NationsBank
decision-makers
in Charlotte
obligations.
Apparently,
believe the bank is too big to have to meet its obligations
on the
access to
local level, the only level that will give neighborhoods
credit.

Each

NationsBank
Neighborhoods

Underserving
Lending
-and Avoiding
Accountability

Low
to

and
the

Moderate
Community

Income

Attached
is a case
study
of the lending
practices
of NationsBank
NationsBank
Texas,
Mortgage
NationsBank
of
Corp.,
and
NA,
NationsCredit.
This study reveals
a disproportionately
higher
level
of lending
in middle
and upper
income
neighborhoods
than in low and
moderate
income
(LMI)
communities
when
compared
to the relative
income
mix of the areas
they are chartered
to serve.
The study also demonstrates
that NationsBank
Corp. does most of its
lending
through
subsidiaries
not covered
under CRA. However,
as the
the institution
is allowed
to count these
loans
law stands
today,
toward
its CRA obligation
at its own discretion.
This
focus
on
non-CRA
subsidiaries
lending
through
leaves
the
bank
open
to

redlining

without

accountability

NationsBank
Makes
Housing
Loans
--

Minority

from

Hollow
Commitment
its
to
"Improve"

the

community.

of $350
Lending

Billion
Record

-in

$115
in
LMI
and

Communities

NationsBank
announced
a
The day before
NPA's
May 21 meeting,
commitment of $350 billion of investment
in low and moderate income
communities.
Within this commitment
is a $115 commitment in housing
by NTIC has found that this is a hollow
loans. Research performed
commitment.
analysis
An
subsidiaries

of
and

lending
by
all
of
NationsBank
Corp./s
1997
acquisitions
as well as those by BankAmerica
Corp

shows that the institutions
made
197,933
housing
loans
for
$11,679,869.
The factors considered
in this HMDA analysis
mirror
those that the institution
has committed
to.
IF you project this same level of lending over 10 years, the bank
would make $116,798,690,000
in housing loans. Therefore,
the $115
billion commitment
in housing
loans
is not an improvement
on the
institution's
past lending record.
lending performance
has
been
unacceptable,
yet
that would
a huge fanfare about a "commitment"
and low and
not improve the bank's level of lending to minority
individuals.
and
neighborhoods
The
income
Board
of
moderate
Governors
must not allow NationsBank
to hide behind this hollow
commitment.

The

banks'

NationsBank

past
has

made

NationsBank
is not serving
the convenience
and needs
of the
neighborhoods
in the cities signed below as required by the federal
Act. We urge the Board of Governors
law, the Community Reinvestment
to deny NationsBank
Corp.'s
application
to acquire
BankAmerica
Corp.
Sincerely,

,

. .

Gale Cincotta, National People’s Action; Chicago, IL

Community

Clergy Coalition; Bronq NY

MjFrlyn Ecans, Working In Neighborhoods;

Cincinnati,

OH

orporation;

Cleveland, OH

ent Group; Pittsburgh, PA

Brenda LaBlanc, Des Moines Citizens for Community
K&
Craig Taylor@operat~
@
+hkuber

Improvement:

Des Moines, IA

e Resource Center; Atlanta. GA

&Jj$qyl$,-_ger. American ‘&abked

for Attendant

Progams

Today: Denver, CO

ion; Wichita, KS

ty Action; St. Petersburg, FL

Reverend Ron Lister, Neighborhoods

First Alliance; San Antonio, TX

mmunity

Neighborhoods
CC:

Reinvestment

First

Alliance,

Group,

Pittsburgh,

San Antonio,

PA

TX

President
William J. Clinton
Robert Rubin, Secretary
of the Treasury
Julie Williams,
Acting Comptroller
of the Currency
Ricki Helfer, Chairwoman,
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Alan Greenspan,
Chairman of the Board of Governors
of the Federal
Reserve

/.

. .

Stephen Ong, Asst. Vice President, Federal Reserve System
Ruth Clevenger, Community Affiars Manager, Federal Reserve System
Alicia Williams, The Chicago Federal Reserve Bank
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July 2, 1998
Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
20th and C Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20551
Dear Members of the Board of Governors:
It’s like a bad dream to get banks to commit to follow the law that governors Community
Reinvestment lending, and it’s a nightmare to get them to lend the money they promise. That has
been the unpleaseant situation facing Congregation United for Community Action (CUCA). And
that’s only a small part of the reasoning why members of CUCA adamantly and emphatically
oppose the merger of NationsBank and Bank of America.
It was in 1994 that CUCA first called the public’s attention to redlining by Bamett Bank, who has
After a series of meetings and negoitations both CUCA
since been purchased by NationsBasnk
and Barnett Bank overtly entered into an agreement to make $25 Million of uninsured mortgage
loans in the redlined census tracts over a period of three years. They have fallen short
considerably of that goal. Barnett Bank also agreed to establish a full-service branch in the
redlined census tracts, which never occurred. Now that the banks corporate ofice is in N.C.,
these decision are made from there rather locally. This, however, makes matters even more
difficult to redress.
Now we have a situation where a bank with a worse CRA record than Bamett Bank (Who now
have ownership in the CUCA-BARNETT AGREEMENT via its purchase of Barnett), left to
make CRA loans in the redlined neighborhoods.
National representatives for CRA lending for
both Nationsbank and Bank of America, on May 21, 1998, in St. Louis Missouri, told us they
had no respect for CRA Agreements between Community groups and their respective banks.
With that kind of attitude and lack of concern for the CRA regulations, where do that leave the
thousands of people that live in those census tracts, to whom the banks have a duty and responsibility to service, and not play games of omission and exclusion. We feel that our strongest
evidence that this kind of exclusionary lending will continue, is the HMDA reports for these
banks. That is first-hand evidence that this merger should not take placae without some serious
investigation. The track records for both of these financial institutions alone will not warrant or
justify this merger.
We pray, that in good conscience. you will heed the cry of people across this land and postpone
the approval of this merger, until NationsBank and Bank of America is ready to sit down with the
people who deposit monies in their banks and make right what they have wronged.

Cdngregatibns

United for Community

Action

TESTIMONY OF
CARLOS RICHARDSON
NEIGHBORHOODS FIRST ALLIANCE (SAN ANTONIO, TX)
at
PUBLIC MEETING ON NATIONSBANK AND BANKAMERICA
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO
JULY 9, 1998

1)

Written testimony

2)

An.alysis of NabonsBank HMDA for 1997

3)

Map of redlined census tracts

4)

Letter of support from Mario Marcel Salas, San Antonio City Council, District 2

Based on the 1997 HMDA data it is reflected that has redlined the eastern San Antonio
community. There were three loans made in our neighborhood.
One loan was made to
Hispanic for $14,000, another Lo an Afiic;an American for $21,000 and an undisclosed
ethnic group for t626,OOO.
NationsBank began negotiations with Neighborhoods First Alliance with the statement “we
do not sign agrccmcnts with neighborhood groups.” This is a clear demonstration of its lack
of will in making a commitment.
NationsBank also refused toi agree to any measurable goals or tune tables to rectify the
problems, thus refusing to be held accountable for its performance.
Due to such institutional policies as redlining, the eastem sector is economically depraved.
The neighborhood is populated by the elderly and working poor and has not been a
participant in the economical growth of the SMSA. The area is besieged by warehouse
encroa&ment, tank farms, and hazardous waste.
The lack of mortgage lending is destroying the residential nature of the neighborhood and
encoumges the type of investment that destroys the living environment and ultimately the
neighborhood itself
After Neighborhoods First Alhance requested Nationsbank’s HkfD.4 data, an executive of
the bank discovered one of the organizations was funded by the United Way.
The executive called United way and the leader involved was immediately put on job
probation. This attempt to cripple our neighborhood leadership demonstraies this
corporation’s arrogance and willingness to use its power to step on poor communities.

NationsBank Home Mortgage Data for 1997
For the followingEastside Census Tracts 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, and 1311

81 Total Loan Applications

Loan Made for Owner Occupied Purchase of a House ($14,000)
0
Black
Hispanic ($14,000)
1
0
White
2 Loans Made for Non-Owner Occupied Purchase of a House (a total
Black ($21,000)
1
Hispanic
0
White
0
1
Undisclosed Ethnic Group ($x,ooo)
26 Loans 1to Owners for Repair of Homes
17 Black (a total of WO,OOO)
Hispanic (a total of zz,ooo)
5
2
White (a totat of $37,000)
Undisclosed Ethnic Group ($3,000)
1
1

of

$47,000)
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July 7, 1998
Ms. Jennifer Johnson
Secretary, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
20* Street and Constihrtion Ave., N..W.
Dear Members of the Board of Governors:
As the Councilperson representing San Antonio’s District 2, I submit this letter to
protest the application filed by NationsBank Corporation of Charlotte, North Carolina to merge
titb the Bank of America of San Francisco, California. District 2 is located in East San Antonio
and is home for much of San Antonio’s African American community
.
According to a community group in my District, the Neighborhoods First Alliance, the
1997 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data for NationsBank’s operations in San Antonio shows a
very poor record of meeting the credit needs of San Antonio’s minority and low-income
communities. In all of Bexar County , NationsBank made a total of only three loans for the
purchase of an owner-occupied home to African Americans. To put it bluntly, NationsBank’s
lending record in San Antonio’s African American community is shameful.
NationsBank’s claim that they are sewing the communities in which they are chartered to
do business is clearly false. Allowing the proposed merger with Bank of America will make an
already bad situation worse by shifting decision making authority and financial resources farther
away from the people affected.
This concerns me because access to credit is crucial to restoring the integrity of District
2’s neighborhoods. Without credit, homeownership declines. And without homeowners with a stake
in its well being, a community suffers encroachment by industries looking for areas lacking the
political will to keep them out. For too long my district has been singled out as a toxic dumping
ground, a Mecca for environmental outlaws such as Aztec Ceramics. This terrible legacy is but one
of the consequences of NationsBank’s redlining. Fast San Antonio cannot heal itself without
support for the community-based strategies advocated by groups such as the Neighborhoods First
Alliance.
Given their lack of responsiveness and their history of redlining and discrimination, I ask
the Board of Governors to deny NationsBank and Bank of America’s application to merge, or at
least remove the application from expedited processing so the Board may more fully investigate
NationsBank’s compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act.

Mano Marcel Salas
San Antonio City Council, District 2

MAILING:
PO. BOX 839966
SAN ANTONIO.
TEXAS

76283.3966

CITY OF SAN ANTONIO,
TEXAS
CITY HALL (210) 207-7040
FAX (210) 207-7027
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SUNFI~OWEK.

COiWMUNITYACTIOlS

1124 N. EIydmulic, r’204, WicltiLz, KS. 67214
(316) 264-9072
(voice) (316) 263-7325
(fax)

.fune 23, 1YY8

Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
20th and C Street, NW
Washington. D.C’.
Dear Members

of the Board of Governors,

Sunllower Community Action is submitting this Icttcr to protest the
application tiled to Nations Rank Corporation
of Charlotte North Carolina to
merge with Bank of America of San Francisco, California
\Vc submit to the Board an analysis of llome hlortgnge ,4ct Disclosure data
for Nations Daok and it’s affiliate operation in Wichita, Kiansi~ for the
calendar years 1996. This data clearly confirms our belief that Nations Bank
and it’s affiliates have a very poor record of meeting the credit needs and
convenience of \Vichita’s minority and low-income communities.
Specially, in
Kansas jyations Hank has closed or sold 20 branches. stating that these areils
were not in need of their services. Smaller communities in Kansas are in
GREAT need of institutions that will assist in the strengthening of their
towns. In a thriving small community, Winfield. KS, population 12,000,
Nations Bank gave no small business loans to lowincomeiminority
people.
We are waiting to find out home loan activity in the African-American
community of that town. Attached you will lind a map plotting by census
tract the home loan activity of Wichita.
Nationally, the lending picture is just as bleak In 1996, Bank of America
denied only 27.92% of all white applicants in contrast to their denial rate of
non-white applicants J?.lS% of the time. For Nations Rank the situation is
even more disturbing, with non-white applicants denied nearly twice as often
(~lO.3’%) as white applicants (21.31%).
This trend of racial lending desparity mirrors both institutions’ records for
lending to undeserved census tracts in 1996. Nations Bank denied 35.76%
of all applications, while Bank of America denied a full 50.98% of all
apphcation from low mcome censu.s tncts.
The despnrity is all the more

glaring when compared with the institutions’ record of lending in upper
income census tracts. Bank of America denied only 29.31% of all such
applications while Nations Bank found a mere 17.47% of high income tract
applications worthy of denial.
Also, attached

you will find documentatian
of our great dificulty in obtaining
HIMDA data from our “main” bank in Kansas. We found that employees and
their bosses of the “main” Nations Bank for Kansas, responsible for CRA,
ignorant and confused about what is required by law to have available to the
public at the bank. In fact, the public file notebook they pulled out had
general Sedgwick county ligurcs for farm and small business data, not full
information.
The tabs indicating the section for home loan activity was
completely EMPTY. (:etting HMlIA data was e.xtrrmely dillicult, with
contradicting
messages about what the bank is required to do.

These institutions’ lending records and overall lack of compliance belies theil
statements that they arc scn,ing the communities in which they are chartered
to do so. It is notable that the rcviscd CR.4 regulations are specifically
intended to cvnluatr actual lending performance,
not on special, pigeon hole
programs that do not have a measurable impact on undcsemrd populations
and areas, as the data and stories outlined above confirms.
Nevertheless, the application by Nations I3ank Corp. and Rank America in
to grant the application while overlooking
effect asks the I3oard of Governors
their pcrform;mcr.
It is unreasonable to assume, with the two or three fold growth in size that will
result from the merging of these institutions,
that the situation will improve on
it’s own! Our csperiencc with mergers on much smaller scales proves that as
decision making and resources move farther away from the communities
effected. the lending and service deteriorate even further.
In Kansas, first we were Bank IV, then we were Boatman’s, NOW we’re
Nations. IVhere is the local ability to impact what a bank does to meet needs
in OUR community?
There is none. We were told at the largest and most
luxurious downtown Nations Bank, that they were just a branch. How can lye
get what \ve need for our communities for a branch? W’ichitn Nations had to
have OUR local HMDA data sent from Dallas, Texas. IVe sent a letter this
week from a Mr. Lewis who claimed to be the President of :Yations Bank The
letterhead gave NO indication what office or city he was from. It just said
NATIONS KaNK. Our Nations Bank President is Marilyn Pauly--who is Mr.
Lewis??
,\lcrgcrs have not been good for low-income customers and
communities!!!!!

On May 21, 1998, representatives
from eleven communities from around the
country, \\‘ichita included, met with representatives
from Nations Bank and
Bank of America. Our coalition came to the table with good faith in our
hearts, ready to negotiate real dollars and solutions in our communities.
h5.s.
Bessants, Nations Bank executive, was EXTREMELY
insulting to all of us.
She stated emphatically that, “We [Nations Bank] won’t EVER do business
with people like you.” We feel our complaints are legitimate and to have one
of their executives act this way does not show a willingness to solve together
the problems going on in our low-income communities.
It is apparent by her
statement that she finds “people like us” distasteful.
This attitude will not be
tolerated, and unfortunately for her she will have to continue to deal with
“people like us.” We rel’use to. be ignored.
Given Lhc total lack of responsiveness and the institutions’ history of
indisputable cvidencc of redlining and discrimination.
we ask the Board o1
Governors to deny Nations Bank Corp. and Bank ol’America’s application to
merge, or at the very least, to remove the application I‘rom crprdited
processing sn that the Board may more fully invrstigate the issues raised
herein.

DOCUMENTA T/ON
ATTEMPTS TO ACQUIRE HMDA DATA
NATIONS BANK, WICHITA, KANSAS
SUNFLOWER COMMUNITYACT~ON
Mav 18,1998
3130 p.m.

Group of 10 community leaders arrives at
Nations Bank to acquire HMDA data.

3:35 p.m.

President. Marilyn Pauly states that the bank has five working
days to get HMDA information to the public. She tells us that
this bank is a “branch”, so they are not required to have the
information in the bank. She makes a phone call. Ms.
Pauly states that Steve Hastings is out of the bank, but
we would be welcome to talk to Gaylynn McGregor who
used to be the CRA compliance officer. We were escorted by
Ms. Pauly to the CRA office.

3:55 pm

Pres. Pauly goes to get Ms. McGregor. We wait for seven
minutes in the reception area. Both Pres. Pauly and Ms.
McGregor emerge with a three ring binder. They state that
we are more than welcome to look through the entire
notebook. We are ushered into a conference room to look
through the book. They stated that what we wanted was
included in the notebook and again reiterated that we could
take as much time as we wanted to look through the data.
After probing with questions, we discover that the data in the
notebook was broken down by county, not census tracts, for
farm, small business, and home loans. We were assured
though that we would receive the census tract breakdown
from Dallas.
We raised question about a statement in the front of the
notebook:

Public Avallabllity
The Commumty
Reinvestment
Act requires that the CRA Disclosure
Statement
oe made available
to the public as part of an institution’s
CRA public file. The
entw disclosure
statement
must be awlable
at the main office and if an interstate
institution
at one branch office in each state within three business days of its receipt
from the Federal
Reserve Board.
In addition,
a report must be made available
at a
branch otiice wlthin five calendar
days of a request being made at that branch.

This is how we understand the statement: Charlotte is the Main office. The
downtown Nations Bank is the main branch bank for the state of Kansas.
As it reads, the public should be able to see the ENTIRE disclosure

Kafh~ Johnsa,
a member of Sunfbwer
Commtmily Action, wee one of. about 20
people who demomlrated
Thursday morning
wtekle NetioneBank in downtown Wm.

Protesters
-hold rally at
Nations&&g

.a

n Demonstrators criticized the bank’s
lending record in Wichita's
poor
neighbo~oods.
ByMolly McMiUin
-.

The Wichita Eagle
As their voices echoed throughout NationsBanKs Ia&

atrium in downtown Wttita,

’

about 20 people prote&d~
P”““““p”-1

The demoosbato~
organjzed by Suaflower Comm$
nlty Action, a gxazxoots netghborhood group. safd the
fear the merger will lead to fewer loans betng mad? 9<-:
Wichita’s poorest neighborhoods
I
As employees and tenants of the building watched
fromthem ezzanine or from office windows overlooM’.
the abium, police moved tbe picketing outside t&.
building at Douglas and Broadway.
. .. .
Margaret Webb, a member of the group, said that b.:
cause NationsBank is headquarteti
in Charlotte, N&
Wichita executives must get permission at tbe natIonal..
level before making loam in various neighborhoods i
a charge flatly denied by local bank officers.
L..
? lust would like to see more help in our commuufty::
-I don’t think that will happen with the merger,” Web6
.-said.: :
The orgaatmtion has sent letters oppc6lng the mar&G,.
__to fedelal regulators
ye, ‘eel strongly ebouf our service end dui’
,?
~..,.

:

commitment to the communtty.” said.
Marilyn Pauly. president of NatIonsBank of Wichita.,
Paoly spoke to the pickets and ~6f.
fered tomeet with them.
The group also is contending that.
the bank engage5 in redlining
a
charge Pauly vehemently
denied.
Redlining is tbe practice of systematically rejecttng loan applications from
poor neighborhoods.
The bank does a lot to reach out to
tbe commanity, she said including
seeking out loans in low- to moderateincome areas NationsBank is corn.
rmtted to helping lowmcome resk /
dents in all areas of the city, she :
added.
A check by The Wichita Eagle of
data filed by the bank under the
Home Mortgage
Disclosure
Act
showed that in 19%. the latest date
figures are available. the bank denied
loans to the poorest of residents in the
Wichita area 53 percent of the time.
That figure is b&her than the denial rate at Inbust Bank, which de.
niexi loans to the same group M percent of the time.
But it was lower than that of all
banks doing b&x?ss in the area combined. which denied loans to the
lowest-income residents 59 percent Of
the thne.
NationsBank and Inbust are the
largest and second-largest banks respectively. in the Wichita area.
Thuzsday’s protest was part of a
nationwide effort in which commUnity. groups in cities across the
country are demonstrating
outside
NationsBank and Bar&America Offices.
‘Banks &lined for years until we
stepped up to hold them accountable,” said Gale Cincotta natiOnal
chairwoman of National People’s Action, a Chicago&sed
coabtion of I
neighborhood group%
I
The main result of megamergers
1
will be ‘mega redlining’ if Nations~
Bank and BankAmerica get pennis
sion to merge without oversight tim
1
tberestofw”
The demonstrators fear the larger
financial conglomerate will roll back
any reinvestment gains the individual
banks have made.
That will not be the case. said Doug ;
Woodruff, NationsBank senior vice
president, community investments. in
St Louts.
rhe fact that we’re going.to be the
largest bank to this country is what
gives 0s the ability to make the inves+ment,” Woodruff said
Late last month, the bank announced that it would invest $33 biilion into low- to moderate-income
communttie3 acroSS the franchise.
That means the Wichtta branches
will have the money they need to
meet the needs of the community.
Pauly said

Smllower Community
Action
of several groups tbat met with
officers in St Louis earlier this month.
asking for more community involves
ment
‘Htstorically. we’ve looked to
commitments broadly defined
elude all interested people in
communtties.” Woodruff said.
have hiitorically not Wanted to
out individual organizations in
to sign agreements.’
On a national level, NatioNBard
has been the target of protest3
community groups that have 0~~0%
other mergen by the bank.
‘Ihe Community Investment
enacted in 1977, requires each
to assess and help meet the
needs of the entire community
which the bank operates.

hldty McMiRin writes about bank!%
ecammicdevdopnart
reatest&aml
Shecanbemad1edat2694708or
‘at mmanitlii~.cma.
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Written submission
My name is Ernest E. (Gene) Ortega.
been involved

in low-income

live in Albuquerque,

I

housing

and community

parts of New Mexico for more than 30 years.
I am apprehensive
State.

After

because

many

they

commitments

about this proposed
discussions

have

refused

with
to

New Mexico.

development

I

have

work in all

I am submitting testimony because

merger and what it might entail for my
bank officials,

make

specific,

I remain

written,

apprehensive

and

enforceable

to us that we will be better served afler this merger.

I am alarmed by, the overall trend toward national institutions.

As I will describe

to you, a national approach will not work in New Mexico.

To the Federal Reserve and all other federal bank regulators,

I want to point out

to you that you must find a way to address this challenge of making sure national
banks serve New Mexicans.
CRA rating,
Oregon.

largely

In 1997, Bank of America received an “outstanding”

on its efforts

in California,

Washington,

But let me quote to you from that report by the OCC.

reads: “Bank of America’s
the banks other areas.”

historical

and

Portland,

On page nine, it

commitment has not been fully exported to

And New Mexico was identified

as one of these areas

in that report.

The

CRA

Californians
based

does

not

mean

are better served.

on New Mexico’s

proposed.

that

Rural

can

be neglected

We need a CRA commitment

needs,

communities

New Mexicans

not its “market
suffer

with

this

because

for New Mexico

share” as the banks
approach

and

tend

have
to

be

neglected.

I will explain to you why a specific, written and enforceable
for New Mexico and other underserved
of this merger; why a national

lending agreement

areas should be a condition

commitment

for approval

such as the one the banks already

1

made will not serve us; and why CRA regulators are going to have to change the
way they operate in order to continue enforcing the law.

A lot of what I do involves developing
to regular bank financing
payment,
rental

housing for people who don’t have access

either because

they have problems

or they live in areas that banks don’t serve.

housing

for very low-income

I

making a down-

am also a developer

of

people who can’t afford to buy their own

homes.

I am also Hispano.
that are dedicated

I have worked for lot of my life with civil rights organizations
to fighting discrimination

and making sure that our country’s

private and public institutions promote racial justice.

I am also a New Mexican,

That means that I come from a State that is proud of

its complex history of relationships

In

between people of different backgrounds.

New Mexico, our landscape still largely reflects this history; many New Mexicans
live in pueblos

and on Indian trust lands.
where

Many New Mexicans

descent

still live in rural villages

the language

inherited

directly from Spanish and Mexican colonists

spoken

of Hispano

at home was

in the sixteenth

century.

Like me, roughly half of the residents of our State live in cities like Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, and Las Cruces.

Serving our State’s complex landscape
I know

this

development

personally

because

I am involved

activities in Albuquerque,

the State’s rural areas.

I

requires a special effort from institutions,
in housing

and

community

Las Cruces, Santa Fe, Farmington,

have learned a lot from the challenges

and

of working in

my State’s different communities,

I think this long introduction

is important

because

I want the Federal

Reserve

Board and others listening today that New Mexico’s complex landscape

presents

2

a real challenge

to institutions

operating

there.

In our State, there is no single

product, no single practice, not even a single language that will serve everyone
in our State’s diverse geography.

Successful practices in different parts of New

Mexico require special attention to the social differences

of our State.

This is why the trend toward national banks makes me very nervous about the
future

of

my

NationsBank

Sunwest
serving

State

and

whether

support

the

application

between

and Bank of America as currently being proposed.

Bank, the predecessor
difficult-to-reach

Disclosure

can

I

communities,

Act showed

local institution,

to NationsBank

this.

and

data

from

the

Our state was comparatively

Sunwest Bank,

Home

in Charlotte,

Mortgage

by Boatmen’s

its share of home loans

Sunwest’s home purchase mortgages in Albuquerque

66% from 1994 to 1996.

The Banks

also fell by a third over that period.

to

well served by the

but as that bank was acquired

Bank from St. Louis and then NationsBank
has steadily fallen.

had made a commitment

market share of home improvement

fell by
loans

I worry that these trends signal a declining

commitment from this bank.

Bank

of America

Albuquerque

needs

residents:

between

share for home improvement
Albuquerque,

descent.

in Albuquerque.

in its efforts

loan originations

The

Bank had

16% of all denials.

For all institutions,

denied

often

Albuquerque.

than

all

for people

a 3% market

as Anglos in
of Hispano

share

10% of

from Hispanos, but was responsible

Anglos

even upper-income
for

Hispanos

home-improvement

One result from this is that Hispanos in Albuquerque

or

for Native

Over three years, Bank of America received

loan applications

more

equitably

for people identified

of originations

all home improvement

75%

to serve

1994 and 1995, the Bank had a 17% market

but only a 6% share

African-American
Americans

improvement

for
were

loans

in

tend to get

3

their home purchase financing from Green Tree Financial

and other “sub-prime

lenders” at nearly three times the rates of Anglos.

One

of the

segregation

most

striking

practices

by

Bank

of America

is its apparent

of lending activities by income level between Bank of America New

Mexico and Bank of America, FSB.

Bank of America New Mexico and Bank of

America FSB apparently specialized

in serving different mortgage markets: Bank

of America

FSB showed high numbers of mortgage originations

borrowers

while Bank of America

New Mexico appeared

for low-income

to emphasize

higher-

income borrowers.

Bank of America New Mexico originated
income

applicants

applicants

and

only

in the Albuquerque

30

140 home improvement

home

improvement

MSA in 1994.

among all lenders in the Albuquerque

loans to upper-

loans

to

Bank of America’s

low-income
market share

MSA for this year was 10.4% for upper-

income applicants and only 3.2% of all home improvement loans for low-income
applicants.

This pattern

applicants

of a greater

market

was repeated over the three-year

share

amongst

higher-income

period between 1994 and 1996 for

both home improvement loans and home purchase loans.

In every

year,

borrowers

was

borrowers.

of America’s

nearly

double

In the absolute

high-income
example,

Bank

versus

or triple

low-income

income borrowers in Albuquerque

borrowers

in loans

its market

share

thirty-two

to upper-income
to

lower-income

the ratio of originations

was as high as ten to one.

306 home improvement

home purchase

to
For

loans to upper-

- a 19.2% market share- and thirty-nine

loans to low-income borrowers a 5% share.

Bank originated
1.5% market

share

number of originations,

in 1995, the Bank originated

improvement

market

home

In the same year, the

loans to low income borrowers

share - and 213 loans - a 3% market share-to

upper

- a

income

borrowers.
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Bank of America NM’s skewed pattern of lending was almost exactly mirrored by
its affiliate,
America

the Bank of America

NM’s facility

association

FSB based in Portland.

was focused

on upper-income

was focused on originations

association

had

share

But while

borrowers,

to low-income borrowers.

The savings

market

originations-that

was

more

borrowers-O.4%

market share in 1994. For each of the three years studied, the

savings banks

market share for low-income borrowers was at least three times

triple

its share for upper-income

borrowers.

The apparent institutional

segregation

a disparity

in both

product

low-income

its savings

a

than

for

Bank of

and

the

market

of originations
services

to

borrowers-3.3%
share

for

of

all

upper-income

by income level may signal

low-income

home

mortgage

borrowers,

Bank of America NM’s overall housing lending was substandard-in
it did not perform as well as its peers in serving hard-to-reach
stated

above,

purchase
Neither

the Portland-based

loans to low-income
institution

metropolitan

lending throughout

northwest

residents

a significant

to

had a high market share

player

in housing

lending

As

in home

in the State’s three metropolitan

New Mexico was active

in small business

the State. B of A’s performance

very low-income

and southeast

areas,

outside

the

areas

census tracts in Albuquerque

regions. B of A’s share to low-income

and in the southeast,

and small farm

was below market standards

50% and 80% of area median) was higher than average
metropolitan

submarkets.

areas.

Bank of America

in lending

was

affiliate

other words,

and the State’s
tracts (between

in the state’s

but below average

three

in the State’s

northwest and southwest.
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We

don’t know

Development

if Bank

of America’s

Initiative” has produced
I am proud

8 month-old

“Rural

Also,

committee,

which, I think, provides a better relationship

Both NationsBank

Community

much in New Mexico, but we should honor

its goals.

to serve

the Bank than does NationsBank’s

2000

on Bank of America’s

CRA advisory

between advocates

and

annual CRA forums.

and Bank of America

need to create specific

sub-goals

for

serving Native Americans in New Mexico.

If we get a specific, enforceable

commitment for New Mexico, then I can support

this merger.

Sunwest,

NationsBank’s

small business

and community

our communities
NationsBank,

predecessor

in New Mexico was a market leader

development

appears to have declined
at

a

minimum,

lending, but its level of service to

recently.

maintains

in

We need to make sure that

Sunwest’s

level

of

lending

and

to reduce

the

investment.

In New Mexico, some divestiture

of assets would be necessary

monopoly

power

were

divestiture

of those assets.

if the

merger

approved.

Let’s

set criteria

for the

I propose that any institution assuming those assets

must have a New Mexico CRA rating higher than that of either Sunwest Bank or
Bank of America in New Mexico

My support for the merger would be contingent
1. Presenting

specific

implementation

on the Banks:
plans for the 350 billion

as it

relates to New Mexico.
2. Presenting

a specific plan for monitoring

the 350 billion commitment

as it would impact New Mexico.
3. Continuation

and expansion

of Bank of America’s Rural 2000 Initiative.

6

4. Continuation

of B of A’s CRA Advisory Committees.

5. Assurances

that divestiture

does

not dilute

CRA activities

in New

Mexico’s Rural Communities,
6.

Development

of specific

CRA

initiative

for

New

Mexico’s

Native

American pueblos and reservations,
7. Presentation

of a plan which addresses

over-lapping
branches

of the two banks.

which

are closed?

closing of branches due to the

What happens

to the minorities

How will consumers

continue

in

to be

served?
8. Assurance

that bank charges will not escalate for low, moderate,

and

rural consumers.
If the past is any guide, the proposed $350 billion CXA commitment won’t mean
much

to New Mexico.

Federal

to help

us create

Reserve

and

reviewing

this

addresses

New Mexico’s credit and community development

I am worried

application

I urge the

about

a decline

in commitment

merge and become national in scope.

unfair banking system.

ensuring that our banking system does not reinforce
are fighting so hard to remove.

institutions

truly

as they

of their lending
unequal, and

that the Banks have so-

to our proposed

And lastly, I am worried that the Federal

that

needs.

suggests a two-tired,

Third, I am concerned

far refused to put into writing a commitment
situation.

from these

regulators

system

Second, the unevenness

across my State’s complex social landscape
therefore

a financial

other

remedies for this

Reserve won’t assist us in
social inequalities

that we

I welcome the Banks’ and the Federal Reserve’s

efforts toward these goals.

Thank you.
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SPOKEN

TESTIMONY

MY NAME IS GENE ORTEGA.
HAVE

BEEN

INVOLVED

DEVELOPMENT

WORK

I LIVE IN ALBUQUERQUE,

IN LOW-INCOME

HOUSING

IN RURAL AND URBAN

NEW MEXICO.
AND

I R;-%$~

COMMUNITY

NEW MEXICO

FOR MORE

THAN 30 YEARS.

I WOULD

SUPPORT

WRITTEN,

AND

CRA

SERVED

EVALUATION

ALWAYS TRANSLATE

I

AM

ALARMED

INSTITUTIONS.
MEXICO.
AFFECT

MERGER

ENFORCEABLE

WILL BE BElTER
l&T

THIS

IF THE

COMMITMENTS

THE

OVERALL

A NATIONAL

NEW MEXICO
- IF IT WORKS

MEXICANS

COMMITMENTS

TREND

TOWARD

WILL

IS KNOWN

SOMEWHERE

NEW

DON’T

FOR NEW MEXICO.

APPROACH

HAS WHAT

SPECIFIC,

AS BANK OF AMERICA’S

NATIONAL

INTO BETTER LENDING

MADE

THAT

BY THIS MERGER.
SHOWS,

BY

BANKS

ELSE,

NOT

NATIONAL

WORK

IN NEW

AS THE LOU WALLACE

IT DOESN’T

WORK IN NEW

MEXICO

THE

FEDERAL

MERGER

RESERVE

OF THIS

CONSUMERS

MY SUPPORT

HAS A RESPONSIBILITY

MAGNITUDE

DOES

NOT

TO ENSURE

ADVERSELY

THAT

AFFECT

A

THE

IN NEW MEXICO.

FOR THE

MERGER

WOULD

BE CONTINGENT

ON THE

BANKS:
I.

PRESENTING

SPECIFIC

IMPLEMENTATION

PLANS FOR THE 350

BILLION AS IT RELATES TO NEW MEXICO.
2. PRESENTING

A SPECIFIC

BILLION COMMITMENT
3. CONTINUATION

AND

RURAL 2000 INITIATIVE.

PLAN

FOR

MONITORING

THE

AS IT WOULD

IMPACT NEW MEXICO.

EXPANSION

OF

BANK

OF

350

AMERICA’S

i

4. CONTINUATION
5. ASSURANCES
ACTIVITES

OF B OF A’S CRA ADVISORY
THAT

DIVESTITURE

IN NEW MEXICO’S

6. DEVELOPMENT

OF

7. PRESENTATION
BRANCHES

DOES

CRA

OF A PLAN WHICH

HOW WILL CONSUMERS

FOR

ADDRESSES

NEW

CLOSING

OF

OF THE TWO BANKS.

IN BRANCHES

WHICH ARE

STILL BE SERVED?

THAT BANK CHARGES

LOW, MODERATE,

CRA

AND RESERVATIONS.

DUE TO THE OVER-LAPPING

8. ASSURANCE

DILUTE

INITIATIVE

PUEBLOS

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE MINORITIES
CLOSED?

NOT

RURAL COMMUNITIES.

SPECIFIC

MEXICO’S NATIVE AMERICAN

COMMITTEES.

WILL NOT ESCCALATE

FOR

AND RURAL CONSUMERS.

.
THE CRA DOES NOT MEAN THAT
BECAUSE

CALIFORNIANS

COMMITMENT

ARE

NEW MEXICANS
BETTER

FOR NEW MEXICO

ITS “MARKET

“BANK

GRADE

A

CRA

NEEDS, NOT

MEXICO.

IN

1997,

CRA RATING,

WASHINGTON,

OF AMERICA’S

BANK

LARGELY

OF

AMERICA

BASED

AND PORTLAND.

HISTORIAL

OF AMERICA’S

LENDING

ON

RECEIVED
ITS EFFORTS

ERA OF NATIONAL

THE QUESTION

AN
IN

BUT AS THE OCC SAYS:

COMMITMENT

TO THE CRA HAS NOT

AND INVESTMENTS

OF “LOW SATISFACTORY.”

MUST FIND

BANKS SERVE SMALL MARKETS

BEEN FULLY EXPORTED TO THE BANK’S OTHER AREAS.”
BANK

NEED

RESERVE AND ALL OTHER BANK REGULATORS

“OUTSTANDING”
CALIFORNIA,

WE

BASED ON NEW MEXICO’S

A WAY TO MAKE SURE THAT NATIONAL
NEW

SERVED.

SHARE” AS THE BANKS HAVE PROPOSED.

THE FEDERAL

LIKE

CAN BE NEGLECTED

THE OCC GAVE

IN NEW MEXICO

WILL THIS ALWAYS

A

BE TRUE IN AN

BANKS?

FOR ALL OF US IS HOW CAN WE ENSURE THAT WE GET

THE BEST OF BOTH BANKS FROM THIS MERGER?

WE DON’T

KNOW

COMMUNITY
MEXICO,

IF BANK OF AMERICA’S

DEVELOPMENT

BUT WE SHOULD

INITIATIVE”
HONOR

SERVE

ON BANK OF AMERICA’S

THINK

PROVIDES

CONSUMERS,

A

BEl7ER

8 MONTH-OLD

HAS PRODUCED

ITS GOALS.

ALSO,

CRA ADVISORY
RELATIONSHIP

“RURAL

MUCH IN NEW
I AM PROUD TO

COMMITTEE,
BETWEEN

AND THE BANK THAN DOES NATION’S

2000

WHICH

I

ADVOCATES,

BANK’S ANNUAL CRA

FORUMS.

BOTH NATIONSBANKAND
SUkGOALS
r

AS I PREVIOUSLY

SUNWEST,

TO

ENFORCEABLE

NATIONSBANK’S

COMMITMENT

PREDECESSOR

IN SMALL BUSINESS

BUT ITS LEVEL OF SERVICE

HAVE

DECLINED

NATIONSBANK.

IN NEW MEXICO.

FOR NEW MEXICO,

STATED, THEN I CAN SUPPORT THIS MERGER.

LEADER

LENDING,

NEED TO CREATE SPECIFIC

FOR SERVING NATIVE AMERICANS

IF WE GET A SPECIFIC,

MARKET

BANK OF AMERICA

AT

RECENTLY.
A

MINIMUM,

IN NEW

MEXICO,

AND COMMUNITY

NEED

TO

MAINTAINS

A

DEVELOPMENT

TO OUR COMMUNITIES

WE

WAS

MAKE

SUNWEST’S

APPEARS

SURE

THAT

LEVEL

OF

WOULD

BE

LENDING AND INVESTMENT.

IN

NEW

MEXICO,

NECESSARY

TO

WERE

APPROVED.

THOSE

ASSETS.

ASSETS

SOME

REDUCE

DIVESTITURE
THE

LET’S
I PROPOSE

SET

OF

MONOPOLY
CRITERIA

ASSETS

POWER
FOR THE

THAT ANY INSTITUTION

IF THE

MERGER

DIVESTITURE
ASSUMING

OF

THOSE

MUST HAVE A NEW MEXICO CRA RATING HIGHER THAN THAT OF

EITHER SUNWEST

BANK OR BANK OF AMERICA

IN NEW MEXICO.

IF

THE

PAST

COMMITMENT
FEDERAL
APPLICATION
ADDRESSES

IS ANY
WON’T

RESERVE

GUIDE,
MEAN

AND

THE

MUCH
OTHER

TO

NEW

$350

MEXICO.

REGULATORS

TO HELP US CREATE
NEW MEXICO’S

PROPOSED

A FINANCIAL

CREDIT

AND

BILLION

CRA

I URGE

THE

REVIEWING
SYSTEM

COMMUNITY

THIS

THAT TRULY

DEVELOPMENT

NEEDS.

I HAVE MADE SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
I REQUEST

THAT

MY WRITTEN

RECORD OF THIS HEARING.

THAhK

YOU VERY MUCH.

IN MY SPOKEN REMARKS, AND

TESTIMONY

BE

INCLUDED

IN

THE

THE COMMUNITY
REINVESTMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT
TASKFORCE
x 25242: Albuquerque. New Viex,w 87: 25: Phone 505-754.8857i Far 505-7644121
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Robert G. Wells
P.O. Box 55
Chama, NM 87520
505-756-2456
Fax 505756.2345

Presentation

to the To The Federal Reserve Board
July 9,1998

My name is Robert Wells, live in Chama, NM.
I am an accountant and self-employed

consultant to small business in that

part of the state.

I want to express to this body my concern regarding the impact of this
merger towards “Rural America”, of which I believe the area that I am from
is very typical of.

I will admit that I am not well versed on many of the issues of other
communities on a national scale, but I will say that I find some very
alarming trends in banking practices that are definitely affecting the way we
have done business in the past.

In Northern New Mexico, especially the Chama Valley area, the lending
policies, community involvement

and benefits are not being addressed

fairly.. .this is a great concern!

of

This geographic area of the state consists a, a community bank and a
Nationsbank branch, which is rumored to be up for sale or subject to be
closure. The next competitive bank is located 90 miles away.. .this is Rural
America!

Northern New Mexico is also home to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, one

of the wealthiest Indian tribes in the co ty Several members of that tribe,
&
not to mention many local businesses are not being served by our “local
banks”. To correct my prior statement that we have only 2 banks, I will add
a comment to say that Norwest Bank does have a branch on that
Reservation, but to my knowledge, this branch was recently opened to
accommodate

casino operations revenues, in addition to some tribal

transactions.

Four years ago, the main bank in town was known to us??Sunwest Bank,
approximately

two years ago it was purchased by Boatman’s and is today a

NatjonsBank branch.

Regarding some lending practices:

= I know of a current transaction where a loan of $ 180,000, that was
originally a Sunwest Bank note, carried a 15 year amortization
with a three year call that is collaterized by at least $ 500,000 in
real estate. It was normal in the past to automatically renew notes
of this type if the payments remained current and never been in
default. It is not the case today.

1 90 day to 180 day $ 5- 10K “winter bridge” loans require excessive
real-estate collaterial.

n

And there are many other examples.

i

.

It is my understanding
’

that there has been no plan to address the above

issues.. .and I don’t know if one is planned.

NationsBank, according to a recent advertisement

in the Albuquerque

Journal said that it has committed $ 350 Billion to community “Reinvestment”.

To citizens of my area we have not seen a mere Investment,

much less “re-investment!

I, therefore ask the Federal Reserve Board to require a lending policy with
conditions and commitments that address the banking needs of Rural
America as condition to your approval of this merger.

Thank you very much.
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Go&

day, my name is Hugh B. Price,

I

am the President

of the National

.

Urban League

(NUL)

headquartered

in New York City. Founded

the NUL was formed to assist African Americans
the rural south to the northern
American

history, African Americans

post reconstruction
result

of these

policies.

exclusionary

enhance employment,

Today,

industrial

the mission

Americans

in 1910,

making the transition from

cities.

During this period

in

were fighting Jim Crow laws and other
the poverty that was a

In order to overcome
policies,

the

NUL

developed

programs

to

education and housing opportunities.

of the Urban

League

and other people of color become

equal citizens under law,

movement

is to help African

economically

self-reliant

and

Building on the substantial work and influence

of our 115 affiliates, our three-pronged

agenda is to:

9

Ensure the academic and social development of children so that they
are equipped for self-reliance and citizenship in the 21” century;

9 Promote racial inclusion and harmony
open to those we serve; and

so the opportunity

structure

9 Foster economic self-sufficiency for our constituents through
employment, business development and homeownership.

Through

our economic

partnerships

self-sufficiency

agenda

the NUL

gainful

has developed

with various financial lending institutions like NationsBank.

a result of these relationships,

is

As

the NUL is in a keen position to discuss an

institution’s record of performance

and commitment

to serving communities

of color.

The NUL supports the NationsBank
merge.

We

Throughout
commitment

have

a

long

this partnership,

history

and Bank of America
of

with

we have seen NationsBank

to ensuring that African Americans

access to credit and reside in communities
would like to highlight five examples
performance.

partnership

application

NationsBank.

demonstrate

its

and others of color have

that are economically

that evidence

to

NationsBank’s

viable.

I

record of

First,

NationsBank’s

testified

before

Alphonse
both

President

the

(CRA).

Senate

D’AMato’s

with

strengthening

and

It was unique

sit on the same
testimony

for Community
Banking

advocacy

with

the bank’s

NationsBank’s

differential

treatment

initiative,

NationsBank

patterns

of

NationsBank’s
another

the CRA.

courage

interest

level.

self-testing
by

years to underserved

had not only met its commitment,

its

Through

alone
credit

to

and eradication

of

its mystery-shopping

at the branch
employees.

NationsBank’s

made a commitment
communities.

to

complimentary

to extending

itself demonstrates

reason why the NUL supports

Third, NationsBank

Act

willing

This act by NationsBank

to the prevention

treatment
in policing

offer

of

neglected.

at the branch

differential

in support

institution

and

and commitment

commitment

conducts

Senator

Reinvestment

lending

groups

Bessant,

by

groups

Community

financial

advocacy

those *who have been traditionally

Second,

the

Cathy

chaired

and community

to find a leading

on behalf of enhancing

demonstrates

committee

maintaining

panel

Initiatives,

level to detect
We

foresight,
application

think

that

and that

is

to merge.

to lend $10 billion over the next 10

Within

a four-year

but exceeded

period,

it by providing

NationsBank
$13 billion to

traditionally

neglected

communities.

We are sure that the new bank will

exceed its $350 billion commitment to underserved

Fourth,

NationsBank

Development

pledged

Financial

Again, NationsBank
the establishment

communities.

to

provide

$25

Institutions

(CDFls)

through

showed courage

million

to

Community

its own CDFI

and commitment

when it announced

of its CDFI fund on the same day that President

signed the federal CDFI fund into law.

fund

It was NationsBank’s

Clinton

view that their

.

fund would complement

the federal governments

We viewed that NationsBank’s
as another

announcement

sign of its commitment

traditionally underserved

Fifth, NationsBank
500

community

across

the country.

community

CDFls.

of the $25 million CDFI fund

to increasing

access

to credit

for

communities.

held Blueprint 2000.

nearly

effort to finance

leaders

The

event

from

Blueprint 2000 was a convening
111

served

urban

and

as a retreat

of

rural communities
and think tank

groups to seriously ponder their neighborhood’s

for

development

opportunities

Finally,

let

advancing

me

add

that

NationsBank

African American executives

has

been

very

aggressive

in

up the ladder to positions of profit-

.

and-loss responsibility for major business units.

Its impressive track record

could be and should be emulated by other financial institutions.

We

look forward

to seeing

the enlightened

philosophy

of NationsBank

extend throughout the entire footprint of the new bank.

We believe
economic

that the new bank offers the opportunity
growth. in the communities

that Urban

for unprecedented

Leagues

serve.

As a

.

result, the new bank will create new venues
the

level

of

economically

mortgage

credit

to

distressed neighborhoods,

entity more viable and prosperous.
executives
enhance

income

areas,

capital, enhance
and

credit and economic

address

enthusiastically

the

revitalize

making the regions served by this

To this end, the League will share with

of the bank its ideas on how the newly-constituted

as those with low incomes,
to

low

for venture

opportunities

bank can

for African Americans

as well

We look forward to working with the new bank

economic

issues

facing

our

support their application for merger.

constituency

and

I stand

before

Episcopal

Zion

you today
Church,

a Bishop

in the African

a denomination

with

totaling more than 3.5 million people worldwide

Methodist

a membership
headed by the

Board of Bishops, of which I am a member, including: Bishop Cecil
Bishop, Bishop George W. Walker, Sr., Bishop Milton A. Williams,
Bishop S. Chuka Ekemam,
Richard

K. Thompson,

Marshall H. Strickland,

Sr., Bishop Joseph Johnson, Bishop

Bishop

Enoch

organization
century.

Rochester,

Bishop

Bishop Clarence Carr, Bishop Nathaniel

Jarrett, and Bishop Warren M. Brown.
I relish the opportunity

B.

It is with great pride that

to extol the virtues of NationsBank,

an

with which I can relate back almost a quarter of a

Under the leadership of Hugh McCall, NationsBank

has

not only done well for itself but it has done well for all the areas
in which it has flourished.
NationsBank
region

I’m not here to testify as to what

has done around

nearest

and

dearest

this great
to
1

my

country,

heart,

the

but in the
Charlotte-

I

I stand

before

Episcopal

Zion

you today
Church,

a Bishop

in the African

a denomination

with

totaling more than 3.5 million people worldwide

Methodist

a membership
headed by the

Board of Bishops, of which I am a member, including: Bishop Cecil
Bishop, BishoIj George W. Walker, Sr., Bishop Milton A. Williams,
Bishop S. Chuka Ekemam,
Richard

K.

Thompson,

Marshall H. Strickland,

Sr., Bishop Joseph Johnson, Bishop

Bishop

Enoch

organization
century.

Rochester,

Bishop

Bishop Clarence Carr, Bishop Nathaniel

Jarrett, and Bishop Warren M. Brown.
I relish the opportunity

B.

It is with great pride that

to extol the virtues of NationsBank,

an

with which I can relate back almost a quarter of a

Under the leadership of Hugh McCall, NationsBank

has

not only done well for itself but it has done well for all the areas
in which it has flourished.
NationsBank
region

I’m not here to testify as to what

has done around

nearest

and

dearest

this great
to
1

my

country,

heart,

the

but in the
Charlotte-

Mecklenburg

Metropolitan

As you probably

already know, the Charlotte Metropolitan

Area with its population
fastest

growing

Area.

areas

approaching

of the United

2 million,
States.

is one of the

I have lived

Charlotte since 1974 and have watched it and NationsBank
exponentially.

My first interaction

with NationsBank

1975, when I was the pastor of Gethsemane
and

founded

Gethsemane

the

Gethsemane

Enrichment

area, which provides
academic

support,

opportunities.

enrichment

came in

The

as and still

children in the Charlotte

after school and summer
activities,

supplementary

and personal

growth

Currently, 500 children participate in this program

which has been nationally recognized
U.S. Department
recognized

Program.

was established

remains a program for underprivileged

grow

A.M.E. Zion Church

Enrichment

Program

in

by President Bush and the

of Housing and Urban Development

by two governors

of North Carolina
2

and locally

and numerous

The Kghr Rcvercnd George E. Bar&. Jr.
l’miding B;rhop

Mrs. Iris Miller Barrlc
Miriionq Suprru;ror

other state and local organizations.
However,

before

the recognition

program, NationsBank,
a strong corporate
Hugh

and the success

then North Carolina National Bank, was

partner in the effort to get it off the ground.

McCall,’ then

president

donated a desperately

of what

is now

by providing

NationsBank,

needed bus to the program on behalf of the

bank. This bus enabled us to get the Enrichment
ground,

of the

a means

Program off the

of transportation

for children

whose families often did not have cars to get their children to the
program.
thousands

Since then, NationsBank
of dollars

has contributed

to the program,

three

hundreds of

brand-new

large

capacity vans, and the help of hundreds of other local businesses
who saw NationsBank’s

example and followed its lead.

This type of community involvement
of corporation

NationsBank

asked to help, they answered

is indicative of the kind

is. When many corporations
with a standard,
3

‘What’s

were

in it for

F,;:‘i, !
Eastern North.C;~~l!,~aEpiscopal

District

The Righr Reverend George E. Barrle, Jr.
Pmiding

us?”

Mrs. Iris Miller Bartlc
Mi*,ionoly Suprrs;‘or

Bishop

NationsBank

a success?”

answered, “How can we help make the program

There was nothing in it for NationsBank.

people involved with starting up the program,
could have offered

the bank anything

None of the

including myself,

of value.

Most of the

children’s parents we served had either negligible or no business
with the bank.

NationsBank

invested

because

program would be good for the community,
of farsighted

leadership

period. It is this kind

that has enabled

where it is today as a corporation,

it felt that this

NationsBank

to be

and Charlotte to be where it is

today as a community.
Additionally,

I have personally seen NationsBank

three other situations.
small, historically

A few years ago at Livingstone

black institution

in Salisbury,

about 30 miles north of Charlotte administered
Church,

NationsBank

gave a $7 million

at work in
College, a

N.C. a town

by the A.M.E. Zion

dollar

loan with an

interest rate far lower than even the best market rates.
4

Before

receiving this loan Livingstone was facing dis-accreditation
regional

accreditation

learning.

committee

NationsBank’s

for

institutions

by the

of higher

loan not only enabled Livingstone

correct the things it needed to correct for re-accreditation,
also

gave

it’ the

improvements

money

it needed

to the school’s

to

physical

make

facilities

much

to
but

needed

and academic

programs.
In a similar
interest

vein,

NationsBank

loan to Clinton

Church-administered

Junior

school

granted

College,

to help

a $500,000

another

it with

A.M.E.

lowZion

re-accreditation.

Clinton is located in Rock Hill, South Carolina a town 20 miles to
the south of Charlotte.
loan from NationsBank

Clinton was really struggling

until the

gave it new life.

Here in California a short while ago, an A.M.E. Zion church
was burned down. Today, that church is rebuilt largely due to the
surreptitious

efforts

of NationsBank
5

in giving

and obtaining

financing on low-interest

loans.

Many of my colleagues
numerous

examples

on the Board of Bishops could give

of the instances

in which NationsBank

granted loans to churches in their areas.
not get loans ‘previously,
“undesirable”

Churches which could

just based on the fact they were in

areas, were extended

enabling thousands

loans by NationsBank,

of people the privilege of worshiping
Without

own communities.

has

NationsBank,

these

thus

in their

parishioners

would never have been able to enjoy the privilege of worshipping
in their communities

like millions of other human beings.

These are but a few examples
community

activism.

of NationsBank’s

The revitalization

of downtown

corporate
Charlotte,

contributions to the arts, funding for low-income housing, funding
for churches in so-called “undesirable
public

schools

NationsBank

are

other

areas” and support for the

examples

has its super-philanthropic

of

the

pots

fingers.

in

which

Many of its

The kghr Reverend George E. Bark
l’miding Bbhop

Jr.

endeavors

go

NationsBank
wise

Mrs. lrir Miller Barrle
h4i*,ionnry Suprr”;,o,

unpublicized,

the realization

of

Hugh

management

McCall

I

mentioned

and

the

earlier,
Under the

ever-accessible

team, the bank has seemed to come to

that like a domesticated

no bigger than the bowl it is in.
condition,

as

is not a “what’s in it for me corporation.”

leadership

NationsBank

but

fish, a company can grow

If that bowl is kept in good

good things are put in and the bowl is kept clean the

fish will grow and flourish.
condition, investments

In a community,

if it is kept in good

made in its people and infrastructure,

and

the blights of poverty and ignorance are combated, the company
will grow and flourish.
I highly recommend
BankAmerica

and

and can say with confidence that the vast majority

of my colleagues

on the Board of Bishops endorse it as well. It is

can understandable
prospect

the merger between NationsBank

why some will be leery of it.

of a coast-to-coast

banking

I mean the

is unprecedented,

but the

The Rirghr
ReverendGeorge E. Barrle, Jr.
Priding

Mrs. Iris Miller Bar&
Mirrionary Supcrviror

Bishop

opportunities
country

that will be created in communities

will far outweigh

creation of this benevolent
gain from testifying

any apprehensions
giant.

competitors.

However,

created

by the

I have nothing personally

on behalf of NationsBank

on the state b’oard of directors

all over this

to

today, in fact I am

for First Union, one of its chief

I and my colleagues

believe

there is

something

to be gained for the lives of the communities

individuals

affected by this merger if they are even blessed with

a percentage

and

of the activist spirit exhibited by Hugh McCall and

NationsBank.
In closing,

NationsBank

is a model corporate

from what I’ve read and heard about Bar&America,

citizen and
it seems like

the old adage stating “birds of a feather flock together” is true. As
a representative

of the Board

of Bishops

of the A.M.E.

Zion

Church, a citizen of the Charlotte area, and a private individual,
I give, for whatever

it is worth, the highest endorsement
8

to this

marriage of two giants of finance and corporate conscience.

Testimony before the Federal Reserve in San Francisco,~ July 9th, 1998
My name is Brenda LaBlanc. I am here representing Citizens for Community Improvement of
Des Moines. CC1 is an organization that helps citizens work on any community improvement
issues. CC1 has been in Des Moines since 1977. Their Reinvestment Task Force was also
initiated in 1977 to work on the problem of getting home loans in areas that had been red-lined,
It’s been a long, hard road to travel but it has been worthwhile.
ARer twenty years we have developed working agreements for special CRA programs with ten
financial institutions. We work with each bank to help them improve their lending record, and we
also provide services such as a Home Buyers Club which helps prepare people, not yet ready to
buy. We also produce Credit & Home Buying seminars that provide a day long session of
information about the process of home buying and introduce the various bank programs More
than 300 people attended our last seminar.
But we have had some problems in the last several years with bank mergers.
Hawkeye Bank, a State-wide holding company was bought out by Mercantile, Hawkeye had a
branch in a low-mod neighborhood but when Mercantile took over they attempted to close it.
We fought this move and succeeded in keeping the branch open. But while we had had a good
relationship with Hawkeye, we find we do not now have the same kind of relationship with
Mercantile.
First Interstate Bank was another we had an agreement with since 1988. They were bought out
after five years by Boatmen’s Bank. A new president come to Des Moines from St.Louis and he
told our Task Force that we didn’t need an agreement with them because Boatmen’s had a great
record of CRA lending. They had done great things in St.Louis, he told us, therefore they knew
all about what needed to be done. We pointed out that Des Moines is not St.Louis, and what
works there may not necessarily work here. We pointed out that we had developed expertize in
our situation and our needs, and therefore they needed to work with us for a CRA program in Des
Moines to be successftd They eventually agreed, and after that we had a signed agreement with
Boatmen’s, Then Boatmen’s was bought out by Nation’sBank a year ago. And we started
through the whole familiar process again. Since last December we have been debating back and
forth about an agreement with no success,
In dealing with the local banks after they are bought out, we are, for the most part, dealing with
the same people locally we have dealt with all along. The problem is that they are now getting
directives from above, from people far away that we cannot talk to, and people who seem not to
care about whether CRA programs work or not,
When we learned at our national NPA conference that other cities were having the same kind of
problems with bank mergers, we agreed that the time had come to develop a national agreement
that would give official sanction to our locally developed programs.

NATIONS BANK OF DES MOINES DIFFERENCES WITH CC1 (CITIZENS
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT ) OVER LOCAL PROGRAM
July 1998

FOR

Nation’s Bank has been ignoring our specific program and continually pushes their “standard
generic” program that they use nation wide for a CRA program.
Their national program is pretty much the same in most respects as our program except for one
very iml>orfnirf factor. This is that they target low/mod people (below 80% median income) and
not low/mod census tracts. This is the same bank (then First Interstate) that, when they first
signed an agreement with us in 1988, wanted to target by income rather than census tracts. We
agreed to their suggestion, thinking that many of these loans if not all of them, would be made in
the low/mod census tracts. But after a couple of years we found this was not so. They made
many loans under their program but very few of them went in our neighborhoods.
Now, in the beginning; the problem was REDLINING!.
We did not begin this project to help
low-income people. The law does not speak to lower income people. The CRA speaks to
“underserved neighborhoods”.
And this project was to help bring reinvestment back into our
neighborhoods.
So, after pointing this out, we asked First Interstate to target the low/mod
neighborhoods rather than low/mod people and they agreed to do so, as do all the banks now that
we have agreements with,
When the expanded HMDA came out, we discovered that there appears to be no problem lending
to people below 80% of median income. In general, about 30% of all loans in the Des Moines
MSA go to people below 80% of median income. But only 4 or 5 % go to low/mod
neighborhoods.
And yet, the low-mod census tracts contain 25% of the owner-occupied housing
in the Des Moines MSA. The banks with CRA programs targetted put more than 5% in our
neighborhoods, some of them 11 to 12%, but our aim is to get equal representation, a goal of
25%,
The local bank people understand this situation, and understand the purpose of our program.
And this bank knows - because they tried it - that targetting by income does not do the job of
getting home-ownership in our under-served neighbrhoods.
How do we get this across to the
people at the top at Nations who have designed this “cookie-cutter” program.
We have logic on
our side, and the intent of the CRA on our side, but we cannot deal with decision makers who are
miles away,

?
:

... : /

Citizens for Community

improvement

of Des Moines:

History of Relationship Between
CC1 of Des Moines and NationsBank
1989

CC1 and First Interstate Bank sign fist community

1989 1991

First Interstate Bank works with the CC1 Reinvestment Task Force responsively, improving lending
RC0l-d.

1992

First Interstate Bank and Boatmen’s Bank merge.

1992

After severA months of initial distmst, Boatmen’s signs agreement with CCL

1992 1996

Boatmen’s Bank and CC1 Reinvestment Task Force develop good working relationship. Len&g
record continues to improve. Boatmen’s Bank becomes one of the original participants in CCI’s
Homebuyers Club, offeling educxion in home ownership and related isslles to low income home
buyers.

1996

reinvestment agreement.

Boatmen’s Bank proposes merger with NationsBank.
c

Boa: men’s Bank officers assure CC1 that local management
decisions ‘Ibout bank products.

c

Officers also assure CC1 that with more resources, NationsBank
community
needs better.

t

Natio,nsB.mk tells us its slogan is, “We treat every community
community we’re from, because it is.”

will continue

to make

will be able to serve
we’re in like it’s the

1996

Community groups file challenge agA.st merger. CC1 writes letter supporting Boatmen’s Bank,
outlining our positive relationship with the bank. Letter based on above a_ssur~~~es.

1996

Before the agreement with Boatmen’s expird
programs, which did not fit our agreement.

1997

NationGnk
opens a new branch in the heut of the inner city. CC1 views this as a good reinvestment
choice, a~td helps public& and market the opening, including participating in the press conference.

1997

New bra& is robbed. NationsBank affirms commitment to staying. CC1 orgxniz~s a press
conference of community leaders to support the bank in its decision.

1998

Local staff
expresses theirwillingness to sign an agreement, based on negotiations with Reinvestmenr
Task Force. After they send the agreement to their superiors, they say they Cannot sign one.

1998

The merF,er between NationsBx& and Bank of America is announced.

1998

Member of CC1 Reinvestment Task Force goes to St. Louis with other community leaders from
around tl :e country to meet with representatives from NationsBank and Bank of America about a
national ;lgreement. Community leaden are treated disrespectfully by Bank of America and
NationsB.mk staff, and told they are wasting their time.

1998

NationsKuA representatives in Des Moines seem eager to work with CCI, but their hands are tied by
superior;. It becomes clear that any further merger will only distance the bank from its accounrability
to the co~rununiry.

NationsBank sent a packet announdng

the new

PCRG Testimony before the San Francisco Federal Reserve Board:
NationsBank Corporation’s Proposal to acquire BankAmerica
Corporation
Greetings to the distinguished members of the Federal Reserve Board and
thank you for the opportunity to testify about the home mortgage lending
patterns and practices of NationsBank and BankAmerica in the City of
Pittsburgh, PA. I came to San Francisco to testify on behalf of the
Pittsburgh Community Reinvestment Group (PCRG) as the second
representative and thirteen community based organizations -all of which
have filed protests against the proposed acquisition because of the
abysmal records of lending to African Americans, African American
neighborhoods, low income neighborhoods, and low income families in
the City of Pittsburgh by both institutions.
PCRG is a non-profit consortium of twenty-nine community based
organizations representing sixty-five low/moderate income
neighborhoods in the City of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. PCRG works with
financial institutions to insure equal lending patterns and practices for all
Pittsburgh neighborhoods in accordance with Community Reinvestment
Act (CRA). Since 1988, PCRG has formed partnerships with thirteen
Pittsburgh lending institutions and developed reinvestment programs
targeted to Pittsburgh’s low and moderate income neighborhoods.
Through CRA, PCRG members meet with financial institution executives,
loan officers, and branch managers on a regular basis to discuss ways
financial institutions can meet community needs. Within this framework,
both PCRG members and Pittsburgh financial institutions are dedicated to
a comprehensive approach to community revitaIization and equal access
to capital for all neighborhoods.
PCRG has successfully negotiated
lending agreements with Pittsburgh financial institutions for over $2.7
billion in inner-city reinvestment.
PCRG analyzed the 1996 and 1997 Pittsburgh MSA Loan Application
Registers for NationsBank and BankAmerica and discovered lending
patterns indicating that neither bank is making many loans to the City of
Pittsburgh’s African American families, African American neighborhoods,
low income families, and low/moderate income neighborhoods.
NATIONSBANK
NationsBank, through its mortgage company subsidiary Nationsbanc
Mortgage Corporation, has a very small presence in western
Pennsylvania, and virtually no presence in the City of Pittsburgh.
Through their office in downtown Pittsburgh,

Nationsbanc Mortgage approved two loans out of four applications in
the City of Pittsburgh in 1996. All four of the applications were from
upper income neighborhoods.
. In 1997, Nationsbanc Mortgage took no applications from,the City of
Pittsburgh, but took twenty-eight from Pittsburgh’s affluent and
predominantly white suburbs.
l

BANKAMERICA
Bank of America, through its mortgage company subsidiary Bar&America
Mortgage Company has a much larger presence in the City of Pittsburgh.
BankAmerica Mortgage Company, originated forty-four loans from fiftyfour applications in 1996 and originated forty-three loans from seventyfive applications in 1997.
Lending to African Americans and African American Neighborhoods
l
BancAmerica Mortgage made only one loan per year in Pittsburgh’s
African American neighborhoods in 1996 and 1997 and received only one
application per year.
l
Only one application from an African American borrower was
received in 1996 and two were received in 1997, resulting in one loan
approved in each year.
Lending to Low/Moderate Income Neighborhoods
l
In 1996, Bank Of America originated five loans in low/moderate
income neighborhoods and Thirty-nine loans in upper income
neighborhoods.
l
In 1997, twelve loans were originated in low/moderate income
neighborhoods.
Thirty loans were originated upper income
neighborhoods.
l
In 1996, the origination rate for upper income neighborhoods was
thirty-five percent greater than the origination rate for low/mo&rate
income neighborhoods.
l
In 1997; the origination rate for upper income neighborhoods was
seventy percent greater than the origination rate for low/moderate
income neighborhoods.
Lending by Income
l
Eighty percent of all upper income applications were originated
compared to thirty-one percent of low income applications.
Conclusion
In May, PCRG, along with representatives from ten other communities
from around the country met with representatives from NationsBank and
Bank of America to address both local and national concerns about their

lending records and come to an agreement on a plan of action that would
address these concerns. Both institutions showed no willingness to listen
to our communities’ concerns and to work to address them. Their
unwillingness to work with our community to address our credit needs
and the indisputable evidence of redlining discovered in the analysis of
the loan application registers of both institutions places them in direct
noncompliance with the Community Reinvestment Act.
Since 1988, PCRG has formed partnerships with thirteen Pittsburgh
financial institutions to for over $2.7 billion in reinvestment in Pittsburgh
Neighborhoods.
This reinvestment is the product of a working
partnership between financial institutions and communities.
Communities identify their credit needs and work with lenders on an
ongoing basis to develop products and policies to insure that they are met.
l
PCRG members work with lenders and the public sector to develop
innovative mortgage products to meet community needs. For example,
the Housing Recovery Program provides public sector deferred second
mortgages paired with bank loans to help homebuyers purchase and
renovate blighted properties in city neighborhoods.
PCRG members
worked with member banks and Fannie Mae to develop a mortgage
product to enable more community mortgages to be sold on the secondary
market.
l
PCRG and its financial institution partners formed the Community
Lender Credit Program, a credit restoration and homebuyer education
organization, to develop home buyers from Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
l
All of ERG’s
partner banks have shown improvement in lending to
underserved communities as a result of our partnership. Lending to
low/moderate income neighborhoods increased twenty percent per year
and lending in African American neighborhoods increased twenty-two
percent per year between 1991 and 1996.
Based on our ten years of experience in community reinvestment, we
believe that the only way the new institution formed by BankAmerica and
NationsBank will improve their deplorable record of lending in Pittsburgh
and other cities is to form working partnerships with community
organizations. The $350 billion commitment that NationsBank and
Bar&America propose comes with no promises for Pittsburgh’s
neighborhoods and no effort to identify community needs which are not
being met as indicated by our analysis of the loan application registers.
PCRG is willing to work with NationsBank and Bar&America to bring
them into compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act in
Pittsburgh by forming a partnership to improve their lending to
Pittsburgh’s African American families, African American neighborhoods,
low income families, and low/moderate income neighborhoods.
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Testimony of Rural Development and Finance Corporation
San Antonio, TX
Presented by Gordon F. Goodwin
Rural Development AndyFinance Corporation is a development finance intermediary
headquartered in San Antonio, TX. We provide technical assistance and loans to
entrepreneurs and community development corporations that are building
enterprises, affordable housing and community facilities in our country’s most
severely poverty impacted rural areas. To date, we have invested over $12 million
in 2 1 states, created or retained 2,500 jobs and financed the construction of over
500 units ofatfordable housing.
Like other financial intermediaries, we rely on partnerships with financial
institutions such as banks, corporations, religious orders and foundations to make
below-market rate investments in our loan fund so that we can obtain flexible,
affordable capital to lend. -Because a large part of our work is providing problem
solving assistance to rural entrepreneurs and housers, we turn to these same sources
to undenvrite some portion of our cost to provide this help.
Bank of America has been an important partner in our work - and the work of the
development field at large - as a grantor and investor. It is the only large scale
bank that has institutionalized its community development lending mission by
capitalizing a separate division to do so - The B of A Community Development
Bank. Over the last 5 years, it has financed some $2 billion of multifamily housing
and small business development in low income communities. It has also made
well over $500 million in equity investments. In 1997; Band of America
committed to invest $500 million over the next two and a half years to rural
communities. This investment commitment is backed with a pledge to make $5
million in grants to support innovative and meaningful partnerships. This is the
most specific commitment ever made to the credit needs of rural areas by a banking
institution.
This level of commitment is critical to our work, and we urge both Bank of
America and NationsBank to uphold and even to expand this level of commitment
to match the breadth and scope of the new market area the merger will create.
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Thank you for this opportunity

to testify on NationsBank’s

behalf.

I am Harold Shapiro, Executive Director of the Catawba Regional Planning Council and
its affiliated Development
governments

Corporation.

Our regional planning council is the council of

for four counties and twenty-one

of South Carolina.

towns and cities in the north central part

One of our four counties is within the Charlotte metropolitan

area.

The remaining three are relatively rural and poor. To put our region’s size in perspective,
the approximate

population of our largest county is 145,000 and our largest city 50,000.

As a council of governments
community

we provide a wide range of services

and economic development

grantsmanship,

project management

in the form of research, planning,

and lending

through our public, non-profit Development
SBA 504 program, the EDA Revolving
Intermediary

Relending Program.

Lending is conducted primarily

Corporation

Loan Fund, and the Rural Development

represented

NationsBank’s

on our Development

Corporation

support of our community

involvement

Corporation’s

is varied. NationsBank

and
is

Board of Directors by Mr. Randall Imler.

His credit analysis experience and his creative approach to community
invaluable.

has made

Our borrowers have created over 1.000 jobs.

My purpose today is to tell you about NationsBank’s
business lending activities.

which uses resources such as the

Since 1985. our Development

over 90 loans. totaling $16 million.

Key among these is

lending have been

In related activities, NationsBank
funding for promotional

has helped promote our lending services by providing

materials. It has helped sponsor the first of a planned series of

business seminars such as the one recently held to promote child care facilities in lowincome areas. NationsBank

also has enabled us to start a successful community

program. This program offers micro loans to low-income
for small business development

Our community

and for homeowner

residents throughout the region

repairs.

lending program began two years ago with a $400,000 three-percent

interest loan from r\TationsBank. In a truly collaborative
developed

effort, its bankers and our staff

a region wide lending strategy to serve the needs of low-income

These loan funds are available for use throughout
whether NationsBank

our region’s communities

in this community

come close to matching NationsBank’s

interest. not one has

funding.

lending program is successful.

Loans range from $1 .OOOto lF50.000. To

date, over one-third has been lent to help low-income

residents establish businesses or

make essential home repairs. Although these loans are open to all applicants
low-income
owners.

regardless of

lending program,

was the first to commit. Of the other banks expressing

Our community

residents.

has a presence or not.

While other banks may eventually participate
NationsBank

lending

guidelines,

meeting the

all of our business loans to date have gone to minority or women

.

Is NationsBank’s

involvement

own organization

or area? We believe community

overall corporate culture.

in community

and economic development

In 1994 NationsBank

participation

is part of the bank’s

bought out a prominent local bank. At

the time, there was concern as to the extent of NationsBank’s

commitment

activities.

Time has shown that its bankers have become prominently

numerous

community

counterparts
community

unique to our

to local civic

involved in

and cultural causes. Also, in checking with some of our own

within South Carolina, we have found that NationsBank
and economic development

is active in

lending in other areas within the state.

.

Our experience

in working with NationsBank

Although our agency is an independent
are part of a nationwide
experience

may have some wider implications,

entity with its own policy board and staff, we also

voluntary network of similar organizations.

in operating revolving loan funds. These organizations

depth, practical understanding

of local economic and community

Many of these have
generally have an in-

development

Rural areas of our country, in particular, rely heavily on such agencies
economic
lending.

development

assistance. including community

I believe this network, represented

Association

of Development

national banking institutions

Organizations.

needs.

to provide needed

and business public sector

through organizations

such as the National

would welcome the opportunity

in partnering with their community

to assist

lending programs.

In closing, I want to emphasize that our strong testament of support for NationsBank
comes from the history of our working relationship.
insight into NationsBank’s

community

WC hope our example provides

lending activities.

Thank you for the opportunity

to make these comments.
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President & CEO
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Association of America, California Bankers Association,
Western Independent Bankers

I

Thank you for allowing for the opportunity of my participation here today to
address the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco on this very important topic.
My name is Carlton J. Jenkins and I am here today in my capacity as President
and CEO of Founders National Bank of Los Angeles.
Our institution is one of only 3 African American
located in Los Angeles, California.

owned financial institutions

Since our opening in 1991, our institution which serves primarily consumers and
small businesses in the inner city areas of Los Angeles and surrounding
communities, has grown into an institution serving over 17,000 accounthoIders
through a 5 branch system encompassing $100 million in assets.
I am here at the invitation of newest institutional ally NationsBank primarily
and in support of our historical ally and strategic partner Bank of America.
It is important to note for the purpose of this hearing that our institution is also
member of the Western Independent Bankers Association, California Bankers
Association, Independent Bankers Association of America, and the American
Bankers Association
as well as a past member of the National Bankers
Association.
I site these alliances because I want it understood that as a community banker,
my testimony today is not meant to make appear deminus our institutional
concerns about the disadvantageous impact this merger will have on institutions
like ours relative to competition for loans and deposits, market place pricing of
products, credit card monopolies, insurance and mutual fund product sales etct.
I am here today recognizing that the positive nature of my testimony will
undoubtedly fly in the face of the opposition to th_Fmerger raised by community
groups, bank trade groups, community banks, etc., but I thought it important
that the record reflects some of the positive experiences this institution has had in
its historical dealings with BankAmerica as well as its most recent dealings with
Nations Bank pre merger announcement.
I feel this historical perspective
is important because I believe it to be
demonstrative
of the kind of positive impact that a major bank’s CRA
commitment when focused can have on minority banks and their ability to serve
inner city communities.

Additionally, I believe the commentary herein on our prospective relationship
relative to Nations Bank evidences that kind of relationship that can and will
undoubtedly occur as a result of the newest CRA commitment made by the
Bankamerica/Nations
Bank organization.
BankAmerica has been an extremely significant participant in the growth and
maturation of Founders National Bank since its opening in 1991. This, in spite of
the fact that in several of our branch locations, we are clearly a competitive
institution to them for both deposits and loans.
BankAmerica
has, through our long term relationship with their EVP Don
Mullane and as a direct consequent of its CRA commitment here in Los Angeles
assisted Founders National Bank of Los Angeles since 1991 by providing:
1. $1.8 million loan to the bank’s shareholders to refinance initial debt
incurred in starting the institution.
2. $330,000 in new Tier 1 equity capital through its purchase of Preferred
stock in Founders
3. $700,000 in new Tier 2 equity capital through its issuance of
subordinated debt.
4. Assistance in the acquisition of 2 branch banking offices that it planned
to close as a result of its merger with Security Pacific Bank.
5. Assistance in analysis of asset/liability
policies and investment
strategies to maximize the bank’s overall profitability.
Nations Bank, through the efforts of SW Beryl Basham (and before the merger
was announced) has over the last several months been seriously evaluating its
ability to provide Founders National Bank of Los Angeles the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Access to the purchase of approximately $10 Million in Nations Bank
consumer loans.
Infrastructural
support in areas such as training, marketing and
computer automation systems and process analysis.
Loan Participation Relationships
’
Private Banking Services
Cash Management Services
Credit card Services
ATM related services

The relationship
with BankAmerica/Nations
Bank and their respective
representatives,
EVP Don Mullane and SW Beryl Basham has been and is
expected to continue to be exkemely beneficial to this growing minority owned
financial institution and is a example of the kind of proactive involvement that is

possible from major banks relative to small community
financial institutions.

based minority owned

Mr. Mullane and most recently Ms. Basham on behalf of their respective
institutions, have evidenced a genuine interest in providing the mentorship,
access and institutional support critical to minority banking institutions on a
going forward basis.
Each of the components of these relationships provide minority banks with
additional capital strength, earnings capacity and new products and delivery
systems capabilities, thereby ensuring that inner city communities continue to
have viable competitive and indigenous financial institutions as banking services
provider options.
Accordingly, I believe that the proposed merger offers unique new opportunities
for minority banks around the country to create a new and powerful alliance and
strategic partnership as a result of the bank’s newest CRA commitment to
economic development and minority banking organizations.
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Good Afternoon.
I am Barbara Johnson. I am co-founder and Executive Director of the Women’s Initiative
for Self Employment.
Women’s Initiative (WI) is a non-profit agency founded in 1988.
We provide microenterprise training and financing to low-income English and Spanish
speaking women to start and expand their own businesses. Women come to WI because
ourtraining and financing is sensitive to who they are, their needs, their lives and provide
them with the training and support to start and grow a successful business. We serve an
exclusively low-income female clientele. 70% of our clients are women of color; 25% of
our clients receive their training, supports and services in Spanish.
We have provided self-employment technical assistance, training and financing to more
than 3,500 women. More than 800 small business start-ups and expansions have begun
with our assistance. We have made more than 150 loans totaling more than $500,000,
and leveraged in excess $850,000 of commercial lending to these businesses. We
maintain a historical default rate of 5% in our loan fund.
We have been able to achieve this level of competency and development in part because
of long-term support from the BankAmerica Foundation. We have received generous and
consistent in-kind, general operating and special event support from BankAmerica
Foundation since the planning stage of Women’s Initiative. The total of this support is in
excess of $620,000. Bar&America Foundation’s early and continued support has
attracted other corporate and philanthropic support, which together has allowed WI to
help women change their lives and the lives of their families and communities. I am
concerned that this support will be lost. The need is there....indeed, the need is
increasing.
My comments today are not directed against this merger of BankAmerica and
NationsBank.
I am here to ask this panel to seriously consider imposing certain
conditions before this merger is approved. WI feels strongly that this new merged bank
must promise an equal or larger commitment of philanthropic support over the next ten
years to California non-profits organizations which provide critical community,
economic, and social development assistance to low-income and disenfranchised
communities.
WI also requests that the merged bank’s foundation maintain staffing and

I

1

grant making discretion in California, specifically San Francisco. Without this kind of
assurance, BofA’s historic informed, aware, and sensitive community investment and
corporate citizenship policies and actions are in danger of being eroded. I maintain that it
is impossible to have your finger on the pulse of a state, let alone a specific urban or rural
community, from the far reaches of the East Coast. California, its communities, its
economies, and its challenges are like no where else on earth. They cannot be know from
afar.
Without an assurance of a continuing presence and a charitable funding commitment by
the merged Bank over the next ten plus years which is equal or greater to what
Bar&America Foundation has been providing, social service, community and economic
development agencies across the state will lose extremely important support.
Finally, the people and corporate citizens of California will lose an important corporate
philanthropic role.model and leader within the California and national banking industry.
We cannot afford to have a leader of the pack made lame by this merger.
Thank you for this opportunity.

July 9, 1998

Ms. Joy Hoffman-Molloy
Community Affairs Officer
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
Mail Stop 620
IO1 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94105

RE: Written testimony in favor of the proposal by NationsBank
Corporation,
Carolina, to acquire BankAmerica Corporation, San Francis, California.

Charlotte,

North

My name is Deborah Hughes Jones. I am here representing LEDIC Management Group of Atlanta,
Georgia. LEDIC pro&es many facets of property management services in the Southeast. NationsBank
is one of our valued clients.
NationsBank operates one ofthe fust bank-owned Community Development Corporations in the Southeastern United States. Since opening its Atlanta office in 1993, NationsBank has invested more than
$75 million dollars in the acquisition and redevelopment
of affordable housing in Atlanta’s urban
communities.
In 1993 NationsBank engaged LEDIC to manage more than 4,200 aparhnent units in
Georgia.
NationsBank takes an active role in community revitalization. In addition to providing safe, affordable
housing, NationsBank is also very concerned about family needs. The Make A Difference concept was
created in 1993 in hopes of providing meaningful services to residents of large, multifamily rental
properties developed by NationsBank Community Development Corporation.
NationsBank provides the start-up and operating funds for the Centers as a way to provide a safe place
for children to go after school and enhance the living environment for all residents.
The fust Make A Difference opened in Atlanta in 1995. Our eighth center in Atlanta ,opened
July 6, 1998. NationsBank has I6 such centers in states such as, North Carolina, Texas, Tennessee,
the District of Columbia and Maryland. With the acquisition of Bank America we can envision centers
from coast to coast and many more families impacted with the merger. Children will benefit the most.
In just three years we have grown from I center to 16. NationsBank has made a commihnent to open
a total of 25 centers by the year 2000. NationsBank had the unprecedented
foresight to create the Make
A Difference, imagine the obligation now to share this successful quality product. NationsBank has demosnated its responsiveness
to the needs of our resident families. It’s corporate philosophy has set
NationsBank apart from it’s competitors.
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The Make A Difference
.
.
.
.
.

To
To
To
To
To

Goals

strengthen the parent-child relationship through interactive educational activities
provide a diverse range of learning opporhmities for all residents
empower youth through academic assistance, educational programs and other resources
provide a nurturing and safe environment where children can learn and grow
further self-esteem, self identity, respect and responsibility in youth

Programs
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Center

Offered

Shuctured after-school program from 3-6 p.m. daily
Homework assistance and tutoring for youth
Computer skill training for youth and adults
Money management skills for youth and adults
Neighborhood watch meeting
Health fairs
Fire Safety classes/Bike safety programs
Senior Adult meeting
Community festivals and celebrations
Stress management for youth and adults
Urban gardening
On site summer camp

Make A Difference

Centers

Each Make A Difference is equipped with a computer lab connected to the Internet, a library with age
appropriate books, reference materials, literature and games, a tutorial room, multi-purpose room, and
a well equipped kitchen.
Many communities
have already been revitalized with
families have been positively impacted. We can touch
programs delivered by the Make A Difference Centers.
America by NationsBank
NationsBank has very high
success as a result of NationsBank caring commitment

I am grateful for the opporhmity
Difference.

investments from NationsBank.
Thousands of
the lives of many more through the various
We strongly support the acquisition of Bankstandards. We have seen a significant measure of
and diverse investments.

to be associated with NationsBank

and having a role in Making A
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Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
Mail Stop 620
101 Market Street
San Francisco, California
94105
Re: NationsBank
Dear Members:
I am writing to express
America.

my support for the proposed merger between

NationsBank

and Bank of

I am the president of Independent Mobility Systems, Inc. We manufacture lowered floor mini
vans to help over 3 million Americans, nation-wide, with mobility disabilities, meet their
transportation needs. Unfortunately, due to accidents, disease or aging, we all know someone
who has a mobility disability.
The high incidence of these disabilities made them a major
component of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Mobility is more than just getting from one
point to another. Mobility is Independence, Freedom and Quality of Life!
One might ask what Mobility or lowered floor mini vans have to do with a proposed bank
merger?
These vans, new, including the chassis, cost approximately
$42,000 each. That’s a lot
of money!
It is very much like purchasing your home. A program for installment purchase was
needed. In 1997, NationsBank
implemented the first ever national program to provide
financing for vehicles adapted for use by persons with Disabilities!
Since we began to market these vehicles in 1987, the most common question has been: “How
much are the payments?” Until NationsBank acquired Boatman’s Sunwest in Farmington NM,
the answer was always: ” I’m sorry, but you’ll have to find financing however you can.’ This
was no small problem! Unfortunately,
many banks and loan officers are frightened by disabled
people! How can they drive? How do they work? What kind of jobs could they have? Most
importantly, how in the world can they pay us back?
Disabled people, of course, have driver’s licenses, can drive, have families,
pay their bills, vote, pay taxes and lead normal lives!

have children,

work,

Maybe... if the loan officer personally knew the disabled person, or if the personal financial
statements were extremely strong, the bank might make the loan. But of course, there was still
the problem of the added conversion value when considering the loan analysis for collateral and
residual value.
Banks as a rule assign zero value to the conversion pad of the adapted van. This policy
requires the borrower to place more money down in order to qualify for a loan. In the case of a
lowered floor mini van, the chassis costs approximately
$28,000 and the conversion costs

4100 W. Piedras Street

* Farmington,

NM 87401

* NM(505)326-4538

-

Fax: (505)326-4846

-

I -800.IMS-VANS

‘.
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approximately
$14,000 for a total cost of $42,000. If a bank requires 10% down payment , the
customer would be required to pay $2,800 down for the chassis and $14,000 for the conversion,
for a total downpayment of $16,800 or 40% down! Most people, disabled or not, would not own
cars, homes or even appliances if they were required to put 40% down. The banking industry’s
conservative
policies effectively stopped financing for disabled people.
As a result. many
disabled people’s lives have been needlessly limited because of lack of affordable
transportation.
No transportation too oflen means: No job, No Independence.
No life!
When NationsBank acquired Boatman’s Bank in January 1997, as a small manufacturer in rural
North West New Mexico, I assumed that the local responsiveness
of the branch I dealt with
would be lessened. Independent Mobility Systems was not a customer of NationsBank.
Furthermore, I had been searching over five years to find a bank that would be willing to help
disabled people with their financing needs. Boatman’s Bank had been too busy. Local New
Mexico banks could not make loans outside their market area. Other regional banks weren’t
even interested in understanding the market potential.
When I presented the financing problem
for disabled people to Steve Garrett, the Farmington NationsBank president, he went to work.
Within one month of the merger of NationsBank and Boatman’s, a regional CRA team from
Dallas came to our plant in Farmington to hear our request for financing for disabled people.
The team, headed by Tyrus Sanders, saw the need and wanted to help! Within two more
months, NationsBank Dealer Financial Services group. headed by David Hollodick. came to
Farmington again to present a program to meet the needs of our customers
Three months later
NationsBank and IMS proudly offered the program to our customers!
I think that is pretty dam
responsive!!!
NationsBank has changed the Banking Industry! Through innovative, competitive financing up
to ten years, NationsBank has made Mobility and Freedom available for more than 280 disabled
people in the nine short months since the program started!
NationsBank will lend up to 90% of
total cost, including the conversion, for up to ten years. These flexible terms have made
payments affordable and competitive for our disabled customers.
NationsBank has had a 65%
loan approval rate, which far exceeds the normal car loan approval rate of about 35 %.
NationsBank has also made available a special Advocacy team to seek extra help for those
customers with special credit needs. By offering a national program, NationsBank has made all
banks nation-wide more flexible and receptive to loans to disabled customers! This innovative
loan program is a Win---Win---Win
arrangement!!!
NationsBank
took the time to listen!
Need and took the Risk1 NationsBank
disabled Americans
!!!

NationsBank
investigated
the Market, assessed
has made a positive difference
in the lives of

the

NationsBank has proven responsive to the needs of Our Community!
I respectfully request the
Federal Reserve Bank grant Approval to the Merger of NationsBank and Bank of America.

PS: I am enclosing letters from our customers telling how helpful the program has been. Also enclosed
is an ovewiew of our company, a press packet , a copy of NHTSA report estimating the number of
Vehicles Adapted for Use by Persons with Disabilities, brochures of our product and NationsBank
product, and the results of the loan program at the end of nine months.

SAN ANTONIO

BUSWESS
(SABDF)

DEVELOPMENT

FUND

NationsBank and Bank of America have been strategic partners in ensuring the continued success of the
SABDF. Both institutions were involved with the initial capitalization ofthe SABDF. Presently the
SABDF has $2.75 million of capital under management provided by our bank consortium. Ofthat
NationsBank has provided $725,000 in permanent and borrowerd capital. Since 1994, our capital base has
nearly tripled thanks to our community bank parhns. Its through these innovative public and private
partnerships that we are able to bridge the credit and capital needs of small, minority and women-owned
business in San Antonio.
Are we effectively impacting OUTcommunity? You be the judge. In 42 months of lending, the SABDF has
made 45 loans for $2 million to small, minority and women-owned businesses leveraged with $6.8 million
in bank financing. Created and preserved over 600 jobs and more importantly provided an access to credit.
There are many other services that are bank partners continue to provide that are too numerous to mention.
In 1997 and 1998 James Field from NationsBank’s Community Development Deparhnent in Dallas
facilitated board retreat. His staff in Sarasota, Florida continues to provide on-going technical support to
emerging CDC’s and CDFl’s like the SABDF. On July 24’ in San Antonio NationsBank and theSABDF
will host a statewide CDCiCDFl conference introducing the CDCiCDFl study commissioned by
NationsBank and conducted by Shorebank Advisory Services.
If I can be of any further assistance

to your office do not hesitate to call me at 210-738-03 12.

TESTIMONY OF LIOYD 6. SMITH
PRESIDENT/C.E.O.
OF THE MARSHALL HEIGHTS COMMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZTION INC.
BEOFRE THE
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO
:

GOOD AFTERNOON, MR CHARIMAN AND MEMBVERS, MY NAVE IS LIOYD
D. SMITH PRESIDENT & C.E.O. OF THE MARSHALL HEIGHTS COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
INC. LOCATED AND SSERVICE IN WARD
SEVEN, WAHSINGTON D.C.
MHCDO IS A 19-YEAR-OLD, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
SERVING A POPULATION OF OVER 58 THOUSAND.

CORPORATION,

MHCDO is a full service CDC, providing business development, MICRO lending, light
industrial development, with incubators, housing development, from new and rehabed
single family for sale to multi family units. We have produced nearly 100 single-family
homes and nearly 500 multi family rehabilitated units. We provide socials services, a
child welfare programs and a 59-unit single room accupancy facility. We have
redeveloped a nice acre, 165,000 S.F. commercial shopping with 2 banks and various
other retail/commercials
products, among other programs, such as a new community
school.
’

I AM ALSO CHAIRMAN OF A NEW AND THE FIRST COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT BANK TO BE ORGANIZED IN THE DIST. OF COLUMBIA,
WASHINGTON D.C. WHICH IS CITY FIRST VANK OF D.C. N. A. WHICH IS
SCHEDULED TO OPEN NEXT MONTH.

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Marshall Heights Community Development
Organization, Inc., I am pleased to lend our strong support of the Nations Bank
acquisition of the Bank America corporation.
MHCDO has enjoyed a strong and rewarding partnership with Nations Bank and its
predecessor, American Security and Trust Company for more than eleven years. We
started with a $250,000 line of credit for our housing program for in fill development that
has grown to $750,000 line of credit, based on our demonstration of increased production
and credit capacity.
We jointly developed a creative partnership in our Kenilworth Light Industrial Park
ownership, as a result of a 1994 CDC Tax Credit award from HUD, as a component of
the Enterprise, Empowerment program, which featured a $lmillion dollar loan for 10
years at 1% interest. This was one of the first and largest deals in the country, since only
20 CDCs, nationwide were given the $2million CDD tax credit award, In additional,
Nations Bank CDC has invested an additional $1 million in equity, in this project at
1075, 1235 and 1239 Kenilworth Avenue, NE.

We are about to commence a multi-year, for sale, new housing development together in
the DeanwoodlBurrville
area. Nations Bank will provide too much needed equity and
MHCDO will provide construction management, marketing, sales and comprehensive
housing counseling services. This partnership will enable MHCDO to increase the scale
of our for sale activities and an improved ability to target our efforts.
Nations has provided several years of grant support, in particular a three -year
commitment of $15,000 per year for the transitional housing program that enabled the
leveraging funds from HUD.
They (Nations) have been innovative, creative and have tried to find ways to say, “this
can be done”. Nations Bank has provided much needed equity, debt and contributions.
We have maintained
eleven years.

and expanded

an important and genuine partnership

over the past
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Statement by Richard Devine
on behalf of the Center for Community Change
on the
Application of the NationsBank Corporation of Charlotte, North Carolina
for Approval Under the Bank Holding Company Act
to merge with
BankAmerica
Corporation
of San Francisco, California

July 9,1998

The Center for Community Change (CCC) hereby submits this statement to the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve Board in connection with the Application of the NationsBank
Corporation of Charlotte, North Carolina to merge with Bar&America Corporation of San
Francisco, California.
CCC is a national, not-for-profit organization headquartered in Washington, DC that provides
technical assistance and research on behalf of local community-based
organizations serving lowincome and predominantly minority constituencies.
For almost thirty years, CCC has been
especially active in advising community groups on their efforts to develop and implement
community reinvestment strategies designed to stimulate the flow of private lending and
investment to underserved urban and rural communities.
The merger of NationsBank and Bank of America, two of the nation’s largest banks, promises to
have important and profound implications for the residents and businesses located in the many
markets currently served by these institutions. CCC is mindful of the fact that community
groups from different markets served by one or both of these banks have complained about
various inadequacies in their Community Reinvestment Act performance records. Further, some
of these local citizens’ groups have also raised questions about whether the proposed
consolidation will result in reductions in lending or deterioration in the quality of essential
banking services for their areas.
In an effort to address some of the concerns that have been expressed, the two banks announced
on May 20Lh that they would make a ten-year, $350 billion community development
commitment.
While substantial on its face, the commitment lacks important details about how
this ambitious effort will be undertaken, not just for the twenty-two states now served by the two
institutions, but for new market areas as well. A detailed implementation plan should be
required by the Federal Reserve Board should the purposed merger be approved.

Additionally, we believe the merged institution should be required as a condition for approval to
establish and capitalize a non-profit corporation that would have two principal purposes: first, to
improve access to and terms of credit for low and very low income households in all market
areas affected by this proposed merger, and second, to preserve the affordable housing inventory
that is either rapidly being converted to market rate properties in places like the greater San
Francisco Bay Area, or being left to deteriorate at an accelerated pace in communities where the
conditions for conversion to market rate housing have yet to evolve.
We advance this proposal because past experience with mergers of lesser scope and magnitude
has demonstrated conclusively that multi-million or billion dollar loan commitments, however
well-intentioned or implemented, do not address fundamental issues of income and asset
inequality that permeate our society. Also, we believe very strongly that communities and
populations now “credit-scored” below the minimum established for participation in regulated
credit and banking markets should be accorded the same benefits as the senior executives of
NationsBank and Bat&America who will realize great personal gain from a favorable regulatory
ruling. With funds equal to those earmarked for the care and comfortable retirement of senior
executives, it will be possible to acquire, rehabilitate and preserve for at least an additional
thirty-five years approximately 75,000 affordable housing units.
It is our understanding that as part of the proposed acquisition/merger,
senior executives of
NationsBank and Bat&America shall receive, at no cost to them, options to purchase stock of a
new Delaware holding company at prices not available to the general public. In addition to this
benefit, senior executives of each institution shall receive lump sum cash payments and other
compensation typically referred to as “golden parachutes.”
According to a recent NationsBank Corp. 8-K/A-2 filing, “...the combined company expects to
incur pre-tax merger and restructuring items of approximately $1.3 billion.” Exactly what I
fraction of this total amount will be devoted to “exit costs related to contract terminations and
other Reorganization costs” has yet to be disclosed. An article published in the San Francisco
Chronicle on April 15, 1998, states that “the five highest paid BankAmerica Corp. officers would
collect a total of more than $65 million in severance pay and windfall stock profits if they lose
their jobs in the proposed merger with NationsBank Corp.” And that “a thousand other senior
managers also are covered by the San Francisco banking giant’s generous golden-parachute
program, If they all get dumped, they collectively would be entitled to severance benefits
estimated at well into the hundreds of millions of dollars.”
Our proposed new, non-profit corporation will be capitalized from two sources: a cash
contribution from NationsBank and BankAmerica (and other institutions in similar
circumstances such as Wells Fargo, NorWest, Citicorp and Travelers) equal to the sum of all exit
costs related to the termination of employment of senior executives and stock options equal in
number and all other respects to those granted to senior executives of the affected institutions as
part of the action(s) requiring regulatory appro\ral.
The initial cash contribution, which will match on a dollar-for-dollar basis the sum of all golden
parachute payments, will allow the new corporation to commence immediately and stock
options, assuming the prosperity of the new holding company, will provide funding for future
years. If these measures are implemented, there should be no need for additional funding.

The new, non-profit entity will be governed by a Board of Directors having equal representation
from the financial community and persons or organizations representing low and very lowincome residents of the affected market areas. The corporation would have a paid staff and be
subject to all statutes, rules and regulations governing this type of organization/activity.
The
stock options would be held by an appointed trustee.
We ask that in your consideration of this application you recall that thirty-one years ago a
presidential committee that included two of the Bay Area’s most revered business leaders, Edgar
F. Kaiser (Chairman) and S.D. Bechtel, Jr. and had as a technical advisor one of the University
of California’s most esteemed economists, Wallace Smith, was charged “to find a way to harness
the productive power of America
to (address) the most pressing unfidtilled need of our
society. The need is to provide the basic necessities of a decent home for every American
family.” Progress has been made in three decades, but the basic need remains unfulfilled.
In its promotional literature the Bank of America often quotes
Gamini:
“In everything we do we are actuated by one motive
community and our state. In that way we are building a better
establishment of the non-profit corporation we have proposed
and communities in California and all other areas in the nation

a statement of its founder, A.P.
-to build our neighborhood, our
America.” We believe that
would build better neighborhoods
affected by this merger.

Good evening, my name is Rose Jacobs Gibson and I am a City Council Woman
East Palo Alto. I appreciate the opportunity to express the community’s concerns
regarding the merger of Bank of America and Nations Bank.
in

Over the past years, Bank of America has endorsed the notion of addressing the
banking needs of low and moderate income customers. This can be seen in their
Community Reinvestment Projects, such as the Jammin’ Hoops Basketball program and
the East Oakland Youth Development Center. However, East Palo Alto is one community
Bank of America has neglected.
East Palo Alto is a city with a population of 25,000 people, which is
predominantly African American and Latino. Throughout its history, East Palo Alto has
been greatly undeserved by banking institutions. Fifteen years ago, many of the bank
branches that once existed in East Palo Alto closed. BofA was the first bank to leave. As
a result, residents must travel long distances to deposit pay checks, withdraw cash and
get change for their businesses.
Local merchants report that they are unable to develop the kinds of relationships
with lenders that could result in access to credit. In addition, the City reports having
difftculty securing loans as well as other discriminatory lending practices despite federal
fair lending laws. The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data for 1996 suggests that only
68.42% of home loan applications from East Palo Alto were ultimately approved. In
addition local business reports having difftculty securing loans and receiving good rates
of interests on loans. Seventy-two percent of the small businesses responding to the EPA
CAN DO survey reported that financial institutions support small businesses in the
community either “very poorly” (48%) or “poorly” (24%). Only 8% of the small
businesses responding to the EPA survey reported that financial institutions met their
credit needs. Because of this, EPA developed a program called the Financial Services
Incentive Program, This program was developed to make it easier for banks to locate in
East Palo Alto. As a result, Bank of America began to provide grants to East Palo Alto.
However, this is not enough. Whenever we talked to bank executives about opening a
branch in EPA, their reasons for not doing so always boiled down to money and profits.
The absence of a bank in East Palo Alto is a constant reminder to residents that
they are being deprived of something that every community deserves. Bank of America’s
merger application states that “low and moderate income markets have proven to be
profitable and valued business segments for both banks”, however, this has not been our
experience. BofA has refused to open a branch despite knowledge of economic
development progress. On June 27”, we had our first Groundbreaking ceremony on
Phase I of a major retail center with Home Depot, Office Depot, Comp USA and Good
Guys as major anchors. It took nearly 10 years to get a BofA ATM. Will it take us
another 10 years to get a branch bank? Whenever the city of East Palo Alto tried to
negotiate with BofA to get a branch in our city, BofA always gave us the excuse that they
are downsizing and are no longer opening new branches. However, in April of 1997,
BofA built a new branch located in Stanford Shopping Center. This is a branch located in
a high income community. And East Palo Alto was ignored.

This merger will facilitate more branch closures, which will result in job loss, as
for many and death to the banking needs of low-income communities. East Palo Alto is a
living example of this.
Last May, NationsBank and Bank of America unveiled a $350 billion, 10 year
commitment to community development lending and investment, but how much of this
money will be given to East Palo Alto? B of A’s $350 billion announcement lacks
specificity. Throughout history, East Palo Alto has been forgotten by many financial
institutions. Our cries for help has been let? unanswered. Many financial institutions has
turned a deaf ear. This testimony is not meant to be an accusation but a mere statement of
fact. The only financial institution that came to our aid was a bank in Sacramento. They
provided us with the redevelopment funds (in the form of loans) our city needed.
The Community Reinvestment Act was enacted to encourage banks to meet the
credit and banking service needs of their entire community, including low-and moderate
income neighborhoods. However, East Palo Alto is still undeserved. Although Bank of
America and NationsBank have a great plan for Community Reinvestment, East Palo
Alto does not seem to be included in that plan. For example, in 1992 Bank of America
promised to continue and increase their lending program to meet the needs of low income
residents. However, East Palo Alto did not benefit from this (please see attachment # 1).
We ask you, the
needs of East Palo Alto.
community in California
enforce the Community

Sincerely,
Rose Jacobs Gibson
City Council Woman

Federal Reserve Board to take into consideration the banking
We are a small city that deserve the same services that every
already has. The Federal Reserve Bank Board have the power to
Reinvestment Act on our behalf.
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Members of the California Reinvestment Committee:

&&f

Bank of tLncrica NT&SA (“Bank of America’ of “Bank”) and the California
Reinvestment Comminee (CRC) have a long term working relationship. The bank
has met with the CRC quanerly and will continue to do so, to~~discussperformance,
community perceptions and credit needs, and upcoming mark& opportunities. ‘gire :
have engaged in extensive discussion with the California Reinvestment Committee
since Ihe announcement of our proposed merger with Security Pacific Corpontion.
. Some items described below involve goals and activities of BankAmerica
Corporation (“BAC”) and its subsidiary banks in states other than California, and its
community development lending subsidiary, Bank of America State Bank (“BASE”).
The outcome of these discussions is mat Bank of America and CRC an in agreement
on the following enhancements to Bank of America’s and BAC’s Community
Reinvestment Act (CM) programs:

f

I. INCREASING EXLSTKNGBAC CR4 GOALS
coh4MENsuRATE
WITH rrKRMSED SIZE.
BAC and its subsidiary banks arc committed to increasing CRA lending to mea the
needs of low income residents of the western states they serve throughout the
decade. BAC has set goals for its subsidiary banks as follows;
-

B.
$150 mUion on average a~ually for
development and long-term financing of low-income housing.
w

__ -ional
SmalJ Busin=. $200 million on average annually for
conventional small business loans under SSO.C@O.
--

SrxciaJ Small Rusi$Xss ProetaW. SIC4 million on average aMuaJ.ly for
govemmeut-guaranteed and other special pmgmms for small and micmbusiness enterprises and for commercial improvement or development,
including both dtit
and indirect program.
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-- Consumer loans for lower income households. St2 muon on average
annually under the BASIC program, which includes person& auto,
home quity, aud home improvement loans that carry m&cd
underwriting terms.
‘AbeCorporation’s lending goals are baseline numbers, and do not constitute a
ceiling on any subsidiary bank’s lending programs. The Bank of America will meet
an~~uallywith the CRC to discuss adjustments in these goals to reflect market
demand and inflation.
II. M-ULTLFAI$ILY AFFOP.DABLE HOUSING LENDING
A. Jncreased D~tlarG~al.
CaLifornia is SIOOmillion.--

Bank of

Ammica’s

annual

god

for

“L

B.. 3&getine Ven, Low-Income. On the issue of targeting solely those
projects, or portions themof, that serve very tow-income households, we will
continue to report both low- and very low-income results, and we will make our best
cffon to maximize dollars to very low-income households. We will strive to
allocate two out of every three dollars to units that serve very low income
households. This target will be a Stretch to reach and we both acknowkdge that
lcgj~ate reasons outside of our control may exist for meeting, exceeding or falling
short of this goal. The realization of this goal, however, will not compromise or
terminate effoti BASB is making and will make to extend credit for transactions in
under-served markets (i.e., types/site of loans and gcogtaphic areas) that address the
needs of very low- and low-income households. In instances where Baak of
America has a choice of projo%, we will give priority to pmjects that have greater
depth of affordability and looger length of affordability.
C. m
of Affotdable Housine Loans. Recognix&CRCts
desire for a shorter processing time for individual transactions, to say nothing of our
own need, BASB will establish internal timeframes which will be appmvcd and
monitored by BASB’s Board of Dhturs and shared with i& Advisory Board.
Tbcse timeframes wiU be shared wilh tic CRC in the quarterly meetings. This effort
to establish an internal timeframe will not wme at the expense of our basic operating
philosophy of working with non-profit orga&ations iu the early stages of
development to offer ~ecbnical suggestions on deal strucruring, or possible
sources/uses of funding or identification of hurdles that sin&u projeas have
onwuntered.
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D. At~~tisals. Bank of America is willing to nlease copies of
appraisals to a nonprofit affordable housing developer.
The Bank is willing 10 release a copy of the appraisal to other lenders participating
the project financing SOthat the project does not incur additional expenses.

in

E. Mobile Homez. Bank of America will expand its lending on aches
located in dcsignatcd low-income COOPS as initiated in the Santa Elena Park in
Sole&d,, California. Bank of America will implement a S 10 million, 3-year pilot
program utiliziog the BASIC product. A limitation of flMcing 25 peaat of the
coaches in any single park will apply. However, the Bank will review applications
for cxccpti~n~ to tbt 25 % limitation on a case-bybasis, and it may waive._.$
:
requirement if extenuating circutnstanccs cxlst.
F. Federal Home Loan Bank. BAC intends to sock for BASB or an
other BAC subsidiary bank, membership in the Federal Home Loan &tt.k (“FHLB”)
strictly as a means of accessing gent funds under the Affordable Housing Program.
It should bc rccognizcd that FPLB membership is designed for membership by
thrifts, not commercial banks. Membership will bc applied for, provided the costs
associated with such membership do not significantly outweigh tbc expztcd bcncfits
of participation in the AHP Program
BI. SINGLE FAMIL-r’LENDING
As stated in the Bank’s October 22, 199I letter to tbc CRC, the Bank has expanded
the Neighborhood Advantage progmm beyond lower ioeome census tracts/zip cc&s
to all arcas of tbe State. Further discussions were held with CRC rtprcscotativer in
January 1992. Geoctal agrecmcot on program fcaturcs was rcachai at that time.
Since March 16, Neighborhood Advantage is available on an ‘either/or?
basis: households putchasing properties within lower income census uactsltip &es
remain eligible for Neighborhood Advantage underwriting guidelines witbout an
&ome cap; households purchasing homes outside designated Census tracts/zips arc
eligible when their income is within 120% of them mcdian income. It was agrccd
that, since there is no limit on the funds available for this program, it is appropriate
to allow up to 120% of tbc arca median income as an iccome cap with the
understanding that CPA is intercstcd primarily in Iending to households uoder
1~56. -rheBank will separately rcpon loans IOapplicants below 100% of median.

,
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IV. FOCUS FUNDING

Bank of America will not continue Security Pacific’s Focus Funding intemst mte
progtam. It has agreed with the CRC, however, to honor the 1992 commitment
made by Security Pacific to the CRC by establishing a $3 million revolving
predevelopment loan fund to be usad by nonprofit intermediary lenders. The Bank
will review demand and market factors with CRC annually and determine the
amount of additional investment, if any, in these funds. Generally two thirds of this
fund will be allocated to California, The Bank has agreed to explore se&g aside a
portion of the fees earned on preservation project loans to fund a pool for higher risk
predevelopmenl
loans. A proposal is being fmahd by the Bank and will presented
to CRC by June 30. It has also agreed to explore the us-eof benevolent deposits to
buy down interest mateson ptievclopment loans.
In addition, Bank of America has agreed to purchase $50 million in 1991 low
income housing tax cndits, of which 540 million will be invested in California.
3% amount includes the entire 512 million unpurchased for the statepmgmm.
Bank of America has also agreed to’purchase an additional $5 million in tax credits
for each of the yean 1992-1995. These funds will not be drawn from iu existing
corporate contribution budget and are in addition to tbe multifamily
housing lending
subgoal discussed above. ‘I% pmgram will be monitored by BASB’s Board of
Directors.
V. RACIAL. DISPARA-DES IN REAL ESTATE LENDING
A. Fair Housing. The Bank will appoint a person as a liaison to tbt
community on fair housing ~SSUCS.‘Ihis person's responsibilities will include
monitoring the Bank’s progress in fair lending, identifying bank lending practices
that may work agaiust achievement of fair housing objectives and working witb otbcr
bank units to develop methods to overcome any existing impedimenu.

B. -t-o V’me&do fmance.
Bank
of America
will
attemp to
significantly improve its ~~~OIDWIW in lending to racial minorities as demoosuated
in its 1990 HMDA Statement. Rank of America has hired Price Waterhouse to
review deolined loan files in an effort to identify the specific nzons for denials of
minority applicants who were denied based on ctcdit history. The Bank plans to
discuss the results of this review and possible steps to be taken based upon those
results with CRC.
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v-l. BANK SBRvlCBs

A. identification. Recognizing Security Pacific’s oumnt P&CY, Bank
of America is actively working towards ~uiring only one pieoc of identification to
open an account or to cash a check. Specifically, we expect that a driver’s license
(U.S. or foreign), California Idcatification card, or a current passport (US or
fortign) will be acceptable forms of identification in California within a reasonable
the period foUowing cffcctive date of the merger.
B. &l&d Checking. Bank of America’s Limited Checking Account is
53.50 a month, with no mGmnn balance and an opening deposit of only $25.00.
Liiited Chectig Account customers have full aws to Bank of America services.
Ibis product includes a Versatel card, the ability to cash checks, witbdtaw funds;’ a,nd make deposiu at any branch. This product will bc enham
by increasing tbc
number of checks allowed, at no additional charge, to 10. BAC intends to make this
product or its equivalent available in the other states where it has a retail banking
presence. BAC’s banking subsidiaries in Washington, Oregon, Nevada and Arizona
are aJready discussing equivalent programs planned for those states with local
community groups and coalitions.
C. Cheek C@.
Checks drawn on the new Bank of America, and
federal, state, and local governnient checks will be cashed at no charge at any Bank
of America branch in the state in which the customer’s account is located, provided
proper identification is providd. A futed fee of SS.00 will be charged for cashing
u00g0vemmcnt checks for noncustomers.
D. Branch m.
We recognize tbe importauce of a branch network
in m&q
our commuuities’ fman~ial s-erviceaneeds. To that end, WCwill use tbc
fohowing parameters as .wc identify bmchw for consolidationlclosun: ,.
-

maintain or enhance the existing level of service. No oew underserved
areas ip lower-income markets will be cmated by tbc
consolklation/closur of a Bank of America or Security Pacific branch.
__ uot qasolidatc/close any branch locared in a low income area except in
the cas.0of a ‘dUndanCy’.
when bm.&es
arc consdidatd
ad closed, Bad of America will retaira
and bansfer all customer records and account histories to the new branch.
_ provide a minimum 12Oday notice of branch closures in lower-income
neighborhoods
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__

-

consider transfcning SU!@S sites (icludirtg by donation) to communitybased, nonprofit economic development organizations on a case-by_cast
basis, depending on such factors as ownership status, leare re+ircmenvj,
and market conditions.
ensure that women and miootity employees are not dispmp-tionatcly
affeoted. Efforts to incna~e the employment of women and minorities
throughout BAC will continue.
W.

SOCIAL POLICY ADVISORY COhtMrrEE

Bankof America has agreed to’create a Social Policy Advisory Committee
(“Committee’) as a way to increase community input. Thls Committccwill provide
advim and counsel to the Bank’sSocial Policy Committee on matters that pertaiif¶o ..
the Bank’sCommunity Reinvcstmcot Act activities and performance. Such topics ti
Pair Housing and outreach to specific communities will be discussed and monitored.
This will be a working conunittect whose comments and perspectives uill be
considered by the Bank in its program planning and monitoring.
’
The Committee will rnti with the Social Policy Committee at least twice.a year.
‘the agendas for these meetings will be set in advance, based on requests made by
Committee members and on issues identified by the Bank. Staff support will be
provided by the Bank’s Corporate Community Development DepaNnent. Issue
specific joint work groups comprised of member(s) of the Committee and the Social
policy ~ommittcc
will be established by the Chainnan of the Social Policy
Committee, who will becharged with developing suggested responses to issues of
concern and will make action ncommendations to the Social Policy Committee.
‘Ibe Committee will be composed of six to eight individuals chosen by the Chairman
and CR0 of the Rank and the Chairman of the Social Policy Commit& from
nominations and comments received from California community gmups such as the
California Reinvestment Committee. Members will be chosen as individuals, not as
representatives of specific organizations. E3forr.s will be made IO se& members
that mflcct the ethnic and gc~gxaphic diversity of California. Critetia for selection
include personal and pmfessional reputation, knowledge, willingness and ability to
work with the Bank, and respect for the confidentiality and sensitivity of the issues
to b.e discus&. Because of the inlportanco of the Committee, members will be
expactcd to attend all meotlngs.
Membem will be compensated for tbeh time, and may t&t to have the funds
donated to an o@tion
of their choice. Members wiil serve for staggend threeyear terms.
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VlII. CHARITABLE SVPPORT FOR CO-

DEVELOPMENT

Bank of America will recommend to the BankAmerica Founda~ion’s Board of
T~stees that they allocate 10 percent of the Foundation’s budget annually (with a
minimum level of $1 million) for community development grants. The CRC will
provide input to Bank of America in designing a program that will include economic
development initiatives in addition to affordable housing.
IX. EC6NOMfC DEVELOPMENT
.

--

new
prows,
SmdJ micro-businessenlerpfise loans
and minority business loans in California and strive to develop these same type of
programs in Washington, Arizona, Nevada and Oregon.

BankAmeka wiil irrlpkment

B. Small Business Loans and Enterorke Zones. BASB wlB wntinue lo work
with CRC to report and prioritize sma.b business guaranteed loans. For those smaU
business loans made to businesses located in state designated enterprise zones, BASE
wib quantify the tax credit savings accrued to the Bar& during the fkt 12 moths
after the merger and discuss with CRC possible affirmative uses for those funds.
C. peovcline Bntermi~.
A representative of the Bank’s environmental
policy unit will moct by June 30,~ 1992 to DISCUSS with CRC the possibility of
financing for recycling enterprises sponsored or conducted by nonprofit
orgauiaations.
.
D. Producr DcveluRnxns. Product development staff for conventional small
business cndit wiU meet with CRC representatives by June 30, 1992. The goal is to
allow CRC to provide input in product design and delivery planning.

.
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E. B$.
Our undentanding of the predcvelopmeot loans
under discussion is that they sould not be considered prudeot cxteosions of c&it.
We “ill explore participation in the Los AngelcS CoUabntivc
or other forms of
suppon for its ptikipants.
However, if philanthropic fuods are used, these will bc
part of the 10% community development allocation cited in section VIII.
F. Devclooment ‘Ttaininrr Institute. WC will welcmne
CRC of potential candidates for sponrors&ip of DTl training.

the

ideotication

by

G. Local Proerat,t&~ BASE will conlinue to develop special programs IOmeer
specific credit needs in local anzi.
X. CRA RRQGRAM FOR 0IXl.T.RSTATE-S

.~,C ,,

To ensure each BAC subsidiary bank strives to attain its CRA-related goals, the
Bank’s California CRA ofticer wq conlinue IO visit each sew subsidiary bank within
90 days of aquisition to perform an evaluation of the existing internal structure for
CPA and to recommend to the subsidiary’s management and board a CEU, Action
plan designed to initiate programs and activities. The California CRA offker will
also continue to provide ongoing support and technical assiicc
for each BAC
subsidiary bank. Each subsidiary bank wiII adopt a management Ievel CRA
oversight wmmincc, or quivaleot process, and also report to the Social Policy
committee.
Specific ClU programs such ti.Neigbborhood Advantage and BA53C arc replkable
sod will continue to be adapted in other states by BAC subsidiary banks to meez
Iocal credit needs. BASIC has already been inuoduced in Oregon, Nevada,
Arizona, and New Mexico. Neighborhood Advantage has akady ban immo’uced
in Washington, Oregon, kiwna, New Mexico and Nevada. In all states, etiting
CRA commitments of Security Pacific will be honor&.
In addition, dollar goals will be set state-by-state as pan of BAC’s SlZ billion, 10_
year corporafe goaI annouoced October 17, 1991.
Bank of Amcrica understands that tbc CRC does not purpon to represent
wcamunitics in other states, and that the inclusion of the= general principles in his
letter is not intended to substitute for oegotiations and agnement berPre~nthe Bank
and WUIIIIU~~~~ groups in other states.
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XI.

QUARTERLY h4EETlNGS

of America will continue the quarterly meetings with the California
Reinvestmcn~ Commitrcc, with reports submitted at least two weeks in advance of
each meeting showing each booked multifamily affordable housing loan, including:

Bank

__
__
_*
-4

_-

__

__

__

__

total loan amount and amounts alhxafed for low- and very low-income
housing;
loan type: conslructioo, acquisitioa and construction, permanent (and
term);
‘city or county;
-*
unit mix and number of units: very low, low, moderate market;
type of project: rental, for sale, self-help, etc.;
type of borrower: noopmfit, for profit, joint venture;
whether concessionary terms were part of the loan;
application dam (pending definition)
commitment date; and
closing date.

,

The Bank wilI provide similar information for loans in the pip&x, along with the
estimated quarter for closing and an estimate of the probability of closing. The
report will also provide tbe number of applicadoas discouraged and declined, and the
reasons for discouraging or de4ining those applications.
The Bank txxognizes that CRC continues to be concerned about issues which have
been raised by otbcr groups. The Bank and other BAC subsidiary banks have
discussed these issues with such other groups, including but not litniu&.to
Communities for Accountable Reinvestment, the Washington Reinvestment Alliance,
Southern Nevada Affordable Housing Reinvestment Coalition, the Northern Nevada
Reinvestment Alliance and ACORN-Phoenix. These issues include small business
loans, branch site donations, racial patterns in real estate lendiug, job losses and
economic dislocation, and other mattern as well.

California Reinvestment Committee
July 13, 1992
Page Tea

XJI. CONCLUSION
Bank of America appreciates the concerns and cooperative spirit of CRC in assisting
the Bank to more fully understand issues of importance and in developing effective
ways IOaddress the nctds of low- and very low income individuals and
communities. We look forward to continuing a positive working relationship with
CRC.

Chy

an and Chief
-/E vecutive Officer

.

Executive Vice President

Ms. Joy Hoffman-Molloy
Community AlTairs Offtcer
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
Mail Stop 620
101 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
r
Dear&is. Hoffman-Molloy:

Madam Chairman and Members of the Committee, the East Palo Alto Community Alliance and
Neighborhood Development Organization (“EPA CAN DO”) wishes to thank you for the
opportunity to present testimony regarding the proposed merger of Nations Bank and Bank of
&nerica to the City of East Palo Alto. My name is Leonard Randolph, and 1 am the Executive
Director of EPA CAN DO, a non profit community development organization who’s mission is
IO enhance the qlrality of life for all residents of East Palo Alto by empoweriizg our members to
erlgage it1 housing, economic and community developmeni. EPA CAN DO was founded in
1989, as a direct result of community residents organizing to attract a financial institution to
East Palo Alto. We serve a very low income population within San Mateo County, one of the
wealthiest counties in the country. The median income for our city ($34,000 for a household of
4) is approximately half of the county’s ($68,600), and 18.6% of our population lives below the
U.S. poverty level according to the 1990 census. The private sector and the surrounding
jurisdictions contributed to these conditions through pillaging of our resources and
disinvestment~
I
I would like to raise three (3) concerns with respect to the merger of NationsBank with Bank of
America and the moving of the corporate headquarters to Charlotte, NC. 1) As a community
development corporation (CDC) that is engaged in affordable housing development, we are
extremely concerned about the potential impact this merger will have on lending for multi-family
housing developments. I applaud the 10 year $350 million commitment in community
development lending and investment that, as Mr. Hugh McCall described is “a floor and not a
ceiling.” I also commend you on your commitment to “acquire, build or rehabilitate 50,000
-..Xordable housing units” over this same time periods But, if my math serves me correctly, the
%I I5 million NationsBank and BankAmerica have allocated for affordable housing equates to
only $2300 per unit. While this may be adequate in the southern states, though 1 very much

Lcimrrd

P, iRandolph f\cco”~~dc~‘bofatsst.d”c

East Palo Alto Community
2369 University
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Alliance & Neighborhood

Ave, East Palo Alto, CA 94303

Development

Phone (650) 473.9838

Organization
Fax (650) 473-09 13

doubt it, in California, and especially the San Francisco Bay Area, this is woefUlly insufficient to
meet our building costs.
To date there has been no commitment from Nations Bank to prioritize loans or lines of credit
Lr affordable housing developments serving very low income (50% of AMI) households. As
the median income of East Palo Alto is 50% of the AMI, our ability to provide housing
opportunities for our residents would be severely hampered should Nations not continue
supporting these developments. We are equally concerned that with this merger, a new CDC
will enter the California market to develop housing. I am well aware that Nations Bank’s CDC
has been extremely successful in developing over 14,000 units, but having them enter this
heavily saturated market makes me uncomfortable.
Community-based and grass-root
development organizations are uniquely qualified to represent, develop products and provide
services that truly benefit their communities. Removing this local connection, will mean that the
concerns of the community will give way to the bottom line of the disconnected outside agency.
In my opinion this will lead to the demise of community-based groups, the displacement of low! ncome households and ultimately to the destruction of the community.
2) Mr. McCall indicates that it is their intention to “employ more people, lend more money, do
more business with minority vendors, be more active in the community and generally make a
bigger difference than our predecessor institutions.” These are noble intentions indeed, and I
admire his commitment to community development. But I do have a concern about past
performance and future accountability. To make the best difference in our community we need
the presence of neighborhood based financial institutions with local employees and advisory
‘&ard. The city of East Palo Alto has been without a financial institution since 1984. The
former Bank of America site, closed in the 1970’s, and is now a McDonalds. A Wells Fargo
site, also closed in the 1970’s, and is now home to a number of non-profit organizations.
Glendale Federal was the last to leave the city in 1984, and their building now houses the city’s
Community Development Depattment~ While East Palo Alto does not have a single bank
branch, we have over 12 locations, including convenience and liquor stores, where our residents
cash checks and get money orders at exorbitant prices. Disinvestment by banks over the past 14
years has dealt a severe blow to our community, eroding the city’s economic base, forcing
money out of the community and creating hardship for our residents. In June of this year, Bank
of America opened the first ATM connected to a major financial in our community. And while I
applaud this small step, I am a little chaffed that it took two and a half years from whence the
Idiscussions first occurred with Bank of America
Regardless of how much banking patterns and surveys will tell you that in-store banking and
electronic banking are what people find convenient - this does not tell you why check cashing
outlets and pawn shops flourish in low income communities~ In the last IO years. as banks have
abandoned low income communities. the numbei~ of pawn shops has doubled~ There is plenty
of financial activity going on in our communities but at exorbitant prices and in an unregulated
People use these facilities because for one. they’re there In another survey we
em’tronment
L%nducted outside check cashing outlets, we found 48% of respondents had bank accounts,
30% of them with Bank of America, Secondly, these outlets are attractive because they are
staffed by human beings, who provide services in various languages, and with whom customers

can build the relationships that we all know are necessary for borrowing. The lack of branch
access especially affects our local merchants. Small business owners have told us they go
butside East Palo Alto to deposit their checks to their bank branch in person, three times a week
sometimes, in order to develop the relationship they will later need for borrowing. This has
become the cost of doing business in low income communities. In a survey we conducted last
year 70% of East Palo Alto businesses stated their financing sources were not banks, and over
73% felt that financial institutions rated poorly or very poorly in meeting their needs. It is very
important that banks, in their desire to cut costs and consolidate operations do not forget the
needs that small businesses have for cash. Mini branches will need to be staffed appropriately
for merchant services.
People in low income communities have a much larger need to develop personal relationships
with lenders and for tellers who will help them open checking and savings accounts, understand
their bank statement or apply for a loan. It is unrealistic to expect that the electronic hurdle will
be overcome easily in low income communities. More importantly, moving to electronic
banking clearly benefits higher income clients and furthers disparity.
If NationsBank and BankAmerica are going to reach their lending goals in low income
communities, it needs to be a fir11participant in creating the conditions that make lending
possible. This includes not just indirect job creation through consumer and business lending, it
also means direct job creation. The disproportionate closing of branches in low income
Communities and the refusal to open new ones impacts the joblessness and spending rates in
these communities and results in stagnant local economies. We all know banks need robust
economies in order to reinvest. They must then participate in the process fully..
3) BankAmerica Foundation has long been a contributor to our organization, and in particular
their contributions have supported our economic development program which works with small
businesses, child care providers and local contractors. Through their generosity we have
provided technical assistance, loan packaging and monitoring, financial management workshops
xd one-on-one counseling to local merchants. We work with the business population that has
traditionally been under-served by major financial institutions, the small morn and pop stores.
BankAmerica has also launched its Community Access Initiative in six locations including East
Palo Alto. I am encouraged to here that the combined giving ofBankAmerica and NationsBank
will exceed $100 million, yet I am unclear as to what the commitment to California will be. I
truly expect that the Community Access Initiative will remain in place and that support given to
community-based organizations will continue to increase in the l?nure.
We do not support the proposed merger of NationsBank with Bank of America unless the
Federal
Reserve requires them to clearly define their strategy for reaching low income
communities whose deposits they hold, We believe this is the only way the unscrupulous,
6nregulated financial system that is currently the reality in low income communities will
disappear. Additionally, we want NationsBank and Bank of America to commit specifically to
open fully staffed branches in East Palo Alto and other low income communities

Yours truly,

Executive Director

1)

In as much as this merger represents a threat to the use of the Community
development Bank as method for doing CRA, we are opposed.

2)

In as much as this merger represents a movement by the merged bank
away from recognizing and validating the crucial benefits of forming
specific local partnerships to eradicate disinvestment, we are opposed.

3)

In as much as this merger represents the potential for higher fees for home
loans, for checking accounts, for check cashing services, for small
business loans, and for other basic banking services, we are opposed.

4)

In as much as this merger represents increased costs, lintitations in
services, increased interest and fee rates for micro and small business
borrowers, we are opposed.

In addition to these concerns and objection I would like to highlight some specific issues
with the performance of the Bank of America in the San Diego regio,n and seek redress in
this merger process. As we stated the Community Development Bank has exhibited
stellar performance in its stated goal. What has been missing with the Bank has been the
recognition in the mainstream bank that it too has reposnsibility for implementing CRA
investment. For example;
Of the top ten home mortgage lenders in the San Diego market there is an annual
rejection rate over a period of five years, for African American borrowers of about 22%.
Overall this rate is higher than rejection rates for other ethnic groups and for Caucasians.
This ratio of rejection is basically duplicated in older, lower income communities. But
this high rate is exceeded by the Bank of America consistently. On average over five
years the bank of America shows a 40% rejection rate for this population This is almost
twice the rate of other lenders. It is a striking statistic. What lending policies of Nations
Bank will mitigate this problem?
The Bank of America has shown a consistent decline in its level of home mortgage
lending in minority communities under 120% of median income between the years of
1992 and 1996. Though the Bank of America is always one of the top ten lenders in this
market if they are compared with their peers (e.g.) Home Savings, GreatWestern,
American, their market share has shown regular decline or sporadic behavior at best.
(attachment 4).
On small business lending, of course, we do not have a full statistical accounting as yet.
The experience of the RTF is defined by a number of small business credit needs
assessments in lower income communities throughout the county. In some cases the Bank
of America is the primary lender in terms of branch locations, a fact we would applaud
them for and encourage to continue. However, in these neighborhoods, with thousands of
small businesses, we find a consistent and overwhelming experience of dramatically
higher levels of rejection on small business loan applications than in other communities

c

’

or in comparison with national and state averages (see attachment 5). We encourage a
serious look by the regulators at the small business lending statistics of both Nations and
the Bank of America before approving this merger.
Finally, we are concerned that the size of this merger and the potential arrogance that it
may engender in its corporate culture has been recently experienced by the reinvestment
task Force in our efforts to dialogue with the two institutions regarding the continuation
of the 1992 Bank of America Reinvestment Strategy for San Diego. Key personally from
both banks attended as did key players in the affordable housing and economic
development communities. When asked to validate, update and continue the San Diego
plan we were told that they did not have time to do so at this point. How does the local
community interpret this? A simple analysis says that they are too big to deal with local
issues. There is no link between Charlotte North Carolina and San Diego and certainly
there is not time in the context of such a major merger to respond to a single counties
credit need a and efforts to obliterate disinvestment in its communities.
The RTF has nine agreements with the major lenders, mostly all being California based
institutions. In our first encounter with a national bank we are told they do not have
time. This experience provides us with a metaphor for the future. It may be that
eventually, they may not have time for the Federal Reserve Bank either (see
Travelers/Citicorp merger and Office of Thrift Supervision).
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IBACKGROUND
through their credit practices
and'the
Lending institutions,
role in
banking services they provide, play an essential
maintaining
healthy businesses
and community
institutions
and
promoting
savings by and providing
jobs and affordable
housing
San Diego Residents.

for

Banks are granted a public charter conveying
numerous
economic
benefits
for which they must in return serve a public purpose.
Federally
regulated
financial institutions
are required
to comply
with the Federal Community Reinvestment
Act of 1977 (CRA).
CP.A
requires that financial institutions
act affirmatiyeIy
to meet
their local communities'
banking needs as a condition
of being
granted a charter.
Local government
is uniquely able to identify
specific community
deposit and credit needs and is a major consumer
of banking
services.
The City of San Diego can encourage
banking practices
and programs which are responsive
to community
needs and support
community-based
organizations
in establishing
positive working
relationships
with local banks within the context of CPA.
PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this policy that the City encourage
lending
practices
and programs that promote the economic
stability
and
growth of the City of San Diego and meet the credit and banking
services needs of all of its neighborhoods
and residents.
POLICY
It shall be the policy of the City to encourage
each lender doing
business within its boundaries
to develop and implement
a San
Diego-specific
community reinvestment
program consisfent
with CRA.
Such a program may include, but need not be limited to, the
following
reinvestment
activities.
P

Affordable
single-family
and multi-family
residential
mortgage
new construction
and rehabilitation
lending, especially
to
nonprofit
organizations
and to women, minorities
and low- and
moderate-income
persons;

0

Consumer
lending and checking
to women, minorities and lowneighborhoods;

and deposit
services,
especially
and moderate-income
Persons and

I

COUNTY
BOARD

OF SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
OF SUPERVISORS
POLICY
Policy
Number

Subject
County Community Reinvestment Policy

T-Page

A-177

Backoround
Lending institutions, through their credit practices and the banking services they provide, play an
essential role in maintaining healthy businesses and community institutions and promoting savings
by and providing jobs and affordable housing for San Diego residents.
Banks are granted a public charter conveying numerous economic benefrts for which they must in
return serve a public purpose. Federally regulated financial institutionsare required to comply with
the Federal Community Reinvestment Ad of 1977 (CRA). CRA requires that financial institutions
act affirmatively to meet their local communities’ banking needs as a condition of being granted a
charter.
Local government is uniquely able to identify specific community
major co&umer of banking services. The County of San Diego
and programs which are responsive to community needs
organizations
in establishing
positive working relationships with
cm

deposit and credit needs and is a
can encourage banking practices
and support community-based
local banks within the context of

Puroose
it is the purpose of this policy that the County encourage lending practices and programs that
promote the economic stability and growth of the County of San Diego and meet the credit and
banking services needs of all of its neighborhoods and residents.

It shall be the policy of the County to encourage each lender doing business within its boundaries
to develop and implement a San Diegospetic
community reinvestment program consistent with
CRA.
Such a program
may include, but need not be limited to the following reinvestment
activities.
Affordable
single-family
and mufti-family
residential
mortgage,
new construction
rehabilitation
lending, especially to nonprofit organizations
and to women, minorities
persons;
low- and moderate-income

and
and

Consumer lending and checking and deposit services, especially to women, minorities ant
low- and moderate-income
persons and neighborhoods;
Small business
moderate-income

and commercial
lending, especially
persons and neighborhoods;

Financial
participation
development
projects;

in County

housing,

to women,

redevelopment,

minorities

revitalization

and

and

low-

am

economic
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INTRODUCTION
Described
below are the elements
of a San Diego - specific
Community
Reinvestment
Act Plan for Bank of America
National Trust and Savings
Association
both before
and after
its merger
with Security
Pacific
This plan is intended to meet the intent of the City
National
Bank.'
of San Diego's Council Policy #900-g.
We believe the request of the City and the County of San Diego and their
various
constituents
for a description
of BankAmerica's
planned
CRA
activities,
as they address the City's and County's needs, is a sincere
attempt
to enhance
the availability
of credit
for lower-income
and
ethnic communities
in the San Diego area.
*BankAmerica
has developed
this plan based on many interactions
with
representatives
of various constituents
over the years.
We particularly
recognize
the work of the groups convened
by the City of San Diego and
City/County
Reinvestment
Task Force in providing us with valuable input
for this plan.
We hope that the City and County
and its various
constituents
will
recognize that Bank of America, as a statewide financial institution,
by
its nature brings a different
set of resources
than local institutions,
and that there is a strong value to these.
We also hope they will
recognize
that as an institution
with a single but diverse delineated
for CRA purposes, we must provide a
community,
the State of California,
While
this may mean
less
consistent
approach
to CRA activities.
flexibility
in some ways, it also means the availability
of specialized
of scale, and the ability to do larger transactions
skills, economies
that smaller,
locally-headquartered
institutions
cannot provide.
We
believe our programs
and activities
add significant
value to the role
financial
institutions
as a group play in the San Diego Community.
We also hope the City and County and their various constituents
will
recognize
that setting
San Diego-specific
dollar
goals
for lending
Based on discussions
with community
programs
presents us difficulty.
groups
and coalitions
of groups
throughout
the state, we set dollar
goals
for our single
community,
the State
of California.
It is
administratively
difficult
to subdivide and monitor these goals for the
many localities
that wish us to set individualized
goals.
Even more
subdivision
of the goals works against our ability to focus
important,
our resources
on needs and take advantage
of opportunities
where they
are the greatest.
Our experience
has shown
that there
are many
variables
in assessing
community
credit
needs -- market
conditions,
specific needs in different areas, the capacity of nonprofits to support
projects,
to name a few.
We believe an effective
statewide CRA program

1

For sake of clarity, we refer herein to the pre-merger
bank as "Bank
America NT&SA" and the post-merger
bank as "Bank of America".

of

including Bank of America NT&SA, when reviewing certain applications submitted by the Corporation.
We view the City and County of San Diego and their various
constituents as partners helping us to determine local credit
needs, providing comments and input on our CRA program, and in
many cases helping us to meet local credit needs.
C.

Bank of America, along with other banking
CRA Proqram Goal.
subsidiaries of BankAmerica: has a goal of achieving and maintaining an "outstanding" rating for CRA performance. It currently
Bank of America State Bank, the
has a rating of "outstanding".
Bank's community development affiliate, also has a rating of
"outstanding" from its regulatory agency, the Federal Deposition
Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

D.

Bank of America NT&SA has a single
Delineated Community.
delineated community, the entire State of California.
Bank of
America NT&SA serves California through its branches located in
over 800 neighborhoods and cities.
An important value Bank of
America NT&SA brings to each of these neighborhoods and communities is the ability to provide resources and specialized
expertise for local needs that local institutions may not have the
capacity to provide.

.

We will continue to strive to distribute our resources equitably
throughout our delineated community, but our ability to do so is
affected by competitive factors, the availability of resources,
local capacity, and local economic conditions.
Further, we will
take affirmative steps to distribute credit, help build capacity,
and create partnerships where there is both a need and a local
willingness to make that happen.
E.

In order to maintain its rating of "outExistinq CRA Goals.
standing" in CRA performance, Bank of America NT&SA has in place
a plan for its entire CRA community.
This plan is "localized"
internal goals for operating
units conducting
CRA
through
activities for geographic areas throughout the community.
As part of its existing CRA Plan, Bank of America NT&SA is working
against a lo-year $5 billion goal for specialized CRA lending.
This current goal includes on average annually:
.

$400 million in home loans in low income census tracts.

.

$50 million in loans for development of low- and very lowincome housing.

.

$40 million in SBA and other government-guaranteed
business lending.

small

.

$8 million in consumer loans to low-income consumers
the B.A.S.1.C program.

using

lending
(loans between
$50,000
and S500,000),
governmentand
financing
for
government
entities.
guaranteed student loans,
In order to accomplish the overall CRA goals the new BankAmerica
has set for itself, CRA-specific targets within those goals will
be set based on communication with community representatives
regarding the nature of credit needs, ways to meet those needs,
and performance in meeting the needs.
III.

BANK OF AMERICA'S CRA PROGRAM AND SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Bank of America
follows:
A.

.

B.

NT&SA's

CRA

Program

relates

to San Diego

County

as

Delineated Community.
San Diego is a significant portion of Bank
of America NT&SA's single delineated community.
Bank of America
NT&SA intends to continue the full range of banking services to
the entire community, notwithstanding mergers, consolidations,
acquisitions, headquarters location, and opening and closing of
branches.
Ascertaininq Communitv Credit Needs.
Bank of America NT&SA
maintains, and will continue to maintain, an active program for
ascertaining community credit needs.
The cornerstone of this
program is an annual Needs Assessment Calling Program conducted by
two CRA Calling Teams covering San Diego County.
In 1989, these
teams made 82 calls and in 1990 they made 63 calls. For the year
1991, through October, 84 calls were made. See Exhibit I for a
list of organizations called on. These calls have resulted in a
description of credit needs for each of the Calling Team's
respective geographic areas, which in turn feed into the description of the needs in Bank of America NT&SA's entire local
community.
Beginning in 1990, combined Needs Assessment and
Marketing Calls were made by Bank of America State Bank officers
and their input has helped identify San Diego County credit needs.
Their calls (1990 and 1991 year-to-date)
are also included in
Exhibit I.
The needs assessment program for the merged institutions
Diego County will consist of the following elements:

in San

.

Continued calls made by Calling Teams.
Bank of America
NT&SA maintains internal goals for its call program, and the
goals for the merged institution will be at least as large
as existed prior to the merger.

.

Continued calls by Bank of America State Bank officers.

.

Review of any special needs assessments, including those
completed by the Federal Reserve Bank, SEDC, and the City or
other public entity.

.

Regular meetings with the representatives described later in
this document in Section III (M).

Using the $100 million goal as a
including the one in San Diego.
reference,
Bank of America
and Bank of America State Bank will
strive to originate
loans in the City and County of San Diego at
a level commensurate
with the size and level of needs in the City
and County relative
to our total local community.
However,
our
ability to do so will depend on, among other things, competitive
factors, availability
of public sector and charitable support for
local projects
and local capacity
to develop
low-and very lowincome housing.
Another factor is the long lead times required
for many deals to come to fruition.
For this type of financing, we tailor
specifics of each transaction.

our underwriting

Programs currently offered by Bank of America State
of America NT&SA in San Diego County include:
.

Construction
'tated units

to meet

the

Bank and Bank

and rehabilitation
loans for new and rehabiliof low-and very low-income
housing.

.

Resident

.

Site and acquisition
financing
low-income
housing projects.

.

Government-assisted
loan placements
Mae-insured
mortgages.

.

in
long-term
financing
provided
Participation
California
Community
Reinvestment
Corporation.

motivated

As of the time of writing,
1990 and 1991 has resulted

mobilehome

park

cony,ersions.

for nonprofit

developers

of

such as HUD- and Fannie

our activity in San Diego County
in the following:

by

the

during

.

In 1990, a $4,000,000
loan closed for resident purchase
of
42,993,OOO
of the
a 143 space mobilehome
park in Vista.
loan amount was allocated to low- and very low-income units.

.

In 1990, we also issued
a S3,000,000
construction
loan
commitment
for a 68-unit
project
in Southeast
San Diego.
20% of the units would have been for low-income.

.

Also in 1990, a $80,000 loan to Casa Familiar in San Vsidro
was closed with all funds allocated for low-income housing.

.

In 1991, a 44,078,OOO loan for a multi-unit
rental property
in National City was closed.
Of this amount, $3,842,000 was
allocated
to very low-income
units and $236,000 was allocated to low-income
units.

.

During
1991, we have
following projects:

made

commitments

to

finance

the

There is no minimum loan size and applicants will not be
disqualified due to lack of a credit bureau history provided
they can demonstrate an ability and willingness to repay
obligations through other verifiable records such as rent
receipts, utility payments, and savings records.
2.

To Minoritv Borrowers.
In August 1990, Bank of America
NT&SA retained a private consultant to conduct an analysis
of its 1989 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Report.
The
consultant finished the analysis in October 1990.
As a
result, Bank of America NT&SA initiated a number of steps to
increase the level of applications from minority applicants
and the number of approvals for minority applicants.
These steps include:
.

Creation of a new review process for real estate loan
applications involving minority applicants
and/or
applicants in lower-income census tracts.
If the
original underwriter in the Residential Loan Center
"RLC" does not approve the application, it is passed
to a senior officer at the RLC for another review. If
a decline is recommended at that level, it is forwarded to corporate underwriting officers at the San
Francisco headquarters.
Bank of America NT&SA has
allocated a special $30 million fund for loans of this
type that do not meet even the liberalized underwriting guidelines of Neighborhood Advantage, the home
loan program for low-income areas.
This review
process is helping Bank of America NT&SA become more
aware of why the loans are not approved at the field
level, enabling it to take steps where appropriate to
modify the credit review process.

.

Creation of a new production staff to focus exclusively on originating home loans to low-income and
customers
through
realty
channels,
in
minority
addition to originations through branches and wholesale mortgage brokers.

.

Increasing financial incentives for loan officers to
make creditworthy loans in lower-income areas.

.

Modifying
Neighborhood
Advantage
to
allow
down
payments as low as five percent on selected loans for
property in lower-income areas and, for a limited
time, waiver of non-recurring closing costs and fee
reductions on fixed rate loans in lower-income areas.

.

affirmative
marketing
programs,
Development
of
including Spanish-language advertising and bilingual
services at selected branches and future plans to
target marketing to other minority communities.

.

Increased recruitment of minority loan officers.
-9

1.

The B.A.S.1.C
Proqram.
This program
is available
only to
households
that earn 80% of less of the area median income
as calculated by the United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
For San Diego County residents,
we use
these income calculations
as reported for San Diego County
by
the
State
Department
of
Housing
and
Community
Development.
The program
makes
available
auto loans,
personal
loans,
manufactured
housing (mobilehome)
purchase loans, and home
equity loans, including home improvement purpose loans.
The
B.A.S.1.C
program allows longer maturities
than available
with conventional
loans in order to reduce monthly payment
amounts.
Minimum
loan sizes
are smaller
than for conventional
products,
e.g.,
the minimum
'loan size
for a
personal loan is $1,000 instead of $2,500.
Applicants
will
not be disqualified
due to a lack of a credit bureau history
provided they can demonstrate
an ability and willingness
to
repay obligations
through other verifiable
records such as
rent receipts and utility bills.

H.

2

Home Improvement.
Personal and home equity loans and lines
of credit may be obtained for home improvement
purposes.
Of
special note, the B.A.S.1.C
program (described above) home
equity loan provides home equity and personal loans for home
improvement
purposes.
During
1990, 188 home improvement
purpose loans and lines of credit were extended in San Diego
County low income census tracts.

3.

Participation
in Local Government
Proqrams.
Following
the
merqer, we will have the caoacitv
to participate
in local
government
programs
that leverage
federal and local funds
for home improvement
or rehabilitation
purposes.
At that
time, we would welcome discussions
with the County of San
Diego,
the City of San Diego,
and other municipalities
within
the County
regarding
our
participation
in such
programs.

Small

Business

1.

Goals.
As described
above, BankAmerica
has set a goal of
average
annual
originations
totalling
$200
million
of
conventional
small business loans of less than $50,000.
It
has also set a goal of at least $100 million
on average
annually in government guaranteed and other special programs
for small and micro businesses.
These goals apply to the
delineated communities
of BankAmerica
subsidiaries
throughout the western
states.
Approximately
two-thirds
of the
goals will be allocated to California.
Using these goals as
a reference, Bank of America NTSSA, prior to the merger, and
Bank of America,
following
the merger,
along with Bank of
America
State Bank will strive,
on an ongoing
basis,
to
originate loans in San Diego County at a level commensurate
with the size of and level of needs in San Diego City and
County relative to our total local community.
However, our

and Economic
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Develoament

I.
.

5.

Reliqious
Orqanizations.
Loan applications
from churches
often present unique characteristics
that are difficult
for
financial
institutions
to evaluate.
We are willing
to
discuss this issue under the provisions
of Section III. N.
as described
on page 13.

6.

Small Business Incubators.
Small business incubators
are a
relatively
new concept for providing
a comprehensive
set of
services designed to foster small business development.
We
believe the incubator concept has a high level of potential
for small business
start-up,
development,
and growth.
We
also believe support of small business
incubators enhances
our broader
role in financing
small businesses
and other
economic development
projects.
We intend to continue
our
support
for the activities
of the San‘ Diego
Incubator
Corporation
and other incubators
provided they continue
to
show strong potential
and to achieve significant
results.

Use
of Charitable
Funds.
BankAmerica's
philanthropic
arm,
BankAmerica
Foundation,
will continue
to use contributions
and
grants to enhance
its CRA program.
Grants and contributions
to
support nonprofits
active in housing and economic development
are
relevant
to CRA.
We will allocate
an amount equal to 10% of
BankAmerica
Foundation's
budget
or $1 million,
whichever
is
greater,
to support
these
activities
within
the
delineated
communities
of BankAmerica's
banking
subsidiaries.
Using this
allocation
as a reference,
we will provide, on an ongoing basis,
charitable
support to housing and economic development
nonprofits
providing
services
to San Diego County
at a level commensurate
with the size of and level of need in San Diego City and County
relative to our total local community.
During 1990 and 1991, we pursued a strategy of building capacity
within San Diego nonprofits
involved in the production of low- and
very low-income
housing.
During
this period,
examples
of our
support include a $100,000 commitment
needed to help bring Local
Initiatives
Support
Corporation
“LISC” to San Diego.
We also
provide
LISC, the California
Housing
Partnership,
and the San
Diego
Housing
Federation
free
office
space,
furniture,
and
equipment on an on-going basis.
During 1990 and 1991, we helped
sponsor four San Diego County nonprofit
staff persons as National
Interns
at the Development
Training
Institute
in Baltimore
to
enhance housing development
skills.
We use written
guidelines
for support
of housing
and economic
development.
Currently,
our areas
of interest
are capacitybuilding, project support, and support for organizations
dedicated
to increasing
resources
available
to community-based
development
organizations.
We will continue to use written guidelines,
and a
copy of the current guidelines
is attached as Exhibit 2.
We will consider San Diego
grants during 1992.

a priority

areas

for capacity-building

community.
We believe you already recognize that there is
no easy solution, and that the responsibility for providing
banking services
to underserved
areas throughout
our
marketplace (the State of California) is not solely the
responsibility of any single institution.
We believe we
have more branches in low-income and high minority areas
than nay other institution in the State, and will continue
to do so after the merger. We hope you will also recognize
that even after the merger, we will not be the largest
financial institution in San Diego County.
Our intent is the ensure that the level of service to lower-income
areas and minority dominant areas is not reduced by the merger.

.

L.

The immediate concern of the merger is around'consolidation
of
duplicate branch locations and the divestiture of branches to
address competitive concerns.
It is premature to discuss the
opening of new branch locations, however, we will commit to
exploring options for Southeast San Diego, including options with
providers of other consumer services.
,'
Low-Cost Checkinq and Other Bankino Services.
Bank of America
NT&SA's Limited Checking Account was designed to meet the needs of
lower-income customers.
For $3.50 a month, no minimum balance,
and a minimum opening deposit of only $25, customers have full
access to our services. Not only do they have a checking account,
but they receive a VERSATEL card, the ability to cash checks,
withdraw funds, and make deposits at any branch. A full product
description
of Limited Checking
is attached as Exhibit 3.
Following the merger, Bank of America anticipates increasing the
number of checks honored without charge each month from 8 to 10.
Bank of America NT&SA offers free check cashing to all depositors.
We will continue to charge market rates for cashing checks for
non-customers. We believe that promoting banking relationships is
in the best interest of our community, including San Diego County,
and that the low cost of Limited Checking makes it affordable to
everyone.
We are willing to discuss with the appropriate public officials,
and to seriously consider, a program for direct deposit of public
assistance checks.

M.

Traininq.
Bank of America will provide training to its staff
sufficient for the successful carrying out of our CRA plan.

N.

Reqular Meetinqs.
Bank of America NT&SA and Bank of America, as
well as Bank of America State Bank, welcome the opportunity to
meet regularly with a committee of representatives of the San
Diego City and County agencies, including nonprofits and religious
organizations, to discuss in good faith our progress toward
meeting local credit needs. We will provide this committee with
publicly available information regarding performance in San Diego
County. We are willing to discuss at those meetings the progress
of our CRA program including specific lending products and
-15.

Bank of America NTbSA/Rank of America State Bank'
San Diego County,
CRA Activity Contacts
As of December 31. 1991

1.

Senior Officer Responsible

for CRA Activities

Larry Knutson
Senior Vice President & Region Manager
(619) 230-5100
Affordable Multi-Family Housing

2.

Mitch Thompson
Vice president
Bank of America State Bank
(619) 230-5421
Government-Guaranteed

3.

.

4.

Small Business Loans

Rod Maldonado
Vice President
Bank of America State Bank
(619) 230-6183
Conventional

Small Business Loans

Jose Vale2
Vice President and District Manager
(619) 588-3701
Fred Baranowski
Vice President and Manager, Consumer Banking Services
(619) 230-5200
5.

Single Family Home Loans Including Neighborhood Advantage
Norm Austin
Vice President
(619) 230-5010

6.

Consumer Loans Including Home Improvement and 6.A.S.I.C Loans
Norm Austin
Vice President
(619) 230-5010

7.

Retail Deposit Services Including Limited Checking
Judy Maudsley
Vice President and District Manager
(619) 230-5111
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AN ANALYSIS OF HOME
MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT
LENDING DATA
:
FROM 1992-1996

Written and Researched by
David Oddo
March, 1998

‘_

STUDY SUMMARY
This study compared home loan denial rates for African American and white applicants in
San Diego County between 1992 and 1996.
Ten lending institutions were surveyed: American Savings Bank, Bank of America,
Downey Savings and Loan, Glendale Federal Bank, Great Western Bank Grossmont
Bank,
-_a
Home Savings, Union Bank, Wells Fargo and World Savings and Loan.
The study only looked at conventional (non-government
insured) home purchase loans on
1-4 unit family dwellings in San Diego County Tom 1992 to 1996.
KEY FINDINGS

OF THE STUDY INCLUDE:

***

In 1996 (the most recent year for which data is availabE)< African American loan
applications were, on average, 2.87 times more likely to be turned down than
white applicants. This represents a SO percent increase over 1992, when African
Americans were only 1.91 times more likely to be turned down than white
applicants.

***

Even when the income levels of the borrower were the same, At&an American
loan applicants were still turned down more often than whites in 1996. For
example, upper income (those with incomes of greater than 120 percent of the area
median) A&can American loan applicants at Great Western Bank were turned
down 3 times more frequently than upper income white loan applicants in 1996.

**t

At Union Bank in 1996, low income (those with incomes of less than 80 percent of
the area median) A&ican American loan applicants were turned down 5.36 times
more frequently than low income white loan applicants.

***

In 1996, only 1.64 percent of ah the loan applications received by the 10 lending
institutions were submitted by African Americans. This represents a 12.3 percent
drop in such applications compared to 1992, when 1.87 percent ofall applications
received 6om the 10 lenders came from African Americans.

**+

In terms of loans actually granted to AtXcan Americans, the numbers are worse.
In 1992, the 10 lenders granted 127 conventional home purchase loans to African
Americans, or 1.62 percent of their total. In 1996, these same 10 lenders granted
only 70 such loans to Atiican Americans, or 1.2 percent of their total -- a decrease
of nearly 26 percent compared to 1992.

***

According to 1990 census data (provided by the San Diego Association of
Governments), African Americans represent 6 percent of the total population
San Diego County.

of

*t*

Union Bank had the best record of &tra.cting loan applications Tom .&ican
Americans in 1996. Nearly 4 percent of alI their conventional home purehase loan
applications in San Diego County were submitted by A&ican Americans.

***

Grossmont Bank had the worst record of attracting loan applications. from A&&n
Americans in 1996. Out of 122 total conventional home purchase loan
applications in San Diego County, none were submitted by African Americans.
Glendale Federal Bank took in only two applications from African Americans in
_ >~
1996, out of a total of 208.

***

Union Bank had the worst record in terms of denying loan applications from
African Americans relative to white applicants. In 1996,42.86 percent of Afi-&n
American applicants were rejected, compared to 8.2 percent of white applicants, a
ratio of more than 5 to 1.

AU lending and loan denial data for this study was provided byihe.Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Councii and the 10 lending institutions surveyed, under terms of the
Federal Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975. This law requires financial institutions to
publicly disclose detailed data on their mortgage Lending activity every year; such as the number
and type of housing loan applications by census tract, and by the race, income, and sex of the
borrower. By law, institutions must indicate whether the applications taken in were approved or
denied and the amount of the loan.

PART I

Combined Africandmerican
Conventional Home Purchase Loan Applications,
Originations,
and Denial Ratios of All Ten Lenders Surveyed San Diego County 1992 and 1996

_.A-==

8,807
144 (1.64% of total)

11,698
219 (1.87% of total)

Percentage of change in African-Amedcan

.~.

1996

1992

County-wide Total
From African-Americans

-12.3%

Applications:

’

Number Of Loans Originated (Granted)
County-wide iota1
To African-Americans

1992
7,843
127 (1.62% of total)

Percentage of Change in African-American

1996
5.831
70 (1.2% uf total)
$,.’
-25.93%

Loans:

Average Disparity In Denial Ratios Between African-Americans

and White Applicants

[In 1992, African-American applicants
were turned down 1.91 times mote often
than white applicants.]

[In 1996. African-American applicants
were turned down 2.87 times more often
than white applicants.]

Percentage of Change in Disparity in Denial Ratios:

+ 50.26%

‘Notes:
Even when the income level of the borrower was the same, African-Americans
were still turned down more often than whites in 1996.
[Only those loans on 1 to 4 unit family dwellings were counted.]
According to 1990 census data provided by the San Diego Association of
Governments, African-Americans make up 6% of San Diego county’s population.
The 10 lenderr:
American Savings Bank
Bank of America
Downey Savings and Loan
Glendale Federal Bank
Great Western Bank
Grossmont Bank
Home Savings
Union Bank
Wells Fargo Bank
World Savings and Loan

PART I
(confd)

Combined AfricanAmerican
Conventional Home Purchase Loan Applications,
Originations, and Denial Ratios of All Ten Lenders Surveyed San Diego County 1992 and 1996

Sources for lending data: Table 4-2 of each lender’s 19921996 “Home Mortgage Disclosure
Ad’ statements for San Diego county. and the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC).
.a

Notes:

A”conventional’ loan is one that is not insured by the federal government
the risk is carried by the individual lending Institution.

Therefore,

The number of loans oriainatad means the number of loans actually aranted by a particular
lending instiiution.
1996 is the most recent year for which lending data was available. For Wells Farao Bank_
1995 was the most recent year for which data was available. 1995 was the last year in which
they made home loans directly. They now make home loans through a joint venture with a
mortgage company.

Denial Rates on Conventional
Home Purchase Loan Applications
for Whites and
African-Americans
In San Diego County, 1992-1996 (All Income levels)-Minimum
-Loans on I to 4 unit family dwellings

PART II

1992

1993

1994

Whites:

19%

African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

28.57%
1.51

19.76%
31.25%
1.58:l

16.44%
32.14%
1.95:1

Financial Institution

1995

5 applicants

1996

American Savings Bank
-l.ld9%
43.75%
3.91:1

12.08%
24.14%
2:1

(Note: A disparity ratio of 1.5:l means that African-Americans were denied ldans
1.5 times more often than white applicants.] “Conventionar’ means that the loan
Is not insured by the federal government and the lender carries the risk
Bank ofAmeri&
Whites:
Aftican-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

22.98%
40.24%
1.75:1

26.15%
47.50%
1.82:1

18.90%
24.32%
1.29:1

17.87%
a’.’ 44%
2.46:l

16.14%
46.15%
2.86:1

30.95%

32.88%
I’)

14.67%
0%
0:1

29.66%

17.89%

2 ApPl.

4 ApPf.

22.86%

12.04%

20.75%

19.44%

1 ApPl.

3 ApPl.

3 &PI.

2 ApPl.

Downey Savings and Loan
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

I’1

I’) No Applications Submitted
Glendale Federal Bank
Whites:
[

African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

34.38%

[‘I

[‘) No Applications Submitted
Great Western Bank
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

22.87%
36.10%
1.58:1

18%
33.30%
1.85:1

11.16%
25.80%
2.3:1

52.94%

32.81%

2256

[‘I

[‘I

1 &PI.

14.43%
25%
1.73:1

14.33%
43.75%
3.051

20.19%
40%
1.98:1~

12.82%

Grossmont Bank
Whites:
Afrfcan-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

[‘) No Applications Submitted

[‘I

PART II
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Denial Rates on Conventional Home Purchase Loan Applications for Whites and
African-Americans
In San Diego County, 1992-1996 (All income levels)-Minimum 5 applicants
-Loans on 1 to 4 unit family dwellings
1992

1993

1994

8.60%
16.67%
1.94:i

9.48%
17.10%
1.8:l

8.70%
19.10%
2.2:1

Financial Institution

1995

1996

Home Savings
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

-1242%
32.60%
2.62:1

11.90%
25%
2.1:1

:

Union Bank
12.60%

Whites:
African-Americans:
Disp.arity Ratio:

3 &PI.

13.30%
42.86%
3.2:1

14.81%
57.14%
3.86:1

8.76%
25%
2.85:1

8.20%
42.86%
5.23:l

Note: At Union Bank. African-American applicants were turned down
5.23 times more o&n than white applicants in f996. This is th&
highest disparity in denial&es
of a// the lenders Surveyed.
Wells Fargo Bank
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

52.53%
66.67%
1.27:i

38.59%
28.57%
.74:1

26.02%
47.06%
1.81:1

26.13%

10.66%
36.36%
3.41:1

8.80%
28.57%
3.25:1

8.44%
35.71%
4.23:1

11.20%
10%
.89:1

3 ApPl.

World Savings and Loan
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

10%
20%
2:1

Average denial disparity ratio between African-American and white loan applicants:
1992)
1996)

1.91:1
2.87~1

In 1992. African-Americans were (on average) 1.91 times more likely to be turned down for a
home loan than whites. In 1996, African-Americans Were (on average) 2.87 times more likely
to be turned down for a conventional home purchase loan than vMtes. a 50.26% increase
over 1992.
Sources for lending data: Table 4-2 of each lend& 1992-1996 “Home Modgage Disclosure
Ad’ statements for San Diego county. and the Federal Finandal
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC).
Note:

1996 is the most recent year for which information is available. 1995 was the last
yearWells Fargo offered home loans.

PART III

;ncome

1996 Denial Rates on Conventional

Home Purchase Loans When Borrower
Levels are the Same : Loans on 1 to 4 Unit Family Dwellings (mlnlmum 5 applications)

Financial

Institution

American

Savings Bank

Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

“Low Income f3orw.vers

14.29%
60%
4.2:i

“UppeP Income Borrowem

10.98%
15.38%
I.411

:

Bank of America
whines:
African-Americans:
Dkparity Ratio:
Lbwney

Savings

Federal

11.64%
33.30%
2.86:1

15.22%
2 Appl.

15.71%’
1 Appl.

26.67%
2 Appl.

15.12%
0 App1.

20.24%
63.64%
3.14:1

12.34%
38.46%
3.12:l

35%
0 ApPl.

4.44%
0 ApPl.

18.45%
60%
2.71~1

9.13%
20%
219:1

8.47%
45.45%
5321

6.80%
3 &pi.

.’

Bank

Whites:
Aftican-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:
Grossmont

3 APPI.

Bank

Whhes:
African-Americans:
Great Western

26.36%

and Loan

Whites:
Aftican-Americans:
Glendale

-

-

Bank

Whites:
African-Americans:

Home Savings
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:
Union Bank
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

I

Home Purchase Loans When Borrower Income
PART 111 1996 Denial Rates on Conventional
Levels are the Same : Loans on 1 to 4 Unit Family Dwellings (minimum 5 applications)
(cont’d)
Financial

Institution

*‘Low income Eorrowerj

“Uppe? Income Borrowers

Wells Fargo (1995 d&a)
Whites:
African-Americans:

50%
1 Appl.

17.19%
OAppl.

14.89%

9.87%
28.57%
2.89:1

_

I

World Savings and Loan
Whites:
African-Americans:
Disparity Ratio:

3 ApPl.

’

Note:

Four lending institutions denied low income African-American jban applicants more
frequently than low income white applicants: American Savings, Great Western Bank,
Home Savings and Union Bank Also, 5 lending institutions denied upper income
African-American loan applicants mere frequently than upper income white loan
applicants: American Savings. Bank of America. Great Western, Home Savings and
World Savings and Loan.

Sources:

Table 5-2 of each lender’s 1996 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Statements for
San Diego County and the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC).

0 - 80% of area median income ($38,880 or less)
“Low Income”:
120% or more than area median income ($58,320
“Upper Income”:

or more)

According to the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the 1996
San Diego County median income (for a family of 4) was $48.600.
The term “median” means that 50% are above that level and 50% are below that level
(Note: HUD sets the limits for the various income levels.)

‘:

PART IV

Conventional
applications

Home Purchase Loan Applications
in San Diego County, 1992-1996 (Loans
on I to 4 unit family dwellings) -Number
submitted by African-Americans

Financial Institution
American

1993

1994

1995

1996

562
7
1:25%

529
16
3%

1,294
28
2.16%

Y,43?~
32
2.23%

1,871
29
1.55%

Savings Bank

Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:
Bank

1992

,

ofAmerica

Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:

3.742
82
2.19%

2,303
40
1.74%

2,489
37
1.49%

1,231
25
2%

1,638
26
1.59%

54

91

0
0%

0
0%

528
6
1.14%

180
2
1.1%

491
4
0.81%

120
0
0%

88
1
1.14%

252
3
1.19%

167
3
1.8%

208
2
0.96%

1,818
36
1.98%

1,653
42
2.54%

2,101
31
1.48%

2.008
44
2.19%

1,696
32
i.89%

59
0
0%

84
0
0%

174
1
0.57%

181
5
2.76%

122
0
0%

3,023
60
1.98%

3,001
76
2.53%

3.505
89
2.54%

2,229
46
2.06%

1,495
24
1.60%

Downey Savings and Loan
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:

,’

’

Glendale Federal Bank
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:
Great Western Bank
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans-:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:
Grossmont Bank
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:
Home Savings
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:

PART IV
(cu”f’d)

Coriventtonal
Home Purchase Loan Applications
in San Diego County, 19921996
(Loan
applications
on 1 to 4 unit family dwellings) -Number
submitted by Afrlcan-Pmericans
Financial

Institution

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

168
3
1.79%

275
7
2.55%

328
14
4.27%

3&16
4.2%

353
14
3.97%

278
9
3.24%

440
7
1.59%

1.255
51
4.06%

198
3
1.52%

-

1.874
22
1.17%

1.428
14
0.98%

1,764
28
1.59%

Union Bank
Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:
Wells Fargo

l

Total Applications Submitted:
Total by African-Americans*:
Percentage of Total Submitted:

Wodd Savings and Loan

-

:

Total Applications Submitted:
Total by Afrtcan-Anwicans’:
* Percentage of Total Submitted:

989
20
2.02%

735
10
1.36%

Note: According to the 1990 Census of Population and Housing, African-Americans make up
6% of the total population of San Diego County. Source: San Diego Association of
Governments - SANDAG
Sources for lending data:

Table 4-2 of each lender’s 1992-1996 “Home Mortgage Disclosure
AC? statements for San Diego county. and the Federal Financial
institutions Examination Council (FFIEC).

PART V

Conventional
Home Purchase Loan Orlglnations
In San Diego County, 19921996
(Loan originations
on < to 4 unit family dwellings)
-Number
of loans originated (granted)
to AfricanAmericans
Financial institution
American

Savings

1992

1993

1994

362
4
1.10%

323
11
3.40%

878
17
1.94%

1995

Bank

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:

.~.9ti
9
0.93%

2,458
47
1.91%

1.418
18
1.27%

1,705
26
1.52%

28
0
0%

51
0
0%

393
6
1.53%

60
0
0%

49
0
0%

1,054
19
1.80%

1.038
20
1.93%

Total Loans Originated:

21

Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:

0
0%

42
0
0%

2,340
43
1.84%

2,227
45
2.00%

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:
Cowney Savings

Federal

1.36%

1,076
12
1.12%

108
2
1.85%

337
4
1.19%

173
1
0.58%

100
2
2%

115
0
0%

1.457
18
1.24%

<.284
25
1.95%

1,055
11
1.04%

82
0
0%

91
2
2.2%

73
0
OS;,

1.472
24
1.63%

1,017
13
1.28%

(:

Bank

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:
Bank

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:
Grossmont

738
10

and Loan

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:

Great Western

1.356
16
1.18%

:

Bank of America

Glendale

1996

Bank

Home Savings
Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:

2,539
56
2.20%

PART V
(cvnt’d)

Conventional
Home Purchase Loan Otiglnations
in San Diego County, 1992-1996
(Loan originations
on 1 to 4 unit family dwellings) - Number of loans originated (grant&)
to AfricanAmericans

Financial

Institution

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

110
1
0.90%

165
3
1.62%

224
5.
2.23%

283
< ‘1
‘3.89%

244
7
2.87%

103
3
2.91%

234
5
2.14%

723
21
2.90%

83
1
1.20%

-

1,307
10
0.77%

1,012
6
0.59%

679
12
1.77%

475
6
1.26%

Union Bank

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:
Wells Fargo Bank
Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans*:
‘Percentage of Total Originated:

.
;.

-

World Savings and Loan

Total Loans Originated:
Total to African-Americans’:
*Percentage of Total Originated:

1.308
14
1.07%

Note: According to the 1990 Census of Population and Housing, African-Americans made
up 6% of San Diego Count@ total population. Source: SANDAG I San Diego
Association of Governments.
Sources for lending data: Table 4-2 of each lend&s 1992-1996 “Home Mortgage Disdosure
ACT’statements for San Diego county. and the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC)

\

METHODOLOGY
1. How the loan denial rates and the denial disparity ratios were computed:
Example:

If lender “A” receives 20 loan appli&iOnS from African-Amedcans and denies 6 of
those applications, 20 divided by 6 results In a 30% denial rate.
If the same lender rejects IO out of 100 loan applications from white borrowers, the reSult
is a 10% denial rate.
- ._

To compute the disparity ratio, the AfriCan-AmedWn denial rate of 30% is divided by the *se
rate of 10% to result In a 3:l disparity ratio. This means lender ‘A” denied African-Amerf,san
:
loan applicants 3 times more often than white loan applicants.

denial

2. Source of lending data used in thls survey: each lenders 1992,1993,1994,1995
and 1996
HMDA (“Home Mortgage Disclosure AcY) statements for San Diego County. Data obtained
via written request to each of the 10 lending Institutions included in this survey.
Eaoh year a government agency named the Federal Financial Institutions Examinations
Council (FFIEC) compiles a HMDA statement fOr tirtUally every lending institution in the country.
These statements are available to interested members of the public and can be obtained from
Individual lending institutions or can be ordered diredly from FFIEC.
Source for all census data used In this survey San Diego Association of Governments I SANDAG.

3. Ten Lenders Surveyed:

American Savings Bank
Bank of America
Downey Savings and Loan
Glendale Federal
Great Western Bank

Grossmont Bank
Home Sayings
Union BanlC
Wells Fargo”
World Savings and Loan

* Union Bank had the best record of all ten lenders surveyed in terms of receiving loan
applications from and granting loans to African-Americans in San Diego County. The
percentage of Loan applications received from Afri’can-Arnen’cans Increased substantially
between 1992 and 1996; as did the number of loans granted to this community. However,
the disparity In denial rates between African-Americans and whtte applicants also increased
substantially between 1992 and 1996, regardless of borrower income level.
_ Wells Fargo1995 was the most recent year for which lending data was available. 1995 was
the last year Wells Fargo made home loans directly. They now make home loans through
a joint-venture with a mortgage company. For the other nine lenders, 1996 was the
most recent year for which data was available.
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HMDA

Home Mortgage Lending: Minority I LMI (ClZO%)
Percent of Market Share
92
BofA

93

94

95

96
10.91%

37.79%

11.57%

11.68%

7.34%

Union

2.68%

1.68%

1.53%

2.68%

1.89%

Web

3.09%

1.39%

11.54%

1.26%

0.18%

23.98%

27.90%

24.67%

17.99%

9.47%

American

4.82%

2.71%

11.38%

11.99%

13.21%

Gr. Wes;.

23.67%

18.77%

14.31%

22.00%

10.88%

Home
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MID-CITY SMALL BUSINESS CREDIT
__.
NEEDS ASSES’SMENT I’
.:‘- :::.
September,

BY: Ann Meier, Independent

1997.

Research Consultant

Thii study is sponsored by the City of San Diego OfGce of Small Business, Council Member
Christine Kehoe’s Oflice, Bank of America, Union Bank of California, Wells Fargo and the
Business Improvement Districts of Adams Avenue, El Cajon Boulevard, North Park and
City Heights. Project oversight was provided by the San Diego City-County Reinvestment
Task Force.

City of San Diego was conducted by David Paul Rosen & Associates, Community Development
Consultants from Irvine. This study used an interesting methodolo,?
of applying actual banking
industry norms as reflected in measures published by Robert Morris & Associates (RMA) to the
199 1 City business license database. The authors of this report note that their estimates of credit
demand do not reflect very small businesses with sales below $50,000 which are very difficult to
quantify. A large proportion of the small businesses in the Mid-City fall into this category and
thus were not covered by this 1992 report. Also in 1992, the San Diego City-County
Reinvestment Task Force completed a credit needs assessment in Spring Valley. In 1993 Adams
Avenue conducted a credit needs assessment and reported on barriers to small business capital
formation. In 1994 City Heights developed a Business and Economic Development Plan based
on a survey. While not exclusively a credit needs assessment, some measures of credit need were
addressed. The Mid-City Business Improvement Districts and the San Diego,City-County
Reinvestment Task Force decided a credit needs assessment was needed to measure the current
situation in a broader scope, encompassing more of the Mid-City. That is the purpose of this
study.

Survey Methodology
The survey incorporated questions asked in many of the studies mentioned above as well as
similar studies in other cities across the nation. The contents of the questionnaire were reviewed
and revised by the BIDS. Reinvestment Task Force members, and officials from Wells Fargo,
Union Bank of California, and Bank of America (see Appendix A).
The questionnaire was sent to approximately 3.500 Mid-City small businesses (which did not
include apanment owners). Approximately 1000 of these surveys were “returned to sender.”
This high volume of returns indicates several things. The mailing list used for the survey came
from San Diego Data Processing whose database is apparently not current. The return volume
may also indicate a high rate of small business failure or relocation in the Mid-City. It is likely
that many, if not most, of the business whose surveys were “returned to sender” were once, but
are no longer in business or have moved.
Excluding the returned surveys, approximately 2500 surveys reached the correct owner of a
currently operational small business. 183 small business from four BLDs (Adam’s Avenue, El
Cajon. North Park and City Heights) responded to the survey. The survey responses were
supplemented with two focus groups with BID committee members. These focus groups allowed
us to solicit more in-depth information and to ensure the clarity of the survey instrument.
Although the survey was in English, a volunteer from UPAC canvassed the neighborhoods to
assist non-English speaking business owners with the survey. The data.Gm the UPAC
volunteer, the two focus groups and the survey responses were compiled to report on the credit
needs of small businesses in San Diego’s Mid-City. Because of project financial constraints, we
were not able to mail survey pre-notification letters, reminder post-cards. or conduct a survey
remailing to non-responders.
These steps usually increase the survey response rates. We did.
2

land use issues. The way that commercial strips are zoned in the Mid-City prevents business
owners from having larger square footage for their stores and from physically expanding their
business at their current site. The commercial linear strips are restricted by the size of the
buildings on them which are currently mostly older, small structures. This may explain the small
median square.footage of small businesses in the Mid-City and indicate a need for creative
solutions regarding land-use in the Mid-City.
Most of respondents lease, rather than own their business location -- 76 and 24 percent
respectively.
When we look at the age of the businesses who lease versus those who own their
business location, we find that as age of the business increases, SO does ownership of the business
location.
Among respondents who have been in their current business for under four years, 87
percent lease their location and just 13 percent own. For respondents who have been in their
business for four to ten years, 77 percent lease and 23 percent own their locations. For those in
their current business for 1 I to 20 years, 71 percent lease and 29 percent own the location.
Finally, for those who have been in their current business for more than 20 years, 41 percent still
lease their location and 59 percent own it. While more of the older business own their properties,
a significant percent (41%) still lease the location,
.’
About half of the responding business owners said they live in the Mid-City (49%) and half live
outside of the Mid-City (51%). Most of the respondents own “smaller” small businesses with 76
percent of them employing 3 or fewer full-time employees and 87 percent employing 3 or fewer
part-time employees. Forty-nine percent actually do not have any part-time employees. The
businesses employ more people from the Mid-City (55%) than they do from outside of the MidCity area (45%). For the 183 respondents, a total of 495 Mid-City residents are employed by
businesses local to them. This is important and could stand to be higher because the
unemployment rate in the Mid-Ciiy is two-time what it is in other parts of the city. Small
businesses in Mid-City are a main source of employment for local residents.
When asked their gross sales volume last year, 40 percent of all respondents said they grossed
less than $50.000. 17 percent grossed between $50,000 and $lOO,OCO, 15 percent between
$lOO,OOO and $250,000, and 10 percent each between $250,000 and $500.000 and $500,000 and
one million. 7 percent repotted grossing over one million dollars
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Gender

& Minority

Status

Ethnicity

of Respondents

of Respondents

L.l

Minority-Owned
Female-Owned

i!

Min. and Female

Owned
African-Amer.

Caucasian

Neither Min. or Fem. Owned

Middle Eastern

Businesses in the Mid-City are of all different ages. Thirty-one percent of business owners have
owned their current business for 4 to 10 years, while another 22 percent htive owned their current
business for just one year. Nineteen percent have owned their business for 2-3 years, 16 percent
for 1 I-20 years and 13 percent for more than 20 years. In contrast, most of the business owners
A large
have been in their industry longer than they have owned their current business.
percentage of owners have been in the industry more than 20 years (30 percent). Twenty-eight
percent have been in the industry 1 l-20 years and another 27 percent for 4-10 years. Only 8
percent are new to the industry (2-3 years) and 7 percent are rookies (only one year in the
industry). The median number of years respondents have owned their business is 5 years, but the
median number of years in the industry is 14. While many owners are apparently new to their
current business, few are naive to their industry, products, customer base and challenges faced in
financing a businesses’ growth and development.

Yrs.

Owning
Yrs.

1

Business

Versus

In The Industry

2 to 3

4to10

11 to20

2

Yrs. In Current Business

m

Yrs. In Industry

21+
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Owned
Caucasian

Min. or Fem. Owned

AfricawArner.

Middle Eastern

of all different ages. Thirty-one percent of business owners have
owned their current business for 4 to 10 years, while another 22 percent htive owned their current
business for just one year. Nineteen percent have owned their business for 2-3 years, 16 percent
for 1 I-20 years and 13 percent for more than 20 years. In contrast, most of the business owners
A large
have been in their industry longer than they have owned their current business.
percentage of owners have been in the industry more than 20 years (30 percent). Twenty-eight
percent have been in the industry 1 l-20 years and another 27 percent for 4-10 years. Only 8
percent are new to the industry (2-3 years) and 7 percent are rookies (only one year in the
industry). The median number of years respondents have owned their business is 5 years, but the
median number of years in the industry is 14. While many owners are apparently new to their
current business, few are naive to their industry, products, customer base and challenges faced in
financing a businesses’ growth and development.
Businesses

in the Mid-City

are
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Business
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Small businesses in the Mid-City are serving the lo.cal community as well as bringing outside
customers into the community.
Forty-two percent of the respondents said most of their business
comes from outside of the Mid-City while 58 said m&t of their business comes from local
customers.

Mid-City Business Expansion
Respondents were asked if expansion of their business was anticipated within the next year.
Fifty-four percent of respondents reported expected expansion in the next yeear. Of those who
anticipate expansion in the next year, 50 percent plan on adding additional personnel, 28 percent
on relocating for additional space, 23 percent hope to secure more space at additional locations,
20 percent plan on more space at their present site and 20 percent plan on adding a new product
to their business.

Expansion

Anticipated
50
,’
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More
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space-same site

Relocation
More

Different

Personnel

Product

Fifty-nine percent of Adams Avenue resoondents said thev_ anticinated
exnansion
.
percent in North Park, 55 percent in El dajon and 49 percent in City Heights.
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Financing

Growth

and Development

Next. business owners were asked how they fmance the growth and development of their
business. An overwhelming 67 percent of respondents said they finance their business out-ofpocket. Thirty-one percent say they use loans from family or friends and 30 percent said they use
bank credit. Twenty-nine percent use personal credit cards and only 20 percent use business
credit cards. Very small percentages use finance companies (5%). credit unions (4%). thrifts
(1%) and other investors (4%).

Financing
707 67
,,j F
i
SO!

1
i

Growth

and Development

I

Ethnicity seemed to have some effect on how small business owners chose to finance growth and
development of their businesses. While 53 percent of responding business owners are
Caucasian, a higher percentage (59%) of those who report using bank credit are Caucasian.
Asians are 24 percent of our total respondent population, but just 19 percent of those who use
bank credit. African-Americans
are 7 percent of our respondent population, but just 4 percent of
those who use bank credit. The converse is also true -- while Asians were 24 percent of our
respondent population, they are 33 percent of those who use loans from friends or family. On
this measure, Caucasians drop to 36 percent. More Caucasian business owners finance growth
and development out of their own pocket (61%) and less Asians use this method of financing
(17%). Other ethnicities follow the same pattern Asians on this measure -- proportionally fewer
African-Americans,
Mexican-Americans.
and Middle Easterners finance their business out of
pocket. Caucasian and Middle-Eastern business owners use both pe&Kal and business credit
cards at a high rate than do African-Americans. Mexican-Americans
and Asians.

IO

When asked why they use the bank(s) that they do. most respondents had multiple reasons. The
reason that was listed by the most respondents was location (59%) followed by convenience
scored the lowest
(47%). quality of service (33%) and cost (I 5%). Variety of services/products
with just 7 percent.
Respondents were asked what business services they use at their banks and the amount of their
monthly service charge. Then they were asked if they felt that their business was getting a good
value for their monthly service charge. The median monthly service charge of all who answered
this question was.Sl2.00.
The largest percentage of respondents pay between $1.00 and $10.00
per month (21%). Sixteen percent pay no monthly service charge. The services used by most
businesses are deposits (86%). bank cards (26 %). night drop (14%). and payroll services (8%).
A majority of respondents feel that they are getting a good value for the monthly service charge
they pay (56%).
The Mid-City has suffered from many recent branch closures. Almost a third (28%) of
respondents said they bank has changed sites over the last two years, and for most of the
businesses reporting that their branch had closed, this made their bank less accessible (73%).
Accordingly, 37 percent of all respondents, even those whose branch has not closed feel that the
quality of services at their bank has changed because of branch closures. Thirty-five percent say
they don’t know why their bank has changed sites indicating banks that close branches in the
Mid-City need to’better communicate the reasons for closing. Twenty percent of all respondents
said they have changed banks in the last 2 years. When asked why, many responded that the
service at their bank has declined -- longer lines, frequent employee turn-over, or less interest in
the businesses inthe community.
Next, respondenti were asked about specific services and products offered to small businesses
banks and other financial institutions. The following are the products and services we asked
about:
1. Business Checking Account
2. Business Savings Account
3. Business Credit Cards
4. Business Line of Credit
5. Business loans for $25,000 or more
6. Business loans for $lO,ooO to $25,000
7. Business loans for under $10,000
8. Accounts receivable loans
9. Loans for machinery and equipment
10. Real Estate loans for business facility
11. Venture Capital/Equity
12. Business counseling and referral services
13. Financial statement preparation
14. Financing for business start-ups
15. Credit cards

by
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All respondents
were asked to rate the importance of the products and services to them. Eightynine percent of all who responded said business checking accounts were important or very
important to them. Only 4 percent rated them as not very or not at all important. For business
saving accounts, 45 percent rated them as important or very important, 17 percent said somewhat
important. and a high 38 percent said business savings accounts are not very or not at all
important. For business credit cards there was a split as well with 49 percent saying they were
important or very important, 20 percent saying they were somewhat important and another 3 I
percent saying not very or not at all important.

Level of Importance

of

Produ’cts and Services

b. save. acct.
b. line of
b. check. acct
b. credit cards
0

q

Important

credit

or Very Important

\

loans $10.25K

loans $25K+
1

Somewhat

loans c$lOK

b. counseling

!
start-up fin.

Important

Not Very or Not at all Important

When rating the importance of business lines of credit and the three different loan amount
categories, business lines of credit had the highest percentage of respondents reporting that they
were important or very important to them (64%). Forty-nine percent of those responding said
loans for over $25,000 are imponant or very important and 40 percent said loans for $10,000 to
$25,000 are important or very important to them. Thirty-seven percent of those responding said
smaller loans. those under $10,000, are very important or important to them. Business
counseling and referral was rated as very important or important by 43 percent of those
responding as was financing for start-ups.

Loan Application

Experiences

A majority of respondents have not made any business loan applications in the past three years
(57%). Twenty-three percent have made one loan application in the past three years, 7 percent
have made two. 6 percent made three and 7 percent made more than threeloan ap&ations
in the
past three years. Of those who made tit least one loan application in the past three years, 73
percenl have been denied a business loan. Arthur Anderson’s Enterprise Group reports a
business loan denial rate of just 23 percent nationwide and 34percenf in the western region. The
14

(25%). “not showing profit long enough” (IS%)_ and “bankruptcy”

Reasons

Given

for Loan

(11%~.

Denial

For thosehenied
loans, most were requesting the loan for working cap&(56%).
The second
most common intent for use of the loan was real estate purchase (17%). Thirty percent of those
denied were requesting small to mid-sized loans between !fXUO and $15,000 and 35 percent
were requesting large loans over $50,000. The median loan request was S25,OOO.
For almost all of those denied, the bank who denied them did not discuss any alternative lending
sources with the business owner. Forty-eight percent of respondents turned to their friends and
relatives when denied a loan and 41 percent relied on themselves to come up with the funding
they needed. Twenty-one percent used their credit cards to finance their growth and development
after they were denied a bank loan and 18 percent went to another bank. Nearly all of those who
were denied a loan would have accepted a loan at a higher price, but still lower than a credit card
if the bank would have offered such a loan (79%). Sixty-two percent of all respondents said
they would attend seminars on how to get credit for their businesses if such seminars were
offered by a local bank.

Where
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Did You
Denied
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a Loan
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Some respondents felt that banks could improve their level of services by lowering the cost of
services, adding personnel and branches. One respondent suggested that banks “open more teller
services or windows to avoid long lines every day.” Another thinks banks should create “more
locations in neighborhood areas with parking. Small sub-branches would be fine.” A third
respondent said banks need to “stop all the take avers (friendly and hostile) and stop raising fees
to finance mergers, take avers and grocery store banks.”
Several respondents suggested that banks develop more specialized programs for the “smaller”
small businesses. One respondent said that Mid-City small businesses would benefit greatly by
bank?.x&ng
services to small businesses with just a handful of employees.
Some small
business programs [currently] are for 100 and under employees. or loans of maybe $250,000 and
a
over
us little guys need our own programs.” Several other respondents recommended
locally owned bank, more specialized for businesses. One North Park respondent felt that
“business owners need a business bank in North Park. This could work as a small credit union
does, with shares.” While credit unions do not offer business loans, the concept of community
banking embraced by credit unions is coveted by small businesses in the Mid-City. Based on the
responses given, respondents feel that banks need to make improvements’in
credit accessibility,
personal banking relationships, quality of services, and programs specifically for “small” smallbusinesses.

The Mid-City

Population

The City of San Diego’s Economic Development Division found some interesting statistics about
the general population of the Mid-City. The median household income in the Mid-City is more
than $lO,OGG less than it is city-wide, $22,586 and $33,686, respectively. The percent of single
parent households in the Mid-City is 16 percent compared to just 9 percent city-wide. Eighteen
percent of Mid-City households receive public assistance compared to 9 percent of households
city-wide. Twenty-three percent of the families in the Mid-City live below the poverty line while
that same measure is 13 percent city-wide.
The percentage of unemployment
in the Mid-City is
10 percent and 6 percent in the whole city. Twenty-four percent of all Mid-City residents have
only a high school diploma and city-wide this number is 20 percent. Nineteen percent of all MidCity residents are without vehicles and 10 percent of residents city-wide don’t have their own
transportation.
City-wide 6 percent of households are without an adult who speaks English.
That percentage jumps to I I percent for the whole city. Twenty-five percent of all Mid-City
residents and 21 percent of all resident city-wide are foreign born. Although these are stark
differences. many feel that they are a bit conservative and the actual differences arc even greater.
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closed branches as did the personal banking relationship the business owners relied on to get fair
consideration for financing. Small business owners in the Mid-City want banks to get to know,
them and the+ businesses. Only through a personal banking relationship can a loan officer
recognize that a high level of personal debt is attributable to investment in one’s business or that
a business employs four Mid-City residents who may have otherwise been unemployed but are,
instead, depositing their paychecks in an account at the loan officer’s bank. Most of the
businesses in the Mid-City are seeking credit because they are doing well, and want to expand
(53%). not because they are failing and need to save their business. Making credit available not
only allows the businesses to grow but it also facilitates Mid-City employment growth and
ultimatelyeconomic
growth. A personal banking relationship allows branch managers and Toan
officers to assess the whole business, the business owner, and the potential for positive effects on
the community.
According to the statistics provided by the City of San Diego’s Economic Development Division,
we see that there is a need for local job creation in the Mid-City area. Credit extensions to small
businesses tiould likely result in job creation and hopefully diminish the great disparities in
unemployment
and economic well-being between Mid-City residents and the city-wide.
L “second 1ook”policy should be established by all existing lenders in &e Mid-City area IO
reduce the loan denial rate.
The loan denial rate among respondents was 73 percent compared to just 23 percent nationwide
and 34 percent in the western region. The businesses responding were not financially weak with
most reporting assets exceeding liabilities. Existing lenders in the Mid-City are not lending to
viable, stable small businesses enough. The establishment of a geographic, branch-based, second
look policy for loans denied using credit scoring methods may reduce the exorbitant rejection
rates.
Efforts to establish

additional bankingfacilities
which address snmll business credit needs,
such (ISa community bank in the Mid-City, should be endorsed and pursued by all relevant
agerxies.
It is clear from the data in this report that Mid-City small businesses have been impacted by
branch closures which have occurred over the past five years. The impacts range from a
perceived lack of services to disparate treatment in credit granting procedures. Further, there is
ample evidence to suggest that there is a residential and small business deposit base adequate to
support additional branches.
The implementation
of this item can occur in a range of forums. The City-County Reinvestment
Task Force should advocate to lenders working in partnership with the Task Force-to establish
new branches in the Mid-City.
A joint effort by the Mid-City Business Associations, the City Offices of Small Business and
Economic Development Depamnents as well as other pertinent groups can explore the formation
20
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ACORN Housing Corporation
846N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19130
(215) 7654048

Testimony of George Butts
President of
ACORN Housing Corporation

In Support of the Proposed Acquisition
By NationsBank of BankAmerica

July 9, 1998

It is not the usual role of ACORN Housing Corporation to testify to the Federal
Reserve Bank in favor of the merger of banks. We are living in a country where the
homeownership rate for white households is 72%, but the homeownership rate for black
households is 45% and Hispanic households is only 42%. Redlining and unfair barriers to
credit have profoundly impacted our communities and we will continue to speak outon ~these issues.
~~
-. ~..-Ware here today because NationsBank stands out as a leader in the COIIIIII~~~~~
reinvestment field. They are leaders for some very specific reasons.
First, Nation-$&k has recognized that community organizations are the vehicle
for real access to the community. We have too many banks which believe that an
occasional loan to a community development corporation and a small grant means a
partnership. NationsBank has invested in buildii the ird?astructure for nonprofit
community organizations to grow and produce. For us that means that our housing
counseling program has grown with Nations from five cities to now eleven cities across
the country
We have expanded the housing staff working in Nations cities &om ten to
thirty two.
Second, NationsBank has produced. The ACORN Housing Corporation /
NationsBank partnership alone has produced over $236 million in mortgages. Virtually ah
these loans were to lower income households, with small downpayments, with
nontraditional credit, with cash on hand, and with older, urban housing stock. And these
loans perform well with low delinquencies.
Third, NationsBank has been flewible~ They were the first multistate lender to
negotiate their mortgage underwriting standards with us. And their step forward did a lot
to bring our kind of underwriting standards for low income people into the mainstream of
the mortgage market At the time these things were pretty radical, but today no one
thinks twice about the appropriate use of low downpayments, nontraditional credit, food
stamps as income, voluntary child support, cash on hand, or steady income rather than the
same job for two years. In the early days, plenty of lenders talked the t* but Nations
rewrote their mortgage program and within a year we were doing 300 and 400 mortgages
a year in cities like Houston and Dallas, Texas where other lenders told us low income
people couldn’t handle owning a house.
Fourth NationsBank is innovative. We are now talking with them about providing
significant predevelopment and interim financing. Nonprofits lose out on the bidding for
affordable multifamily housing projects to wealthier for profit speculators, unless we can
move quickly to evaluate and acquire. Nations is hammering out a 30 day, fast track
development mnd so that more multifamily properties around the country can be
purchased, upgraded, and maintained as affordable housing by nonprofits.
And NationsBank views their commitment to our communities as part of their
business. Many lenders view their community reinvestment as a legal obligation, rather
than a core market. With their new $350 billion dollar commitment and their aggressive
50,000 unit target, we are seeing them view our communities as a market on their own.

For me, the single event that best illustrates the NationsBank commitment to our
communities occurred a few years ago when the Community Reinvestment Act was under
attack in Congress by radical right-wing Republicans, NationsBank was the only national
bank that took a public stand in support of the CRA-and when I say public I’m not just
talking about writing letters, either. Cathy Bessant sat next to me in front of a hostile
House Banking Committee and told the Congressmenexactly
what they didn’t want~to ~~~_~~
hear. She testified that NationsRank was against any effort to weaken the CRA.
NationsBank was bucking the industry mainstream, but the message was clear
NationsBank saw the underserved markets covered by the Community Reinvestment Act
as their market.
NationsBank’s $350 biion, ten year community investment commitment is
different from the commitments we see from other lenders. Nations senior management
sat down for a day with us and the product of those discussions shows up in the single
family, multifamily, and economic development commitments. We know NationsBank
listened and responded and they have done the same with other groups. This is in contrast
to the CitiBmravelers
commitment, where they have yet to even agree to a meeting
with us, where the NationsBank commitment in mortgage production alone equals the
Citibank/Travelers total commitmen< and where CitiBank/Travelers puffed up their
numbers with credit card debt. The NationsBank commitment also contrasts favorably
with the Bank One-First ChicagoNBD, which has made no corporate-wide CRA
commitment to low and moderate income communities.
We have worked with NationsBank in projects lie the Sweet Auburn Ave. project
in the Martin Luther Ring District of Atlanta, where some said the property values were
too low to make new construction work, and they made it work. We worked with them
in the Cherry Hill project in Baltimore where some said the neighborhood was too rough
for homeownership and they made it work. They did not do it just by themselves, but they
figured out how to make it work with community partnerships and creative products.
When a Mexican-American family wanted to buy a $28,000 house in Houston, Texas,
Nations was the first lender who let us use cash on hand, who lets us stretch their ratios to
match what they were already paying in rent, and let their church give a gift for their
closing costs.
We support the NationsBank acquisition of BankAmerica because our experience
with NationsBank is that they do more than talk. They will make credit work for low and
moderate income people and they will work with the community institutions. The fight for
affordable housing and fair access to credit is not over, not by a long shot, but
NationsBank has been an ally and, among lenders, a leader in these struggles. We believe
they will bring to the Bank America markets the same attitude of innovation, flexibility,
and production.

Thank you,

,

.
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National Office
1111 19111Srreet. N.W.. Suite 1000
Mshingmn, DC 20036
Phone (202) 7s1670
Far (202) 776.1772

July 2, 1998
(Via overnight

carrier)

Mr. A. Linwood Gill, III
Vice President
Federal Reserve Board of Richmond
701 East Byrd Street
Richmond, VA 23261.4528
Reference:

NationsBank-Bank

of America Merger

Dear Mr. Gill:
I write, on behalf of the National Council of La Raza (NCLR), to inform you of our views
regarding the proposed merger between NationsBank and Bank of America. NCLR is the
nation’s principal national Hispanic organization, representing more than 200 affiliated
community-based
organizations that together serve more than three million Latinos each year
in 32 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. As an organization committed to
reducing poverty and discrimination against and improving life opportunities for the more than
30 million Americans of Hispanic descent, NCLR has a deep and profound interest in the
outcome of this and other so-called “megamergers”
taking place among the nation’s financial
institutions.
NCLR as a general rule does not take policy positions on mergers or financial industry
consolidations per se. We have, however, addressed specific aspects of proposed
“modernization” legislation and related rulemaking insofar as they may produce disparate
impacts on Latinos and other low-income or ethnic minority communities.
In this connection,
we note below several aspects of the proposed merger that deserve considerable scrutiny by the
Federal Reserve.
At the outset, we acknowledge that both NationsBank and Bank of America have Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) track records that are well above industry averages. Both received
“outstanding” CRA ratings from the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. In addition,
NCLR has considerable direct experience with both of these institutions.

With respect to NationsBank, it has been a leader in a number of high profile national efforts
focused on CRA and related activities. It sponsored the “Blueprint 2000” conference in 1992,
which was something of a watershed in the history of the community reinvestment movement.
Its Chief Executive Officer has been a highly-visible supporter of CRA and affirmative action.
It has a strong and consistent record of direct support of national advocacy organizations and
intermediaries involved in community reinvestment.
Moreover, since its expansion from the
deep south to areas of the country with significant Hispanic populations, NationsBank has
supported a number of noteworthy affordable housing and homeownership programs, including
several operated by NCLR affiliates. For the past year, NCLR and NationsBank have been
engaged in highly promising discussions centered on facilitating pre-development
or
“recoverable grant” support to NCLR affiliates and the expansion of NCLR’s community
development subsidiary.
With respect to Bank of America, we note that the Hispanic Association for Corporate
Responsibility has given it higher-than-industry-average
ratings for its philanthropic efforts
involving Hispanic organizations and its Latin0 employment record. We note further, in the
interests’ of full disclosure, than a high-ranking Bank of America executive has served with
distinction as a member of NCLR’s Corporate Board of Advisors. We also note that NCLR
and several of its affiliates have been in long-standing discussions with Bank of America
regarding a partnership to support a major homeownership
initiative. While these negotiations
have yet to come to fruition, NCLR remains hopeful that successful partnership can be
established.
Notwithstanding our considerable successful program experience with these institutions, NCLR
believes that there are several broad policy issues that should be considered.
First, we would
request that the Federal Reserve carefully consider the impact of the proposed merger on
enforcement of the fair lending laws. The Board has previously indicated with respect to one
of the banks involved that unresolved questions regarding fair lending performance would be
investigated further, and that it might subsequently require changes in the lending process.
NCLR encourages the continuation of this policy in this case.
Second, we request that the Board scrutinize the issue of “subprime lending” in the context of
the merger. A number of credible sources have alleged that subprime lending subsidiaries may
engage in predatory lending practices which have disproportionate,
negative impacts on ethnic
minorities and low-income communities.
NCLR recommends that the Federal Reserve
investigate whether and the extent to which such allegations are true, and if proven, require
appropriate procedural reforms in conjunction with the merger.
Third, NCLR requests a careful, comprehensive assessment of the merged bank’s plan to
assure compliance with the spirit and the letter of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA).
We would note initially that a number of banks previously have submitted community
reinvestment plans as part of their merger applications; we believe that the Board should
require such a submission in this case, given the size and scope of the transaction. We note
further that, while major CRA commitments that typically are announced during financial
companies’ mergers are most welcome, they generally are not accompanied by any

mechanisms to assure that such commitments are actually fulfilled. In this connection, we
believe that a formal CRA plan included as part of a merger application constitutes an ideal
accountability mechanism.
Furthermore, we would request that, in determining the adequacy of such plans, the Federal
Reserve consider: the extent to which previous CRA performance goals have been met; the
extent to which such plans lay out in sufficient detail how the needs of specific groups, such as
Hispanic Americans, will be addressed subsequent to the inevitable institutional and procedural
changes that will take place as a result of the merger; and direct input from local, grassroots
community groups, preferably through public hearings. With respect to the last point, we note
that the Board has scheduled a public hearing on this matter, which NCLR greatly appreciates,
With respect to measuring the extent to which the merged bank’s CRA plan adequately serves
the nation’s growing Latin0 community, we would urge the Board to consider encouraging the
establishment of a community development fund, constituting no less than 10 percent of the
merged bank’s total CRA commitment, targeted to predominantly Hispanic communities.
Inasmuch as the record demonstrates that Hispanic communities and organizations have not
benefited fully from prior CRA commitments, we believe it would be highly appropriate,
consistent with applicable laws, for the merged bank to establish clear goals for assuring that
the credit needs of&l low-income Americans are addressed in the merged bank’s CRA plan.
In conclusion, notwithstanding the considerable credibility that both NationsBank and Bank of
America have as independent institutions with respect to CR4 performance, NCLR believes
that the merger offers the Board an opportunity to address several important policy questions.
To the extent that these issues are adequately and substantively addressed, the National Council
of La Raza would be prepared to endorse the proposed merger.
We request the opportunity to amend these comments as more specific information becomes
available to us during your consideration of this merger application, and we thank you for the
opportunity to present our views.
Sincerely,
/J-+-4/
Raul Y zaguPresident
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Bank of America has made a significant investment in small business development in
California. This investment has taken the form of support of the non-profits that provide
technical assistance to the emerging business owners and loans to small business. A
written commitment of community investment in small business development is an
essential element of any merger agreement.
The California Association for Microenterprise
commitment for the following:

Opporhmiry

recommends

a wrinen

Investment in the non-profit technical assistance providers who assist small
1)
business reach the level of expertise that permits them to qualify for bank credir.
A target of 75% of loans (based on dollar amount) to small business in loans of
1)
lines of credit of <S50,000.
A target 30% of small business lending to minority and disabled-owned
3)
businesses.
3)

A secondary review process for declined small business loan applications.

Submitted by:
Catherine Marshall
CEO
California Association
655 13th St. Ste 203
Oakland, CA 94612
510-238-8360
510-238-8361
cameo@igc.org

Telephone:

for Microenterprise

Opportunity

655 13th Street . Suite 203 l Oticmd
l California
94612
510*238*8360
. Fax 510023808361
. emoil: cameo@igc.org

Callfomia Association for
Mfcroenterprise opportunity

WHAT IS A MICROENTERPRISE?
Microenterprises are small businesses that have fewer than five employees. These
businesses are usually started with less than $25,000. These Very small businesses are
actua!.ly the greatest contributor to job generation during all business cycles. Many of them
start as homebased businesses and part time occupations that contribute to a total family
iIlCOlW

WHAT IS MICROENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMEINT?
Microenterprise development is a process of providing resources to new, prospective and
experienced small business owners. These resources include technical assistance in the
form of business management training and one on one consulting. Small loans called
microloan funds help with the start up or expansion needs of these businesses and are
usually accessed because traditional financing is not available for developing businesses.
X4icroenterprise development reduces the leaming curve and increases the chances of
success. These reso&es are usually provided by a community based or faith based nonprofit in partnership with government agencies. These non-profits are usually supported
with a combination of funding from government agencies, corporations and individuals.
WHO BENEFITS FROM MICROENTERPRISE
DE\iELOPMENT?
*The community benefits from the increased job availabilit]i .III~ economic vitality that
successftil small businesses can provide.
‘Small business owners, who are expanding their businesses: can access microenterprise
development resources such iis loan tinds, training programs and support services.
*New business owners get a jump start on success by learning Gom experts instead of the
“school of hard knocks.”
‘Prospecttie business owners gain valuable business skills while examining their business
idea in .I :isk free emironment.
HOW C.-IA’WE MEASIJRE THE &XF’ACT OF ?vlICROE,XTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
?
For tile Communi~
*Reduction in welfare, unemployment and other public assistance costs.
*Increase in the number of jobs created.
*Increase in goods and services exchanged, space leased: etc. and associated tay revenues
“Increase in the availabilie of goods and services in the community
For thr Individual
*Business stars increase in revenues, reduction in costs, increase in personal profits
‘Creation of an economic safety net with an increase in cash flow and assets
*Increase in business skills and access to community resources and referral networks
IMICROENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
IS AN ESSENTIAL. PART OF AN
OVERALL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY.
TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT MICROENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CALL CAMEO 510.238-8360.
655 13th Street . Suite 203 . Oakland l California 94612
Telephone:
510 l 238.8360
. Fax 510 l 238.8361
email: cameo@igc.apc.org

.

.

CeA*M*E*O
California Association for
Microenterprise Opporhmity
CAMEO is a statewide association for microenterprise development
organizations. Its membership is made up of nonprofit organizations,
government agencies, financial institutions, foundations and individuals
committed to creating self-employment opportunities for disadvantaged
individuals.
The mission of CAMEO is to promote microenterprise as an effective
communiry economic-development
strategy for people and
communities with limited access to economic resources.
CAMEO accomplishes its mission by:
* Providing leadership and a voice for statewide microenterprise support
* Building the capacity of microenterprise practitioners
* Educating the public about the value of microenterprise development
Benefits of CAMEO Membership:
.

Information

.

Members’ directory and informative newsletter

.

Representation

.

Networking,

.

Technical assistance through regional meetings

.

Access to the VISTA volunteer program.

on funding, policy issues andpractitioner

education

in the advocacy eflorts of the microenterprisejeld

referral and resource exchange opportunities

Yes, I would like to join CAMEO.
Interested Party /Consultant ($50)
Nonprofit Organization with Budget under $500,000 ($75)
Nonprofit Organization with Budget over $500,000 ($150)
Sponsoring Organization ($500)
Please make your checkpqable
to CAMEO.

-

Name:
Organization:
Mailing Address:
City:
Phone: (

State:
Fax: (

(Please include a brief description

Phone

of your organization

Zip:
E-mail:
on the back of this form. Thank you.)

655 13th St. Suite 203 -Oakland,
CA 94612
(510) 238-8360
FAX (510) 238-8361
cameo@igc.

org

GOOD EVENING. I HAVE TRAVELED TODAY FROM MENDOCJNO COUNTY
LOCATED ABOUT 100 MLLES NORTH OF SAN FRANCISCO. MENDOCINO
COUNTY IS A RURAL CALIFORNIA COUNTY WITH A POPULATION OF 86,000
AND TRADITIONALLY
HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY RATES.
TEN YEARS AGO, THE ORGANIZATION WHICH I DIRECT WAS FOUNDED TO
ADDRESS ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY AMONG LOW-INCOME PEOPLE.
THE WEST COMPANY PROMOTES MICROENTERPRISE
AS A STRATEGY TO
INCREASE ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY FOR PEOPLE WITH LIMITED
ACCESS TO ECONOMIC RESOURCES.
ONE OF THE FIRST COMMUNITY PARTNERS TO JOIN THIS ENDEAVOR WAS
THE BANK OF AMERICA. ORIGINALLY, THE FOUNDATION CAPITALIZED
THE MICROLOAN FUND WITH A $10,000 GRANT. TWO YEARS LATER IN
1993, THE FOUNDATION PROVIDED A $99,000 GRANT THROUGH A
COMPETITIVE .ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE
THIS GRANT ADDED
$60,000 TO THE LOAN FUND AND $39,000 FOR TECHNICAL ASSSISTANCE TO
BORROWERS AND COMMUNITY CAPACITY BUILDING. DURING THE SAME
ERA, THE LOCAL COMMERCIAL BANK OF AMERICA BRANCHES PROVIDED
HUMAN CAPITAL TO WEST COMPANY’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND
MICROLOAN FUND COMMITTEE. AS WELL, BANK OF AMERICA PAID THE
SALARY AND PLACED A FORMER BANK OF AMERICA EMPLOYEE AT WEST
COMPANY FOR A PERIOD OF SIX MONTHS. WE WERE ALSO ABLE TO
OBTAJN NO COST ACCOUNTS FOR LOW-MCOME CUSTOMERS.
THE IMPACT OF BANK OF AMERICA’S INVESTMENTS ON ONE RURAL
CALIFORNIA COUNTY HAS BEEN IMMENSE. AMONG THE OUTCOMES,
BANK OF AMERICA HAS:
l

HELPED TO BUILD THE CAPACITY OF A COMMUNITY-BASED
ORGANIZATION TO BRING LOW-INCOME ENTREPRENEURS
INTO THE
MAINSTREAM

G&a us’-/a
l

PROVIDE

$197,458 IN LOANS TO 61 NONBANKABLE

T WITH THE START-UP OF 40 BUSJNESSES

CUSTOMERS

AND THE EXPANSION

OF

I AM HERE TODAY TO COMMEND THESE CONTRIBUTIONS
AND THE
COMMITMENT THAT THEY DEMONSTRATE TO RURAL CALIFORNIA
COMMUNITIES AND TO MICROENTERPRISE
AS AN ECONOMIC ENGINE. I
AM HERE TODAY TO ASK FOR RENEWED COMMITMENT TO THE RURAL
INITIATIVE AS DEVELOPED DURING THE LAST YEAR BY BANK OF
AMERICA AND ITS COMMUNI TY PARTNERS. I AM HERE TODAY TO ASK
THAT THE BANK OF AMERICA FOUNDATION AND THE BANK OF AMERICA
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BANK AS THEY CURRENTLY EXIST BE
RETAINED IN CALIFORNIA.
THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
IMPORTANT PUBLIC HEARINGS.

TO TESTIFY AT THESE EXTREMELY

FIRSTNATIONS.DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE
The Stores Building - I 1917 Main Street * Fredericksburg,
(540) 371-5615 . Fax (540) 371.3505~

Federal Reserve System
20” Street & Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20551

VA 2240

Re: Proposed acquisition of
Bat&America Corp. and its
subsidiaries by NationsBank Corp.

Dear Secretary Johnson and Board of Governors:
Please consider the enclosed oral and written testimony and attachments our timely
comment on the proposed merger of NationsBank Corp. and BankAmerica Corp. The oral
portion’was presented by Board Chairman B. Thomas Vigil at the July 9 public meeting
condocted at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. The written portion, with attachments,
was submitted on the same day to Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco officials, per the
instructions issued July 6 by’community affairs officer Joy Ho&ran Molloy.
We appreciated our participation in the meeting. We are available to answer any
questions.

Attachments:

Testimony, oral and written
List of letters of support
Survey findings
Statement of Chester Carl, National American Indian Housing Council
Organizational Descriptions

cc: A. Linwood Gill III
Assistant Vice President
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond

FIRSTNATIONSDEVELOPMENTINSTI~JTE
The Smres Building . 11917 Main Street . Fredericksburg. VA 22408
(540) 371.5615
- Fax (540) 371-3505

Testimony of B. Thomas Vigil
Chairman of the Board
First Nations Development Institute
before theSorrd of Governors,
Federal Reserve System,
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
July 9, 1998

Governors

and members of the Federal Reserve System, ladies and gentlemen:

Greetings. My name is B. Thomas Vigil. I am a member of the Jicarilla Apache Tribe and
my mother is from a tribe called Jemez, both in New Mexico. I own and operate several
businesses, mostly on the Jicarilla Apache reservation. These businesses, including a hotel and a
guest ranch, obviously require extensive banking relationships. It has been my experience that
small local banks can offer very limited services for such businesses, because of their limited
access to capital. Often we’ve had to go outside our community to establish these larger banking
arrangements. This need for outside resources is not limited to our dealings in New Mexico.‘From
the more national perspective of First Nations Development Institute and its many relationships
with entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial organizations across the nation, access to larger capital
resources is a regular business need and a critical hindrance to development.
Today, I come before you as the Chairman of the Board of First Nations Development
Institute. As an organization, First Nations Developmeni Institute has been assisting the culturally
directed economic development efforts of Native American tribes and organizations for almost 20
years. During this time, banks have bee n a steady focus,of our efforts to bring about economic
relationships in the remote rural communities that characterize Indian Country. While First
Nations has not specifically focused on metropolitan Native populations, we know that they too
have often lacked access to credit. For most Native individuals in any location, banking
relationships have not existed in the past.
But we have seen a groundswell of banking interest in Indian Country in recent years.
Gaming and other developments have led to an aggressive movement for banking services in
Indian communities. Especially in the last two years, we have seen the emergence of what may
well be a critical mass of lenders and regulators dedicated to making a difference in the provision
of financial services to Indian people.
As a function of our normal efforts to keep Indian communities
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As you may remember,
in this country,

and which

promises have seldom been kept -- i.e., I... as long as the wind shall blow, and the streams shall
flow, and the grass shall grow . ..I We intend to hold the merged entity toits promises. And once
this merger is approved, we trust the Federal Reserve System will actively oversee the fulfillment
of these promises.
We appear here today bearing letters of support from 29 tribes and nonprofit
organizations within service areas that would be affected by then proposed merger, and in
cooperation with the 400-plus-member National American Indian Housing Council, the 200-plusmember National Congress of American Indians, the Native American Rights Fund, and the
Council of Energy Resource Tribes.
Thank you for receiving our presentation.

